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From:
FOIA@fec.gov
Date:
May 11, 2016 5:50:06 PM
Subject: Your Freedom of Information Act Request to the Federal Election
Commission (FOIA 2016-32)
VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL
Re:

Your FOIA Request to the Federal Election Commission 2016-32

This letter serves as the Federal Election Commission’s (FEC) response and first
document production to your request for information from the FEC under the Freedom
of Information Act (FOIA), dated February 29, 2016 and received by the FEC’s FOIA
Requester Service Center the same day. You requested the following:
Copies of the final report, report of investigation, closing memo, referral memo, referral
letter, and “any other conclusory” documents associated with the following closed
Office of the Inspector General (OIG) investigations:
INV-08-01
INV-08-02
INV-09-01
INV-09-02
INV-10-01

INV-10-02
INV-11-01
INV-13-01
INV-13-02
INV-13-03

INV-13-04
INV-14-01
INV-14-02
INV-15-01
INV-15-02

We have searched the agency’s records and located responsive documents related to
INV-08-01, INV-09-01, INV-09-02, INV-10-01, INV-10-02, INV-11-01 and INV-13-04.
See attached. As to INV-08-02, the FEC was unable to locate any responsive records.
The FEC’s OIG has indicated the other investigations as to which you have request
records remain open. From the attached responsive documents we have redacted
certain information pursuant to FOIA Exemptions 3(A), 5, 6, 7(C), and 7(D).
Exemption 3(A) prevents disclosure of information “specifically exempted from
disclosure by statute (other than section 552b of this title), if that statute — (A)(i)
requires that the matters be withheld from the public in such a manner as to leave no
discretion on the issue; or (ii) establishes particular criteria for withholding or refers to
particular types of matters to be withheld.” 5 U.S.C.§ 552(b)(3)(A). Pursuant to
Section 7 of the Inspector General Act of 1978, the FEC is prohibited from disclosing
the identity of an employee without the consent of the employee, after receipt of a
complaint. 5 U.S.C. app. § 7(b). FOIA Exemption 5 protects from disclosure “inter-or
intra-agency memoranda or letters which would not be available by law to a party other
than an agency in litigation with the agency,” including documents covered by the
attorney work-product, deliberative process, and attorney-client privileges. 5 U.S.C. §
552(b)(5). Exemption 6 protects from disclosure information that if released would
constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(6).
Exemption 7(C) protects from disclosure records or information compiled for law
enforcement purposes that, if released, could reasonably be expected to constitute an

unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 5 U.S.C§ 552(b)(7)(C). Exemption 7(D)
provides protection for "records or information compiled for law enforcement purposes
[which] could reasonably be expected to disclose the identity of a confidential source,
including a state, local, or foreign agency or authority or any private institution which
furnished information on a confidential basis, and, in the case of a record or
information compiled by a criminal law enforcement authority in the course of a
criminal investigation or by an agency conducting a lawful national security intelligence
investigation, information furnished by a confidential source." 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(7)(D).
We are continuing to process additional documents responsive to your request and will
release those documents to you as soon as possible. Certain records responsive to
your request contain information submitted to the FEC by a contractor that may be
confidential commercial information. Pursuant to Executive Order 12,600, the Agency
is required to give notification to those who submit business information to the
government when that information becomes the subject of a FOIA request. See E.O.
12,600, 52 Fed. Reg. 23781 (1987). Accordingly, the Agency must provide the
contractor with a pre-disclosure notification and a reasonable period of time in which to
object to the disclosure of any of the requested material before any such material can
be released. Additionally, other records responsive to your request include information
pertaining to another federal agency. Thus, consistent with FOIA guidelines, these
records require consultation with the other federal agency prior to release.
We anticipate that documents provided in the subsequent document production(s) may
also have information redacted pursuant to Exemptions 3(A), 5, 6, 7(C), and 7(D), as
well as Exemption 4. Exemption 4 protects from disclosure commercial and financial
information that is privileged or confidential. 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(4). In the letter
accompanying the final document production, we will provide you with a list of all FOIA
exemptions that have been applied to the records released and to the responsive
records withheld in their entirety, as well as approximate page counts for the
documents withheld pursuant to each FOIA exemption.
You may appeal any adverse FOIA determination. Any such appeal must be filed in
writing and should follow the guidelines set forth in 11 C.F.R. § 4.8. If you have any
questions, please contact the FOIA Service Center at FOIA@fec.gov, or (202) 6941650.

Sincerely,
Peter K. Han
FOIA Requester Service Center

Redactions pursuant to FOIA Exemptions 3, 6, 7(C) & 7(0)

FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20463

Office of Inspector General

CLOSING MEMORANDUM
C ase#: INV-08-01
Case Title:
Date of Report: 05/06/ 10
Sub· ect: Allegations of Misconduct

h Duncan

From July 2008, thrn Januaiy 2010, the OIG received twenty six (26) allegations of
wrongdoing against- -, the fonner
. These
allegations were made in eight (8) separate complaints. The OIG conducted investigations
on tluee (3) of the 26 allegations and consolidated the investigative findings in this single
Rep01i of Investigation. These three investigations involved: 1) improper receipt of transit
benefits; 2) reprisal for filing an OIG complaint; and 3) improper setting of senior level
(SL) pay.
Alleged Improper Receipt of Transit Benefits
The transit benefit investigation was initiated following a complaint on July 23 , 2008 ,
which contained an allegation that- - was parking in the FEC garage and. at
the same time, collecting transit benefits, in violation of Commission Directive No. 54.
This allegation was substantiated. The investigation found that- - received
FEC-paid parking and transit subsidy benefits during the months of April th.m July of
2008. The investigation found that during the months of May, June, and July of 2008,
- - collected fitll transit benefits, but did not commute on public transp01iation
for more than 50% of the business days in these months. Based on these findings, the OIG
concluded that- - did not comply with requirements under Commission
Directive 54.
Alleged Reprisal for Filing an OIG Complaint
The reprisal investigation was initiated after
filed a complaint on l
retaliated against . , because .
had
alleged acts of rep1isal consisted of: 1)
: and 3)
- -·The alleged reprisal was unsubstantiated. The investigation found no
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evidence indicating that
knew about
• · Furthermore, investigative findings did not support

claim that.
, in retaliation for.

protected disclosure.
Alleged Improper Setting of Senior Level Pay
set.
On August 28, 2008, the OIG received a complaint alleging that
own pay, without Commission approval, after the Commission voted to appoint in
the position of Acting
. The investigation did not substantiate this
allegation. The investigation found that Commissioner
, who was the
FEC Chairman at the time, approved the salary amount set, in connection with.
temporary senior level appointment. A review of Commission voting
's
documents revealed that none of the Commissioners objected to the omission of
salary information on the voting documents, at the time the Commission voted on
appointment. Based on Chairman
s approval, and no Commission
objections to the salary omission, this allegation was unsubstantiated.

••l's

OIG Disposition: As a result of the OIG investigation,

repaid transit
subsidies to the FEC in the amount of$210 . • • • • resigned from the FEC in
, unrelated to this investigation. On May 4, 2010, the OIG issued a Report of
Investigation to the Commission. On that same day, the OIG referred the remaining 23
allegations to the Staff Director, due to the concerns raised in the allegations. These
remaining allegations involved mostly hiring decisions, position upgrades, and
promotions. Based on these activities, this investigation will be closed.

Jon Hatfield, Deputy Inspector General

Date
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FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL

Report of Investigation
The Former Director of
Case Number INV-08-01

May4, 2010
RESTRICTED INFO RMATl ON: Tus report is the property of the Office of Inspector General, and is for
OFFICIAL USE ONLY. This report is confidential and may contain information that is prohibited from disclosure
by the Privacy Act, 5 U.S.C. §552a. Therefore, this report is furnished solely on an official need-to-know basis and
must not be reproduced, disseminated or disclosed without prior written consent of the Inspector General of the
Federal Election Commission, or designee. All copies of the report have been uniquely numbered, and should be
appropriately controlled and maintained. Unauthorized release may result in civil liability and/or compromise
ongoing federal investigations.
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I.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

From July 23, 2008, thru January 26, 2010, the Office oflnspector General (OIG)
, the former Director
received twenty six (26) allegations of wrongdoing against
of
. These allegations were made in eight (8) separate complaints. Based on the
OIG's Guidelines for Evaluating Hotline Complaints, the following three (3) of the 26
allegations were investigated: 1) improper receipt of transit benefits; 2) reprisal for filing an OIG
complaint; and 3) improper setting of senior level pay.
The remaining 23 allegations are being referred to management based on several factors
and criteria established in the OIG's Guidelines for Evaluating Hotline Complaints. These
allegations involved hiring decisions, position upgrades, promotions, and other matters.
resigned from the FEC in
. Since this investigation was concluded in
April 2010, the OIG is reporting the investigative results to the Commission for information
purposes. This investigative report makes no recommendations related t o - .
A. Alleged Improper Receipt of Transit Benefits

The transit benefits investigation was initiated following a complaint on July 23, 2008,
which alleged t h a t - was parking in the FEC garage and, at the same time, collecting
transit benefits, in violation of Commission Directive No. 54. This allegation was substantiated.
Commission Directive 54 prohibits employees who receive a "Federal parking benefit" from
participating in the transit benefit program. The OIG investigation found that in April, May,
received both transit benefits and federal parking benefits.
June, and July of 2008, W h e n - was interviewed by the OIG,
acknowledged that
did not comply with the
requirements under FEC Directive 54.
wrote a check in the amount of $210, to
reimburse the FEC for ineligible transit benefits
received.

I

B. Alleged Reprisal for Filing an OIG Complaint

The reprisal investigation was initiated after
, the former
, made allegations on August 25, 2008, that
retaliated
against
, because of a complaint. had previously filed with the OIG.
previously made a protected disclosure to the OIG. The investigative findings did not
substantiate this allegation ofreprisal.
1
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I
. The investigation foimd no
evidence indicating that
knew about
's prior complaint to the OIG.
Fru1hennore, the fmdings did not si1pport
's claim t h a t - , in retaliation for
protected disclosirre.

II

C. Alleged Improper Setting of Senior Level Pay
On Ai1gi1st 28, 2008, the OIG received a complaint alleging that
set his
own pay, withoi1t Commission approval, after the Commission voted to appoint
to the
Acting
position. The investigation did not substantiate this allegation of
improper pay setting. The investigation found that Commissioner-, the FEC Chainnan
at the time, gave approval for the sala1y amount that was set, in cormection w i t h - ' s
temporary appointment. A review of Commission voting documents revealed that none of the
Commissioners objected t o - ' s sala1y information being omitted from the voting
docinnents, at the time the Commission voted o n - ' s appointment. Based on Chainnan
- ' s approval, and no Commission objections to the salary omission, the investigation
did not si1bstantiate this allegation.

II.

BACKGROUND

The OIG evaluates each complaint it receives in accordance with the OIG's Guidelines
for Evaluating Hotli11e Co1nplaints. Under established guidelines, the OIG considers many
factors in deciding whether to initiate an investigation based on a hotline complaint. The OIG
reviews, evaluates, and make decisions on hotline complaints, based on the merits of the
allegation, existing priorities, commitments, and resoru·ces.
It is acknowledged that not eve1y allegation or complaint received can be investigated.
Resource considerations when deciding whether to initiate an investigation may include ciment
staffmg levels and workloads. Evidentiary considerations may include the credibility of
witnesses, the natlrre of the violation, the available evidence, the elements of required proof, and
known mitigating circumstances.
dru·ing the
The OIG received twenty six (26) allegations made against
period of Jilly 2008, thru January 2010 (Attachment). Some of the allegations were repeated in
more than one of the eight separate complaints with the OIG. Based on OIG guidelines, three (3)
allegations were investigated. The remaining twenty three (23) allegations will be referred to
management.
2
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III.

ALLEGATIONS AND INVESTIGATION DETAILS
A. Alleged Improper Receipt of Transit Benefits

I

Allegation 1:
parked in the FEC garage, while
participated in
the transit benefit program, in violation of Commission Directive No. 54.
On July 23, 2008, the OIG received a complaint alleging that
was
parking in the FEC garage, while participating in the transit subsidy benefit program. According
signed out a
to the complainant, who requested confidentiality, in April 2008,
, Office of
temporary FEC parking pass f r o m - - ,
Administrative Services, to park~n the FEC garage. The complainant advised the
OIG t h a t - originally obtained the parking permit for ad hoc use, but then retained it, and
continued to use it. The complainant further advised t h a t - did not qualify for an FECpaid parking pass, because he participated in the transit benefit program. The OIG initiated an
investigation to determine i f - violated FEC Directive No. 54.
FEC Commission Directive No. 54
FEC Commission Directive No. 54, "Employee Transit Benefit Program," prohibits
employees who receive a "Federal parking benefit" from participating in the transit benefit
program. According to the Directive, a "Federal parking benefit" provides an employee with
vehicle parking at a cost lower than local prevailing commercial parking rates. To be eligible for
transit subsidy benefits, an employee must "regularly" commute via public transportation. For
the purposes of this program, "regularly commute" means that "the employee commutes via
public transportation on a regular and recurring basis." To receive transit benefits, the
Directive requires that public transportation be used "a minimum of50% of the available number
of commuting days (business days) per month. .. "
Under Commission Directive 54, if an employee regularly commutes to the FEC office
using public transportation, but for whatever reason, does not commute on public transportation
for more than 50% of the business days in a given month, 1 then they are only entitled to receive
one-half ( 50%) of their full transit benefit for that month, rounded up to the next five dollar
increment. 2
1

There are approximately 20 business days each month, so 10 business days would represent 50% of the total

business days each month.
2

If an FEC employee receives transit subsidy benefits of $115 each month, but for whatever reason, will not

commute to work 50% of the business days in a particular month; then the employee is only entitled to receive

$60 in subsidy benefits ($115 x .5 = $57.50, rounded up to $60).

3
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Under Commission D:iJ:ective 54, it is the employees' responsibility to elect the correct
subsidy amount each month (either the full amount or 50o/o of the transit benefit). This election
amount should be based on the employee's anticipated use of public transpo11ation during the
next month; or based on the employee's actual use of public transportation duJing the pievious
month.
Receipt ofTJansit Benefits
The OIG obtained transactional activity Jecords o n - ' s SmaJTrip caJd account
(~)from the Washington Metropolitan At-ea Transit Authority (WMATA). These
recoJds showed transit subsidy deposits, Metro station entries and exits, and parking, for the period
of April 1, 2008, thru July 30, 2008. - · s SmaITrip caJd activity showed that fromApiil
thru July 2 0 0 8 , - received transit subsidy deposits totaling $460. TJansit subsidy
payments of $115 were deposited i n t o - ' s SmaJTrip account on April 8th, May 6th, June
4th, and July 19th of2008. The WMATA activity report futiher showed t h a t - commuted
by public Metro to work on 16 business days in April 2008; 7 business days in May 2008; one
business day in June 2008; and 6 business days in July 2008.
's Receipt of FEC PaJk:ing Benefits
The OIG obtained a Kastle Systems key-caJd activity repo11 o n - ' s Kastle keycaJd ~-This Kastle Ieport showed-'s key-caJd, including gaJage and FEC
building access entries and exits, foJ the peiiod of May 1, 2008, thru July 30, 2008. According to
the Kastle repo11, accessed gaJage paik:ing for his automobile 10 business days in May
of 2008; 14 business days in June of 2008; and 17 business days in July of 2008.
's Interview
The OIG interviewed- on SeptembeJ 8, 2008, JegaJding his simultaneous receipt
of FEC-paid paik:ing benefit and transit subsidy benefits. In Jesponse to questions,
advised:

I

I

acknowledged that drove to work and parked in the garage; while at the
sa111e tin1e,
received benefits under the transit subsid_v progra1n. Around April 2008,
began driving to work on occasion because
was putting in long hours.
Driving gavell 1noreflexibility because coached a
during the week.

I

I

I

4
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, theformer
hours and told him to go see
temporary parking pass for the FEC building garage.
temporary parking pass that showed an expiration date ofSeptember 2008.

a

I

At the t i m e - accepted the garage parking pass,
did not consider thatl was
3
viewed the parking pass offer as a perk
violating the transit subsidy directive. t h a t - accommodatedfor~use of the long hours t h a t - was
putting into the job. had a lot on his plate. He was providing assistance to the
Deputy StaffDirector and restructuring the Office ofHuman Resources. offered- the parking benefits f o r - 's convenience.

I

was not in compliance with the FEC Directive. ,,.ad
acknowledged that
not thought about the Directive or this issue before
interview with the OJG.
advised would pay back the transit benefits that,eceived during the months
drove to work.

I

On September 11, 2 0 0 8 , - advised thatl provided the FEC Finance Office with
a check in the amount of $210 for metro fare benefitsFeceived. The FEC Finance Office
confirmed that this payment f r o m - in the amount of $210 was processed on September
16, 2008. also agreed to turn in the temporary parking permit
used to the Office of
Administrative Services.

I

B,

Alleged Reprisal for Filing an OIG Complaint

Allegation 2:
OIG complaint,

retaliated against

for filing an

, 2008,
filed a complaint with the OIG, alleging that
retaliated against
because •
had previously filed an OIG
had made protected disclosures to the OIG, a
complaint a g a i n s t - · Since
reprisal investigation was initiated pursuant to section 7(c) of the Inspector General (IG) Act.
Under the IG Act, federal employees in authority are prohibited from taking or threatening
personnel action against an employee as a reprisal for making a complaint, or disclosing
information to an Inspector General. 4
3

As

, - is responsible for overseeing the administration of the FEC

transit benefit program.
4

5 U.S.C. App. 3 § 7(c)

5
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August 25th reprisal complaint,

's reprisal
The frndings in the OIG investigation did not substantiate
allegation. After conducting interviews with eight FEC employees, including two
Comm.issioners6 , the OIG found no evidence indicating that-knew
had
Fru1hennore, the evidence failed to suppo11
made protected disclosures to the OIG on
7
's claim that.
alleged two other acts of retaliation. First,

-·
5

In August 2008, the

6

During the reprisal investigation, the OIG interviewed the following FEC employees: Commissioner-

consisted of Commissioner

- ; Commissioner-;

-;former-

- - ; former

7

and Commissioner

;and-

The OIG interviewed C o m m i s s i o n e r - , C o m m i s s i o n e r - , and
; and reviewed meeting notes prepared by Commissioner-'s Executive Assistant

- , concerning an August 22"d meeting between Commissioner- a n d - . These
interviews and meeting notes did not corroborate-'s claim that the FEC Personnel Committee.

6
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beca11se of protected disclos1rres
With regards to the
, the OIG concluded t h a t - w o 1 t l d not constitute a "personnel action" prohibited lmder the reprisal provision of the
IG Act, nor the statl1to1y definition 1mder the Whistleblower P1otection Act.9 F1rrthennore, the
Office of General Counsel looked into the
iss11e after it was bro11ght to the
was questioned by OGC,.denied. For the reasons stated

C. Alleged Improper Setting of Senior Level Pay
set. own salary when he was appointed to Acting
in violation ofFEC Personnel Instruction 319.1.

On August 28, 2008, the OIG received a complaint alleging that
• own pay, without Commission app1oval, after the Commission voted to appoint
Acting
position. It was alleged that the pape1work on
appoinbnent was circulated for a Commission vote, with the sala1y colulllll left blank. It was
firrther alleged that increased his own salary by approximately seven steps, fron1 a GS
15/3 salary of$123,006, to approximately $140,000 on the Senior Level (SL) pay scale.
The OIG initiated an investigation to detennine ifFEC pay setting policies were violated.
The FEC pay setting policy applicable to promotions to an SL position, FEC Personnel
Instruction 319 .1, states:
A "current Federal e1np!o_vee appointed to an SL position is entitled to have his or her
base pa;,' set at the 1ninifnu111 of the SL rate 1vhich e:tceeds his or her e.Yisting rate ofbasic
pay b.v not less than two step-increases of the gradefron1 which he is prontoted or
transferred.
8

The OJG interviewed

, Associate General C o u n s e l - , a n d - ,

regarding the reason
9

See 5 U.S.C. § 2302(a}(2}(A}

7
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This initial rate 1na.v be set higher with advance Conu11ission approval. I71e Conunission
1naJ' take i11to consideration the selectee 's highest previous rate, relative level of
responsibilities of the position being.filled, co1nparable Federal E.Yecutive pa_v, the
unusua!Zv high or unique qualifications a11d skills of the selectee, or a special need of the
Co11unission for the selectee 's services. " 10

The Commission Secreta1y finnished to the OIG a set of docinnents, known as a "voting
package," which had been circulated to the Commission, in connection with the August 14,
2008, vote to temporarily appoint
as the Acting
. A review of
this voting package confmned that
's new sala1y was omitted from the docinnents,
specifically from the salary block on
's Notice of Personnel Action (SF 52). The SF 52
Notice, which showed a blank box for the salary, was signed by the f o n n e r Commissioner
. A review of the voting package also showed that all six
's senior level appointment: and there were no
Commissioners voted to approve
Commission objections made as a resitlt of the salary omission.
Commissioner-, who was the FEC
regarding the allegation. In response to questions,

the time, was interviewed
advised:

understood t h a t - was to be bu111ped up i11 pa_v to approxin1ateZv
$150,000. The Co11unissio111va11ted to n1ake
's salary,' co111parable to lvhat the
position has a lot
previous
lvas earni11g. The
111ore respo11sibilities, so it lvas e.Ypected that his
A raise of approxi111ate(v $25,000 does not see111 u11usual. The FEC Personnel lnstructio11
established a "1nini111u111 "pay level, but it did 11ot prohibit a higher salary,'. - d i d
not recall the actual salary1 figure that lvas discussed for-around the tin1e of the
s ne1v sala1y of $147,431 is consiste11t with
vote i11 August 2008. Ho1vever,
's understanding of1vhat
's salary,' was going to be. At the tin1e he
's SF 52, he [Chaitman
] lvas not co11cerned that the sala1y
pay figures were left off ofthefor111.

Based on former
's statement, and a fi.tll Commission vote with no objection
to the sala1y omission, the investigation did not support a frnding t h a t - set. own
sala1y without Collllllission approval. This allegation was, therefore, not substantiated.

° FEC Personnel Instruction 319.1: Senior Level Pay, 8.B.1, pg.6, effective March 2, 2005.

1

8
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IV.

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION

The transit benefit allegation was substantiated. The investigation found t h a t received FEC-paid parking and transit subsidy benefits, during the months of April
thru July of 2008. The investigation found that during the months of May, June, and July of
2008, collected full transit benefits, but did not commute on public transportation for
more than 50% of the business days in these months. Based on these findings, the OIG found
t h a t - did not comply with requirements under Commission Directive 54.
The reprisal allegation was unsubstantiated. The investigation found no evidence to
filed an OIG complaint. The
indicate t h a t - kuew or suspected that
's claim that. was denied a
investigative findings also did not support
promotion, or even being considered for one.
The improper pay setting allegation was unsubstantiated. The investigation found that
was appointed to
had approval from the Chairman to set. salary amount, when
the Acting
position. The investigation further revealed there were no
objections from the Commission w h e n - ' s salary was omitted from the voting package
for .appointment.

I

As a result of this investigation,
repaid transit subsidies totaling $210 to
the FEC. The OIG makes no recommendations regarding-'s conduct; however, it
is no longer employed at the FEC. Other allegations made against
should be noted that
will be referred to the Acting Staff Director.

I

V.

PRIVACY ACT AND FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT NOTICE

This report is the property of the Office oflnspector General, and is for OFFICIAL USE
ONLY. Appropriate safeguards should be provided for the report, and access should be limited
to Federal Election Commission officials who have a need-to-kuow. All copies of the report have
been uniquely numbered, and should be appropriately controlled and maintained. Public
disclosure is determined by the Freedom oflnformation Act, 5 U.S.C. §552a. In order to ensure
compliance with the Privacy Act, this report may not be reproduced or disclosed outside the
Commission without prior written approval of the Office of Inspector General.
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ATTACHMENT

Summary of 26 allegations made against
submitted to the OIG in eight (8) separate complaints
between July 23, 2008, and January 26, 2010

10
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Summary of 26 allegations made against
in eight (8) separate complaints to the OIG,
submitted between July 23, 2008, and January 26, 2010
Date
Received
1

07/23/08

2

08/ 11/08

~

.)

08/11/08

4

08/25/08

5

08/28/08

6

06/04/09

Subject of
Complaint

-

Alleoation
Alleged improper receipt of transit subsidy
benefits/FEC arkin benefits.
Alleged improper hiring of the
Position was allegedly not compete
u ) 0 raded without a desk audit.

Alleged repris~ for filing
an OIG com )laint.
Allege·d·m
ro er a setting of
salaiy. as the
Acting
. in violation of FEC Senior
Level a settm o ·c .
Alleged improper upgrading of two positions in the
Administrative Se1v ices Division. from a GS-7 to
GS-8, and a GS-11 to GS-12.
i\ll eged misuse of a contractor's
) se1vices to
upgrade the Director of Human Resources position
from a GS-15 to a Senior Level. Position
description allegedly contained inaccuracies and
was not reviewed or approved by the supeivisor
(Staff Director).
The

t-----lr--~~~+-~~~~+---:-::---'--:----:-~~::-~~~---,--

7

06/04/09 -

t-----lr--~~~-1-~~~~-+-''-----,

Dis osition
Investigated Substantiated
RefeITed to
Management
RefeITed to
Management
Investigated Not Substantiated
Investigated :'.\Tot Substantiated
RefeITed to
Management
RefeITed to
Management

~~~~~~~~~~~~~t--~~~~~~-t

RefeITed to
Management

9

Refened to
Mana oement

10

RefeITed to
Management

11

07/ 14/09 -

12

07/ 14/09 -

13

07/ 14/09

Alleged improper upgrading of positions in the
RefeITed to
Finance Office despite a reduction in duties
resulting from electronic systems/outsourced se1vice Management
providers.
Alleged mmor thatsaid he has "the
Refened to
Chainnan in his po~1d he "mns to the
Chainuan for protection whenever questioned about Management
an lting."
RefeITed to
Management
i\lleged retaliation a oainst
11
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Summary of 26 allegations made against
in eight (8) separate complaints to the OIG,
submitted between July 23, 2008, and January 26, 2010
Date
Received

Subject of
Com laiut

--

14

07/ 14/09

15

07/ 14/09

16

11/ 10/09

17

11/ 10/09

18

11110/09

19

11/ 10/09 -

t-----1r-~~~+-~~~~+

-- -

20

11/ 10/09

21

11/ 10/09

22

01/26/ 10

23

0 1/26/10

24

01/26/ 10

25

0 1/26/10

26

01/26/ 10 -

Alleoation
Alleged improper selection of staff to be
inte1viewed for the Office of Personnel
Management (OPM) audit.
Alleged improper grant of ·'same day secmity
clearances" to several staff in the Commissioners'
offices. in order to et com uter access.
Alleged personal relationship between

~·

Alleged improper promot~
without ex erience.
Alleged improper supe1vision of staff and
operations in the Administrative Services Division
by the
without
authon .
Alleged misuse of government funds to pay for
refreshments for FEC staff during a team building
exercise. The Office of Chief Financial Officer
(OCFO) allegedly approved the improper payment
for refreshments.
work from
allegedly made
1ome for three weeks to create ocumentation for
the OPM audit. The documentation was then
allegedl backdated for the OPM audit.
was alleoedl escorted from his last

Dis ositiou

RefetTed to
Management
RefetTed to
Manag_ement
RefetTed to
Management
RefetTed to
Management
RefetTed to
Management

RefetTed to
Management
RefeITed to
Management
RefetTed to
.tvfanag_ement
RefetTed to
Management
RefetTed to
Management
RefetTed to
Management
RefeITed to
Management
RefetTed to
Management
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FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20463
Office of Inspector General

CASE CLOSING MEMORANDUM
Case #: INV-09-01
Case Title:
Date of Report: April 7, 2011
Sub.iect: Transit Subsidy Abuse

I Prepared By:

J. C. THURBER

Hotline Complaint HL-08-05 was opened on August 8, 2008, when
• • • • • • • •made a referral to the OIG
the FEC transit benefit
was receiving both
alleged that records showed
subsidy program. •
parking benefits and transit subsidy benefits. Parking and transit subsidy records were
reviewed and confirmed-'s participation in both benefits in violation of
Commission Directive 54. During the review of the hotline complaint, SmarTrip records
were obtained from the Washington Metropolitan Transit Authority (WMATA). Kastle
systems records showing building access entries made by
were also obtained
from
. A review of these records indicated that
may have received both
parking and transit subsidy benefits during the period from May 2008 through September
2008. Based on this information, an investigation was opened on December 31, 2008.
OIG Disposition:

The OIG issued a Report oflnvestigation to the Commission and FEC management on May 11,
2010. In the report, the OIG recommended: that management consider recovering transit
subsidy overpayments in the amount of $805 .60 from
, and any other monies
owed since the period of the OIG's investigation; that management consider whether any
other action is necessary in regards to
based on this investigation, if any; and
that the Office of Human Resources assess
's eligibility to continue her
participation in the transit benefit program.
On February 17, 2011, FEC management advised the OIG that the following action had been
taken:
1.

was issued an oral admonishment which was confirmed in writing.

2. will be required to repay the $805.60 in transit benefit received during her
period of ineligibility as determined by the OIG investigation.

FOIA 201 6-32_01 7
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3.
has the option of withdrawing from the program or submitting to monitoring
o f . use of the program in FY 2011. If-chooses to submit to monitoring, •will be
required to comply strictly with Directive 54, to avoid placing personal funds on the
SmartTrip card. uses for commuting, and to obtain from WMAT A quarterly a report
o f . use of the card for the preceding three months. These reports will be reviewed by
-supervisor. If-misses any deadline to submit a report, uses Metro so infrequently
that-falls out of eligibility for the program, or otherwise does not comply with
Directive 54, •will be removed from the program.
No further investigative activity is required. Therefore, this investigation is closed.

Lynne McFarland, Inspector General

Date
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FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL

Report of Investigation
- - ' s TransitBenefitParticipation
Case Number INV-09-01
May 11, 2010
RESTRICTED INFO RMATl ON: This report is the property of the Office of Inspector General, and is for
OFFICIAL USE ONLY. This report is confidential and may contain information that is prohibited from disclosure
by the Privacy Act, 5 U.S.C. §552a. Therefore, this report is furnished solely on an official need-to-know basis and
must not be reproduced, disseminated or disclosed without prior written consent of the Inspector General of the
Federal Election Commission, or designee. All copies of the report have been uniquely numbered, and should be
appropriately controlled and maintained. Unauthorized release may result in civil liability and/or compromise
ongoing federal investigations.
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I.

Executive Summary

In August 2008, the Office of Inspector General (OIG) condi1cted an audit follow-up on
the FEC transit benefit program, which revealed t h a t - - ( C - , may have received a Federal parking benefit, while
simitltaneously collecting transit si1bsidies, in violation ofFEC Co:tlllilission Directive No. 54. The
allegation arose after LAZ Parking, the FEC's parking management company, provided records
showing that from January 2008, through Jilly 2008,
purchased a monthly parking
pennit, to park. vehicle in the FEC garage.

I-

FEC Co:tlllilission Directive No. 54, "Employee Transit Benefit Program," requires that an
employee use public transportation "a 1n;ni111u111of50% of the available 11un1ber of co1nn111t;ng daJ'S
(business daJ'S) per 111onth ..." If an employee regularly commutes to the FEC office using public
transportation, but for whatever reason, does not commute on public transportation for at least 50o/o
of the business days in a given month, then they are only entitled to receive one-half (50%) of their
full transit benefit for that month, rounded up to the next five dollar increment.
The OIG found that during the 23 month period investigated, September 2007 to July
2009, - - did not comply with FEC Directive 54, En1plo.vee Trans;t Benefit
Progra111, becai1se she withdrew transit benefits in excess of amounts she was entitled to claim
under the policy. The investigation found tha
received $805.60 in transit si1bsidies, for
which she was not entitled to receive. In 15 oi1t of the 23 months investigated, did not
commute by public transportation on at least 50% of the monthly business commute days.

I-

The investigation dete1mined that
carpooled to work w i t h - , or drove
car to work, and received Federal parking benefits, in total, more often than.commuted to
work on public transportation. Over the 23 month period,
claimed and received
$2,605.60 in transit benefits; yet. actual commi1ting costs for the period were only $1,380.80;
and imder the 50% ntle in Directive 54,. was only entitled to receive $1,800.00. The
investigation found t h a t - i1sed $926 of the excess transit subsidies. received to pay
for parking at the Largo Metro station.

II

I-

Based on these findings and a review of Co:tlllilission Directive 54, the OIG recommends
that management consider recovering transit subsidy overpayments in the amoimt of $805.60 from
and any other monies owed since the period of the OIG's investigation. The OIG also
recommends that management consider whether any other action is necessary in regards to
based on this investigation, if any. We also recommend that the Office ofHtllllilll
Resources a s s e s s - - ' s eligibility to continue. pa11icipation in the transit benefit
program, based onmactirnl commute pattern, including carpool pa11icipation and receipt of
Federal parking benefits.

1
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II.

Allegation

, while collecting transit si1bsidies, in violation ofFEC Commission

III.

Background
A. FEC Transit Benefit Program: Directive ~ o. 54

The FEC transit benefit program encoirrages employees to colll1Ilt1te to and from work,
by means other than single-occupant vehicles. The ptrrpose of the FEC transit si1bsidy program is to
provide fmancial incentives to employees who "regularly collllilute" via pt1blic transportation. For
the pruposes of this program, "regularly collllilute" means that "the e111plo_vee co111111utes v;a public
transportatio11 011 a regular a11d recurri11g basis."
To be eligible for transit benefits, FEC Commission Directive No. 54, "Employee Transit
Benefit Program," requires that an employee use public transportation "a 111ini11111111 of 50% of the
ava;/able 11u1nber of co1111nuting days (business da.vs) per 111011th ... " If an employee regularly
collllilutes to the FEC office i1sing pt1blic transpo11ation, but for whatever reason, does not collllilute
on public transportation for at least 50o/o of the business days in a given month, 1 then they are only
entitled to receive one-half (50%) of their full transit benefit for that month, rounded tip to the next
five dollar increment. 2
Commission Directive 54 places responsibility on the transit benefit recipient to elect the
correct subsidy amount each month (either the full amoimt or 50% of the transit benefit). The
amount elected each month shoitld be based on the employee's anticipated use of public
transportation dru·ing the next month; or based on the employee's actual i1se of public transportation
during the previous month. Employees are required to notify the Personnel Office, or si1bmit a new
transit application, when their colll1Ilt1ting pattern or cost changes: or if they become ineligible to
continue pa11icipation in the program.
Commission Directive No. 54 prohibits employees who collllilute in a private carpool, or
who receive a "Federal parking benefit," from participating in the transit benefit program.
1

There are approximately 20 business days each month, so approximately 10 business days would represent 500/o of
the total business days each month.
2

If an FEC employee receives transit subsidy benefits of $115 each month, but for whatever reason, will not commute

to work 50% or more of the business days in a particular month; then the employee is only entitled to receive $60 in
subsidy benefits ($115 x .5 = $57 .50, rounded up to $60).

2
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According to the Directive, a "Federal parking benefit" provides an employee with vehicle parking
at a cost lower than local prevailing commercial parking rates.

B. Scope of the Investigation
DuJing the investigation, the OIG gatheJed and reviewed agency Jecords pertaining to
- - These JecoJds incli1ded-'s initial tJansit benefit application, pli1s
annual ce11ifications she filed foJ years 2007, 2008 and 2009. The OIG also reviewed temporary
FEC-paid parking pe1mit sign out logs; Kastle Systems keycard access data: and time and
attendance records (i.e. leave usage data) from SeptembeJ 2007, through July 2009.
In addition, the OIG reviewed records obtained from outside entities. These records
included tJansit activity repo11s foJ
's SmarTrip card accoimt

(~),which were obtained from the Washington MetJopolitan AJea TJansit Authority
(WMATA). These \VJVIATA reports showed monthly transit subsidy disbuJsements and Metro
commute activity foJ the peJiod September 4, 2007, thJough Jilly 31, 2009. The OIG also reviewed
employee paid paiking recoJds obtained from LAZ Parking, LTD.
DuJing the investigation, the OIG inteJviewed
and
representation during the OIG interview.

IV.

Investigation Details
In August 2008, an OIG audit follow-up of the FEC tJansit benefit piogram Jevealed that

- - ,
, may have collected
transit subsidies, while. Jeceived a Federal parking benefit, in violation ofFEC Co1lllllission
Di.Jective No. 54. UndeJ Directive 54, FEC employees who carpool to work, or receive a Federal
parking benefit, are not eligible to pa11icipate in the transit benefit program. (Attachment 1)
The FEC 's paiking management company, LAZ PaJking, provided Jecords during the OIG' s
2008 ai1dit follow-tip, which listed all FEC employees who puJchased monthly paiking pennits to
park their vehicles in the FEC garage. These records showed that from January 2008, tlrroi1gh July
2008
purchased a monthly paJking pennit for. vehicle
).
(Attachment 2)

A. Transit Benefit Program Application and Re-Certifications
As pa11 of the OIG's 2008 audit follow-up testing activity, the names ofFEC employee
parking pennit holders weJe checked against the names ofFEC transit si1bsidy recipients. This
3
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comparison revealed that on Ai1gi1st 7. 2 0 0 7 , · - signed and submitted an initial FEC
Transit Subsid_v PrograT11 Application to the Office of Human Resoi1rces to paiiicipate in the transit
benefit program. Since that t i m e , · - submitted three subsequent applications to recertify
.eligibility for participation in the program. (Attachment 3)
Table 1.

Transit Benefit Application and Re-Certifications

Date

Form TJ11e

August 7, 2007

Initial application
Re-ce1tification
Re-certification
Change

December 11, 2007
February 12, 2009
July 9, 2009

Employee Calculated
Commute Cost Per
Month

l\Iaximum Allowable
Monthly Claim under
the Program

$118
$118
$142
$142

$110
$115
$120
$142

A review of these applications sl1owed t h a t - calc1tlated~ute
costs based on 20 collllll11te days each 1nonth, by Metro subway, from t h e _
Metro station to the Metro Center si1bway station in Washington, DC. On these transit applications,
made ce1tifications to comply \.Vith the program, including the following:
•I cert;fi.' I an1 eligible for a public transportation fare benefit. I will use it for 111J: dai~v
connnute to andfro111 work. I lvill not give, sell, or transfer it to an.vane else.
•I cert;fi.' I an1 not a 111en1ber of a carpool. F11rtheru1ore, I do not receive disability or
e:tecutive parking privileges.
•I certifY that the n1011thZv transit benefit I receive doe,,s not exceed lllJ' 111011th~v counnuting
costs.
•I cert;fi.' n1.v usual n1onthZvp11blic transportation co111n111ting costs (e,r:cl11di11g a11_i1 parking
costs) is the aT11ount listed above (an1011nt is supported b.v co111pleted lvorksheet).

, was
was questio11ed abo11t an email she se11t to
on
interviewed by the OIG.
September 23, 2008, in which
questioned- about receiving transit benefits,
while parking in the FEC garage. (Attachment 4) D1rring this interview,-ad·vised:
sent on Septe111ber 23,
•.- p h o n e d - in response to the el/tail
2008. During their telephone conversation,
questioned- about the
receipt of both benefits. Jn response to the questions,
said that the parAing pass
belonged to
lvho isll
said thatll rides the
.Ji,fetro to lvork eve!)' da.v.
4
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II

does 11ot r;de i11to lvork lvith
have differe11t schedules because

B. FEC Garage Access and Parking Activity

DuJing the investigation, the Administrative Services Division provided Kastle Systems
building access reports on keycaJds assigned to~ a n d _ , _ _
who is also employed at the FEC. Since Kastle keycaJd repo11s aJe stored for only
90 days, the OIG coitld only obtain reports covering the periods of May 2008, through Ai1gi1st
2008; October 2008, tlrroi1gh December 2008: May 2009, tlrrough July 2009; and November 2009,
tlrroi1gh Febnia1y 2010. (Attachment 5)
A review of the Kastle Systems data indicated that
carpooled to work with.
- o n nll1Ilerous occasions; and on some occasions, both
a n d - drove
to the FEC and parked separate caJs in the gaJage. The Kastle Systems data showed that
often usedllkeycaJd to access the building gaJage entrance from the street (code
as detailed in Attachment 5); or to access the entrance to the building from the gaJage (code
sometimes within minutes of gaJage access b y - . (Attachment 5)

I

II,
I\

The OIG obtained FEC-paid parking pennit records from the Administrative Services
Division. These agency records identified FEC employees who requested and were issued
tempora1y paiking pennits. A review of these records showed t h a t - reqi1ested and was
issued a second paiking pe1mit for the FEC garage, on a temporary basis, for the following dates:
03/10/08 - 03/13/08; 04/01/08 - 04/04/08; 06/20/08 - 06/26/08; 10/08/08; 02/26/09; 05/07 /09 05/11/09; 05/20/09 -05/26/09; and 01112/10-01/15/10. (Attachment 6)
C. Commute via Public Transportation

DuJing the investigation, the OIG obtained "Wlv[ATA records o n - ' s SmarTrip
transit card activity duJing the period September 2007, tlrroi1gh July 2009. A review of these
activity reports indicated that in 15 out of 23 m o n t h s , - failed to commute to the FEC a
miniminn of 50 percent of the commutable days per month (Attachment 7). This transit data is
summarized in Table 2 on the following page.

'
'

''las interviev-ied by the OIG on Noven1ber 12, 2008.
Vias assigned Kastle Syste1ns keycard #291-01867: . . . . \Vas assigned k e y c a r d - .

5
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T able 2. Summary of

's Transit Acthi tv
Transit Activity Summary

Month

T ransit
Benefit
C laimed

Total
Possible
Com mute
Days in
Month

Actual Full
Days
Commuted

FuJI D ay
Monthly
Commute
Costs

Actual
Partial
Days
Commuted

Actual
Partial
Day5
l\lonthly
Commute
Costs

Total
Actual
Com mute
Costs per
Month

l\lonthly
Parking
Payments
Made

Com muted
on
' \/"MATA
50~'(. OJ"

50% Rule
Claims
Allowed

:\lore?

I

Seu-07

$110.00

19

9

$53.10

I

$2.95

$56.05

$35.00

y

2

Oct-07

$110.00

22

8

$47.20

1

$2.95

$50.15

$31 50

N

$55.00

3

Nov-07

Sll0.00

20

12

$70.80

3

$8.85

$79.65

$52.50

y

$110.00

4

Dec-07

$ll0.00

20

10

$59.00

1

$2.95

$61 95

$38.50

y

$110.00

5

Jan-08

$110.00

21

6

$42.60

1

$3 55

$46.15

$29. 75

N

$55.00

6

Feb-08

$115.00

20

5

$35.50

2

$7.10

$42.60

$29. 75

N

$60.00

$110.00

7

Mar-08

$115.00

21

6

$42.60

2

$7.10

$49.70

$34.00

N

$60.00

8

Apr-08

Sl 15.00

22

II

$78.10

2

$7.10

$85.20

$55.25

y

$115.00

9

Mav-08

$115.00

21

7

$49.70

1

$3.55

$53.25

$34.00

N

$60.00

JO

Jun-08

$115.00

21

I

$7.10

5

$17.75

$24.85

$21.25

N

$60.00

11

Jul-08

$115.00

22

10

$71.00

5

$17.75

$88.75

$59.50

y

$115.00

12

Aug-08

$115.00

21

6

$42.60

3

SI0.65

$53.25

$38.25

N

$60.00

$92 30

$59.50

y

$115.00
$60.00

13

Sen-08

$115 00

21

12

$85.20

2

$7.10

14

Oct-08

$115.00

22

9

$63.90

3

$10.65

$74.55

$51.00

N

15

Nov-08

$115.00

18

5

$35.50

2

$7.10

$42.60

$29.75

N

$60.00

16

Dec-08

$115.00

21

5

$34.30

2

$7.10

$41.40

$25.50

N

$60.00

17

Jan-09

$115.00

20

7

$49.70

1

$3 55

$53.25

$34.00

N

$60.00

18

Feb--09

$115.00

19

8

$56.80

3

$10.65

$67.45

$46. 75

y

$115.00

19

Mar-09

Sll5.45

22

7

$49.10

3

$10.65

$59.75

$41.75

N

$60.00

20

Apr-09

$94.80

22

5

$35.50

5

$17. 75

$53.25

$38.25

N

$60.00

21

May-09

$120.00

20

JO

$71.00

3

$10.65

$81.65

$55.25

y

$120.00

22

Jun-09

$120.00

22

7

$49.70

3

$10.65

$60.35

$42.50

N

$60.00

23

Jul-09

$110.35

22

8

$55.60

2

$7 10

$62.70

$42 50

N

$60.00

8 of23 >
or = so<vo
15 of 23 <.
Totals

S2,605.60

479

174

Sl.185.60

56

Sl95.20

Sl 380 80

S926.00

so<vo

Sl.800.00

Did n ot commute 50% of the m onthly business d ays by public
transpo1·tation.
Amount of Ovem avm ent: $805.60 ($2 605.60 - Sl ,800 =SSOS.60).
Two wav commute > or= to 50% of monthlv commutable dan .
Adding partial commu te days is> or= to 50% of monthly
commutable davs.
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Despite the fact t h a t - co1lllll11ted to work by car more often than not, each n1onth
llclaimed full s11bsidy amounts, instead of claiming just the 50%11 was entitled to, for 15
months, under Directive 54. 5 During the 23 month period, September 2007, t - J u
2009,
l
claitned transit subsidies of $2,605.60. Dming this sa1ne period,
only
transit collllll11ting costs of $1,380.80;
received excess transit su s1 1es of
$1,224 overll actual p11blic transpo11ation costs. According to the \VMATA r e c o r d s , used $926 of the excess transit s11bsidies to pay for parking, at the
Metro
station.

~tro

II

Under Co1nmission Directive 54, was only· a11thorized to receive 50% ofll
reg1tlar 1nonthly co1lllll11ting costs, during the 15 months when
co1llllluted b ublic
transportation for less than 50% of the monthly business co1lllllute days. Since
claimed
.fttll subsidy amounts during these 15 months,
received transit subsidies of 805.60, for
whic1'lll "'as not entitled to.

II

II

D.--

On March 12, 2010, the OIG inte1viewed

I - had tmion representation dming the inte1view.

re ardin

-11 transit subsidy claims.

was asked to explain why in
15~ months,._did not connn11te 50 percent of the tnne y public transpo11ation. In
response to q11estions~ advised:

•

•
•

II

On so111e davs,
co111111utes to vvork•vith _
__ (rides to
lvork lvitl' and/or rides ho1ne in
car). B~e participating in the transit subsid;1
progra111,
regular~v carpooled to lvork lvith. husband.

II

II began usin

could have

ti1ne after
-dropso
~1e earliest.
car and drives to

a t - i n the 111orning and
ta es th:"f:'!:t!2,,fjo111 the FEC to
to pick. up .

around
, gets the

•

•

II

ffllll

II

car to v.'ork.
drives to lvork, - 1 l v i l l get
llso111eti111es drives
a te1nporary FEC-paid parf..i11g pass or the garage. lldoes not request
ow11
te1nporary parf..i11g pass, because.hough! it lvas a 111anage111e11t benefit.
so111eti111es

5 See Conunission DirectiYe 54, Section 'l.2 Alternate Fare Media Calculation, pg 3.
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•

On so111e occasions.II a n d - will
- n e e d s to~
theu1 is not stuck i n - , lvhere

•

On so111e occasions,

•

II so111eti111es lvill t a k e - car parked in the FEC

•

arate cars to work, when one of
so one of

II will work late and gets a ride ho111e w i t h -.

and then rehtrn the car ~n these occasions,

ara

.recalled an ernail sent to her in 2008 fro111
, reg~ na111e still
t o l d - that it lvas
bein on the list for par/ring in the F~arage. At that tilne,
parkin s of, and tha- takes the Metro to work. It never ca111e up during
as to lvhetherll son1eti111es still rides to lvork with
conversation 1vith
On a "pe1fect da;1, '
does take the Ji,fetro to lvork.

II

•

Since August or Septe111ber 2007.has usedllS111arTrip card to pa_vforparlring.
.robablv has not put anJ' 0Jmo1vn 111011e..v on the S111arTrip card during the past .vear.
After
lVas intervietved b.v the OIG, llPurchased a second S111arTrip card and
placed $50.00 on it.

•

onZv recentZv becan1efa1niliar lvith the FEC transit poli01•
did not read the transit
•
application ve1y' carefalZv v...'henll co111pleted and signed t1!!101711s . •could not sa.v
lvhetherll had or had not read the rules co111plete(v lvhen. applied for the tra11sit
benefits progra111.

•

II

II did not thin- lvas doing an_vthi·11 lvrong, bv riding l v i t h - to or fro111 the
FEC, and collect11·ntransit benefits.
thought.co111111uted 50% or 111ore per 111011th
using the lVletro.
smv the 50% require111ent ashaving taken flvo lveek~o
o work in a
111onth.
has never taken that 11111ch tilne off
lvas surprised to lean1
did not
con1111ute 50% or 111ore in the 111onths in question. .ivould have s1vorn
con1111uted
using Metro 111ore tha11 that.

II

E.~-

by----

- - was interviewed by the OIG onF~'i, 2010.~ments di1ring
the interview were co11sistent witl1 those made
advised:

•
•

II drives to andfrou1 the FEC and parks h i s - in the base111e11t~ .
er 111011th. This fee is paid to the attend~ a
llpa_vs the attendant each 111011th. has
8
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since

•

- - - - There 1na:r have been a felv occasions
becan1e a transit benefit recipient lvhere.aid the attendanllll

11·

~cannot leave bv 5:30 111,
can take leave and o p i c k u p - then return
to the FEC to pick u
J,
does not take the Metro.
(becaus.rides lvith
dropslloff at the Ji,fetro station
or is picked up later), then
can pick up
car.
so
never l e a v e - car in the Metro overnight. llhas
safet;-' concerns about
taking the Metro houte late at night.

II

•

So111eti111es, i~ is not feeling well,
will call in late to lvork, and then iffeeling
better- l;ir!'ri:'!:'7:1to the FEC lvith
. ~ rides to work wi~in the
111orning, then
rides ho111e wit!
too, because there is no car format' the lVfetro
station.

II

•

ff11en the FEC is holdin~onference in DC
instances,
alters. lvork schedule to
needs to drive the car to the FEC, so
co111r11ute ti111e, and reduce ho1v late

•

•

ll111akes the requests for the te111pora1y FEC-paid parking pass f o r - because~
thought on~v n1ana~t an FEC-paid parking pass. Also, it is because o
1111:.responsibilil)' that creates the need f o r - to have to drive
.to1vork.

•

si 1s out a ten1 orarv FEC-paid parking pass, so
can have
is getting the parking passes for
cars.
sa1v a 1nana er request and receive a parking pass _vears ago.
thought it 1vould be
better than i
had to pa_v fo;,;ar/..,ing do1v11to1vn. Manage111ent could a/v,:a_vs sav no and
not give
t 1e pass. TT11en. signed out the te::porary parking per111itsfor
iliiiliiil'.1i11istrative Services the reason. needed the pass was to

II

9
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II

•

T71ere are no lvritten procedures for requesting an e111erge11c.v or te111porary1pass.
assun1ed it lvas so111ething 111anagers could do, but general staff could not.

•

lllt·as under the i111pression that the transit benefi':ifrovided bv the agenc.v lvere nor
to cover all o~ co11111111te costs; so. thought-1vas addingthe card each 111011th.

•

v.

-J-

II

lldid not f..7101v tha~li11g prevented transit subsidvprogran1 participation.
co11siders that l v h e n - rides into lvork1virhll,
is still inc11TTing a co111111ute cost
llpa_vs the cost for the co11111111te.

II

Findings

The OIG found that during the 23 month period investigated, September 2007 to July
2009, - - did not comply with FEC Directive 54, E111plo.vee Transit Benefit
Progra111, a11d dJew transit benefits in excess of amounts she was entitled to claim under the policy.
The investigation found that

•

recei\red $805.60 in transit subsidies, which.was not entitled to receiv·e,
under Co1Illllission DiJective 54.

•

In 15 out of the 23 1nonths investigated, did not co1Illllt1te on public
transportation foI 50o/o of the n1onthl:y bt1siness co1Illllute days.

•

-

caJpooled to work w i t h - , or drove

II car to work, and received

~g benefits, in total, m~nll coillllluted to work on public
transportation.

- - claimed $2,605.60 in tJansit benefits, dirring a 23 month period, whenllactual
commutmg costs druin.g this pe1iod was only $1,380.80.
•

VI.

used $926 of the excess t1ansit s11bsidies .received to pay for parking at the
Metro station.

Recommendations

Based on these findings and a review of Connnission Directive 54, the OIG reco1llll1ends
that managen1ent consider the following:
•

.i\ 1ecove1y of transit si1bsid:y ove1payinents that we1e 1nade t o - - which

totaled $805.60 foJ the pe1iod o~ation. Management shoitld also determit1e whether
additional funds aJe owed b y · - to the FEC for the period since Jilly 2009.

10
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•

~ent shoitld consider whether any other action is necessary in regards t o based on this investigation, if any.

•

An evaluation as to -

•

FEC management should provide a response to the Inspector General within 60 days of this
report documenting their action(s) taken or status of the recommendations contained in this
report.

's eligibility to contini1e .participation in the transit
benefit program, ba~ and recurring" commute pattern, including
carpool participation and receipt of Federal parking benefits.

II

VII. Privacy Act and Freedom of Information Act Notice
This repo11 is the property of the Office of Inspector General, and is for OFFICIAL USE
ONLY. Appropriate safeguards shoitld be provided for the repo11, and access should be limited to
Federal Election Commission officials who have a need-to-know. All copies of the report have
been uniquely numbered, and should be appropriately controlled and maintained. Public disclosure
is detennined by the Freedom oflnfonnation Act, 5 U.S.C. §552a. In order to ensirre compliance
with the Privacy Act, this repo11 may not be reproduced or disclosed outside the Commission
withoi1t prior written approval of the Office of Inspector General.
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ATTACHMENTS

Attachments
#

Description

1

FEC Commission Directive No. 54, effective August 15, 2001.

2

LAZ Parking, LTD Records on FEC employees receiving employee-paid
monthly parking permits, for the months January 2008 - July 2008.

3

FEC Transit Subsidy Program Applications submitted b y - -

4

Email from

5

6

7

t o - - dated 09/23/08.

--

Kastle Systems History Reports for keycards assigned to -

-

and

FEC Temporary Parking Permit Sign-out Sheets obtained from the
Administrative Services Division.

-·

WMATA SmarTrip Transaction History Reports for SmarTrip card
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FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20463
Office of Inspector General

CLOSING MEMORANDUM
Case #: INV-09-02
Case Title: Clifton Gunderson
Date of Report: 04/21/ 10
Subject: CG Laptop Incident

I Prepared By: Joseph Duncan

On February 10, 2009, Kent Nilsson, the Inspector General (IG) for the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC)reported that his office received a laptop computer
from Clifton Gunderson, which contained data of the Federal Election Commission
(FEC). The OIG initiated an investigation into the alleged release of FEC data.
The investigation was conducted from February 10, through May 15, of 2009. It was
determined that CG improperly released sensitive FEC data to the FCC without
authorization. This unauthorized release was found to be accidental and limited only to
the FCC OIG. No personally identifiable information was released. The investigation
further determined that CG failed to comply with the FEC's data security requirements,
including: Directive 58, Electronic Records, Software and Computer Usage; Mobile
Computing Security Policy (58-4.3); and FEC Non-Disclosure Agreements. CG also
failed to install, within a timely manner, encryption software on the laptop in question.
01 G Dispositiai: On June 3, 2009, the OIG issued a Report of Investigation to the
Commission and FEC management, which included suggestions to improve the
protection of s=nsitive FEC data. Asa res..ilt of the OIG i nveS:igation, the FEC recovered
$5,984.90 in a s=ttlement, which wasoffs=t from the final invoice owed to CG.
Based on this result, this investigation will be closed.

Jon Hatfield, Deputy Inspector General

Date
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FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20463

Office ot Inspector General

MEMORANDUM
TO:

The Commission

FROM:

Lynne A. McFarland _J (,. 'W\
Inspector General 0\
~

SUBJECT:

Report of Investigation: The Clifton Gunderson Laptop Incident

DATE:

June 4, 2009

This memorandum transmits the Office of Inspector General's (010) Report of Investigation:
"The Clifton Gunderson Laptop Incident," dated June 3, 2009. Also included in this package for ease
of reference is the internal report prepared by Clifton Gunderson LLP (CG), entitled "Report on FEC
Data Concern," which is dated June 2, 2009. The CG report is also included in the 010 Report of
Investigation as attachment 9.
On February l 0, 2009, Kent Nilsson, the Inspector General (IG) for the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC), contacted me and advised that his office received a laptop
computer from CG, which contained data of the Federal Election Commission (FEC). CG has
performed contract audits for both the FCC Office of Inspector General (OIG) and the FEC OIG. CG
audited the FEC's annual financial statements, on behalf of the OIG, during the fiscal years (FY) 2004
through 2008. For these audit services, the FEC paid contract costs to CG totaling $492,314.79.
Based on the information received from the FCC OIG, my office immediately initiated an
investigation into the alleged release ofFEC data. As a result of this investigation, my office
determined that CG improperly released sensitive FEC data to the FCC without authorization. The
FEC defines "sensitive information" in Commission Directive 58, as "any data/information (whether
in an electronic or non-electronic format), where loss, misuse, or unauthorized access to or
modification of, could seriously hamper the Commission's ability to carry out its mandated functions."
This unauthorized release was found to be accidental and limited only to the FCC OIG. No personally
identifiable information was released.
During the investigation, my office further determined that CG failed to comply with the FEC's
data security requirements, including: Directive 58, Electronic Records, 5ioftware and Computer
Usage; Mobile Computing Security Policy (58-4.3); and FEC Non-Disclosure Agreements. For
instance, CG failed to report the accidental disclosure to the FEC OIG. CG also failed to remove FEC
data from its laptop at the conclusion of the FY 2007 audit, and prior to the laptop's transfer to the
FCC. The OIG also found that CG failed to install, within a timely manner, encryption software on
the laptop in question.
FOIA 2016-32_034

My office conducted this investigation from February 10, through May 15, of2009.
Investigative activities conducted during this period included seventeen (17) witness interviews; three
meetings with CG partners; three meetings at the FCC to examine the laptop's hard drive; a review of
the 402 FEC data files; and a review of FEC OIG records pertaining to the CG contract and audit
services. CG cooperated with the OIG during the investigation.
Throughout this investigation, my staff and I met with, and communicated frequently with,
Alec Palmer, the Chieflnformation Officer (CIO), and Edward Bouling, the Information Systems
Security Officer (ISSO). My office provided the CIO and ISSO with regular updates on investigative
activities. The CIO and ISSO provided my staff with technical subject matter assistance concerning
data security requirements. It should also be noted that my staff received technical assistance during
the investigation from IT and computer forensic personnel at the FCC OIG.
As a result of this incident, my staff offers three suggestions to the FEC to improve the
protection of sensitive FEC data. These include: 1) incorporate contractor data security standards in all
FEC contracts; 2) require post-contract certifications that FEC data has been removed from all laptops;
and 3) improve the identification ofFEC data that is, or should be, classified as "sensitive."
Recently, my staff met with the ISSO to discuss new data security standards for FEC contracts.
As a result, the CIO and ISSO have implemented new "Minimum Contractor System Security
Standards," which have already been incorporated into the OIG's new financial statement audit
contract that was signed in April 2009. In addition, the OIG has implemented a new policy entitled
"FEC OIG Contractor Security Standards," which will strengthen data security controls on all future
OIG audit contracts.
The OIG would like to meet with the Commission to discuss the findings of this investigation.
In the meantime, if you have any questions regarding the investigative report, please do not hesitate to
contact me at 202-694-1015. The OIG appreciates the cooperation of the Commission and staff during
the course of this investigation. Thank you.
cc:

Tommie P. Duncan, General Counsel
Robert A. Hickey, Staff Director
Mary Sprague, Chief Financial Officer
Alec Palmer, Chief Information Officer
Lawrence Calvert, Co-Chief Privacy Officer
Edward F. Bouling, Information Systems Security Officer
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FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL

Report of Investigation
The Clifton Gunderson Laptop Incident
Case Number INV-09-02

June 3, 2009
RESTRICTED INFO RMATl ON: This report is the property of the Office of Inspector General, and is for
OFFICIAL USE ONLY. This report is confidential and may contain information that is prohibited from disclosure
by the Privacy Act, 5 U.S.C. §552a. Therefore, this report is furnished solely on an official need-to-know basis and
must not be reproduced, disseminated or disclosed without prior written consent of the Inspector General of the
Federal Election Commission, or designee. All copies of the report have been uniquely numbered, and should be
appropriately controlled and maintained. Unauthorized release may result in civil liability and/or compromise
ongoing federal investigations.
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I.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

On February 10, 2009, Kent Nilsson, the Inspector General (IG) for the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC), contacted IG Lynne McFarland, to advise that his office
received a laptop computer from Clifton Gunderson LLP (CG), which contained data of the
Federal Election Commission (FEC). Clifton Gunderson LLP was a contractor to both the FCC
Office oflnspector General (OIG) and the FEC OIG. Based on this information, the FEC Office
of Inspector General immediately initiated an investigation to determine the circumstances
surrounding the alleged release of FEC data.
The OIG investigation was initiated to determine whether CG improperly disclosed
sensitive FEC information without authorization. The investigation was also conducted to
determine whether CG violated the FEC's data security requirements, including: Directive 58
Electronic Records, Software and Computer Usage; Mobile Computing Security Policy (584.3), and FEC Non-Disclosure Agreements.
Based upon this investigation, the OIG determined that CG improperly released sensitive
FEC data to the FCC without authorization. This unauthorized release was found to be
accidental and limited only to the FCC OIG. CG also failed to report this accidental disclosure
to the FEC OIG. It was further determined that CG failed to comply with the FEC's data
security requirements. The OIG found that CG failed to remove FEC data from its laptop at the
conclusion of the audit, and prior to the laptop's transfer to the FCC. The OIG also found that
CG failed to install, within a timely manner, encryption software on this laptop.
The OIG conducted this investigation from February 10, through May 15, of2009.
Investigative activities conducted during this period included seventeen (17) witness interviews;
three meetings with CG partners; three meetings at the FCC to examine the laptop's hard drive;
a review of the 402 FEC data files; and a review ofFEC OIG records pertaining to the CG
contract and audit services. CG provided the OIG with full cooperation throughout the
investigation.
The OIG staff met frequently with Alec Palmer, the Chieflnformation Officer (CIO), and
Edward Bouling, the Information Systems Security Officer (ISSO), throughout the investigation.
The OIG provided the CIO and ISSO with regular updates on investigative activities. The CIO
and ISSO provided the OIG with technical subject matter assistance concerning data security
requirements. It should also be noted that the OIG received technical assistance during the
investigation from IT and computer forensic personnel at the FCC OIG.
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Clifton Gunderson, LLP (CG) is a large certified public accounting (CPA) and consulting
firm. CG audited the FEC's annual financial statements, on behalf of the OIG, during the fiscal
years (FY) 2004 through 2008. For these audit services, the FEC paid contract costs to CG
totaling $492,314.79.
In 2004, CG signed the FEC contract, which contained a "Non-Disclosure of Confidential
Data" provision. CG's partners and auditors also signed annual FEC Non-Disclosure
Agreements and attended the FEC' s mandatory computer security awareness training. This
training explained the contractor's obligations under Directive 58 and the FEC's Mobile
Computing Security Policy (58-4.3). CG also agreed to comply with FEC security requirements
in a letter dated September 5, 2007, sent to the FEC's Chieflnformation Officer (CIO). The data
security requirements that CG agreed to comply with included:
•

Take reasonable precautions to protect against unauthorized disclosure of sensitive,
protected, and confidential FEC information.

•

Remove any and all FEC data from all laptops within 90 days of the conclusion of the audit
(when the final report is issued).

•

Encrypt all FEC data on all Clifton Gunderson laptops.

•

Report immediately any instance of any and all irregularities, including unauthorized
disclosures, concerning FEC data.

The FEC provided CG with a definition of "sensitive information," as defined under
Directive 58, as "any data/information (whether in an electronic or non-electronic format), where
loss, misuse, or unauthorized access to or modification of, could seriously hamper the
Commission's ability to carry out its mandated functions."
The OIG investigation was conducted with a focus of determining answers to the
following questions: 1) What FEC data was found on the laptop?; 2) How did FEC data end up
on the CG laptop computer?; 3) Why wasn't FEC data removed from the CG laptop
computer? 4) Who had access to the FEC data on the CG laptop computer?; 5) Why was FEC
data released to the FCC/OIG?; and 6) What data encryption and password controls did CG use
to protect FEC data? The results of these six questions are summarized below. The full details
of the investigation and the findings are contained in the body of the report.

A. What FEC data was (ound on the CG laptop?
The investigation determined that 402 electronic files of FEC audit data were saved on
the hard drive of a CG laptop computer. None of these files contained personally identifiable
information (PII). The discovered FEC data consisted ofCG's audit reports and workpapers from
FEC financial statement audits conducted in the fiscal years (FY) 2006 and 2007.
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The FEC CIO determined that several of the 402 electronic files included sensitive data
concerning the FEC's Information Technology (IT) security program. This sensitive IT
information included a network diagram, internet protocol (IP) addresses, server configurations
and standards, and computer machine names.

B. How did FEC data end up on the CG laptop computer?
CG requested IT and financial information from the FEC for review in connection with
the annual financial statement audits. The FEC furnished electronic copies of the requested
documents in a shared folder on the FEC network. CG assigned a laptop computer t o an IT auditor, for use on the fiscal year (FY) 2007 FEC financial statement audit. CG
installed an electronic document management program called FX Engagement on the laptop, and
instructed- to save his audit reports and workpapers in the FX Engagement program.
was unable to save his audit documents on the CG provided laptop, due to
difficulties with the FX Engagement program. The FEC documents saved on the laptop assigned
to were downloaded to the laptop from CG' s network server, using the FX Engagement
program.
could not have downloaded the FEC documents to the laptop because
he did not have access to CG's network server. CG did not g i v - - access to CG's network
server because was a subcontractor. The investigation was unable to determine who on
CG's staff, with access to the network server, could have downloaded the FEC documents to the
laptop. No one on CG's staff admitted to downloading the FEC documents on to the CG laptop.
or
The circumstances suggested that one of CG's audit managers, were most likely responsible for downloading the FEC documents on to the laptop.
C. Whv wasn't FEC data removed (rom the CG laptop computer?

CG was required under FEC policy to remove all FEC data from its laptop within 90 days
of the close of the audit. The audit closed on November 13, 2007. CG failed to remove the FEC
data from the laptop within the agreed upon 90 day period.
CG provided a number of reasons why the FEC data was not deleted from the laptop.
First, CG indicated the deletion process was overlooked because the laptop was returned by a
subcontractor. Second, CG reported that a breakdown in tracking the laptop on a sign in/sign out
log prevented the laptop from being reimaged (properly prepared for reuse). Third, CG indicated
that the FEC data was not removed because it was hidden on the hard drive when the folder
containing the data was renamed and saved outside of the FX Engagement program. And
finally, CG suggested the laptop was not reformatted before it was transferred to the FCC,
because of an existing urgency to get a replacement laptop to the FCC.
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D. Who had access to the FEC data on the CG laptop computer?
The investigation determined that the CG laptop remained in the custody of CG staff
from the time it was used on the FEC audit, through the time it was given to the FCC OIG. From
had sole access to the
around June of2007, through in or around August 2007,
laptop, while he performed his work on the FEC audit.
then returned the laptop to CG's
audit manager
, who returned it to the CG Calverton office. From August 2007,
through March 2008, the laptop was apparently stored in a secure network equipment room in
the Calverton office. In March 2008, CG employee-, and CG partner-, had
access to the laptop.
From March 2008, through September 2008, the laptop was apparently stored in the
secure network equipment room in CG's Calverton office. In September 2008, CG systems
administrator-- had access to the laptop. From September 2008, through February
2009, the laptop was apparently stored in the secure network equipment room in CG's Calverton
and
had access to
office. In February 2009, CG employees
the laptop. In February 2009,
gave the laptop to Roy Connor at the FCC OIG.

E. Whv was FEC data released to the FCC/OIG?
The OIG investigated the circumstances, which led CG to give a laptop containing FEC
data to the FCC. CG had a contract to perform an FCC audit on behalf of the FCC OIG. The
investigation determined that the disclosure of FEC data was accidental. It was further
determined that CG provided this laptop to the FCC OIG as a replacement, to resolve a problem
that the FCC was having with a previous CG laptop. The previous laptop that CG gave to the
FCC was apparently missing a software program needed to view CG's electronic audit
workpapers.
The CG laptop that contained the FEC files was randomly selected as the replacement
laptop for the FCC, without knowledge of the FEC data it stored. Prior to the laptop's transfer to
manually inspected and removed data that was
the FCC OIG, CG auditor
stored in the recycle bin and the FX Engagement program.
was unaware that a
folder containing FEC data was stored on the laptop because it was saved in a renamed folder on
the C: drive. According to CG, due to the urgency of the FCC OIG request, CG did not reformat
the laptop before transferring it to the FCC.
FCC OIG Audit Director Roy Connor discovered the FEC data on the laptop on
Thursday, February 5, 2009. Roy Connor reported it to CG on Friday, February 6, 2009, at 3:50
, that he
pm. At 4:30 pm, on Friday, February 6'h, Roy Connor told CG IT partner,
discovered FEC data on the laptop. CG never notified the FEC of the unauthorized disclosure.
The FEC OIG contacted CG regarding the disclosures on February 10, 2009.
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CG partner
said he didn't notify the FEC of the data release because Roy
Connor did not provide enough information about the incident and
wanted to
reported that CG did file an internal
better understand the situation. CG partner
incident report to document the release on Saturday, February 7th.

F. What data encrvption and password controls did CG use to protect FEC data?
gave assurances to the FEC in writing
On September 5, 2007, CG partner
that CG would encrypt all FEC data on CG laptops. The OIG investigation revealed that CG did
not install its encryption software (Pointsec) on the laptop containing FEC data until March 8,
2008, at 10:32 am. The installation of this encryption software occurred four months after the
completion of the 2007 FEC audit.
The OIG investigation revealed that CG had password protections on its laptops;
however, on three or four occasions, CG staff reportedly wrote user names and passwords on
laptops, in connection with Federal audits. First, when the laptop was issued to
CG reportedly placed a post-it note with a user name and password on the CG laptop. Second,
CG auditor
placed a post-it note with a user name on the CG laptop assigned to
Roy Connor.
later wrote the password to the computer on the same post-it note in Roy
Connor's office. And finally, Roy Connor advised that CG gave laptops to FCC OIG employees,
Sophie Jones and Sharon Spencer, with user names and passwords on attached post-it notes.

Summarv o(Findings
The OIG found reasonable cause to believe that CG failed to comply with FEC's data
security requirements. These findings include:
•

CG disclosed sensitive FEC information to the FCC OIG without authorization. However,
this unauthorized disclosure appeared accidental and limited only to the FCC OIG.

•

CG failed to take reasonable precautions to protect FEC data against unauthorized disclosure.
The laptop used on the FEC audit was not reformatted or reimaged prior to transfer to a new
client.

•

CG failed to remove FEC data from its laptop, as agreed, within 90 days of the conclusion of
the audit. The audit concluded on November 13, 2007. The FEC data remained on the
laptop long after the 90 day deadline of February 2008.

•

CG failed to encrypt FEC data on its laptop within a timely manner. The encryption software
"Pointsec" was not installed on the CG laptop until March 8, 2008. This was long after CG's
partner agreed to install encryption software on September 5, 2007.
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•

CG failed to report to the FEC OIG the unauthorized disclosure of FEC data. CG partner
learned of the data release on Friday, February 6, 2009, at 4:30 pm. failed to call the FEC to report the incident, on that Friday, or on the following Monday.

Summarv o(Recommendations
The OIG has offered three suggestions to the FEC to improve the protection of sensitive
FEC data. These include: 1) incorporate contractor data security standards in all FEC contracts;
2) require post-contract certifications that FEC data has been removed from all laptops; and 3)
improve the identification of FEC data that is, or should be, classified as "sensitive."
As a result of this incident, the OIG implemented a new policy entitled "FEC OIG
Contractor Security Standards," to strengthen data security controls on all future OIG audit
contracts. The new OIG policy was presented to the FEC CIO for consideration on all FEC
contracts. Also, as a result of this incident, the FEC CIO and ISSO drafted new "Minimum
Contractor System Security Standards," to be incorporated into future FEC contracts. The OIG
has already incorporated the new contract language prepared by the CIO and ISSO into the
OIG's new financial statement audit contract signed in April 2009.

II.

ALLEGATION

Clifton Gunderson LLP, a former FEC contractor, allegedly disclosed sensitive FEC data
to another federal agency, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), without
authorization, in violation of Directive #58 and FEC Non-Disclosure Agreements.

III.

BACKGROUND

Clifton Gunderson (CG) is a large certified public accounting (CPA) and consulting firm,
with over 1600 employees and 45 offices, in fourteen states and Washington DC. The firm's
federal government practice has provided audit services to approximately 26 federal agencies,
including the FEC and FCC. These services have included financial statement audits required
under the Chief Financial Officers (CFO) Act. CG's office that serviced the FEC is located at
11710 Beltsville Drive, Suite 300, Calverton, MD 20705. CG's local telephone number is (301)
931-2050.
is the partner-in-charge ofCG's federal government
is the partner-in-charge ofCG's Calverton office.
practice.
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A. FEC Contract No. FE4AC0065: Financial Statement Audit
On February 25, 2004, the FEC awarded a contract to CG to audit the FEC's annual
financial statements, on behalf of the OIG, as required under the Accountability of Tax Dollars
Act of 2002 (Public Law 107-289). The contract number for this award is "GS23FOl35L"
(purchase order number FE4AC0065). This contract included four option renewal periods for
the subsequent years of2005 through 2008. All four option years were exercised based on CG's
performance. The contract cost, including option years and modifications, totaled approximately
$492,314.79.
On February 24, 2004, CG partner- signed the FEC audit services contract
(FE4AC0065) on behalf of CG. This contract contained a "Non-Disclosure of Confidential
Data" provision, which was incorporated into the contract as part of the Statement of Work
(SOW). The "Non-Disclosure" provision expressly required that "[t]he contractor. .. shall not ...
reveal the nature or content of any [nonpublic] FEC information." (Attachment 1)

B. CG Staff Assigned to the FEC Contract
In 2007, CG had two principal partners who oversaw the audit on the FEC contract.
These partners were
and
, who
oversaw the information technology (IT) systems portion of the FEC audit.
was the partner-in-charge of the 2007 FEC audit, oversaw the financial statement portion of the
audit.
- i s the partner-in-charge of the Calverton office and he was the concurring partner
on the FEC audit. In addition, oversaw equipment controls and administrative functions,
which supported the audits.
During the 2007 financial statement audit, CG assigned five auditors to work on the FEC
andcontract. These five auditors included two senior managers,
. Senior audit manager-supervised two auditors (Rebecca Collier and
reported
Andre Reid), who performed the financial statement portion of the FEC audit. to CG p a r t n e r - .
reported to CG p a r t n e r - . supervised one
who conducted the IT systems portion of the FEC audit.
is a
was a consultant subcontracted by CG to work on the FEC audit. is employed by a company called
certified information systems auditor (CISA).
Samlin Consulting.
also reported to his employer, Consulting.
, who is the owner of
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C. CG's End User Su@ort and Administrative Staff

CG has an internal information technology (IT) support group known as "End User
Support," located in Timonium, Maryland. This IT support group is run b y - - , who is one ofCG's systems administrators. supervised another IT support
CG's End User Support group was
employee in End User Support,
responsible for IT related support, including the purchase, inventory, and disposal of computers
and network equipment; computer configurations and formatting; software installations and
updates; data security and removal; and network related support.
- a n d - had responsibility for installing computer software programs and
configuring laptops for client and/or subcontractor use. Once a laptop was configured, a label or
sticky note was placed on it to show which client or subcontractor the laptop was intended for.
o r - brought them to the Calverton office
Once the laptops were prepared for use, to be stored in a secure computer network room until needed.
The computer network room in the Calverton office stored assigned laptops and "loaner
pool" laptops. The loaner pool laptops were spares available for either in-house use by CG
employees, or for use by clients or subcontractors. Many of the laptops stored in the computer
network room were either waiting to be taken to a client or had been returned by a client.
-performed inventory inspections to account for computers and equipment stored
or-frequently brought new laptops to the Calverton office
in the network room. in person and showed new users how to login. often came down to the Calverton office
and cleaned client data from the laptops after their use.
would then place a label
marked "spare" on the returned laptops that he cleaned.
was the custodian of the
computer equipment.
Access to CG's computer network room in the Calverton office was controlled by a small
grey electronic security token key known as "FOB" key, which was scanned using a card reader.
No one without an access key could gain entry into the network room. CG was questioned by
the OIG on the security of the network room and no break-in incidents involving the network
a n d - three administrative staff employees in the
room were reported. Besides Calverton office had access to the network room. These employees were
and

When an auditor returned a laptop after use, it was typically given to
or
some other administrative staff, who would note the return of the laptop on an equipment
checkout log, and then secure the computer in the network room.
was hired by
CG in 2008.
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In 2007,
predecessor,
was
the administrative assistant who maintained the equipment checkout log on equipment checked
in and out of the computer network room.

D. FEC Directive 58 & Computer Securitv Training
The FEC required CG's partners and auditors, who were involved with the 2007 and
2008 financial statement audits, to complete the FEC's mandatory computer security awareness
training. The FEC also required signed written statements acknowledging that each CG
employee completed the computer security awareness training. This computer security training
consisted of a PowerPoint presentation entitled "FEC's Information System Security Awareness
Program." The training covered FEC Commission Directive 58: Electronic Records, Software
and Computer Usage, which applied to both FEC staff and contractors. Directive 58 required
each user to erase and/or destroy sensitive information the user chose to store outside of the FEC
network. Directive 58 defined "sensitive information" as "any data/information (whether in an
electronic or non-electronic format), where loss, misuse, or unauthorized access to or
modification of, could seriously hamper the Commission's ability to carry out its mandated
functions." (Attachments 2 and 3)
The FEC computer security awareness training also covered the FEC Mobile Computing
Security Policy, Policy Number 58-4.3. Under sections 2(j) and (k), all laptops that access the
FEC local area network (LAN) were required to be encrypted and have a two-factor
authentication mechanism. (Attachment 4)

E. FEC Non-Disclosure Agreements
On March 9, 2007, in preparation for the fiscal year (FY) 2007 financial statement audit,
Dorothy Maddox-Holland (HOLLAND), Special Assistant to the IG, sent an email to CG's audit
manager-, requesting that CG staff sign an FEC Non-Disclosure Agreement. On this
agreement, each ofCG's auditors and partners certified that they "will not disclose any nonpublic information to any ... non-contractor personnel. .. " CG's partners and auditors further
certified that they understood that this "prohibition on disclosure of the protected information is
an ongoing obligation and does not terminate with completion of the contract work." A signed
FEC "Non-Disclosure Agreement" was obtained from CG partners
, and
, and
- · It was also signed by CG auditors-, others. (Attachment 5)
In connection with the FY 2008 financial statement audit, CG's partners and auditors
signed an FEC "Non-Disclosure Agreement for Contractors." This agreement was signed in
a n d - . It was also signed by CG auditors
May 2008, by CG partners
-,-,
, and others. (Attachment 6)
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Each CG auditor and partner who signed the "Non-Disclosure Agreement for
Contractors" agreed to " ... take all reasonable precautions to protect against ... unauthorized
disclosure of such [sensitive, protected, and confidential] information ... " CG staff also agreed
"to report immediately to an appropriate employee of the FEC any unauthorized use,
unauthorized disclosure, or other breach of sensitive, protected, and confidential information ... "
(Attachment 6)

F. CG Assurances to Secure Sensitive FEC Data
To comply with new requirements under the FEC Mobile Computing Security Policy
(Number 58-4.3), including encryption requirements, the FEC requested written security
assurances from CG. IG Special Assistant HOLLAND sent an email on March 9, 2007, to CG's
audit manager-, requesting an acknowledgement on company letterhead that "the FEC's
sensitive data is and will be secure." This request was made as a result of software
incompatibility issues, and an inability to install the FEC's encryption technology on CG's
laptops, HOLLAND made the request to CG on behalf of Edward Bouling (BOULING), the
FEC Information Systems Security Officer (ISSO). responded in an email dated March
13, 2007, in which she requested clarification of the terms "sensitive" and "secure."
On March 13, 2007, BOULING sent an email to CG's audit manager-, in which
he defined "sensitive information" as defined in FEC Directive 58: "any data/information
(whether in an electronic or non-electronic format), where loss, misuse, or unauthorized access to
or modification of, could seriously hamper the Commission's ability to carry out its mandated
functions ... "
In his March 13th email, BOULING provided CG with examples of sensitive information,
which included "descriptions ofFEC Information Resources" and "[d]escriptions of procedures
and policies used to protect our network and information resources." BOULING's March 13th
email to CG further stated that the FEC "need[s] some type of assurance that the sensitive
information your auditors access remotely or remove from our premises are adequately
protected."
On March 27, 2007, HOLLAND contacted BOULING by email to obtain clarification
of the FEC's encryption requirements for CG's laptops. On April 26, 2007, HOLLAND sent an
email to BOULING for guidance on verifying whether or not CG's computers met the FEC's
criteria for securing sensitive data. In an email dated May 1st, BOULING responded to
HOLLAND, stating that CG was required to provide "a statement on company letterhead (from
someone in authority)" that included, among other things, that any "FEC data downloaded or
copied to a Non-FEC machine will be encrypted" and that data will be "removed from all NonFEC machines no later than 90 days of the audit's conclusion."
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HOLLAND forwarded BOULING's email, dated May 1st, to CG's audit manager
- , In response to BOULING's request, on September 5, 2007, CG's p a r t n e r sent a letter on company letterhead to Alec Palmer, the FEC's Chief Information Officer (CIO),
In this l e t t e r , - requested an exception to the FEC's policy[# 58-43] that required a
two-factor authentication on laptops storing sensitive FEC information, In connection with his
request for an exception, advised in his letter to the CIO that CG:
•

Will remove any and all FEC data from all laptops within 90 days of the conclusion of the
audit (when the final report is issued),

•

Will encrypt all FEC data on all Clifton Gunderson laptops,

•

Will report any instance of any and all irregularities concerning FEC data immediately,
(Attachment 7)

IV.

INVESTIGATION DETAILS

A, What FEC data was (ound on the CG laptop?
Answer Summary: A folder containing approximately 402 electronic files was saved
to the C: drive on the CG laptop computer. No personally identifiable information (PII)
was found within these files. The documents consisted ofCG's audit reports and
workpapers related to the FY 2006 and FY 2007 FEC financial statement audits. Several
of the 402 files contained sensitive IT security program information and nonpublic
fmancial information. The sensitive IT information included a computer network
diagram, internet protocol (IP) addresses, and server configurations.

On February 10, 2009, Kent Nilsson, the Inspector General (IG) of the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC), contacted IG Lynne McFarland to advise that his office
received a laptop computer from Clifton Gunderson, LLP (CG), which contained data of the
Federal Election Commission (FEC), That same day, Jon Hatfield (HATFIELD), Deputy IG,
and BOULING, the FEC ISSO, went to the FCC and met with Roy Connor (CONNOR),
Director of IS Audit for the FCC/OIG, to determine what FEC data was found, During this
meeting, CONNOR provided HATFIELD a copy of an electronic folder named
"PfxengagemenLold," which contained approximately 402 files of FEC data,
On that same day, February 10th, the OIG reviewed the 402 files received from the FCC
OIG, to determine whether or not any of the documents contained personally identifiable
information (PII), No PII was found within the documents reviewed, However, this review
identified several documents that were determined by the Chieflnformation Officer (CIO) to be
nonpublic and sensitive FEC information,
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The FEC data found on CG's laptop included some ofCG's workpapers and audit reports
from the FEC financial statement audits conducted in fiscal years (FY) 2006 and 2007. These
audit workpapers included several sensitive FEC provided documents, such as an information
technology (IT) network diagram, internet protocol (IP) addresses, server configurations and
standards, machine names, and "work reports" on FEC employees. On February 11, 2009, the
OIG provided a copy of the electronic files found on the CG laptop computer to ISSO Edward
Bouling (BOULING), for further review.
The OIG interviewed CONNOR during the investigation to determine the events which
led to his discovery ofFEC data. CONNOR advised:
a CG
On February 3, 2009, he received a laptop from
auditor who worked on the FCC contract. This CG laptop computer was given to
CONNOR for the purpose of reviewing electronic workpapers related to an FCC audit.
Two days later, on February 5th, CONNOR discovered approximately 402 electronic files
in a folder on the laptop, which pertained to a 2007 FEC audit.

On Friday, February 6, 2009, at 3:50 pm, CONNOR reported his discovery of the FEC
. That same day, Friday, at 4:30 pm, he received a call from
CG partner
. During this conversation, CONNOR informed- that he
discovered FEC audit data on the laptop that CG provided to him.
told
After CONNOR n o t i f i e d - about the FEC data he discovered, CONNOR he wanted to pick up the CG laptop with the FEC data and switch it for the
original laptop that was meant for the FCC. On Monday, February 9, 2009, ~
called CONNOR and she scheduled a time to come out to the FCC on February 10 , to
switch out the laptops.
CG's IT partner, was questioned as to
During the OIG investigation,
why he didn't notify the FEC as soon as he learned that the FCC found FEC data on a CG laptop.
In response, advised the following:
didn't notify the FEC because, at the time, he had no idea what FEC data was
found on the laptop. said he wanted to get the laptop and see what data Roy
Connor at the FCC was talking about; so t h a t - could evaluate whether
notifications were needed. wanted to be in a position to describe to the FEC
what data was released before he notified the client. Roy CONNOR at the FCC was not
forthcoming to about the specific type of data CONNOR found on the laptop.
CONNOR did not specify where the FEC data was found on the computer. CONNOR
was a little vague and evasive about the FEC data he found. felt it was
premature to notify the FEC that Friday or Monday until CG could see what data was
released.
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B. How did FEC data end up on the CG laptop computer?
Answer Summary: CG requested IT and financial information from the FEC for
review in connection with the annual fmancial statement audits. The FEC furnished
electronic copies of the requested documents in a shared folder on the FEC network. CG
assigned a laptop computer to
, an IT auditor, for use on the fiscal year (FY)
2007 FEC fmancial statement audit. CG installed an electronic document management
program called FX Engagement on the laptop, and instructed- to save his audit
reports and workpapers in the FX Engagement program.
was unable to save his audit documents on the CG provided laptop,
due to difficulties with the FX Engagement program. The FEC documents saved on the
laptop assigned t o - were downloaded to the laptop from CG's network server, using
the FX Engagement program.
could not have downloaded the FEC
documents to the laptop because he did not have access to CG's network server. CG did
not g i v e - access to CG's network server because-was a subcontractor. The
investigation was unable to determine who on CG's staff, with access to the network server,
could have downloaded the FEC documents to the laptop. No one on CG's staff admitted to
downloading the FEC documents on to the CG laptop. The circumstances suggested that
one of CG's audit managers,
or
, were most likely responsible for
downloading the FEC documents on to the laptop.

In May 2007, CG requested FEC information for review, in connection with the annual
financial statement audit. This information consisted of both sensitive IT documents and
nonpublic financial documents concerning FEC operations. CG requested the FEC documents
using "Provided By Client (PBC)" lists, during the preliminary preparation phase and
throughout the audit. In June 2007, the FEC furnished to CG electronic copies of the requested
PBC documents by saving them to a shared drive on the FEC server.
The IT documents provided to CG contained information concerning the FEC 's security
program, to include access controls, change controls, system software, and service continuity.
The financial documents provided to CG contained information concerning the FEC's general
operations, financial reporting, Fund Balance with Treasury, and property, plant and equipment
(PP&E).
In April 2007, CG assigned the laptop that was later found to contain the FEC data to
. This laptop was a Hewlett Packard (HP) computer with a serial number
"2UA508087J." (Attachment 8) During the OIG investigation, a hard drive image of the laptop
was examined to identify users and activities on the computer. This examination was conducted
at the FCC OIG, using a computer forensic software program.
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The computer hard drive image examination revealed that on April 9, 2007, - , who works in CG's End User Support, accessed the laptop and performed the
following:
•

-reformatted and reimaged the laptop computer's hard drive;

•

At 4:43 pm, he created his own user profile ('-6274") for the computer; and

•

At 5: 15 pm, he installed the FX Engagement program on the computer. This installation also
created the electronic folder where the FEC data was ultimately found. 1

"FX Engagement" is a computer software program that allowed CG to manage and store
electronic workpapers in connection with their audits. CG first used the FX Engagement
program on the financial portion of the FEC audit in FY 2006. In the following year, FY 2007,
CG fully implemented the FX Engagement program on the FEC audit, which also included the
IT portion of the audit.
] created a user
On April 19, 2007, CG's End User Support staff
), an IT auditor. The
profile on the laptop (000~ for use by
request for a CG laptop f o r - w a s made by CG's IT audit m a n a g e r - · In or around June 2007, End User Support furnished the laptop computer to CG's
Calverton office f o r - ' s use. (Attachment 9)
The OIG interviewed- during the investigation to determine his use and
advised that he carried the CG
activities on the laptop during the 2007 FEC audit. issued laptop around with him during the 2007 FEC audit, but that he did not use it. kept the laptop in his possession from around June 2007, to sometime in August 2007. He did
not recall specifically the time period he kept the laptop. advised that FEC audit
documents from 2006 were already loaded into the FX Engagement program when he first
. CG did not g i v e _
received the laptop from CG's audit manager,
access to CG's network server so, therefore,
was unable to download or save FEC
files to the laptop, from the CG server.
According to
2007 FEC audit.
-

1

, he did not use the CG laptop to perform his work during the
said he performed his audit work on his Samlin issued laptop.

further advised:

CG partners- a n d - advised that-would not have loaded FEC documents on the laptop

during the installation process of FX Engagement. FEC documents would have been loaded into the FX Engagement

folder by an auditor a f t e r - installed the program.
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The CG laptop was issued to him so he could store electronic workpapers into the FX
Engagement program. He had never used FX Engagement before and was unable to load
any documents into the program on the laptop.
never saved or downloaded any FEC documents or audit workpapers on the
CG laptop. He used his Samlin issued laptop to perform all of his audit work because it
had the necessary virtual private network (VPN) and Visio flowcharting software
programs installed.
During the audit, -unsuccessfully attempted to load one of his 2007 audit
documents, an "access control workpaper," into the FX Engagement program on the CG
laptop. was unable to remove the prior year's audit documents whenever he
tried to load the 2007 document. These preloaded 2006 audit documents prevented him
from uploading his 2007 audit workpapers on to the CG laptop.
He did not know who saved or downloaded the 402 files that were found in a FX
Engagement folder to the CG laptop. He thought the 2006 audit documents were
, who
probably loaded on the computer by CG's end user staff, or by
gave him the laptop. could not have downloaded any FEC documents from
CG's network server since he was never given access to the CG network. He believed
CG did not give him access to the CG network because he was a subcontractor.
Since
was unable to load his documents on to the CG laptop, he a n d .
agreed that
would email his audit workpapers and documents, in password
CG's audit manager. then uploaded the audit
protected zip files, to
documents into the FX Engagement program. returned the CG laptop to
after his failed attempts to load his documents into FX Engagement.
During the investigation, the OIG reviewed the files found on the CG laptop in a folder
named "Pfxengagement." This review confirmed that the FEC documents included audit
workpapers from FEC audits in both FY 2006 and FY 2007. The "last modified" dates for these
electronic files ranged from December 2, 2005, through August 17, 2007. The last document
saved to the folder was an FX Engagement generated document called a "Synchronization
History Log," which was dated August 17, 2007.
The OIG interviewed
, CG's systems administrator, regarding the
"Synchronization History Log," dated August 17, 2007. advised that the FX
Engagement program installed on the CG laptop generated this document because on August
17th. someone created a "binder package" on this laptop. This "binder package" was created
within the FX Engagement program to store audit documents.
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On February 11, 2009, CG assigned one of its senior managers,
an IT auditor from Mechanicsburg, PA, to conduct an internal investigation of the laptop issue.
The OIG requested t h a t - and CG prepare an investigative report to document
- ' s investigative findings. (Attachment 9)
During the investigation, was questioned by the OIG about the FX
Engagement binder package created on August 17, 2007. He advised that the "binder package
." Further, could not
was received by the computer ID assigned to
say for certain whether it was or a CG auditor who created the binder package. In the
CG report, -

wrote:

"Binder packages can also be created from within FX, which will create local copies of
files. This functionality is utilized and needed in situations whereby the audit teams do
not receive internet/network access at the clients they are working at. Further, there is
peer-to-peer synchronization capability, for users to connect machines directly to
copy/synch data. Data may also be copied via binder packages sent through email or via
USB drive or CD, but would need to be loaded into FX to be accessible." (Attachment 9)
reported the results of his interview with CG's
On page 21 of the CG report, End User Support staff. With regards to synchronization, - w r o t e :
"The subcontractor was not provided with a CG network ID. Therefore, he
- ] would not have been able to upload/sync data to FX centrally. He would
have needed to sync via a peer-to-peer connection with another person's laptop, or
transferred files via email or CD. It is believed this may have taken place between IT
Audit Manager-] and the subcontractor-]. (Attachment 9)
regarding his supervision
The OIG interviewed CG's audit manager
o f - and the IT portion of the 2007 FEC audit.
was questioned about his role in
the process to u p l o a d - ' s work documents into the FX Engagement program. could not recall how the documents were loaded into FX Engagement.
None of the auditors who worked on the FEC contract admitted to downloading the FEC
documents on to the CG laptop assigned t o - · S i n c e - did not have access to
CG's server, the circumstances suggested that one of the audit managers, o~,
probably downloaded the documents to the laptop.
C. Whv wasn't FEC data removed (rom the CG laptop computer?
Answer Summary: CG provided a number of reasons for not deleting the FEC data
off of the laptop. First, the deletion process was overlooked because the laptop was
returned by a subcontractor. Second, a breakdown in tracking the laptop on sign-in/signPage 16 of 32
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out logs prevented the laptop from being reimaged. Third, the renaming of the folder that
contained the FEC data, and the saving of the folder outside the FX Engagement program,
prevented its removal. And fmally, the FCC's urgent need for a temporary laptop led to
the laptop's transfer to a new client, without first reformatting it.

CG agreed to remove any and all FEC data from all laptops within 90 days of the
conclusion of the 2007 audit. CG's IT partner
communicated this in a letter
specified that
dated September 5, 2007, to the FEC CIO Alec PALMER. In this letter, the "conclusion of the audit" shall mean the date when the final report was issued. CG's final
audit report was issued on, and dated, November 13, 2007. Therefore, in accordance with
- · s letter, CG agreed to remove FEC data from its laptops by mid-February 2008.
(Attachment 7)
completed his FEC audit work sometime before October 1, 2007. believed he may have returned his CG laptop to audit manager- before August 17, 2007.
When
was interviewed by the OIG, she did not specifically recall receiving the laptop
indicated she had no reason to doubt that
from
. However,
advised that if she received a laptop fro
returned the CG laptop to her.
she would have given the laptop to the administrative staff at the Calverton office, to lock up in
the computer network room. A review ofCG's equipment checkout log revealed that no entry
was logged to document the return o f - ' s laptop. 2 (Attachment 8)
CG's senior auditor
investigated the incident for CG to determine why the
provided a
FEC data was never removed from
laptop. In the CG report, number of explanations as to why CG failed to remove the FEC data, which included the
following:

2

•

Page 9 of the CG report: CG's engagement partner notifies "all team members to
remove/delete all related data from their. .. local copies of FX binders" after the partner
finalized his/her review. It appeared the process to delete data was "overlooked" in this
case, because the CG laptop was "returned from a subcontractor at the time the binder
3
[workpapers forthe audit] was finalized.

•

Page 9: CG's Service Operations office did not follow CG procedures to reimage the
laptop (thereby deleting the data) because CG staff did not enforce its "sign-in/sign-out

In 2007,

, former CG administrative assistant, maintained the equipment checkout log for

CG's computer network room in the Calverton office. She is no longer a CG employee and was not interviewed
during the OIG investigation.
3

Investigator's Note: The CG report was silent as to who was responsible and overlooked the process to delete

data o n - laptop after the binder was finalized.
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controls" and did not follow "procedures to log machines being removed from or
returned to the loaner pools." The laptop was returned to CG in early October, but was
not registered on the sign-in/sign-out log when it was returned.
•

Page 11: The failure to reformat the CG laptop, when it was transferred, was the result of
a "breakdown in tracking," which included "other times at which this machine was used
for various reasons in 2008, and the machine was not logged in or out on the tracking
sheet, or the sign-out log in Calverton."

•

Page 8: CG only ran KillDisk [computer software program to permanently delete data]
for disposal of laptops, and [CG] reformatted drive[ s] only during transfer of laptop to
another employee (not necessarily if kept in loaner pool). 4 (Attachment 9)

During the OIG investigation, the hard drive image of the computer was examined to
determine the activities of various users on the CG laptop. This examination showed that in
March 2008, CG's End User Support staff accessed the CG laptop on three occasions and failed
to delete the FEC data. CG's End User Support is responsible for deleting client data from
laptops and reimaging/reformatting laptops upon transfer to new users. The hard drive image
review showed End User Support accessed the CG laptop on the following three occasions:
•

On March 8, 2008, CG's End User Support accessed the laptop and installed Pointsec
encryption software.

•

On March 12, 2008,
, in CG's End User Support, accessed the laptop and
moved the folder that contained the FEC documents out of the FX Engagement program,
by renaming it to "Pfxengagement.old" and saving it to the C:drive on the laptop. After
saved the folder containing FEC data to the C: drive, he then reinstalled the FX
Engagement program on the laptop.

•

On March 19, 2008, at 10:59 am, End User Support created a user profile '.r2549" for
CG's partner-in-charge,-, to have access to the CG laptop. ~ed the CG
laptop on March 21, 2008, in connection with a slide show training presentation on
federal sector audits.

The OIG investigation was unable to determine the reason- took steps on March
12, 2008, to keep the FEC data on the CG laptop, instead of deleti~s supervisor
4

Investigator's Note: The CG report was unclear as to whether- laptop was placed into a "loaner pool" to
be reassigned to a new user; or whether the laptop was reserved f o r - in the computer network room for
use on the 2008 FEC audit.
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was interviewed and advised t h a t - probably renamed the folder, and
saved it to the "C: drive," to preserve the FEC data during a reinstallation of the FX Engagement
program.
who renamed the folder containing
was able to conclude that it was FEC data by reviewing the data path for the FX Engagement program installed on the CG
laptop. This data path showed the existing FX Engagement program on the CG laptop was
reinstalled, u n d e r - user profile, on March 12, 2008.
made similar observations regarding the impact of
On page 9 of the CG report, decision to rename the folder that contained the FEC data; and to save this data on the
wrote:
laptop's hard drive outside of the FX Engagement program. Apparently, in March 2008, FX was reinstalled on the laptop. At that time, it seems that
the prior FX directory(ies) were renamed to "Pfx Engagemen.old." The ".old" portion is
not standard naming convention, and would likely have been done in order to preserve
prior FX data during the reinstall. This directory was never later removed or deleted.
This created additional factors, as during the transfer of this laptop to the FCC OIG,
Service Operations did instruct the IT Senior on how to remove all FX data, which was
performed. However, again, since the data was now in a renamed folder/directory, the
process to remove FX data was not successful, as it removed data from the "Pfx
Engagement" directory, and not the folder which had been renamed to ".old."
(Attachment 9)
During the investigation, - w a s interviewed about his March 2008 decision to
rename the folder on the laptop that contained FEC data. advised that he did not recall
renaming this folder. said that he has renamed folders using the ".old" label in the past,
and he would have saved the FEC data on the hard drive if someone asked him to save it.

data on

was asked if he instructed- to preserve the FEC
advised:

He did not r e c a l l - specifically asking him whether the FEC data on the laptop
needed to be saved. Ifhe was a s k e d , - may have t o l d - t o preserve the
data so that
would have it on the computer when he worked on the next year's
FEC audit.
may have been reinstalling the FX Engagement software on the
laptop in March 2008, because a new version of FX Engagement was installed on all
laptops.
explained why the CG laptop used on the FEC
On page 11 of the CG report, audit was never reimaged or reformatted before it was transferred to a new client, the FCC.
-wrote:
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Perhaps as a result of a contentious email from the FCC OIG, partners made
determination to proceed and use a "pool" laptop in order to expedite the [FCC] OIG
request for a new machine to review working papers.
The laptop was not directly reviewed by Service Operations and wasn't reformatted
before providing to the FCC; although Service Operations was consulted via phone in
setting up the machine. (Attachment 9)

D. Who had access to the FEC data on the CG laptop computer?
Answer Summary: From around June 2007, through in or around August 2007,
had sole access to the laptop, to perform his work on the FEC audit. In
received the laptop from
and turned it in to
CG's network equipment room. From August 2007, through March 2008, the laptop was
apparently stored in a secure network equipment room in CG's Calverton office. In
March 2008, CG employee-- and p a r t n e r - had access to the laptop.
From March 2008, through September 2008, the laptop was apparently stored in the
secure network equipment room in CG's Calverton office. In September 2008, CG systems
administrator
had access to the laptop. From September 2008, through
February 2009, the laptop was apparently stored in the secure network equipment room in
CG's Calverton office. In February 2009, CG employees
andhad access to the laptop. In February 2009,
gave the laptop to the FCC.
The laptop has remained in FCC OIG custody pending the completion of the OIG's
investigation.

The CG laptop in question (serial number 2UA508087J) was purchased on March 7,
2005. On April 9, 2007,
, who works in CG's End User Support, reformatted and
reimaged this laptop for transfer to a new user. On April 19, 2007, created a user
could access the computer
profile ("000~") so that CG subcontractor Evans
installed the Fx Engagement
for use on the FEC audit. On this same day, April 19th,
's use. In or
program. delivered the laptop to CG's Calverton office for
around June 2007, CG audit manager- gave the laptop to
(Attachments 8 and 9)
kept the laptop in his possession from around June 2007, through in or around
then returned the laptop t
. When interviewed by the OIG,
August 2007. did not specifically recall receiving the laptop from
She advised that if
returned his CG laptop to her, probably gave it to the administrative staff in
the Calverton office; so that it could be secured in the computer room. - d i d not have
direct access to the computer room in the Calverton office.
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In late September 2007,

), a former CG
administrative assistant in the Calve11on office, had direct access to the computer equipment
room. Dirring that time period,
kept a "Wireless Equipment Checkoi1t" log
on equipment that was checked in and oi1t of the equipment room. However, a review of this
wireless equipment checkoi1t log found no entry to show the laptop was retllffied to the
Calverton equipment room. (Attachment 8)
On page 13 of the CG r e p o r t , - repo11ed that the laptop was rehlllled to CG in
early October 2007 and ''presumably retllffied to the DC Computer Storage Room."
(Attachment 9) The OIG reviewed the user profile data on the hard drive of the CG laptop with
the assistance of an FCC-OIG Forensic IT Specialist. This review showed no activity on the
computer from October 2007, through March 2008. This review showed that on March 8, 2008,
at 10:32am, CG's End User Support staff installed encryption software known as "Pointsec" on
the CG laptop. It also showed that on March 12, 2008,-installed updates on the CG
laptop using a software program mani1factlrred by Alltiris.
software installation activity on the CG laptop, in March 2008, suggested that
the laptop computer had remained in CG's ci1stody dirring the previous six months; since the
time t h a t - returned the laptop t o - in September 2007. Although CG never
recorded the laptop on its equipment checkout log, the circtllllStances si1ggested that CG retained
custody of it throi1gh the period w h e n - accessed the computer to install programs in
March 2008. This was fin1her supported by the fact that no i1ser profile activity was identified
on the hard drive during the six months prior to March 2008. Also, there were no incidents of
laptop theft or misuse reported by CG dirring this six month period. (Attachment 9)
A review of the user profile data on the laptop also showed that on March 19, 2008, at
10:59 am, a user profile was created on the laptop compi1ter for CG's partner-in-charge,
- T h i s i1ser profile .2549) was i1sed on March 21, 2008, to log on to the compi1ter
and access saved training files, including a slide show presentation related to federal sector
audits. This info1mation suggested t h a t - i1sed the laptop on or aroimd March 21st, to give
i1se of the CG laptop from the network equipment room was
a training presentation. never recorded on CG's equipment check out log.

II

In addition, the OIG's review of the hard drive's user profile data found no activity on the

CG laptop from April 2008 through February 2009. Also, a review of CG's equipment check
oi1t log also showed no check out entries for the laptop during this period. On September 26,
2 0 0 8 , - condi1cted a routine physical invento1y inspection of the network equipment
verified that the
room in the Calve11on office. During this September 26th inspection, CG laptop was being stored in the secure network equipment room in the Calve11on office.
On Feb1uary 2, 2009, CG's executive assistant
laptop from the network equipment room for i1se by CG senior au
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- - walked the laptop up to
, administrative assistant, who
recorded its serial number (2UA508087J) on an equipment check out log
made
sign an equipment check out form when she took the laptop.
Once
, she contacted-to gain
instructed
over the telephone on how to set up user
access to the laptop.
profile identifications (ID) for the FX Engagement program and the Windows operating system
("0026Temp"). On the following day, February 3 ' d , - delivered the laptop computer to
Roy CONNOR at the FCC in Washington, DC. (Attachment 9)
CG concluded that it retained custody of the laptop during the four month period between
October 2008 and January 2009. This conclusion was supported by the fact t h a t _
verified the physical presence of the laptop in the network equipment room on September 26,
2008; no further user profile activity was identified on the hard drive during this period; and
retrieved the laptop from the network equipment room on February 2, 2009. No
incidents of theft or misuse were reported by CG during this period. (Attachment 9) The laptop
has remained in FCC OIG custody pending the completion of the OIG's investigation.

E. Whv was FEC data released to the FCC/OIG?
Answer Summary: CG provided the FCC with a laptop to view electronic audit
workpapers. The FCC was unable to view the documents because the original laptop was
missing a required software program. In the urgency to provide the FCC with the correct
software program, CG partners decided to provide the FCC OIG with a temporary
"loaner" laptop until the correct program could be installed on the original laptop given to
the FCC.
The CG laptop containing FEC data was randomly selected from the computer
network room for use by the FCC. Before the CG laptop was given to the FCC, CG auditor
prepared it for transfer to the FCC OIG. manually removed
data on the laptop that was stored in the recycle bin and the FX engagement program.
was unaware of the FEC data stored on the laptop because it was saved in a
renamed folder on the C: drive. Due to the urgency of the FCC OIG request, CG did not
reformat the laptop before transferring it to the FCC.
FCC OIG Audit Director Roy Connor discovered the FEC data on the laptop on
Thursday, February 5, 2009. Roy Connor reported it to CG on Friday, February 6, 2009,
at 3:50 pm. At 4:30 pm, on Friday, February 6th, Roy Connor told CG IT partner,- t h a t he discovered FEC data on the laptop. CG never notified the FEC of the
unauthorized disclosure. The FEC OIG contacted CG regarding the disclosures on
February 10, 2009. CG's partner
said he didn't notify the FEC of the data
release because Roy Connor did not provide enough information about the incident and
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wanted to better understand the situation. CG's partner
reported that CG did file an internal incident report to document the release on Saturday,
February 7th.
The network computer room in CG's Calverton office stored two types of"loaner pool"
laptops. The first loaner type was spare laptops for in-house use by CG employees only. The
second type of spare laptops in the "loaner" pool was those designated for client or subcontractor
o r - configured these laptops for client use with the FX
use. (Attachment 9) Engagement installation. Once a laptop was configured, placed a label or sticky on it to
show which client or subcontractor it was intended for.
The laptops in the network room were either waiting to be taken to a client or were
returned to CG by a client. Once a laptop was returned by an auditor after use, it was given to
or some other administrative staff, who was supposed to note its return on the
equipment log and then secure it in the network room. (Attachment 9) would come to
the Calverton office and clean the client data from the laptop after use; and then he would leave
it in the network room for future use. placed a label marked "spare" on the returned
laptops that he cleaned.
On February 2, 2009, when - - retrieved a laptop from the network room for
to give to the FCC, she found no laptops in the room that were labeled as a "spare."
randomly selected the CG laptop without any knowledge of the data it contained.
had to
The CG laptop was labeled with a post-it note that read substantially "EBann." check and make sure the laptop wasn't reserved for someone else.
was interviewed regarding the circumstances surrounding why she gave the
CG laptop that contained FEC data to the FCC. She advised:
She was an IT auditor assigned to work on FCC audits for the last three years. On
Monday, February 2nd, Roy CONNOR, of the FCC OIG, informed her that he was unable
to view audit workpapers on the laptop computer CG provided him. The laptop was
missing a program installation known as Audit Program Generator (APG). a n d - and they decided to
discussed the matter with CG partners provide CONNOR a temporary laptop from the network equipment room that already
contained the APG software installed.
for access to the
contacted CG's system administrator
provided her a password for the operating system over the telephone.
gained access to the laptop, she never saw FEC data on the computer
and never knew any data was saved to it. She did not review directories in the computer
beyond the computer desktop. She was unaware that files containing FEC data were on
the laptop.

-
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CONNOR was interviewed regarding the circumstances surrounding his discovery of the
FEC data on the CG laptop. He advised:
In 2008, CG performed an annual audit of the FCC, as required under the Federal
Information Security Management Act of2002 (FISMA). CONNOR had oversight
responsibility for the audit. CG provided CONNOR a laptop containing electronic audit
workpapers for him to review. CG used a software program called FX Engagement to
store its workpapers on both the server and laptops. CONNOR saw a folder on the CG
laptop called "FX Engagement.old" in the Windows Explorer directory. This folder
contained approximately 400 files, which appeared to be workpapers related to an FEC
information technology (IT) audit that ended in September 2007. It was clear from the
data that CG never cleaned this laptop after the FEC audit. He observed FEC system
security plans. For example, on page 13 of a document entitled "IT Planning Memo,"
which was dated September 30, 2007, he saw a network diagram of the FEC's internal
computer system. This data would not be considered public information.
Connor discovered the FEC data on the laptop on Thursday, February 5, 2009. The next
day, Friday, February 6, 2009, at 3:50 pm, he reported the incident to CG auditor
. That same Friday, at 4:30 pm, he received a call from CG
During this telephone conversation, CONNOR
that he discovered FEC audit data on the laptop CG provided to him.
now had the original laptop meant for the FCC,
told CONNOR that
with the correct program now installed.
said he wanted to switch the laptops
out and get back the laptop with the FEC data on it.
called CONNOR to schedule a time to come
On Monday, February 9, 2009, out to the FCC and switch out the laptops. CONNOR said he would be available on
a n d - came out
Tuesday, February 10th. The next day, February 10th, to give CONNOR the new laptop. That same day, the FEC IT security officer and the
FEC OIG Deputy IG came to the FCC to review the data files.
CG's senior a u d i t o r - investigated the incident to determine why the FEC data
wrote:
was released to the FCC. In the CG report, In September 2008, CG provided the FCC OIG a laptop, which was missing the APG
software program that the FCC OIG needed to view electronic workpapers. On January
28, 2009, CG received a "seemingly harsh" email from the FCC OIG that was "strong in
its tone," and heightened tensions between CG and the FCC. 5 On February 2, 2009, CG
5

INVESTIGATOR'S NOTE: The issue between CG and the FCC OIG arose because the FCC OIG was unable to view

electronic audit workpapers on a different laptop that CG provided to the FCC OIG in September 2008. This first
laptop was missing a software program ("APG") that was needed to view the audit documents.
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partners a n d - ] decided to provide the FCC OIG a replacement
machine, rather than taking the time to pick up the laptop and have Service Operations
fix/repair it. a n d - ] directed - ] ... to pull a loaner machine
from the secure storage room. (Attachment 9, page 13)
In the CG report,
-

According to

reported the results of his interview w i t h , - advised:

In order to do something quickly [to resolve the FCC OIG issue], the decision was made
by those partners and
] to switch out the laptop with a "loaner"
] then coordinated with an administrative
machine that may be available. She
person in the Calverton office to pull a "temp" laptop out of the locked storage ... The
laptop pulled was labeled with "EBAN" on it ... She then also coordinated over the
phone to delete items in the "Recycle Bin" and also to delete all other FX binders through
FX Engagement. (Attachment 9, pages 15 and 16)
was questioned as to why the CG laptop was given to the FCC without first
being reformatted. He was also questioned as to why he did not report the disclosure incident to
the FEC OIG. In response to these questions, advised:
felt an urgency to quickly give the FCC a replacement computer when he
learned the original computer provided to the FCC was not working, because CG had
provided the FCC OIG with audit workpapers, for review, back in August 2008. Then
six months later, in February 2009, learned that the FCC audit workpapers had
not yet been reviewed by the FCC~ wanted this FCC OIG review of the
audit workpapers to occur as quickly as possible, so that the audit could have some
finality. had no knowledge that the replacement laptop still contained FEC data
on it, when the laptop was furnished to the FCC.
did not notify the FEC of the data release because Roy Connor did not provide
him with enough information about the incident. CONNOR was being evasive about
wanted to better
how he found the FEC data and what kind of data he found. understand the situation and the see what data was released before reporting the incident.
CG partner
advised that CG filed an internal incident report to document the
release on that Saturday, February 7'h.
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F. What data encrvption and password controls did CG use to protect FEC data?
Answer Summary: CG did not install Pointsec encryption software on the CG
laptop in question until March 8, 2008, at 10:32 am. This encryption installation occurred
four months after the completion of the 2007 FEC audit and six months after CG's partner
agreed to install the encryption software.
CG staff reportedly wrote user names and passwords on laptops, in connection with
Federal audits, on three or four occasions. First, CG placed a post-it note with a user name
and password on the CG laptop assigned to
. Second, CG a u d i t o r placed a post-it note with a user name on the CG laptop assigned to Roy Connor.
later wrote the password on the post-it note when she gave the laptop to Connor.
And f"mally, FCC OIG employee Roy Connor reported that CG staff placed a user name
and password on post-it notes attached to laptops that were given to two other FCC OIG
employees, Sophie Jones and Sharon Spencer.

On September 5, 2007,
, CG's IT partner, sent a letter to Alec
PALMER, the FEC CIO, in which he agreed that CG would encrypt all FEC data on all Clifton
Gunderson laptops. - g a v e this assurance, among others, so the FEC would waive the
FEC Mobile Computing Security Policy (Policy Number 58-4.3) that all laptops accessing the
FEC network must be encrypted and have a two-factor authentication mechanism. (Attachment
l) Although CG was deploying encryption software on some CG laptops in 2007 and 2008, the
technology did not meet the specific requirements contained in the FEC policy.
CG's senior a u d i t o r - investigated this agreement to determine if CG honored
wrote:
this promise to provide encryption protections. On page 6 of the CG report, "The encryption utility is PointSec version 6.2.0. PointSec is a required loadset ... and
was installed on all machines during the middle of 2007. The authentication method for
PointSec is a "pass through" authentication of the Windows logon ... therefore, two-factor
authentication is not used. (Attachment 9)
During the OIG investigation, a review of a copy of the CG laptop's hard drive was
conducted at the FCC. Also present during this review were Roy CONNOR, and CG employees,
and
Despite the claim made i n - - report, the OIG
review determined that CG's End User Support staff installed the encryption software PointSec
did not report this
on the CG laptop on March 8, 2008, at 10:32am. (Attachment 10)
observation in the CG report. During an interview, CG partners
claimed that encryption software was installed on laptops used for the FEC audit in 2007;
however, n e i t h e r - n o r - were able to provide specific details or any evidence,
which supported this claim.
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, IT auditor, was interviewed by the OIG regarding encryption software
on the Samlin issued laptop he used to perform work on the FY 2007 FEC audit. advised that his Samlin laptop now has PGP encryption software installed on it; but he does not
recall if the encryption software was installed when he worked on the FEC audit in 2007.
The OIG investigated CG's use of password controls to protect FEC data. This review
determined that CG created account usernames and passwords for users to access the FX
Engagement program. CG also used user names and passwords to access the Windows operating
system on its computers. (Attachment 9, pages 5-6)
was interviewed regarding how CG provided him with a user name and
password for the CG issued laptop. In response to questions, he advised:
at the FEC for his
In or around July 2007, delivered the CG laptop to use. The CG laptop was password protected. -provided him with a user name
and password to logon to the computer, and another user name and password to access
the local copy of FX engagement. The user names and passwords for the CG laptop were
provided to on a yellow post-it that was taped to the laptop. He recalled that
one of his user names was "EBANN." He did not know ifit w a s - or someone in
CG's IT department who placed the post-it note on the laptop. He kept the post-it in his
wallet until he memorized the user names and passwords; then he kept the post it in a
locked cabinet in his home.
returned the
In August 2007, when he was completing his portion of the audit, CG laptop t o - . This occurred at the FEC. initially said he placed the
original yellow post-it note back on the CG laptop when he returned it t o - In a
subsequent interview,
said he did not put the post-it note back on the laptop
when he returned it to
CONNOR, FCC OIG IT Director, was interviewed regarding how CG provided him with
a user name and password for the CG laptop that was found to contain FEC data. He advised
gave him the laptop, the
that in February 2009, when CG auditor
user name and password to access the laptop was on a post-it note that was attached to the
laptop.
CG senior IT auditor on the FCC contract, was interviewed regarding how
she provided CONNOR with the user name and password for the CG laptop. In response to
questions, she advised:
She signed the laptop out of the network room on Monday, February 2nd, and delivered it
to CONNOR on Tuesday, February 3'd. When she received this laptop, it had a post-it
note on it that said something like "EBann." She threw this old post-it note away and
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replaced it with a new post it that said user ID "0026Temp," which was the user profile
t h a t - helped her create that same day by telephone.
Whe~ replaced the old post-it note on the laptop, she wrote the user id for the
operating system (00026Temp) and the user id and password for FX Engagement on a
new post-it note.
also provided her with the password to the operating system
over the telephone.
did not write the operating system password on the post-it
s office. She had memorized this password in her
head. When she delivered the laptop to the FCC, she aske
to write down the operating system password on the post it note.
head as if to indicate yes. Based o n - - n o d - w r o t e down the
password while she was i~

CG's senior a u d i t o r - investigated the password incident at the request of the
a n d - s statements during the OIG
FEC OIG. The CG report contradicted
interviews. According t o - , it was
who made the request to to
write down the password to the operating system on the post-it note. On page 5 of the CG
report, -

wrote:

The account and password to the FX application were written down, as was the userID
for the laptop (Windows). However, the password to Windows was written down per the
request of the FCC OIG representative ... The FCC OIG contact indicated that "may
have been" the circumstances - but that he didn't really recall what had transpired ...
- ] believes this is how it happened, but wasn't sure whether there was a
specific request to write down the Windows password, 6 or the precise circumstances but that she knew it was written down in front of the FCC OIG contact, and that she
believed he requested that she write this down for him. (Attachment 9)
In the Summary of Observations section of the CG report, on page 11, observation #3,
again concluded, without support, that "[i]t is likely and reasonable that FCC OIG
requested that the windows account password be also written on the laptop. Then on page 13 of
the CG report, again appeared to contradict his previous assertions by stating:
During the meeting when she - ] delivers the machine, there is a collective
decision (it is not clearly recalled by either whether the FCC OIG asked for this to be
done specifically - but both agree it was written down with both of them in

6

The CG report contradicted its own account of the password events by first stating that CONNOR requested the
password to be written down, and then it stated t h a t - wasn't sure whether a specific request was made.
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acknowledgment and present) to also write down the windows password onto the laptop
as well. 7 (Attachment 9)
In the "Summary of Interviews Conducted" section of the CG report, near the bottom of
page 17, -

stated:

She - ] acknowledged that it wasn't good judgment to put the FX account and
password onto the laptop. However, it is her assertion that the only reason she put the
password to the windows domain account was that the FCC OIG asked her what the new
password was, and that he indicated it was OK for her to go ahead and write this on the
note taped to the laptop as well. This information was then only documented along with
the laptop at the consideration and in the presence of the FCC OIG contact. 8
(Attachment 9)
During the OIG's interview of Roy CONNOR, he was advised o f - recollection of the events, concerning how the password ended up being written on the post it
note. In response to questions, CONNOR advised:
He did not r e c a l l - writing the password on the post-it note in front of him while
she was in his office. He cannot say for certain that she didn't write the password down
in front of him. He did not recall one way or the other. It did appear, however, that the
user name and the password were written at different times. The user name was written
in black ink and the password was written with blue ink. He did not recall t h a t asked him if he wanted her to write down the password on the post it. That would be a
security taboo to write down a password on the laptop.
CONNOR's coworkers at the FCC-OIG have received laptops from CG in the past with
user names and passwords written on the laptops. For example, FCC employee Sophie
Jones received a laptop from CG that had a "sticky" on the back with the user name and
password written down. On Jones' laptop, the user name and password were not labeled
as "user name" and "password." FCC employee Sharon Spencer also received a laptop
from CG with the user name and password written on a yellow post-it not, attached to the
laptop.

7

assertion on page 13 that Roy CONNOR acknowledged- writing down the password in his
presence conflicts with CONNOR statement to the OIG, that he had no recollection o f - writing the
-

password down in front of him.
8

-

provided an interview statement to the OIG that was consistent with this account of the events.
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V.

FINDINGS

During the course of this investigation, the OIG found reasonable cause to believe that
CG did not comply with FEC's data security requirements. These findings included:
•

CG disclosed sensitive FEC information to the FCC OIG without authorization. Although
this unauthorized disclosure was apparently accidental, and it was limited only to the FCC
OIG, it did not comply with the FEC non-disclosure agreements.

•

CG failed to take reasonable precautions to protect FEC data against the unauthorized
disclosure. The laptop was not reformatted or reimaged prior to transfer to a new client.

•

CG failed to remove sensitive FEC data from its laptop, as agreed, within 90 days of the
conclusion of the audit. The audit concluded on November 13, 2007. The FEC data
remained on the laptop long after the 90 day deadline of February 2008. This violated
Commission Directive 5 8, which required CG to erase all sensitive FEC data from its
laptops.

•

CG failed to encrypt FEC data on its laptop within a timely manner. The encryption software
"Pointsec" was not installed on the CG laptop until March 8, 2008. This omission did not
comply with the FEC Mobile Computing Security Policy, Number 58-4.3. This omission
also did not comply with the assurance that CG gave to the CIO, in a letter dated September
5, 2007.

•

CG failed to immediately report to the FEC the unauthorized disclosure of FEC data. CG
partner
learned of the data release on Friday, February 6, 2009, at 4:30pm.
failed to call the FEC to report the incident, on that Friday, or on the following
Monday. This conduct did not comply with the FEC non-disclosure agreements.

VI.

RECOMMENDATIONS

During the course of the investigation, a number of data security vulnerabilities involving
contractors were found, which warrant improvement. The OIG has identified three issues and
this report provides suggestions for improvement. The current status of the issues is also
discussed.
Based upon the results of this investigation, the OIG makes the following
recommendations to improve the protection of sensitive FEC data:
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Suggestion 1: The FEC should incorporate contractor data security standards in all FEC
contracts. The placement of these standards as a contract requirement will
emphasize their importance.
Status: The OIG implemented a policy entitled "FEC OIG Contractor Security
Standards" to strengthen data security controls on all future OIG audit contracts.
This policy has been presented to the FEC CIO for consideration on all FEC
contracts. (Attachment 11)
Further, the FEC CIO and ISSO drafted new "Minimum Contractor System
Security Standards," to be incorporated in future FEC contracts. The OIG has
already incorporated the new contract language prepared by the CIO and ISSO
into the OIG's new financial statement audit contract signed in April 2009
(Exhibit D- FEC Clauses & Special Provisions). (Attachment 12)
Suggestion 2: The FEC should require contractors and FEC COTR personnel to make post
contract inspections and certifications to ensure that FEC data is removed from
laptop computers.
Status: The OIG has preliminarily discussed the need for post contract follow ups
with the CIO and ISSO.
Suggestion 3: The FEC should improve its identification of data that is, or should be, classified
as "sensitive." This identification process should be similar to the process
undertaken by the FEC to identify personally identifiable information (PII).
Status: The OIG has preliminarily discussed with the CIO and ISSO the need to
identify and mark sensitive FEC data. This need has even greater importance
when the sensitive information is being provided to contractors.

VII.

PRIVACY ACT AND FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT NOTICE

This report is the property of the Office oflnspector General, and is for OFFICIAL USE
ONLY. Appropriate safeguards should be provided for the report, and access should be limited
to Federal Election Commission officials who have a need-to-know. All copies of the report have
been uniquely numbered, and should be appropriately controlled and maintained. Public
disclosure is determined by the Freedom oflnformation Act, 5 U.S.C. §552a. In order to ensure
compliance with the Privacy Act, this report may not be reproduced or disclosed outside the
Commission without prior written approval of the Office of Inspector General.
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Redactions Pursuant to FOIA Exemptions 6 & 7(C)

ATTACHMENTS
Attachments

Description

#
1

FEC contract FE-4-AC-0065, awarded to Clifton Gunderson LLP for audit services,
including the Statement of Work (SOW)

2

Completion of mandatory FEC security awareness training, signed in May and June of
2007, by Clifton Gunderson partners and employees

3

FEC Commission Directive No. 58, effective January 16, 2007

4

FEC Mobile Computing Security Policy No. 58-4.3

5

FEC Non-Disclosure Agreement, signed in 2007 by Clifton Gunderson partners and
employees

6

FEC Nondisclosure Agreement for Contractors, signed in 2008 by Clifton Gunderson
partners and employees

7

Letter from

8

CG documents provided by
on 02/12/09:
Wireless Equipment Checkout (Ticket #1083), dated 02/02/09;
Wireless Equipment Checkout (Log)

9

Clifton Gunderson Report on FEC Data Concern, dated 06/02/09

10

Fax from Roy Connor, FCC OIG, showing log screen shot for Pointsec installation

11

FEC OIG Contractor Security Standards

12

Minimum Contractor System Security Standards, prepared by the CIO and ISSO,
incorporated into the FEC OIG Financial Audit Exhibit D - "FEC Clauses & Special
Provisions"

to Alec Palmer, dated 09/05/07
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Attachment No. 1

FEC contract FE-4-AC-0065, awarded to Clifton Gunderson LLP
for audit services, including the Statement of Work (SOW)

Case Number INV-09-02

FOIA 2016-32_070

SOLICITATION/CONTRACT/ORDER FOR COMMERCIAL ITEMS
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SCHEDULE Continued
Supplies/Services

Item No.

Quantity

Unit

Unit Price

Amount

contract apply to this order
Point of contact at Federal Election Commission for
contract coordination and invoice certification: Jon
Hatfield, 202-694-1018
Contractor shall provide Audit Services to the Office
of Inspector General for the Federal Election
Commission

2

BASE YEAR- FEBRUARY 23, 2004 THROUGH
DECEMBER 30, 2004
Audit of the FEC Financial Statements in accordance
to the SOW.
OPTION YEAR ONE - JANUARY l, 2005
THROUGH DECEMBER 31, 2005
Audit of FEC Financial Statement in accordance to

LT

76,106.00

76,106.00

LT

74,336.00

74,336.00

LT

76,552.00

76,552.00

LT

78,962.00

78,962.00

LT

81,178.00

81,178.00

LT

NSP

NSP

sow
OPTlON PEROD TWO - JANUARY l, 2006
THROUGH DECEMBER 31, 2006
Audit of FEC Financial Statement in accordance to

sow
OPTION PERIOD THREE -JANUARY I, 2007
THROUGH DECEMBER 3 I, 2007
Audit of Financial Statements in accordance to the

sow
OPTION PERIOD FOUR - JANUARY l, 2008
THROUGH DECEMBER 31, 2008
Audit of FEC Financial Statement in accordance to
SOW
DELIVERABLES- to be provided in accordance to
the SOW are not priced separately from the total
costs.
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SECTION B

B.1

52.212-4

CONTRACT TERMS AND CONDITIONS--COMMERCIAL ITEMS (Oct 2003)

(Reference 12.301)
B.2
52.212-5 CONTRACT TERMS AND CONDITIONS REQUIRED TO IMPLEMENT STATUTES OR
EXECUTIVE ORDERS--COMMERCIAL ITEMS (JAN 2004)

(a) The Contractor shall comply with the following Federal Acquisition
Regulati on (FAR) clause, which is incorporated in this contract by reference, to
implement provisions of law or Executive orders applicable to acquisitions of
commercial items: 52.233-3, Protest after Award (AUG 1996) (31 U.S.C. 3553).
(b) The Contractor shall comply with the FAR clauses in this paragraph (b)
that the Contracting Officer has indicated as being incorporated in this
contract by reference to implement provisions of law or Executive orders
applicable to acquisitions of commercial items: [Contracting Officer check as
appropriate.]
XX
(1) 52.203-6, Restrictions on Subcontractor Sales to the Government
(JUL
1995), with Alternate I (OCT 1995) (41 U.S.C. 253g and 10 U.S.C.
2402).
(2) 52.219-3, Notice of Total HUBZone Set-Aside (JAN 1999)
(15
U.S.C. 657a).
(3) 52.219-4, Notice of Price Evaluation Preference for HUBZone
Small Business Concerns (JAN 1999) (if the offeror elects to waive the
preference, it shall so indicate in its offer) (15 U.S.C. 657a).
(4) (i) 52.219-5, Very Small Business Set-Aside (JUNE 2003)
(Pub.
L. 103-403, section 304, Small Business Reauthorization and Amendments Act of
1994) .
(ii) Alternate I (MAR 1999) of 52.219-5.
(iii) Alternate II (JUNE 2003) of 52.219-5.
(5) (i) 52.219-6, Notice of Total Small Business Set-Aside
(JUNE
2003) (15 u.s.c. 644).
(ii) Alternate I (OCT 1995) of 52.219-6.
(6) (i) 52. 219-7, Notice of Partial Small Business Set-Aside
(JUNE
2003) (15 u.s.c. 644).
(ii) Alternate I (OCT 1995) of 52.219-7.
(7) 52.219-8, Utilization of Small Business Concerns (OCT 2000)
( 15 U . S . C . 6 3 7 (d) ( 2 ) and ( 3 ) ) .
(8) (i) 52.219-9, Small Business Subcontracting Plan (JAN 2002) (15
u.s.c. 637 (d) (4)).
(ii) Alternate I (OCT 2001) of 52.219-9.
(iii) Alternate II (OCT 2001) of 52.219-9.
(9) 52.219-14, Limitations on Subcontracting (DEC 1996) (15 U.S.C.
637 (a) (14)).
(10) (i) 52.219-23, Notice of Price Evaluation Adjustment for Small
Disadvantaged Business Concerns (JUNE 2003) (Pub. L. 103-355,
section 7102, and
10 U.S.C. 2323) (if the offeror elects to waive the adjustment, it shall so
indicate in its offer).
(ii) Alternate I (JUNE 2003) of 52.219-23.
(11) 52.219-25, Small Disadvantaged Business Participation
Program-Disadvantaged Status and Reporting (OCT 1999) (Pub. L. 103-355,
section
71 O2 , and 1 O U . s . c . 2 3 2 3 ) .
(12) 52.219-26, Small Disadvantaged Business Participation
Program-Incentive Subcontracting (OCT 2000) (Pub. L. 103-355, section 7102, and
10 u.s.c. 2323).
XX
(13) 52.222-3, Convict Labor (JUNE 2003) (E.O. 11755).
(14) 52.222-19, Child Labor-Cooperation with Authorities and
Remedies (Jan 2004) (E.O. 13126).
XX
(15) 52.222-21, Prohibition of Segregated Facilities (FEB 1999).
XX
(16) 52.222-26, Equal Opportunity (APR 2002) (E.O. 11246).
XX
(17) 52.222-35, Equal Opportunity for Special Disabled Veterans, Veterans
of the Vietnam Era, and Other Eligible Veterans (DEC 2001) (38 U.S.C. 4212).
1
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XX
1998)
XX
of the

(18) 52.222-36, Affirmative Action for Workers with Disabilities
(JUN
(29 u.s.c. 793).
(19) 52.222-37, Employment Reports on Special Disabled Veterans, Veterans
Vietnam Era, and Other Eligible Veterans (DEC 2001) (38 U.S.C. 4212).
(20) (i) 52.223-9, Estimate of Percentage of Recovered Material
Content for EPADesignated Products (AUG 2000) (42 U.S.C.
6962 (c) (3) (A) (ii)).
(ii) Alternate I (AUG 2000) of 52.223-9 (42 U.S.C.
6962(i) (2) (C)).
XX
(21) 52.225-1, Buy American Act-Supplies (JUNE 2003) (41 U.S.C.
10a-10d).
(22)) (i) 52.225-3, Buy American Act-Free Trade Agreements- Israeli
Trade Act (Jan 2004) (41 U.S.C. 10a-10d, 19 U.S.C. 3301 note, 19 U.S.C. 2112
note, Pub. L. 108-77, 108-78).
(ii) Alternate I (Jan 2004) of 52.225-3.
(iii) Alternate II (Jan 2004) of 52.225-3.
(23) 52.225-5, Trade Agreements (Jan 2004) (19 U.S.C. 2501,
et
seq., 19 U.S.C. 3301 note).
XX
(24) 52.225-13, Restrictions on Certain Foreign Purchases (OCT 2003)
(E.o.s, proclamations, and statutes administered by the Office of Foreign
Assets Control of the Department of the Treasury) .
(25) 52.225-15, Sanctioned European Union Country End Products
(FEB 2 0 0 0 ) ( E . 0 . 12 8 4 9) .
(26) 52.225-16, Sanctioned European Union Country Services
(FEB
2000) (E.O. 12849).
(27) 52.232-29, Terms for Financing of Purchases of Commercial
Items (FEB 2002) (41 U.S.C. 255(f), 10 U.S.C. 2307(£)).
(28) 52.232-30, Installment Payments for Commercial Items
(OCT
1995) (41 u.s.c. 255(f), 10 u.s.c. 2307(f)).
XX
(29) 52.232-33, Payment by Electronic Funds Transfer-Central Contractor
Registration (OCT 2003) (31 U.S.C. 3332).
(30) 52.232-34, Payment by Electronic Funds Transfer-Other than
Central Contractor Registration (MAY 1999) (31 U.S. C. 3332) .
(31) 52.232-36, Payment by Third Party (MAY 1999) (31 U.S.C.
3332) .
XX
(32) 52.239-1, Privacy or Security Safeguards (AUG 1996) (5 U.S.C.
552a).
(33) (i) 52.247-64, Preference for Privately Owned U.S.-Flag
Commercial Vessels (APR 2003) (46 U.S.C. Appx 1241 and 10 U.S.C. 2631).
(ii) Alternate I (APR 1984) of 52.247-64.
(c) The Contractor shall comply with the FAR clauses in this paragraph (c) ,
applicable to commercial services, that the Contracting Officer has indicated as
being incorporated in this contract by reference to implement provisions of law
or Executive orders applicable to acquisitions of commercial items: [Contracting
Officer check as appropriate.]
(1) 52.222-41, Service Contract Act of 1965, as Amended (MAY 1989)
(41 U.S.C. 351, et seq.).
(2) 52.222-42, Statement of Equivalent Rates for Federal Hires
(MAY 1989) (29 U.S.C. 206 and 41 U.S.C. 351, et seq.).
(3) 52.222-43, Fair Labor Standards Act and Service Contract ActPrice Adjustment (Multiple Year and Option Contracts) (MAY 1989) (29 U.S.C. 206
and 41 U.S.C. 351, et seq.).
(4) 52.222-44, Fair Labor Standards Act and Service Contract ActPrice Adjustment (February 2002) (29 U.S.C. 206 and 41 U.S.C. 351, et seq.).
(5) 52.222-47, SCA Minimum Wages and Fringe Benefits Applicable to
Successor Contract Pursuant to PreDecemberessor Contractor Collective
Bargaining Agreements (CBA) (May 1989) (41 U.S.C. 351, et seq.).
(d) Comptroller General Examination of Record.
The Contractor shall comply
with the provisions of this paragraph (d) if this contract was awarded using
other than sealed bid, is in excess of the simplified acquisition threshold, and
does not contain the clause at 52.215-2, Audit and Records--Negotiation.
(1) The Comptroller General of the United States, or an authorized
representative of the Comptroller General, shall have access to and right
to examine any of the Contractor's directly pertinent records involving
transactions related to this contract.
FE-4-AC-0065
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(2) The Contractor shall make available at its offices at all
reasonable times the records, materials, and other evidence for
examination, audit, or reproduction, until 3 years after final payment
'under this contract or for any shorter period specified in FAR Subpart
4.7, Contractor Records Retention, of the other clauses of this
contract.
If this contract is completely or partially terminated, the
records relating to the work terminated shall be made available for 3
years after any resulting final termination settlement.
Records relating
to appeals under the disputes clause or to litigation or the settlement
of claims arising under or relating to this contract shall be made
available until such appeals, litigation, or claims are finally resolved.
(3) As used in this clause, records include books, documents,
accounting procedures and practices, and other data, regardless of type
and regardless of form.
This does not require the Contractor to create
or maintain any record that the Contractor does not maintain in the
ordinary course of business or pursuant to a provision of law.
(e)

(1) Notwithstanding the requirements of the clauses in paragraphs (a) , (b),
(c), and (d) of this clause, the Contractor is not required to flow down any FAR
clause, other than those in paragraphs (i) through (vi) of this paragraph in a
subcontract for commercial items. Unless otherwise indicated below, the extent
of the flow down shall be as required by the clause-(i) 52.219-8, Utilization of Small Business Concerns (October
2000) (15 U.S.C. 637(d) (2) and (3)), in all subcontracts that
offer further subcontracting opportunities. If the subcontract
(except subcontracts to small business concerns) exceeds
$500,000 ($1,000,000 for construction of any public facility),
the subcontractor must include 52.219-8 in lower tier
subcontracts that offer subcontracting opportunities.
(ii) 52.222-26, Equal Opportunity (April 2002) (E.O. 11246).
(iii) 52.222-35, Equal Opportunity for Special Disabled
Veterans, Veterans of the Vietnam Era, and Other Eligible Veterans
(December 2001) (38 U.S.C. 4212).
(iv) 52.222-36, Affirmative Action for Workers with Disabilities
(June 1998) (29 U.S.C. 793).
(v) 52.222-41, Service Contract Act of 1965, as Amended (May
1989), flow down required for all subcontracts subject to the
Service Contract Act of 1965 (41 U.S.C. 351, et seq.).
(vi) 52.247-64, Preference for Privately Owned U.S.-Flag
Commercial Vessels (April 2003) (46 U.S.C. Appx 1241 and 10 U.S.C.
2631) . Flow down required in accordance with paragraph (d) of FAR
clause 52.247-64.
(2) While not required, the contractor May include in its subcontracts for
commercial items a minimal number of additional clauses necessary to satisfy its
contractual obligations.
(End of clause)
B.3

52.217-9

OPTION TO EXTEND THE TERM OF THE CONTRACT (MAR 2000)

(a) The Government may extend the term of this contract by written notice to
the Contractor within Sixty (60) days
provided that the Government gives the
Contractor a preliminary written notice of its intent to extend at least Sixty
(60) days days before the contract expires.
The preliminary notice does not
commit the Government to an extension.
(b) If the Government exercises this option, the extended contract shall be
considered to include this option clause.
(c) The total duration of this contract, including the exercise of any options
under this clause, shall not exceed five (5) years.
(End of clause)
B.4

52.232-19

AVAILABILITY OF FUNDS FOR THE NEXT FISCAL YEAR (APR 1984)
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Funds are not presently available for performance under this contract beyond
The Government's obligation for performance of this contract
beyond that date is contingent upon the availability of appropriated funds from
which pa:yment for contract purposes can be made. No legal liability on the part
of the Government for any pa:yment may arise for performance under this contract
beyond
until funds are made available to the Contracting Officer
for performance and until the Contractor receives notice of availability, to be
confirmed in writing by the Contracting Officer.
(End of clause)
B.5

ADDENDA

STATEMENT OF WORK
For Audit Services
Federal Election Commission

1. INTRODUCTION_
The Federal Election Commission (FEC) is an independent Federal agency established by the
Congress as a Commission. The FEC is responsible for administering and enforcement of the
Federal Election Campaign Act (PECA). The FEC administers and enforces the FECA through the
four core programs of disclosure, compliance, Presidential public funding, and election
administration.
Disclosure involves receiving reports of campaign finance transactions by candidates and political
committees involved in elections for Federal office and promulgating them as part of the public
record.
Compliance involves the review and assessment of campaign finance transactions to ensure that
filers abide by the appropriate limitations, prohibitions, and disclosure requirements of the PECA.
Compliance also involves oversight of individual contributors, corporations, labor unions, and
"issue" groups that, although they may not fit within the universe of filers, can be involved in
violations of the PECA. The FEC has exclusive jurisdiction over civil enforcement of the PECA and
engages in civil enforcement proceedings to resolve instances of noncompliance.
Presidential public funding is the system for financing Presidential primaries, general elections, and
national party conventions. Congress designed the program to correct the campaign finance abuses
perceived in the 1972 Presidential electoral process. Congress designed a program that combines
public funding with limitations on contributions and expenditures. The program has three parts: (1)
Matching funds for primary candidates; (2) funds to sponsor political parties' Presidential
nominating conventions; and (3) funds for the general election campaigns of major party nominees
and partial funding for qualified minor and new party candidates. Based on statutory criteria, the
Commission determines which candidates and committees are eligible for public funds, and in what
amounts. The U.S. Treasury then makes the necessary payments. Later the FEC audits all the
committees that received public funds to ensure that they used the funds in accordance with the
PECA, public funding statutes, and FEC regulations. Based on the Commission's audit findings,
Presidential committees may have to make repayments to the U.S. Treasury.
The Office of Election Administration serves as a central exchange for the compilation and
dissemination of information and research on issues related to the administration of Federal
elections. This office issued voluntary perfomrnnce and test standards that states and voting systems
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vendors can use to improve the accuracy, integrity, and reliability of computer-based systems. The
Office also helped states implement the National Voter Registration Act (NVRA) of 1993, which
Congress enacted to facilitate and increase voter registration by providing opportunities to register at
a number of state agencies, using a number ofregistration methods. The Help America Vote Act of
2002 calls for the functions of the FEC's Office of Election Administration to be transferred to a
new commission called the Election Assistance Commission.

The FEC is headed by six commissioners, appointed by the President and confirmed by the Senate.
Commissioners serve a six year term and no more than three Commissioners may represent the same
political party. By statute, the Commissioner chairmanship rotates every year, and the designated
chairman has limited authority to set the agency's agenda.
Under the Commissioners, the FEC's organizational structure is separated into three primary offices:
the Office of the Staff Director (OSD), the Office of the General Counsel (OGC), and the Office of
Inspector General (OIG), each headed by a statutory officer. Subordinate offices to the General
Counsel are titled Associate General Counsels, and each supports one or more of the four core FEC
programs. Subordinate organizations to the Staff Director are in most cases called "offices" for staff
support activities and "divisions" for line activities that are involved in one or more of the four core
programs. Programmatic elements under the Office of the Staff Director include the Disclosure
Division, Information Technology, Information Division, the Press Office, Reports Analysis
Division (RAD), Audit Division, and the Office of Election Administration. The Office of Inspector
General is headed by the Inspector General and reports directly to the Commission.
In FY 2003, the FEC was provided 389 full time equivalents (FTEs) and a budget of
$49,541,871.00, of which approximately 66% was budgeted for staff salaries and benefits, 7% for
office space rental, and 27% on all other expenses. The FEC is located in Washington DC and has
no regional offices. Additional background on the FEC, including budget submissions, annual
performance plans and reports, as well as mission and organizational structure are available at the
FEC's website at http://www.fec.gov/.
2. BACKGROUND
a. Federal Financial Accounting System
On October 19, 1999 the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA)
recognized the Federal Accounting Standards Advisory Board (F ASAB) as the body designated to
establish generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) for Federal governmental entities under
Rule 203, "Accounting Principles," of the AICPA's Code of Professional Conduct. The FEC
financial statements are prepared in accordance with GAAP for Federal government entities.
The basis consists of the following hierarchy:
1.
Accounting standards and principles recommended by the Federal Accounting
Standards Advisory Board (FASAB). These are known as Statements of Federal Financial
Accounting Standards (SFFAS) and Statements of Federal Financial Accounting Concepts (SFFAC).
2.

Form and content requirements in OMB Bulletin 01-09.

3.

Accounting standards contained in FEC's accounting policy manuals and handbooks.
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4.
Accounting principles published by authoritative standards-setting bodies (e.g.,
Financial Accounting Standards Board) and other authoritative sources (a) in the absence of other
guidance in the first parts of this hierarchy, and/or (b) ifthe use of such accounting standards
improves the meaningfulness of these financial statements.
Transactions are recorded on an accrual accounting basis as well as a budgetary basis. Under the
accrual method, revenues are recognized when earned and expenses are recognized when a liability
is incurred, without regard to receipt or payment of cash. Budgetary accounting facilitates
compliance with legal constraints and controls over the use of Federal funds.
The FEC's core Federal financial system is supported by commercial software called PeopleSoft
Financials, to include payables and the general ledger. Contracts, purchase orders, interagency
agreements, etc. are developed using a commercial procurement software program called
Comprizon.Buy. Obligations resulting from these purchases, as well as purchase and fleet charge
card transactions, are then manually obligated and entered in the core financial system.
Asset management is the responsibility of two FEC divisions. Office equipment and personal
property are accounted for using a commercial software program called Inte-Great Property Manager
(IPM).
The FEC's Payroll and Personnel Offices utilize the U.S. Department of Agriculture's National
Finance Center (NFC) to process the agency's payroll and personnel data. An interface between the
FEC and NFC enables the FEC Payroll and Personnel Offices to input data which is then processed
by the NFC.
The FEC's budget formulation system is composed of a series of Microsoft Excel spreadsheets and
Word templates that support the development of the Commission's annual budget requests, with
reliance on data from the core financial system. The budget system also uses several legacy systems,
including a 1032/COBOL based system to generate the FEC's budget projection report. Budgetary
limits are entered manually into the core financial system for budgetary control purposes.
b. Fund Accounting Structure
The FEC's financial activities are accounted for by Federal account symbol. They include
the accounts for appropriated funds and other fund groups described below for wruch the FEC
maintains financial records.
General Funds - These funds consist of salaries and expense appropriation accounts used to fund the
agency operations and capital expenditures.
Deposit and Suspense Accounts - These funds are maintained to account for receipts awaiting proper
classification, or held in escrow, until ownership is established and proper distributions can be made.
Receipt Accounts - The FEC collects civil penalties and other miscellaneous receipts, which are not
retained by the FEC. These receipts are deposited directly to a U. S. Treasury receipt account.
3. PROJECT OBJECTIVES
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Contractor shall conduct an audit, following Generally Accepted Government Auditing Standards, of
the Federal Election Commission's Financial Statements (that are prepared in compliance with
OMB Bulletin No. 01-09) for Fiscal Year 2004. A fixed price task order under the GSA schedule is
contemplated.
The Government Management and Reform Act of 1994 amended the requirements of the Chief
Financial Officers (CFO) Act of 1990 by requiring, among other things, the annual preparation and
audit of organization-wide financial statements of 24 executive departments and agencies. The FEC
was not among the original 24 departments and agencies covered by the CFO Act. In addition, the
Federal Financial Management Improvement Act (FFMIA) of 1996 requires that the report on these
audits state whether the agency financial management systems comply substantially with the Federal
financial management system requirements, applicable Federal accounting standards, and the U.S.
Government Standard General Ledger at the transaction level.
In FY 2002, Congress passed the Accountability of Tax Dollars Act of 2002. The Act
requires the FEC, along with numerous other Federal entities, to have its financial statements audited
annually. The Office of Management and Budget Director granted the FEC a waiver for the fiscal
year 2003 annual audit requirement.
The project objective is to provide sufficient audit effort to render to the Inspector General an
opinion on the Federal Election Commission's financial statements for fiscal year 2004 in
accordance with generally accepted auditing standards, Government Auditing Standards, and OMB
Bulletin 01-02. The six financial statements, along with all corresponding notes and supplementary
information to be audited include: (a) Balance Sheet; (b) Statement of Net Cost; (c) Statement of
Changes in Net Position; (d) Statement of Budgetary Resources; (e) Statement of Financing; and (f)
Statement of Custodial Activity.
The specific objectives of the audit are identified in sections 6 through 10 of OMB Bulletin 01-02.

4. SCOPE
a. Audit Phases/FAM
The audit will be completed to enable the OIG to meet the time frames established by OMB.
Whenever OMB deadlines change, it is the responsibility of the lP A to plan the audit accordingly. I/
Drafts of all written products shall be submitted to the COTR for review and comment. The
contractor shall allow sufficient time for the COTR to review each "draft" deliverable and provide
written comments. At a minimum, the Government shall be provided ten (10) days 2/ to review
written documents. Any changes required by the COTR, shall be incorporated by the contractor into
a final product. All final products shall be delivered within one (1) week after receiving comments
from the COTR. The final audit shall be delivered within one (1) week after receiving comments

1

To meet OMB deadlines for audited financial statements, the IPA should begin select aspects of the audit before the
close of the fiscal year. For example, internal controls and compliance testing should be conducted during the fiscal year
for which the opinion will be rendered. During this time, audit steps (transaction testing for payroll, travel, vendor
payments and subsequent disbursements) may be performed at the FEC.
2

Unless otherwise stated, all references to "days" in this Statement of Work shall be considered to be calendar days. If
this causes a deliverable to be submitted on a weekend or Federal holiday, it will be due the next work day.
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from the COTR, or three (3) work days prior to the OMB due date, whichever is earlier. The audit
will be performed in three phases:
1. Planning Phase - Risk assessment and audit program development.

2. Internal Control Evaluation and Compliance Phase - Review and evaluate the existence and
effectiveness of internal controls and compliance with laws and regulations.
3. Substantive Testing and Reporting Phase - All work required to issue an opinion on whether the •
financial statements and associated notes present fairly the financial position of the FEC for the
audited fiscal year. This includes the preparation of a management letter.
5. DELIVERABLES
Contractor shall provide the following:
a. Overall planning document, audit programs cross referenced to the working papers, lead
sheets. Within two (2) months after the effective data of award, the contractor shall deliver to the
COTR an overall planning document, and internal control audit program, a compliance with
laws/regulations audit program, and a substantive audit program for the COTR's review and
approval. This plan shall establish dates, using the timeframes established for the deliverables
identified in this section and the "Audit Phases" section above. Within one (1) week after receipt of
comments from the COTR, the contractor shall submit a final document, which incorporates all
comments from the COTR. The delivery of a final plan shall be considered a requirement of this
task order, and the contractor shall not begin working on any other part of this project until the final
plan is approved by the COTR. Should any options be exercised under this task order, the contractor
shall submit an updated plan within one (1) month after each option is exercised. The contractor
shall incorporate all comments of the COTR into each updated plan within one (1) week after receipt
of the comments.

* The overall planning document identifies the approach and time schedule for the audit, including
milestones and due dates (planning, internal control and compliance testing, substantive testing, and
reporting).

* The internal control audit program includes sections on significant internal controls identified
during the planning phase, and the nature and extent of tests to be performed.

* The compliance audit program will identify, at a minimum, all significant laws and regulations that
will be covered in the audit, and compliance testing procedures.

* The substantive audit program includes individual account balances to be tested and the
substantive testing procedures to be applied, including the number of transactions to be tested.
b. Report on the internal controls and compliance with laws and regulations - The report will
present the results of the internal control evaluation and compliance tests. Any weaknesses that are
not reportable conditions should be written up and attached to the draft for later inclusion in the
management letter. The contractor shall provide a preliminary draft for review and comment before
finalized.
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c. Opinion letter - As the principal auditor (see AI CPA 's Professional Standards, volume 1,
AU section 543) the contractor shall sign the opinion letter, which shall be delivered along with the
final audit report, and contain the information identified in section 7 of OMB Bulletin 01-02. The
contractor shall provide a preliminary draft for review and comment before finalized.
d. Management letter - Within one (1) month after delivery of the final approved audit, the
contractor shall deliver a draft management letter in accordance with Section 9 of OMB Bulletin O102. All fi~dings are to be documented and communicated to the FEC OIG COTR at the time they
are identified. Within one (1) week after receipt of comments from the COTR, the contractor shall
submit a final management letter, which incorporates all comments from the COTR.
e. Working papers - The audit working papers are the property of the FEC OIG and are to be
fully referenced and cross referenced before they are provided to the government. The working
papers shall be delivered to the COTR within one (1) day after delivery of the final approved audit.
f. Progress reports/Status meetings - The FEC OIG COTR and/or IG will be provided at least
one formal status briefing every two weeks regarding the progress and tentative findings of the audit
team. Work paper review will also be undertaken at this meeting. Any matters that come to the
attention of the audit team that could have a material impact on the financial statements are to be
communicated to the COTR immediately. The COTR will then schedule a meeting between the
OIG, IP A and management to discuss all findings and recommendations.
6. PERIOD OF PERFORMANCE
The task order contract shall be in effect for one base year and four option years. The period of
performance for this task order shall be the date of award through December 31, 2008. Base year
begins at date of award through December 31, 2004. Option periods begin on the calendar year
period, January through December. Option periods shall be exercised at the discretion ofFEC OIG,
in accordance to FAR clauses 52.217-9 and 52.232-19.

7. PLACE OF PERFORMANCE
The contractor places of performance shall be onsite at FEC, located at 999 E Street, NW,
Washington, D.C. and offsite at contractor's location based on direction of COTR assigned to
contract.

8. GOVERNMENT FURNISHED PROPERTY
For onsite performance by the contractor, FEC will provide workstation facilities for contractor
personnel, which includes access to telephone and office equipment including copy and fax
machines. The contractor shall provide any items not furnished by FEC.

9. AUTHORIZED FEC REPRESENTATIVES
Contracting Officer's Technical Representative
Name: Jon Hatfield
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Organization: Office of Inspector General, FEC
Address: 999 E Street NW, Washington, DC 20463
Phone Number: (202) 694-1015
The Contracting Officer's Technical Representative (COTR), to be appointed in writing by the
Contracting Officer, is designated to represent the Contracting Officer for all technical matters that
arise under the contract that he is assigned. The specific duties of the COTR are clearly articulated
in the letter of appointment he receives from the Contracting Officer. Some of the responsibilities of
the COTR include: (1) determining the adequacy of performance and/or the timeliness of delivery
by the Contractor in accordance with the terms and conditions of this contract; (2) acting as the
Contracting Officer's representative in charge of work at the site; (3) ensuring compliance with the
contract's requirements insofar as the work is concerned; (4) advising the Contracting Officer of any
factors that may cause delays in delivery and/or performance of the work; (5) reviewing and
recommending approval of Contractor invoices and (6) conducting and/ or witnessing the conduct of
any inspections and/or tests that may be required by the contract.
Contracting Officer
Name: Jacquelyn Connell
Organization: Federal Election Commission (FEC)
Address: 999 E Street NW, Washington, DC 20463
Phone Number: (202) 694-1328
Email address: jconnell@fec.gov
The Contracting Officer has the overall responsibility for the award and administration of this
contract. The Contracting Officer alone, without delegation, is authorized to take actions on behalf
of the FEC Office of Inspector General to amend, modify, or deviate from the contract's terms,
conditions, requirements, specifications, details, and/or delivery schedules. However, the
Contracting Officer may delegate certain other responsibilities to authorized representatives.

10. SECURITY REQUIREMENTS
All contractor personnel working on FEC premises shall adhere to FEC security requirements.
Presently, contractor personnel are required to wear identification badges while on-site. The
contractor is responsible for assuring that ID badges, access cards, and any other Government-owned
property, are promptly returned to the FEC at the conclusion of the employee's work at the site, and
shall be returned at any other time upon request of the COTR.
11. TECHNICAL DIRECTION AND SURVEILLANCE
(a) Performance of work under this task order shall be subject to the surveillance and written
technical direction of the COTR. The term "technical direction" is defined to include:
Technical direction must be within the scope of work. The COTR does not have authority to, and
may not, issue any technical direction which:
(1) Assigns additional work outside the Statement of Work for the order;
(2) Constitutes a change as defined in the contract clause entitled "Changes";
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(3) In any manner causes an increase or decrease in the order price or the time required for
performance;
(4) Changes any of the expressed terms, conditions or specifications of the task order; or
(5) Interfyres with the contractor's right to perform the terms and conditions of the task order.
(b) All technical direction shall be issued in writing by the COTR. The contractor shall proceed
promptly with the performance of technical directions duly issued by the COTR in the maruier
prescribed in this clause and within his/her authority under the provisions of this clause. If, in the
opinion of the contractor, any instruction or direction by the COTR would increase the cost of the
task order or result in work outside the scope of this task order, the contractor shall not proceed but
shall immediately notify the Contracting Officer in writing. It is anticipated that within 30 days of
receiving the notification from the contractor, the Contracting Officer will either issue an appropriate
contract modification or advise the contractor in writing that:
(1) The technical direction is rescinded in its entirety;
(2) The technical direction is within the scope of the task order, does not constitute a change under
the "Changes" clause of the contract and that the contractor should continue with the performance of
the technical direction.

(c) A failure of the contractor and Contracting Officer to agree that the technical direction is within
the scope of the task order, or a failure to agree upon the contract action to be taken with respect
thereto shall be subject to the provisions of the "Disputes" clause of the contract.
(d) Any action(s) taken by the contractor in response to any direction given by any person other than
the Contracting Officer or the COTR whom the Contracting Officer shall appoint shall be at the
contractor's risk.

12. TRAVEL COSTS
Costs for transportation, lodging, meals and incidental expenses incurred by contractor personnel on
official company business are allowable subject to FAR 31.205-46, Travel Costs. These costs will be
considered to be reasonable and allowable only to the extent that they do not exceed on a daily basis
the maximum per diem rates in effect at the time of travel as set forth in the Federal Travel
Regulations. Should any travel be required (e.g., to the National Finance Center), a modification to
the Task Order will be negotiated at the time it is required.
13. INSPECTION AND ACCEPTANCE
The Government may accept, conditionally accept, or reject any deliverables within 30 days after
receipt of the item. A notice of conditional acceptance shall state any corrective action required by
the Contractor. If the deliverable is rejected, the Contractor may be required, at the option of the
Government, to correct any or all of the deliverable. The Government shall take action on the
corrected deliverable within the time frame specified. Contracting Officer's Technical
Representative shall be responsible for receipt of all deliverables.
14. KEY PERSONNEL
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(a) The personnel listed in the technical proposal are considered essential to the work being
performed hereunder. Prior to removing, replacing, or diverting any of the specified individuals, the
contractor shall notify the Contracting Officer reasonably in advance (but not less than 30 days) and
shall submit justification (including proposed substitutions) in sufficient detail to permit evaluation
of the impact on this task order. No diversion shall be made by the contractor without the written
consent of the Contracting Officer. No increases in the firm-fixed price will be allowed because of
required substitutions. Approved substitutions will be reflected in this task order by written
modification.
(b) The contractor shall immediately remove any employee from performance of work under this
task order, and shall expeditiously replace that employee with one deemed acceptable to the
Contracting Officer's Technical Representative (COTR), upon receiving notice from the Contracting
Officer that the employee's performance is unsatisfactory.
15. NON-DISCLOSURE OF CONFIDENTIAL DATA
(a) The contractor shall not divulge information obtained from the FEC to any person for any
purpose, except for performance in connection with this task order; shall not directly or indirectly
use or allow the use of FEC information for any purpose other than that directly associated with
officially assigned duties; and shall not, either by direct action or by counsel, discussion,
recommendation, or suggestion to any unauthorized person, reveal the nature or content of any FEC
information. The foregoing obligations, however, shall not apply to information that-(1) At the time ofreceipt by the contractor, is in the public domain;
(2) Is published by others after receipt thereof by the contractor or otherwise becomes part of the
public domain through no fault of the contractor; and/or
(3) The contractor can demonstrate was already in its possession at the time ofreceipt thereof and
·
was not acquired directly or indirectly from the Government or other companies;
(4) The contractor can demonstrate was received by it from a third party that did not require the
contractor to hold it in confidence.
(b) The contractor shall obtain from each employee permitted access a written agreement, in a form
satisfactory to the Contracting Officer, that he/she will not discuss, divulge or disclose any such
infonnation or data to any person or entity except those persons within the contractor's organization
or the Government directly concerned with the performance of the task order.
16. ORGANIZATONAL CONFLICTS OF INTEREST (OCI)
If the contractor is aware, or becomes aware during the period of performance of this task order, of
any facts that might create an actual or potential conflict of interest, the contractor shall immediately
provide a detailed disclosure of such facts to the Contracting Officer. At the request of the
Contracting Officer, the contractor shall provide a conflict of interest avoidance or mitigation plan to
the FEC. If such a plan is requested, continued performance under this task order may be
conditional upon the Contracting Officer's approval of the plan.
If approved by the Contracting Officer, the conflict of interest avoidance or mitigation plan shall be
deemed incorporated into this task order, pursuant to this provision. This clause shall be included in
any teaming or subcontract agreements with respect to work performed under this task order.
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17. GOVERNMENT RlGHTS IN SOFTWARE AND DATA
The Government shall have umestricted rights in all computer software, documentation, and other
data devel,oped by the contractor under this task order, in accordance to FAR Clause 52.227-14,
Rights in Data-General (June 1987).
18. PAYMENTS
Payments shall be rendered after acceptance of deliverables. Acceptance shall occur on the seventh
calendar day after the delivery of the services in accordance with the terms of the contract.
Payments under this contract shall be made by electronic funds transfer in accordance to FAR
52.232-33.
An invoice shall be prepared and submitted to the designated billing office specified herein. A
proper invoice must include the items listed in items 1-6 below. If the invoice does not comply with
these requirements, the contractor will be notified of the defect within seven days after receipt of the
invoice in the billing office.

1. Name and address of the contractor
2. Invoice date
3. Purchase Order Number
4. Description, quantity, unit of issue, unit price, and extended price of supplies delivered or services
performed
5. Payment terms
6. Name and address of contractor official to whom payment is to be sent
Final payment will be made upon full completion and submission to the FEC of all deliverables and
acceptance by the Government. Interim payments up to 80% of the total contract price will be made
in accordance with a schedule submitted by the offerer, and accepted by the FEC. All payments are
contingent upon receipt of an invoice in accordance with this clause, and shall be made in
accordance with the clause entitled "Prompt Payment".
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Completion of mandatory FEC security awareness training, signed in
May and June of 2007, by Clifton Gunderson partners and employees

Case Number INV-09-02
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Redactions Pursuant to FOIA Exemptions 6 & 7(C)

Please be aware that this is mandatory training for all employees and contractors.
Pursuant to the Public Law 100-235, the Computer Security Act, "Each agency shall

provide mandatory periodic training in computer security awareness and accepted
computer practices ofall employees who are im>0lved with the management, use, or
operation of each Federal computer system within or under the supervision ofthat

agency."
Please sign and date indicating that you have attended the descnbed training.
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Redactions Pursuant to FOIA Exemptions 6 & 7(C)

Please be aware that this is mandatory training for all employees and contractors.
Pursuant to the Public Law 100-235, the Computer Security Act, "Each agency shall
provide mandatory periodic training in computer security awareness and accepted
computer practices ofall employees 1vbo are involved with the management, use, or
operation of each Federal computer system within or under the supervision of that
agency."

Please sign and date indicating that you have attended the described training.
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Redactions Pursuant to FOIA Exemptions 6 & 7(C)

Please be aware that this is mandatory training for all employees and contractors.
Pursuant to the Public Law l 00-235, the Computer Security Act, _,Each agency shall

provide mandatory periodic training in computer security awareness and accepted
computer practices ofall employees who are involved wilh the management, use, or
operation ofeach Federal computer system within or under the supervision ofthat
agency."

Please slgn and date indicating that you have attended the described training.
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Redactions Pursuant to FOIA Exemptions 6 & 7(C)

Please be aware that this is mandatory training for a11 employees and contractors.
Pursuant to the Public Law l 00-235, the Computer Security Act, "Each agency shall
provide mandatory periodic training in computer security awareness and accepted
computer practices ofall employees who are involved with the management, use, or
operation ofeach Federal computer system within or under the supervision ofthat

agency."
Please sign and date indicating that you have attended the described training.
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Redactions Pursuant to FOIA Exemptions 6 & 7(C)

Please be aV\1are that this is mandatory training for all employees and contractors.
Pur~uant to the Public Law l 00-235, the Computer Security Act, "Each age11cy shall
provide 1nanda1ory periodic training in con1puter security m1 are11ess and accepted
computer prac·1ices ofall en1plo)'ees who are involved wilh the rnanage1nent, use, or
op'era1io11 of each Federal con1pu1er sysre1n within or under the supervision of that
agency."
1

Ple~se

sign and date indicating that you have attended the described training.
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Redactions Pursuant to FOIA Exemptions 6 & 7(C)

Please be aware that this is mandatory training for all employees and contractors.
Pursuant to the Public Law I 00~235, the Computer Security Act, "Each agency shall
provide n1andatory periodic training in compurer security att'areness and accepted
computer practices of all employ-ees who are involved with the management, use, or
operation ofeach Federal con1pu1er system within or under the supervision of that
agency."

Please sign and date indicating that you have attended the described training.
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Redactions Pursuant to FOIA Exemptions 6 & 7(C)

Please be aware that this is mandatory training for all employees and contractors.
Pursuant to the Public Law 100-235, the Computer Security Act, "Each agency shall
provide mandatory periodic training in computer security awareness and accepted
computer practices ofall employees who are involved with the management, use, or
operation ofeach Federal computer system within or u11der the supervision ofthat
agency."

Please sign and date indicating that you have attended the described tTaining.
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Attachment No. 3

FEC Commission Directive No. 58, effective January 16, 2007

Case Number INV-09-02
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FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
COMMISSION DIRECTIVE
MANUAL OF DIRECTIVES

REVOKES:
November 25, 1997

NO. 58 (Revised)
EFFECTIVE DATE:
January 16, 2007

Electronic Records, Software and Comouter Usa!!e
Scope: The provisions contained within this directive apply to all Divisions and
associated personnel of the Federal Election Commission (FEC), regardless of their
position, location or relationship with the Commission. This includes, but is not limited
to:
o all authorized users who access Federal Election Commission information
systems, networks, and data processing devices,
o all vendors/contractors and their related personnel acting for the Federal Election
Commission, and
o to non-Federal Election Commission organizations, including other Government
agencies, who are granted access to Federal Election Commission information
resources.
This directive applies equally to mainframe, minicomputer, and microcomputer
environments of the Federal Election Commission.
Only those persons who have written permission from the Federal Election
Commission's Chieflnfonnation Officer are exempt from these provisions.
Direct questions concerning this directive should be directed to the Federal Election
Commission's Information System Security Officer, Information Technology Division
(ITD).
Definitions: The term "FEC Information System" refers to and includes any and all
forms of equipment, tools and intellectual property related to computer use. This
includes computer systems, personal computers, personal digital assistants, computer
networks, and all forms of software, firmware, operating software and application
software that the FEC owns or that is under the FEC's possession, custody or control.
The term "electronic records" refers to and includes digital images, computer-generated
spreadsheets, electronic versions of paper documents, the products of desktop publishing
software, e-mail and any future types of information generated on Commission
automated data processing equipment and stored in Commission databases.
The term "software" includes commercial software purchased by the agency and
computer programs developed by agency staff or contract personnel.
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The term "sensitive information" refers to any data/information (whether in an electric or
non-electric format) where loss, misuse, or unauthorized access to or modification of
could seriously hamper the Commission's ability to carry out its mandated functions.
Information previously categorized as confidential is considered a subset of sensitive.
Personal and Privacy Act information are classified as sensitive information.
General Policy: The Commission's large-scale investment in computer technology has
greatly enhanced our capabilities in the agency's disclosure program, our audit and
enforcement programs, and our day-to-day administrative activities. Our Information
Technology Architecrure (ITA) is largely decentralized and considerable autonomy is
therefore afforded individual staff members (hereafter, "end users"). This, in tum,
confers considerable responsibility on end users to ensure that information systems are
used appropriately and protected from loss, misuse, or unauthorized access. This
includes a responsibility to minimize the FEC vulnerability to inadvertent or malicious
system failures, to respect software licensing and copyright laws, and to protect
information stored on agency computers.
Protecting Paper and Electronic Records: Information in electronic form is no less the
public's property than is information recorded on paper. 1'he speed and ease with which
one may communicate over the computer network does not diminish the official nature of
the content of such communications. FEC electronic and paper records are protected
under the Privacy Act, FECA and applicable FEC Information Technology (IT) policies
and standards. Paper and electronic records are accessible through the Freedom of
Information (FOIA) and Sunshine Act. Consequently, these records must be safeguarded
and archived with the same attentiveness, as their level of sensitivity requires. FOIA
access to electronic records includes the end user's assigned personal computer as well as
other Commission's information resources.
The FEC has developed and implemented a comprehensive entity-wide information
system security program designed to protect the confidentiality, integrity, and availability
of its systems, networks, and data. However, even after its considerable investment, the
FEC realizes that the primary component of any security program is you the end user. As
the principal component of the FEC system security program, end users take on the
burden of protecting the confidentiality, integrity and availability of information when
they bypass FEC security guidelines by saving your work to media other than the FEC
network. As in the case of paper records, each individual user is also responsible for the
erasure and/or destruction of any sensitive information the user chooses to store outside
of the FEC network.
If there is any doubt as to what is considered sensitive versus non-sensitive, staff should
consult their FEC Management and contracting personnel should contact their contracting
officer representative. If there is any doubt as to proper protection procedures for
sensitive information, staff should consult their FEC Management and contracting
personnel should contact their contracting officer representative and if necessary, the
FEC Information Systems Security Officer.

2
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Control of Computer Software; Commission computers employ a variety of
standardized commercial software and custom computer programs. Strict control over
computer software is necessary to maintain the integrity and coherence of the agency's
information technology architecture (ITA), to comply with intellectual property copyright
laws and licensing agreements, and to shield FEC computers and databases from
destructive computer "viruses."
ITD has implemented a process to anticipate the software needs of Commission staff
across-the-board. Nonetheless, individual employees or units may have specialized needs
that they believe can be satisfied \Vi th other commercially available software packages.
All software, however, must be purchased, installed, and configured by ITD staff. The
Training and Computer Support Branch will assist offices with unique application
requirements.
Downloading "freeware" and "shareware" from the Internet is prohibited. In addition
end users are also prohibited from copying agency purchased commercial software for
installation on non-FEC computers.
FEC computer systems and/or user accounts are subject to inspection and monitoring for
non-compliance with applicable laws, regulations, policies and procedures. There is no
expectation of privacy with a government computer system and/or account.
All agency computers are protected by anti-viral software, which is updated as new
strains are detected and countermeasures devised. Computer viruses can wreak havoc on
individual computers and the entire network. End users may not disable the anti-viral
software or reconfigure operating system features. End users should alert the ITD
HelpDesk immediately if they believe they have detected a viral infection on their
computer despite these safeguards.
Restrictions on Use of Commission Computer Systems: End users have considerable
control over the manner in which they employ their computer system and the manner in
which they communicate over the internal agency network and the Internet. The
following guidelines must govern that use:
A.

Do not use the system to solicit co-workers for unauthorized charities, to advertise
personal property for sale, or for other personal benefit. Staff may, however, use
the system to broadcast news of a personal nature of interest to their co-workers,
such as birth announcements.

B.

Staff must refrain from using offensive, insensitive or intemperate language about
people and issues in internal or Internet e-mail. Employees should remember that
personal opinions lose any privacy protection once they are imprinted on
government records be they paper or electronic. Both the end user and the agency
can be held liable by an offended party.
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C.

De minimis persona] use of the system is acceptable just as it is with the
telephone. Any such use must be appropriate, must not incur any additional costs
to the government and must not impede the fulfillment of your FEC work.

D.

In the case of the personal use of Internet e-mail, you should make it clear, when
appropriate, that your e-mail is not an official communication from the agency.

E.

The Internet contains material, such as sexually explicit material, that is not
appropriate for the workplace. The FEC expects employees to conduct
themselves professionally in the workplace and to refrain from using govenunent
resources for activities that are offensive to co-workers or the public.

This Directive was adopted on Januarv 16. 2007.

~bJ!f/ld
Patrina M. Clark
Staff Director

4
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Attachment No. 4

FEC Mobile Computing Security Policy No. 58-4.3

Case Number INV-09-02

FOIA 2016-32_ 100

Federal Election Commission
Mobile Computing Security Policy
Policy Number 58-4.3

I. PURPOSE

This policy is designed to:
a. Satisfy the purposes and policy goals of the Federal Election Commission (FEC) Information
System Security Program Policy, Policy Number 58A.
b. Establish control over the processes to physically secure portable computing and
communications devices (e.g., laptop computers, cell phones, personal digital assistants and
other internet/two-way communications-enabled devices such as pagers) that process, store or
transmit FEC information. This policy is designed to help maintain control over high-value FEC
assets, and safeguard FEC information. This policy is enabled by policies, practices and devices
for securing portable computing devices, and takes into consideration:
1.

The convenience and practical advantages afforded by use of portable computing devices
and their peripherals;

ii.

The popularity of portable computing devices and their peripherals as targets for thieves;

iii.

The vulnerability of portable computing devices and their peripherals assets to
unauthorized access or theft; and

iv.

The unique risks posed by portable computing devices and their peripherals to FEC
information confidentiality, integrity and availability.

2. POLICY
It is FEC policy that:
a. Portable co1nputing devices and associated peripherals issued by the FEC should be viewed as
government property that must be adequately protected from theft;
b. Privately-owned portable computing devices that are used to process, store, or transmit FEC
infonnation are considered government-interest assets, and should be afforded the same antitheft protection as agency-owned assets for as long they contain FEC information;
c. During the nonnal workday, whether working in a FEC office or at an off-site location, a
security cable should be used to fasten FEC laptop computers to a desk, chair or other fixed
object;
d. All portable computing devices should be locked in a secured area at the end of the workday;

Mobile Computer Security
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e. Portable computing devices should not be left unattended while being transported, unless locked
in a secure location where not visible (e.g. airport tenninal locker, the trunk of a locked car);
f.

Portable computing devices must not be checked with other baggage when traveling;

g. Jf a portable computing device that contains FEC infonnation is stolen (regardless of where the
theft occurs), the device's owner/user (i.e., the person responsible), should:
1.

Notify the Information System Security Manager (ISSM) as soon as possible; and

ii.

File a police report as soon as possible.

h. All assigned portable computing devices, peripherals, related equipment and media are FEC
property and are to be returned to the IT Division upon request, or when an employee leaves
FEC's employment;
1.

Passwords should be used to deter unauthorized access to portable computing devices reactivating from a suspended mode whenever possible. FEC's Password Policy is relevant here.

j.

All mobile computing devices including Blackberries and Palm Pilots must be encrypted and/or
password protected.

k. All laptops that access the FEC Local Area Network (LAN) will be required to employ a FEC
provided two-factor authentication mechanism where one of the factors is a device separate from
the computer gaining access.
I.

All FEC mobile computing devices must use a "time-out" function for remote access and mobile
devices requiring user reauthentication after a minimum of 30 minutes inactivity.

3. RESPONSIBILITIES
a. All FEC authorized users ofFEC information:
i.

Comply with the terms of this policy; and

11.

Report violations of this policy expeditiously to cognizant authority.

b. The FEC Director. Information Technology. Chief Technology Officer:
1.

Sign, issue, and oversee the implementation and enforcement of this policy;

c. FEC Manager, Program Management:
i.

Develop and issue technical standards regarding acceptable anti-theft devices; and

ii.

Implement and manage changes to this policy.

iii.

In coordination with Business Owners and the ISSM, help assess the actual or possible
operational impact resulting from mobile computing device loss, theft or damage;

Mobile Computer Securit~
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iv.

Maintain records by nomenclature and serial number of mobile computing devices that are
reported as lost or stolen; and

v.

In coordination with the ISSM, investigate cost-effective ways to reduce theft threats.

d. The FEC Information Systems Security Manager (ISSM):
1.

Assist the FEC Manager, Program Management with implementing and managing changes
to this policy; provide oversight of policy enforcement; and

H.

In coordination with the FEC Program Manager and Business Owners, help assess the
actual or possible operational impact resulting from mobile computing device loss, theft or
damage.

e. The FEC Assistant ISSM:
1.

f.

Assist the ISSM with implementing this policy as required.

Business Owners for FEC General Support Systems and Major Applications:
1.

In coordination with the FEC Program Manager and the ISSM, help assess the actual or
possible operational impact resulting from mobile computing device loss, theft or damage.

g. Systems Owners for FEC General Support Systems and Major Applications:

i.

Report lost, stolen, or missing portable computing devices immediately in accordance with
FEC Incident Response Policy and Impact Assessment Standards; and

ii.

In cases where sensitive information may have been compromised, inform the ISSM.
Revision History
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Attachment No. 5

FEC Non-Disclosure Agreement
signed in 2007
by Clifton Gunderson partners and employees

Case Number INV-09-02
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Redactions Pursuant to FOIA Exemptions 6 & 7(C)

FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
NON-DISCLOSURE AGREEMENT
I,

, as an employcclsubcontractor/consultant/representative of
Clifton Gunderson LLP
(Contractor). operating under the terms and

conditions of Contract No. GS23F0135L (PO Number FE4AC0065) with the Federal
Election Commission (FEC). understand that during the course of performing duties
relating to such contract or subcontract, I may be furnished or provided access to non·
public information that is the property of, submitted for review or evaluation by, Or
collected or results from the performance of the contract between
Clifton
Gunderson LLP
(Contractor) and the FEC, and that such confidential/proprietary
information shall be used only as directed.

I certify that [ will not disclose any non·public information to any Contractor employCes
nor to any non-contractor personnel except those who have been authorized in writing by
the FEC to receive such information and who have executed the same or simiJar NonDisclosure Agreement. This agreement shall not be assigned, delegated nor any right or
duty hereunder be transferred to any other individual or organization.. I undentand that the
prohibition on disclosure of the protected information i:s an ongoing obligation and docs not
tenninate V(ith completion of the contract work.

Partner
Title

Clifton Gunderson LLP
Company

11710 Beltsville Dr., Suite 300, Calverton, MD 20705

Address

Date 08-20-07
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Redactions Pursuant to FOIA Exemptions 6 & 7(C)

FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
NON-DISCLOSURE AGREEMENT
I,

~as an employee/subcontractoriconsultant/rcpresentative of

Clifton Gunderso
(Contractor). operating under the tClllls and
conditions of Contract No. GS23F0135L CPO Nwnber FEAAC006Sl with the Federal
Election Commission (FEC). understand that during the course ofperfonning duti~
relating to such contract or subcontract, I may be furnished or provided access to non·
public information that is the property of, submitted for review or evaluation by, or
collected or results from the perfonnance of the contract between
Clifton
Gunderson LLP
(Contractor) and the FEC, and that such confidential/proprietary
information sha11 be used only as directed.

I certify that r wilJ not disclose any non-public infoJmation to any Contractor employ"ees
nor to any non-contractor personnel except those who have been authorized in writing by
the FEC to re<:eive such information and who have executed the same or similar NonDisclosure Agreement. This agreement shall not be assigned, delegated nor any right or
duty hereunder be transferred to any other individual or organization. I understand that the
prohibition on disclosure of the protected information i:s an ongoing obligation and docs not
teJUlinate with completion of the CQOtract work.

Clifton Gunderson LLP
Company

4041 Powder Mill Road, Ste. 410, Calverton, 110 20705
Address
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Redactions Pursuant to FOIA Exemptions 6 & 7(C)

FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
NON-DISCLOSURE AGREEMENT
I,

Cli

, as an employeC/subcontractor/oonsultant/representative of
n Gunderson LLP
(Cootractor), operating under the terms and

conditions of Contract No. GS23FOI35L (PO Number FE4AC0065) with the Federal
Election Commission (FEC), understand that during the course of performing duties
re]ating to such contract or subcontract, I may be furnished or provided access to nonpublic infonnation that is the property of, submitted for review or evaluation by, Or
colJected or resu]t:i: from the performance of the contract between
Clifton
Gunderson LLP
(Contractor) and the FEC, and that such confidential/proprietary
information shall be used only as directed.

I certify that I will not disclose any non-public info1D1ation to any Contractor employCes
nor to any non-contractor personnel except those who have been authorized in writing by
the FEC to receive such infomJation and who have executed the same or similar Non·
Disclosure Agreement. This agreement sbaJJ not be assigned, delegated nor any right or
duty hereunder be transferred to any other individual or organization. I understand that the
prohibition on disclosure of the protected information is an Ongoing obligation and docs not
terminate with completion of the contract work.

TitJe
Clifton Gunderson LLP
Compa,ny

4041 Powder Mi)] Road, Ste. 410, Calverton, MD 20705
Address
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Redactions Pursuant to FOIA Exemptions 6 & 7(C)

FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
NON-DISCLOSURE AGREEMENT .

~ee/subcontractor/con~t/r~ative

as an
of
Clifton Gunderson LLP
(Contractor), ope.rating under the tcnns and
conditions of Contract No. GS23F0135L (PO Number FE4AC0065) witb tbc Federal
Election Commission (FEC). understand that during the course of performing duti~
relating to such contract or subcontract, I may be furnished or provided access to non-public information that is the property of, submitted for review or evaluation by, Or
col1ected or results from the performance of the contract between
Clifton
Gunderson LLP
(Contractor) and the FEC, and that such confidential/proprietary
information shall be used only as directed.
I. -

I certify that I will Dot discJose any non-public information to any Contractor employCes
nor to any non-contractor pmonnel except those who have been authorized in writing by
the FEC to receive such information and who have executed the same or similar NonDisc1osure Agreement. This agreement shaJ1 not be assigned, delegated nor any right or
duty hereunder be transferred to any other individual or organization.. I understand that the
prohibition on disclosure of the protected information is an Ongoing obligation and does not
terminate with completion of the contract work.

Title

Clifton Gunderson LLP
Comp;my

404 J Powder Mill Road, Ste. 410, Calverton, MD 20705
Address
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Redactions Pursuant to FOIA Exemptions 6 & 7(C)

FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
NON-DISCLOSURE AGREEMENT
],

as an employee/subcontractor/consultant/representative of
Clifton Gunderson LLP
(Contractor). operating under the tenns and
conditions of Contract No. GS23F0!35L (PO NumbcrFE4AC0065) with the Federal
Election Commission (FEC). understand that during the course of performing duties
relating to such contract or subcontract, I may be furnished or provided access to non•
public information that is the property of. submitted for review or evaluation by,
collected or results from the performance of the contract between
Clifioo
(Contractor) and the FEC. and that such confidential/proprietary
Gunderson LLP
information shall be used only as directed.

or

I certify that I will not disclose any non-public information to any Contractor employ"ees
nor to any non-contractor personnel except those who have been authorized in writing by
the FEC to receive such infonnation and who have executed the same or simi1ar NonDisclosure Agreement. Th.is agreement shall not be assigned, delegated nor any right or
duty hereunder be transferred to any other individual or organization.. I understand that the
prohibition on disclosure of the protected information is an ongoing obligation and does not
terminate with completion of the contract work.

Title
Clifton Gunderson LLP

4041 Powder Mill Road, Ste. 410, Calverton, MD 2070S

Comp<!IlY

n...

Address

'S \ 13 \ ,,2 oc.-7
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Redactions Pursuant to FOIA Exemptions 6 & 7(C)

FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
NON-DISCLOSURE AGREEMENT
, as an employec:/subcontractoriconsultant/representative of
Clifton Gunderson LLP
(Contractor), operating under the terms and
conditions of Contract No. GS23F0!3SL (PO Nwnber FE4AC006S) with the Federal
Election Commission (FEC), understand that during the course of perfonning duties
re]ating 10 such contract or subcontract, I may be furnished or provided access to ~n..
public information that is the property of, submitted for review or evaluation by, or
collected or results from the performance of the contract between
Clifton
Gunderson LLP
(Contractor) and the FEC, and that such confidential/proprictuy
information shall be used only as directed.
I,

I certify that I will not disclose any non·public information to any Contractor employ"ees
nor to any non·contractor personnel except those who have been authorized in writing by
the FEC to receive such information and who have executed the same or similar NonDisclosure Agreement. 111is agreement shall not be assigned, delegated nor any right or
duty hereunder be transferred to any other individual or organization.. I understand that the
prohibition on disclosure of the protected information is an Ongoing obligation and docs not
terminate with completion of the contract work.

Title
Clifton Gunderson LLP
Comp~y

4041 Powder Mill Road, Ste. 410, Calverton, MD 20705
Address
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Redactions Pursuant to FOIA Exemptions 6 & 7(C)

FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
NON-DISCLOSURE AGREEMENT
I,

as an employee/subcontractor/consultant/representative of
Clifton Gunderson LLP
(Contractor), operating under 1he terms and
conditions of Contract No. GS23FOl 35L (PO Number FE4AC0065) with the Fedoral
Election Commission (FEC). understand that during the course of performing duti~
reJating to such contract or subcontract, I may b_c furnished or provided access to non..
public information that is the property o( submitted for review or evaluation by, Or
collo<ted or results from the peiformanoe of the contract between
Clifton
(Contractor) and the FEC. and that such confidential/proprictuy
Gunderson LLP
information shaJJ be used onJy as directed.
I certify that I will not disclose any non·public information to any Contractor employees
nor to any non-conb"actor personnel a:cept those who have been authorized in writing by
the FEC to receive such information and who have executed the same or similar NonDisclosure Agreement. This agreement shaJI not be assigned. delegated nor any right or
duty hereunder be transferred to any other individual or organization._ I understand that the
prohibition on disclosure of the protected information is an Ongoing obJigation and docs not
terminate ~th completion of the eontract work.

Title
Clifton Gunderson LLP
Company
Date

4041 Powder Mill Road, Ste. 410, Calvenon, MD 20705
Address
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Redactions Pursuant to FOIA Exemptions 6 & 7(C)

FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
NON-DISCLOSURE AGREEMENT

i. -

,

employ~subcontractor/consultant/representative

as an
of
Clifton Gunderson LLP
(Contractor), operating under the terms and
conditions of Contract No. GS23F013SL (PO Number FE4AC006S) with the Federal
Election Commission (FEC), understand that during the course of performing duties
relating to such contract or subcontract, I may be furnished or provided access to non•
public information that is the property of, submitted for review or evaluation by, Or
collected or results from the perfonnance of the contract between
Clifton
Gwiderson LLP
(Contractor) and the FEC, and that such confidentiaVproprietary
information shall be used only as directed.

I certify that I will not disclose any non-public infoJmation to any Contractor employCes
nor to any non~contractor personnel except those who have been authorized in writing by
the FEC to receive such information and who have executed the same or similar Non~
Disclosure Agreement. This agreement shall not be assigned. delegated nor any right or
duty hereunder be transferred to any other individual or organization.. I undentand that the
prohibition on disclosure of the protected information is an ongoing obligation and does not
tcnninatc with completion of the contract work

Title
Clifton Gundenon LLP
Comp~y

4041 Powder Mill Road, Ste. 410, Calverton, MD 20705
Address

na.. -='3.1-/-'-1_,_'f.1-/_i'....:f_ _
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Redactions Pursuant to FOIA Exemptions 6 & 7(C)

FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
NON-DISCLOSURE AGREEMENT
I,

.
• as an employee/subcontractor/consultant/representative of
Clifton GWJderson LLP
(Contractor), operating under the tenns and

conditions of Contract No.

GS23FOl35L (PO Number FE4AC0065) with the Federal

Election Commission (FEC), understand that during the course ofperfonning dutles
relating to such contract or subcontract, I may be furnished or provided access to non·
public information that is the property of, submitted for review or evaluation by, or
col1ected or results from the performance of the contract between
Clifton
Gunderson LLP
(Contractor) and the FEC, and that such confidential/proprietary
information shall be used only as directed.
I certify that I will not disclose any non·public information to any Contractor employees
nor to any non-contractor personnel except those who have been authorized in writing by
the FEC to receive such information and who have executed the same or similar NonDiscJosure Agreement. Tills agreement shall not be assigned, delegated nor any right or
duty hereunder be transferred to any other individual or organization. J understand that the
prohibition on disclosure of the protected infonnation is an ongoing obligation and does not
terminate with completion of the contract work.

Signature

Title
Clifton Gunderson LLP
Company

4041 Powder Mi11 Road, Ste. 410, Calverton, MD 20705
Address

Dato -----'7/Jc_:J_:_/c_o__:._?_ _
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Attachment No. 6

FEC Nondisclosure Agreement for Contractors
signed in 2008
by Clifton Gunderson partners and employees

Case Number INV-09-02
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Redactions Pursuant to FOIA Exemptions 6 & 7(C)

THE FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
Washington, DC 20463

NONDISCLOSURE AGREEMENT FOR CONTRACTORS

1.

I,
, understand and acknowledge that I may be granted access to
sensitive, protected, and confidential information related to the Federal Election Commission
(FEC), including, but not limited to, information about individuals, including personally
identifiable information, protected by the Privacy Act and other federal laws; information
pertaining to the investigation, prosecution and conciliation of enforcement matters under the
Federal Election Campaign Act, the unauthorized disclosure of which is a misdemeanor;
proprietary or otherwise confidential commercial information owned by other third parties, such
as software vendors to the FEC: and information related to the business, personnel and
security practices of the FEC. I agree to use such information only in the course of my official
duties in connection with the provisions of the below referenced contract

2.

Disclosure of FEC information. I agree to hold the FEC's sensitive, protected, and
confidential information, including personally identifiable information, in whatever form or
format, in strict confidence, and to take all reasonable precautions to protect against
unauthorized use or unauthorized disclosure of such information, including but not limited to
compliance with the Rules of Behavior and Acceptable Use Standards for Federal Election
Commission Information and System Resources.

3.

Duty to report. I agree to report immediately to an appropriate employee of the FEC any
unauthorized use, unauthorized disclosure, or other breach of sensitive, protected, and
confidential information of which J become aware, or which I suspect has occurred or may
occur.

4.

Return of FEC material and information. At the conclusion of my work under this contract, I
will return to the FEC (or destroy, upon written approval of the Contracting Officer) all FEC
material, including copies, and all records containing FEC material and information.

5.

Deactivation of Access to FEC Information System Resources. Immediately at the
conclusion of my work (no later than 1 business day) under this contract I agree to notify the
FEC Information Technology HelpDesk, in writing, that I no longer require access to FEC
Information Resources.

6.

Destruction of Personally Identifiable Information (Pl/). Prior to final payment on the
contract, r will verify with the COTR and/or contracting officer that I have destroyed any and alt
FEC Pll that has come into my custody while working for or at the FEC. The destruction
method must be consistent with FEC IT Security Policies.
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Exceptions. I understand that this Agreement shall not apply to: (1) Disclosures of sensitive,
protected, and confidential information approved in advance in writing by the Contracting
Officer or an FEC employee who is at the Senior Level and above; or (2) Information that is or
was publicly available by means other than my disclosure; or (3) Compliance with a valid court
order; provided, however, that I agree to inform the General Counsel of the FEC as soon as
possible after, and in no event more than one business day after, my receipt of such a court
order, and to provide the General Counsel with a complete copy of the order.

c:s ~?,f'c / 35L
f E 4-/'Q oo (C S

(contract number)

Clifton Gunderson LLP

(company)

(typed/printed name)

05/30/2008

(mm/dd/yyyy)
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THE FEDERAL ELECTJON COMMJSSJOI'
Washington, DC 20463

NONDISCLOSURE AGREEMENT FOR CONTRACTORS

1.

I
, understand and acknowledge that I may be granted access to
sensitive, protected, art_d cohfidential information related to the Federal Election Commission
(FEC), including, but not'limited to, information about individuals, including personally
identifiable information, protected by the Privacy Act and other federal laws; information
pertaining to the investigation, prosecution and concir1ation of enforcement matters under the
Federal Eleclion Campaign Act, the unauthorized disclosure of which is a misdemeanor;
proprietary or otherwise confidential commercial information owned by other third parties, such
as software vendors to the FEC; and information related to the business, personnel and
security practices of the FEC. I agree !o use such information only in the course of my official
duties in connection with the provisions of the below referenced contract.

2.

Disclosure of FEC information. I agree to hold the FEC's sensitive, protecled, and
confidential information, Including personally identifiable information, in whatever form or
format, in strict confidence, and to take all reasonable precaul'ions to protect against
unauthorized use or unauthorized disclosure of such information, including but not limited to
compliance with the Rules of Behavior and Acceptable Use Standards for Federal Election
Commission Information and System Resources.

3.

Duty to report. I agree to report immediately to an appropriate employee of the FEC any
unauthorized use, unauthorized disclosure, or other breach of sensitive, protected, and
confidential information of which I become aware, or which I suspect has occurred or may
occur.

4.

Return of FEC material and information. At the conclusion of my work under this contract, I
will return to the FEC (or destroy, upon written approval of the Contracting Officer) all FEC
material, including copies, and all records containing FEC material and information.

5.

Deactivation of Access to FEC Information System Resources. Immediately at the
conclusion of my work (no later than 1 business day) under this contract I agree to notify the
FEC Information Technology HelpDesk, in writing, that t no longer require access to FEC
Information Resources.

6.

Destruction of Personally Identifiable Information (PJJ). Pr"1or to final payment on the
contract, I will verify witti the COTR and/or contracting officer that I have destroyed any and all
FEC Pll that has come into my custody while working for or at the FEC. The destruction
method must be consistent with FEC IT Security Policies.
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7.

Exceptions. I understand that this Agreement shall not apply to: (1) Disclosures of sensitive,
protected, and confidential information approved in advance in writing by the Contracting
Officer or an FEC employee who is at the Senior Level and above: or (2) Information that is or
was publicly available by means other than my disclosure; or (3) Compliance with a valid court
order; provided, however, that I agree to inform the General Counsel of the FEC as soon as
possible sifter, and in no event more than one business day after, my receipt of such a court
order, and to provide the General Counsel with a complete copy of the order.

Ff-4-flC-ODty'Ro-ot-C-O~

- - - - - - - - - - ( c o n t r a c t number)

- - ( t y p e d / p r i n t e d name)

(signature)
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THE FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
\\iashington. DC 20463

NONDISCLOSURE AGREEMENT FOR CONTRACTORS

1.

I,
, understand and acknowledge that I may be granted access to
sens 1ve, protected, and confidential information related to the Federal Election Commission
(FEC), including, but not limited to, information about individuals, including personally
identifiable information, protected by the Privacy Act and other federal laws; information
pertaining to the investigation, prosecution and conciliation of enforcement matters under the
Federal Election Campaign Act, the unauthorized disclosure of which is a misdemeanor;
proprietary or otherwise confidential commercial Information owned by other third parties, such
as software vendors to the FEC: and information related to the business, personnel and
security practices of the FEC. I agree to use such information only in the course of my official
duties in connection with the provisions of the below referenced contract.

2.

Disclosure of FEC information_ I agree to hold the FEC's sensitive, protected, and
confidential information, including personally identifiable information, in whatever form or
format, in strict confidence, and to take all reasonable precautions to protect against
unauthorized use or unauthorized disclosure of such information, including but not limited to
compliance with the Rules of Behavior and Acceptable Use Standards for Federal Election
Commission Information and System Resources.

3.

Duty to report. J agree to report immediately to an appropriate employee of the FEC any
unauthorized use, unauthorized disclosure, or other breach of sensitive, protected, and
confidential information of which I become aware, or wh'1ch I suspect has occurred or may
occur.

4_

Return of FEC materiaf and information. At the conclusion of my work under this contract, I
will return to the FEC (or destroy, upon written approval of the Contracting Officer) all FEC
material. including copies, and all records containing FEC material and information.

5.

Deactivation of Access to FEC Information System Resources. Immediately at the
conclusion of my work (no laler than 1 business day) under this contract I agree to notify the
FEC Information Technology HelpDesk, in writing, that I no longer require access to FEC
Information Resources.

6.

Destruction of Personally Identifiable Information (PJI). Prior to final payment on the
contract, I will verify with the COTR and/or contracting officer that J have destroyed any and all
FEC Pl/ that has come into my custody while working for or at the FEC. The destruction
method must be consistent with FEC IT Security Policies.
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7.

Exceptions. I understand that this Agreement shall not apply to: (1) Disclosures of sensitive,
protected. and confidential information approved in advance in writing by the Contracting
Officer or an FEC employee who is at the Senior Level and above; or (2) Information that is or
was publicly available by means other than my disclosure; or (3) Compliance with a valid court
order; provided, however, that I agree to inform the Gener<:1I Counsel of the FEC as soon as
possible after, and in no event more than one business day after, my receipt of such a court
order, and to provide the General Counsel with a complete copy of the order.

(typed/printed name)

{p/5/0<6

(mm/dd/yyyy)
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NONDISCLOSURE AGREEMENT FOR CONTRACTORS

1.

I,
, understand and acknowledge that I may be granted access to
sensitive, protected; and confidential information related to the Federal Election Commission
(FEC), including, but not limited to, information about individuals, including personally
identifiable information, protected by the Privacy Act and other federal laws; information
pertaining to the investigation, prosecution and conciliation of enforcement matters under the
Federal Election Campaign Act, the unauthorized disclosure of which is a misdemeanor;
proprietary or otherwise confidential commercial information owned by other third parties, such
as software vendors to the FEC; and information related to the business, personnel and
security practices of the FEC. I agree to use such information only in the course of my official
duties in connection with the provisions of the below referenced contract.

2.

Disclosure of FEC information. I agree to hold the FEC's sensitive, protected, and
confidential information, including personalty identifiable information, in whatever form or
format, in strict confidence, and to take all reasonable precautions to protect against
unauthorized use or unauthorized disclosure of such information, including but not limited to
compliance with the Rules of Behavior and Acceptable Use Standards for Federal Election
Commission Information and System Resources.

3.

Duty to report. I agree to report immediately to an appropriate employee of the FEC any
unauthorized use, unauthorized disclosure, or other breach of sensitive, protected, and
confidential information of which I become aware, or which I suspect has occurred or may
occur.

4.

Return of FEC material and information. At the conclusion of my work under this contract, I
will return to the FEC (or destroy, upon written approval of the Con1racling Officer) all FEC
material, including copies, and all records containing FEC material and information.

5.

Deactivation of Access to FEC Information System Resources. Immediately at the
conclusion of my work (no later than 1 business day) under this contract I agree to notify the
FEC Information Technology HelpDesk, in writing, that I no longer require access to FEC
Information Resources.

6.

Destruction of Personally Identifiable Information (Pl/). Prior to final payment on the
contract, I will verify with the COTR and/or contracting officer that I have destroyed any and all
FEC PIJ that has come into my custody while working for or at the FEC. The destruction
method must be consistent with FEC IT Security Policies.
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Exceptions. ! understand tr.at this Agreemeni shall not EM!:lac!&irk1~J;)J~9fij.jf@~~§rfl~~i¥e.& 7(C)
protected, and confidential information approved in advance in writing by the Contracting
Officer or an FEC employee who is at the Senior Level and above; or (2) Information that is or
was publicly available by means other than my disclosure: or (3) Compliance with a valid court
order; provided, however, that I agree to inform the General Counsel of the FEC as soon as
possible after, and in no event more than one business Cay after, my receipt of such a court
order, and to provide the General Counsel with a complete copy of the order.

~UN b£RJ()k)
(typed/printed name)

(company)

(signature)
(mm/dd/yyyy)
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THE FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
Washington, DC 20463

,
NONDISCLOSURE AGREEMENT FOR CONTRACTORS

1.

understand and acknowledge that I may be granted access to
sensitive, pr· tected, aild confidential information related to the Federal Election Commission
(FEC), including, but not limited to, information about individuals, including personally
identifiable information, protected by the Privacy Act and other federal laws; information
pertaining to the investigation, prosecution and conciliation of enforcement matters under the
Federal Election Campaign Act, the unauthorized disclosure of which is a misdemeanor;
proprietary or otherwise confidential commercial information owned by other third parties, such
as software vendors to the FEC; and informalion related to the business, personnel and
security practices of the FEC. I agree to use such information only in the course of my official
duties in connection with the provisions of the below referenced contract.

2.

Disclosure of FEC information. I agree to hold the FEC's sensitive, protected, and
confidential information, including personally identifiable information, in whatever form or
format, in strict confidence, and to take all reasonable precautions to protect against
unauthorized use or unauthorized disclosure of such information, induding but not limited to
compliance with the Rules of Behavior and Acceptable Use Standards for Federal Election
Commission Information and System Resources.

3.

Duty to report. I agree to report immediately to an appropriate employee of the FEC any
unauthorized use, unauthorized disclosure, or other breach of sensitive, protected, and
confidential information of which I become aware. or which I suspect has occurred or may
occur.

4.

Return of FEC material and information. At the conclusion of my work under'"this contract, I
will return to the FEC (or destroy, upon written approval of the Contracting Officer) all FEC
material, including copies, and all records containing FEC material and information.

5.

Deactivation of Access to FEC Information System Resources. Immediately at the
conclusion of my work (no later than 1 business day) under this contract I agree to notify the
FEC Information Technology HelpDesk, in writing, that I no longer require access to FEC
Information Resources.

6.

Destruction of Personally Identifiable Information (Pl/). Prior lo final payment on the
contract, I will verify with the COTR and/or contracf1ng officer that I have destroyed any and all
FEC Pll that has come into my custody while working for or at the FEC. The destruction
method must be consistent with FEC JT Security Policies.
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7.

Exceptions. J understand that this Agreement shall not apply to: (1) Disclosures of sensitive,
protected, and confidential information approved in advance in writing by the Contracting
Officer or an FEC employee who is at the Senior Level and above; or (2) Information that is or
was publicly available by means other than my disclosure; or (3) Compliance with a valid court
order; provided, however, that J agree to inform the General Counsel of the FEC as soon as
possible after, and in no event more than one business day after, my receipt of such a court
order, and to provide the General Counsel with a complete copy of the order.

~\i{1c(1 Gu..1 1 clE•~~C 1 '- (company)

-~-==="f,=,~,,=T'=~-(signature)
G / 2)c~

(mm/dd/yyyy)

'
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THE FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
Washington. DC 20463

NONDISCLOSURE AGREEMENT FOR CONTRACTORS

1.

I,
understand and acknowledge that I may be granted access to
sen itive, protected, and confidential information related to the Federal Election Commission
(FEC), including, but not limited to, information about individuals, including personally
identifiable information, protected by the Privacy Act and other federal laws; information
pertaining to the investigation, prosecution and conciliation of enforcement matters under the
Federal Election Campaign Act. the unauthorized disclosure of which is a misdemeanor;
proprietary or otllerwise confidential commercial information owned by other third parties, such
as software vendors to the FEC; and information related to the bus"1ness, personnel and
security practices of the FEC. I agree to use such information only in the course of my official
duties in connection with the provisions of the below referenced contract.

2.

Disclosure of FEC information. I agree to hold the FEC's sensitive, protected, and
confidential information, including personally identifiable information, in whatever form or
format. in strict confidence, and to take all reasonable precautions to protect against
unauthorized use or unauthorized disclosure of such information, including but not limited to
compliance with the Rules of Behavior and Acceptable Use Standards for Federal Election
Commission Information and System Resources.

3.

Duty to report. I agree to report immediately to an appropriate employee of the FEC any
unauthorized use, unauthor"ized disclosure, or other breach of sensitive, protected, and
confidential information of which I become aware, or which I suspect has occurred or may
occur.

4.

Return of FEC material and information. At the conclusion of my work under this contract, J
will return to the FEC (or destroy, upon written approval of the Contracting Officer) all FEC
mater"ral, including copies, and all records containing FEC material and information.

5.

Deactivation of Access to FEC Information System Resources. Immediately at the
conclusion of my work (no later than 1 business day) under this contract I sgree to notify the
FEC Information Technology HelpDesk, in writing, that I no longer require access to FEC
Information Resources.

6.

Destruction of Personally Identifiable Information (Pl/). Prior to final payment on the
contract, I will verify with the COTR and/or contracting officer that I have destroyed any and all
FEC Pll that tias come into my custody while working for or at the FEC. The destruction
method must be consistent with FEC IT Security Policies.
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7.

Exceptions. I understand that this Agreement shall not apply to: (1) Disclosures of sensitive,
protected, and confidential information approved in advance in writing by the Contracting
Officer or an FEC employee who is at the Senior Level and above; or (2) Information that is or
was publicly available by means other than my disclosure; or (3) Compliance with a valid court
order, provided, however, that I agree to inform the General Counsel of the FEC as soon as
possible after, and in no event more than one business day after, my receipt of such a court
order. and to provide the General Counsel with a complete copy of the order,

(signature)

(typed/printed name)

'i-

'/':-/ r;

/J-.)"

/.,r, •'-L'<c·

. I

(mm/dd/yyyy)
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THE FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
Washington, DC 20463

NONDISCLOSURE AGREEMENT FOR CONTRACTORS

1.

I,
, understand and acknowledge that r may be granted access to
sensitive, protected, and confidential information related to the Federal Election Commission
(FEC), including, but not limited to, information about individuals, including personally
identifiable information, protected by the Privacy Act and other federal laws; information
pertaining to the investigation, prosecution and conciliation of enforcement matters under the
Federal Election Campaign Act, the unauthorized disclosure of which is a misdemeanor;
proprietary or otherwise confidential commercial information owned by other third parties, such
as software vendors to the FEC: and information related to the business, personnel and
security practices of the FEC. I agree to use such information only in the course of my official
duties in connection with the provisions of the below referenced contract

2.

Disclosure of FEC information. I agree to hold the FEC's sensitive, protected, and
confidential information, including personally identifiable information, in whatever form or
format, in strict confidence, and to take all reasonable precautions to protect against
unauthorized use or unauthorized disclosure of such information, including but not limited to
compliance with the Rules of Behavior and Acceptable Use Standards for Federal Election
Commission Information and System Resources.

3.

Duty to report. I agree to report immediately to an appropriate employee of the FEC any
unauthorized use, unauthorized disclosure, or other breach of sensitive, protected, and
confidential information of which I become aware, or which I suspect has occurred or may
occur.

4.

Return of FEC material and information. At the conclusion of my work under this contract, l
will return to the FEC (or destroy, upon written approval of the Contracting Officer) all FEC
malerial, including copies, and all records containing FEC material and information.

5.

Deactivation of Access to FEC Information System Resources. Immediately at the
conclusion of my work (no later than 1 business day) under this contract I agree to notify the
FEC Information Technology HelpDesk, in writing, that I no longer require access to FEC
Information Resources.

6.

Destruction of Personally Identifiable Information (Pl/). Prior to final payment on the
contract, I will verify with the COTR and/or contracting officer that I have destroyed any and all
FEC Pll that has come into my custody while working tor or at the FEC. The destruction
method must be consistent with FEC IT Security Policies.
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7.

Exceptions. I understand that this Agreement shall not apply to: (1) Disclosures of sensitive,
protected, and confidential information approved in advance in writing by the Contracting
Officer or an FEC employee who is at 1he Senior Level and above: or (2) Information that is or
was publicly available by means other than my disclosure; or (3) Compliance with a valid court
order: provided, however, that I agree to inform the General Counsel of the FEC as soon as
possible after, and in no event more than one business day after, my receipt of such a court
order, and to provide the General Counsel with a complete copy of the order.

,,3)---{ 135 ltl'.Lj,oJ
l -- c, {(contral.ncmbe')
,i ~ 5 '
(signature)

~ 0}:; 7-/2/!t:,.'-, (mm/dd/yyyy)
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THE FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
Washington, DC 20463

NONDISCLOSURE AGREEMENT FOR CONTRACTORS

1.

I,
, understand and acknowledge that I may be granted access to
sens/live, prot cted, and confidential information related to the Federal Election Commission
(FEC), including, but not limited to, information about individuals, including personally
identifiable information, protected by the Privacy Act and other federal laws; information
pertaining to the investigation, prosecution and concilialion of enforcement matters under the
Federal Election Campaign Act, the unauthorized disclosure of which is a m·rsdemeanor,
proprietary or otherwise confidential commercial information owned by other third parties, such
as software vendors to the FEC; and information related to the business, personnel and
security practices of the FEC. I agree to use such information only rn the course of my official
duties in connection with the provisions of the below referenced contract.

2.

Disclosure of FEC information. I agree lo hold the FEC's sensitive, protected, and
confidential informal1on, including personally identifiable information, in whatever form or
format, in strict confidence, and to take all reasonable precautions to protect against
unauthorized use or unauthorized disclosure of such information, including but not limited to
compliance with the Rules of Behavior and Acceptable Use Standards fer Federal Election
Commission Information and System Resources.

3.

Duty to report. I agree to report immediately to an appropriate employee of the FEC any
unauthorized use, unauthorized disclosure, or other breach of sensitive. protected, and
confidential information of which I become aware, or which I suspect has occurred or may
occur.

4.

Return of FEC material and information. At the conclusion of my work under this contract, I
will return lo the FEC (or destroy, upon written approval of the Contracting Officer) all FEC
material, including copies. and all records containing FEC material and information.

5.

Deactivation of Access to FEC Information System Resources. Immediately at the
conclusion of my work (no later than 1 business day) under this contract I agree to nolify the
FEC Information Technology HelpDesk, in writing, that I no longer require access to FEC
Information Resources.

6.

Destruction of Personally Identifiable Information (Pl/}. Prior to final payment on the
contract, I will verify with the COTR and/or contracting officer that I have destroyed any and all
FEC Pl/ that has come into my custody while working for or al !he FEC. The destructron
method must be consistent with FEC IT Security Policies.
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Exceptions. I understand that this Agreement shall not apply to: (1) Disclosures of sensitive,
protected, and confidential information approved in advance in writing by the Contracting
Officer or an FEC employee who is at the Senior Level and above; or (2) Information that is or
was publicly available by means other than my disclosure; or (3) Compliance with a valid court
order; provided, however, that I agree to inform the General Counsel of the FEC as soon as
possible after, and in no event more than one business day after, my receipt of such a court
order, and to provide the General Counsel with a complete copy of the order.

company)

{lyped/printed name)

o'l /of/08

(mmlddtyyyy)
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THE FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
Washington. DC 20463

NONDISCLOSURE AGREEMENT FOR CONTRACTORS

1.

I,
, understand and acknowledge !hat I may be granted access to
sensitive, protected, and confidential information related to the Federal Election Commission
{FEC), including, but not limited to, information about individuals, including personally
identifiable information, protected by the Privacy Act and other federal laws; information
pertaining to the investigation, prosecution and conciliation of enforcement matters under the
Federal Election Campaign Act, the unauthorized disclosure of which is a misdemeanor;
proprietary or otherwise confidenlial commercial information owned by other third parties, such
as software vendors lo the FEC; and information related to the business, personnel and
security practices of the FEC. I agree lo use such information only in the course of my official
duties in connection with the provisions of the below referenced contract.

2.

Disclosure of FEC information. I agree to hold the FEC's sensitive, protected, and
confidential information, including personally identifiable information, in whatever form or
format, in strict confidence, and to take all reasonable precautions to protect against
unauthorized use or unauthorized disclosure of such information, including but not limited to
compliance with the Rules of Behavior and Acceptable Use Standards for Federal Election
Commission Information and System Resources.

3.

Duty to report. I agree to report immediately to an appropriate employee of the FEC any
unauthorized use, unauthorized disclosure, or other breach of sensitive, protected, and
confidential information of which I become aware, or which I suspect has occurred or may
occur.

4.

Rerurn of FEC material and information. At the conclusion of my work under this contract, I
will return to the FEC (or destroy, upon written approval of the Contracting Officer) all FEC
material, including copies, and all records containing FEC material and information.

5.

Deactivation of Access to FEC Information System Resources. Immediately at the
conclus'1on of my work (no later than 1 business day) under this contract I agree to notify the
FEC Information Technology HelpDesk, in writing, that I no longer require access to FEC
Information Resources.

6.

Destruction of Personally Identifiable Information (Pll). Prior to final payment on the
contract, I _will verify with the COTR and/or contracting officer that I have destroyed any and all
FEC Pll that has come into my custody while working for or at the FEC. The destruction
method must be consistent with FEC IT Security Policies.
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Exceptions. t understand that this Agreement shall not apply to: (1) Disclosures of sensitive,
protected, and confidential information approved in advance in writing by the Contracting
Officer or an FEC employee who is at the Senior Level and above; or (2) Information that is or
was publicly available by means other than my disclosure; or (3) Compliance with a valid court
order; provided, however, that I agree to inform the General Counsel of the FEC as soon as
possible after, and in no event more than one business day after, my receipt of such a court
order, and to provide the General Counsel with a complete copy of the order.

(typed/printed name)

1fzthu'Y
I

(mm/ddiyyyy)
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Attachment No. 7

Letter from

to Alec Palmer
dated 09/05/07

Case Number INV-09-02
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COUNT ON INSIGHTC

~Clifton

l2fJ Gunderson LLP
Ce<tified Public Accountants & Con>ullants

September 5, 2007

By email: Apalmer@fec.gov

Mr. Alec Palmer, CIO
Federal Election Commission
999 E Stree(, NW'
Room820A
Washington, DC 20463
Dear Mr. Palmer
In order to pre\'ent any delays in the audit process, we are requesting an exception to the Federal
Election Commission (FEC) policy requiring that all laptop computers that remotely access or
provide remote storage for sensitive information have a two-factor authentication. W'e are
requesting the policy exception for only Clifton Gunderson laptops used in accessing and storing
financial information required to support the 2007 CFO audit.
In connection with the requested remote access and storage we:
•

•
•
•

\'('ill remove any and all FEC data from all laptops within 90 days of the conclusion of the audit
(when the final report is issued).
~'ill encrypt all FEC data on all Clifton Gun<lerson laptops.
~'ill report any instance of any and all irregularities concerning FEC data immediately.
W'ill not use this computer security exception as a audit finding.

During the year, we will continue to work with Mr. Bouling to hopefully solve the glitches that were
preventing the successful i1nplementation of the two-factor authentication in Clifton Gunderson
laptops.

I/ 710 Bdtsvifle Dn"w
Suii. JOO
Ca/wrmn, 1'1a1yla11d 20705
td; 301-931-2050
fax; 301-931-1710

www.cliftoncpa.com

Mom•«••

(~fficcs

in 15 states and \Vashington. DC

11111

lntem.,.;onal
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\!fr. Alec Palmer, CIO
Federal Election Commission
September 5, 2007
Page 2 of2

If you have any ciucstions, please do not hesitate to contact me at 301-931-2050 or
George.Pallon@cliftoncpa.com.
Sincerely

Partner
CC: Ed Bouling, Security Officer
Erin Singshinsuk, CFO
Lynne McFarland, TG
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Attachment No. 8

CG documents provided by
on 02/12/09:
Wireless Equipment Checkout (Ticket# 1083), dated 02/02/09
and
Wireless Equipment Checkout (Log)

Case Number INV-09-02
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FAX• FAX• FAX•

P:e:X~' l"'FA'X'°~&F1AX

0

~Clifto

Clifton Gunderson is the
1J1h largest CPA and
consulting firm in the
country, with offices in 15
states and Washington,

~ Gund~rson LLP

DC.

Calverton Office Park
11 7 l O Beltsville Drive, Suite 300
Calverton, Maryland 20705

Services
• Assurance and
Accoun6ng Services
• Corporate Finance
Services
• General Business
Consulting
• lntemationar Services
• CliftOn Gunderson
Financi81 Services
- Asset Management
- Employee Benefit

Cer1ified Public Aa;ounta.nts & Consultants

Date

301-931-2050
301-931-1710 fax

?.._\
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Number of Pages:
(including cover)

Phone:
Sent By:

Services
- Financial Planning

- Insurance Services
- Retirement Planning
.. Succession Planning
•Tax Consulting Services
• Tax Preparation Services
• Technology Consulting
• Valuation and Forensic
Services

MESSAGE:

Accounting services offered
through Ctifton Gunderson
LLP. AdviSOI)' servK.:es
offered through Clifton
Gunderson Financial
Advisors. L.L.C., a
Registered Investment
Advisor. Fix:ed rate
insurarice products offered
through CG Risk
Management Ll.C.
Retirement Plan
Administration seivices
offered through CGFS
Holding LLC.
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The information contained in this facsimile transmission (andfor documents accompanying it) is confidential and is tor
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use of this infonnation is prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify us immediately by
telephone and delete or discard !his message immediately. New IRS rules, which govern the way we conduct our tax
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Redactions Pursuant to FOIA Exemptions 6 & 7(C)

Wireless Equipment Checkout
Ticket #: 1083

Checkout Date:
Return Date:

21212009

Wireless Description

Borrower Information
Name:······
Department:
Phone I Ext: 27040

Brand: HP

Model: OOOObannor
Serial #: 2UA508087J
Asset#: 261356

Additional Items
Printer:

Scanner Description
Brand:
Model:

512 Flash Drive:

USB Hard Drive:

Serial#:
Asset#:

Network Cables:

Bag:

Network Card:
CD/DVD Drive:
Other:
Other Description: Power Cord

Borrower Signature:
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Attachment No. 10

Fax from Roy Connor, FCC OIG
showing log screen shot for Pointsec installation

Case Number INV-09-02
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Attachment No. 11

FEC OIG Contractor Security Standards

Case Number INV-09-02
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FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL

FEC OIG Contractor Security Standards

MAY 2009
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Effective Date: May 28, 2009

FEC OIG Contractor Security Standards

These Federal Election Commission (FEC) Office of Inspector General (OIG) Contractor
Security Standards identify the minimum security standards and procedures that must be
followed when accessing or storing FEC information using either FEC or contractor systems or
networks. These OIG standards are intended to supplement FEC standards; where differences
exist between the FEC and the OIG's standards, the highest level of security standards shall
prevail. The contractor is responsible for compliance with the terms of these Standards by its
employees or agents.
1.

Defmitions

The following definitions apply to these Standards:

"agreement" means an agreement between the FEC OIG and a contractor under which (i) the
contractor performs services forthe Office of the Inspector General (e.g., service provided under
contract or task order from GSA schedule), or (ii) is otherwise provided access to data,
confidential information, network, environment system and/or file back-up.
"computer" means any desktop or laptop computer, mobile device (e.g., cellular phone,
BlackBerry), server and/or storage device that (i) may be used to access a network or
environment, or (ii) may access or store data or other confidential information.
"confidential information" includes all environments, passwords, personally identifiable
information (PII), and other non-public data or sensitive data.
"contractor" means any entity (including its employees and agents) that (i) performs services for
the FEC OIG or as a subcontractor to a prime contractor, or (ii) is granted access to a network,
FEC data or environment.
"data" means any information that resides on a network, in environments or on computers and
includes any PII or other confidential information about the FEC, FEC vendors, suppliers, and
employees.
"environment" means any development, test, stage and/or production computing environments
to which a contractor is provided access under an agreement.
"network" means any computer network to which contractor is provided access in connection
with an agreement and/or any contractor's computer networks used to provide services to the
FECOIG.
"personally identifiable information" or "PI!" means information which can be used to
distinguish or trace an individual's identity either directly (such as their name, social security
number, biometric records, etc.) or indirectly when combined with other personal or identifying
information which is linked or linkable to a specific individual (such as date and place of birth,
mother's maiden name, etc.).

1
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Effective Date: May 28, 2009

FEC OIG Contractor Security Standards
2.

Use of Networks, Computers and Enviromnents

Minimum System Security Standards
The following are the minimum security standards accepted by the FEC with respect to
computers and other mobile computing devices.
•

All laptops that access the FEC Local Area Network (LAN) will be required to employ a
two-factor authentication mechanism where one of the factors is a device separate from
the computer gaining access.

•

All laptops that access the FEC LAN will be required to employ whole hard drive
encryption.

•

All mobile computing devices used to provide service under this agreement (i.e.
BlackBerries and Palm Pilots) must be encrypted and/or password protected.

•

All mobile computing devices must use a "time-out" function for remote access and
require user re-authentication after a minimum of 30 minutes inactivity.

If the contractor is unable to supply its staff with computers or mobile computing devices that
meet the minimum security standards above:

•

The contactor may not use the computers or other devices to access FEC systems or data.

•

The contractor may not transport, process or store any FEC data on the computers.

•

The FEC may supply computers that comply with the minimum security standards above.

Network Protocols
Contractor is required to take the following steps to protect its own network/computers
containing FEC data or when accessing an FEC network or environments, to include the
following:
•

Employ an industry standard Network Intrusion Detection System (NIDS) to monitor and
proactively block suspicious network traffic from reaching Contractor's network or
environments.

•

Manage and monitor all routers and firewall logs for unauthorized access to contractor's
network.

•

Use router rules, access control lists and segmentation on any networks from which the
environments or other confidential information are accessed.

•

When accessing the FEC's network over the internet, contractor may use only encrypted
network traffic via industry standard Virtual Private Network (VPN).

2
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FEC OIG Contractor Security Standards

Effective Date: May 28, 2009

•

Contractor will use only authorized access methods such as VPN and the minimum
authentication and security measures described above at all times for logical connection
to the FEC networks.

•

Contractor may not permit wireless access to FEC networks, computers or environments
at any time.

•

Contractor may transmit or make available confidential information over the internet only
in an encrypted format (e.g., using https or ftps ).

Access to Networks and Environments
FEC networks and the environments may be accessed only:
•

if expressly permitted under the contractor's agreement with the FEC OIG;

•

by contractor's employees and agents providing services under the agreement; and

•

on a least-privilege basis for performance of services.

Contractor will implement physical, administrative and technical measures that restrict the ability
to download, copy and/or export data only to those authorized users who are required to process
the data for the performance of the services. Upon termination of service, the contractor will
also implement appropriate measures to restrict the ability to download, copy and/or export the
one copy of FEC data retained as required by professional standards or other legal requirements
regarding the service performed; access to the data, such as audit files and workpapers, must be
limited to Audit Partner or other senior management personnel.

Passwords
Contractor must maintain the following password standards for all computers, networks and
environments:
•

Passwords must conform to strong password standards that include length, complexity,
and expiration. Passwords must not be written down or stored on-line unencrypted. Any
password stored on-line must be stored using a minimum of 128-bit encryption.

•

Passwords may not be shared. Each contractor employee or agent to whom access is
granted must be provided a unique identifier and password.

•

Contractor will abide by any further requirements for passwords as described in the
Federal Election Commission Password Standards.

Terminating Access
Within 24 hours of termination, separation or resignation of any contractor employee or agent,
the contractor must take appropriate actions to terminate his or her access to computers,
networks, and environments, as well as physical access to service locations (contractor office
environments). If termination, separation or resignation occurs during the agreement period of
3
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performance, the contractor must also notify within 24 hours the FEC OIG to ensure access to
FEC systems is terminated. Further, the contractor is responsible for retrieving from the
employee or agent any FEC supplied property such as: security badge, building access key
(Kastle Key or other keys to rooms or storage areas), computers, and/or any other issued
equipment.
Logging
Contractor will retain security related logs for its computers and networks (including without
limitation firewall, NIDS, operating system, VPN, and application logs) for at least 30 days.
3.

Physical Security

Contractor is required to maintain the following physical security standards to prohibit
unauthorized physical access at its offices at which confidential FEC information may be stored
or from which FEC information, networks or environments may be accessed:
•

Access must be limited to contractor employees and authorized visitors.

•

Visitors must be required to sign a visitor's register and be escorted or observed when on
the premises.

•

Contractor must monitor and properly manage the possession of keys and access cards
and the ability to access the location of FEC data (i.e. computer data center).

•

When visiting or working at the FEC, contractor is required to abide by FEC building
security requirements and any direction provided by FEC security staff.

•

Any after-hours access to contractor premises is monitored and controlled by security.

4.

Computer protection

Computer Virus Controls
Contractor will employ the following computer virus controls for all computers used to provide
services under its agreement with the FEC OIG:
•

Scan all e-mail sent both to and from any recipient for malicious code and delete email
attachments that are infected with known malicious code prior to delivery.

•

Use industry-standard virus protection software. Virus definitions must be updated
regularly (in no event to exceed 7 days).

•

Use automated virus updates, which may not be disabled.

Patches
Operating system security patches and software security patches must be applied promptly, when
issued, on all computers. Computers should be configured to automatically receive security
patches when issued.
4
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Storage, Return and Deletion of Information

Storage
The contractor may not store PII, data, confidential information or environments on its
computers unless required for the performance of services under an agreement. When
considering whether the information is required to be stored on its computers, even on a
temporary basis, the contractor should first determine whether the information can be accessed,
reviewed and stored at the FEC under secure conditions. Any such information stored on
computers must be permanently deleted (i.e. wiped) from a computer, in a manner that ensures
that it cannot be accessed or read, as such storage is no longer required for the performance of
services. All FEC data must be wiped from portable laptops and devices no later than 60 days
after contract termination and contractor shall provide written certification when data removal is
completed.
Removable Media and Encryption
Contractor may not store PII, passwords, data or confidential information on removable media
unless required for the performance of services under an agreement. Any such information on
removable media must be stored using a minimum 128-bit encryption. Information must be
permanently deleted from removable media, in a manner that ensures that it cannot be accessed
or read, as soon as such storage is no longer required for performance of the services.
Return and Deletion
Upon termination of services or upon request by the FEC OIG, contractor must promptly (i)
return to the FEC all PII, data, environments, and (ii) delete all PII, passwords, data and
environments in its possession or control (on computers or in whatever other form or media) in a
manner that ensures that they cannot be accessed or read. Contractor may retain a copy of the
foregoing materials for so long as required by professional standards or legal requirements,
provided that any such copy is kept in an encrypted and secure format and is not used or
accessed for any other purpose.
Contractor will dispose of documents containing PII, passwords, data or other confidential
information only in secure shredding bins designated for sensitive or confidential information,
with appropriate processes to assure that the documents are destroyed in a manner that ensures
they cannot be re-created, accessed or read.
6.

Business Continuity and Disaster Planning/Response

Back-up and Retention ofData
Contractor agrees to complete back-up and retention of all data as required for the performance
of the services. Rules for frequency of back-ups and retention cycles shall be made available to
the FEC OIG upon request. All back-ups must be stored securely.
Incident Notification and Support
Contractor shall notify the FEC OIG promptly of any incident that requires execution of the
business continuity program and affects the function of computers and/or the availability or
integrity of the data. Contractor will resume operations promptly after such an incident.

5
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Confidentiality

The passwords for the networks and the environments, and all PII and other data are FEC
confidential information. Contractor will provide its employees and agents access to the
networks, environments and any confidential information only on a need to know basis, and may
not disclose any confidential information to any third party without the FEC OIG's prior written
consent.
8.

Privacy and Data Protection

Unless required to provide the agreed services to the FEC OIG, the contractor will take
reasonable steps to ensure it does not accept and retain PII and confidential data in any form.
Contractor agrees that it will take the following measures to assure protection of PII and/or
confidential data obtained in performing the agreed service for the FEC OIG:

9.

•

Access, use and process PII and other data only on behalf of the FEC OIG and only for
the purpose specified in the Contractor's agreement with the FEC OIG, in compliance
with these Standards and such further instruction as the FEC may provide regarding the
processing of such PII or other data.

•

Inform the FEC OIG promptly if contractor has reason to believe that legislation
applicable to contractor (or changes in legislation applicable to contractor) prevent it
from fulfilling the obligations related to the treatment of PII or other data under these
Standards and/or contractor's agreement with the FEC.

•

To the extent permitted by law, notify the FEC OIG promptly and act upon instruction
concermng:
o Any request for disclosure of the PII or other data by law enforcement or other
governmental authority;
o Any request by law enforcement or other governmental authority for information
concerning processing of PII or other data in connection with the agreement
between the contractor and the FEC OIG; and
o Any request received directly from an individual concerning his/her PII.

•

Abide by all federal data privacy laws and regulations applicable to the contractor's
access to PII, including FEC policies and procedures on protecting PII.
Reporting and Responding to Security Incidents and Breaches

Contractor must immediately report to the FEC OIG (i) any security breach or other event that
creates reasonable suspicion of unauthorized access to PII, data, confidential information or an
environment and/or misappropriation or alteration of any PII, data or confidential information,
and/or (ii) the loss or theft of any computer, whether issued by the FEC or belonging to the
contractor but containing FEC data. Contractor will take appropriate steps to immediately
address such incident, and will follow any additional instructions the FEC provides with respect
to such incident and/or remediation identified in the response to such incident.

6
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Personnel

All contractor employees and agents must be required to execute written confidentiality
agreements that are consistent with the confidentiality obligations in these Standards and to
comply with polices designed to prevent the disclosure of confidential information. Contractor is
also responsible for assuring that its employee's and agent's access, use, and protect the security
of service locations, computers, networks, PII, data, environments and other confidential
information in a manner consistent with the terms of its agreement with the FEC and these
Standards.
Contractor will employ clean desk and clear screen policies (i.e., policies and practices designed
to restrict physical and logical access to confidential information on a need to know basis) to
protect all data and other sensitive information.
11.

Training

Pursuant to the Public Law 100-235, the Computer Security Act, "Each agency shall provide
mandatory periodic training in computer security awareness and accepted computer practices of
all employees who are involved with the management, use, or operation of each Federal
computer system within or under the supervision of that agency." The FEC applies this same
security standard to its contractors. All contractor staff must complete FEC security awareness
and privacy awareness training before being granted access to FEC systems and data.
12.

Verification, Monitoring and Audit

Contractor will maintain a complete list of all individuals with permission to access the FEC and
contractor network, environments and/ or data. If requested, contractor will provide written
response to any questions that the FEC OIG submits regarding the contractor's security practices.
The FEC OIG may monitor the contractor's access to and use of the environment and networks.
The FEC OIG may also have security audits performed upon reasonable notice to confirm
compliance with these Standards.
I have read the "FEC OIG Contractor Security Standards" attached hereto. I understand and
agree to comply with them. The computer equipment proposed to perform the agreed service
does/does not meet the Minimum System Security Standards described in section 2 above.

Contractor Name (Typed or Printed)

Name of Company (Typed or Printed)

Signature

Date

7
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"SERVICE RELATED AWARDS" under GSA & SEWP ORDERS

b) Contractor employees may begin work on any day of the week, as directed by the COTR,
but will be required to sign in and obtain a visitors badge on a daily basis until an official
FEC Badge is obtained. Until the badge is obtained contractors will not have access to ANY

infonnation technology services, hardware, on line access (e.g., username and password).
c) In addition until contractors are processed through the Security Officer and applicable FEC

IT training requirements have been met access will be denied.

C. RESERVED

D. Data Breaches. The contractor shall comply with an contractual and Federal infonnation security,
privacy and confidentiality requirements applicable to the operation, maintenance or support of a
Federal infonnation system this includes FEC internal IT security policies.
1) The contractor shall be required to prevent and remedy data breaches and to provide the FEC
with all necessary information and cooperation, and to take all other reasonable and necessary steps
and precautions, to enable the FEC to satisfy its data breach reporting duties under applicable law,
regulation, or policy in the event, if any, that a breach occurs.
2) Special attention should be paid to OMB Memorandum 06-19 (July 12, 2006), particularly the
extremely urgent reporting time frames included therein for certain breaches, as well as to any other
subsequent laws, regulations, or policy governing data breaches that may arise during the
performance of the contract.
22.

MINIMUM CONTRACTOR SYSTEM SECURITY STANDARDS: The following are security standards with
respect to non-Federal Election Commission(FECI laptop computers. This standard applies
to all non-FEC contractor laFtops whether accessing the FEC LAN or attempting to obtain
Internet access.
A.
All laptops that access the FEC Local Area Network(LAN) are required to utilize antivirus
software and have a documented process for ensuring that virus definition files are kept
up to date.
B.
All laptops that access the FEC LAN are required to apply and maintain up to date security
patches for Operating system.
C.
All laptops that access the FEC LAN are required to employ a two-factor authentication
mechanism where one of the factors is a device separate from the computer gaining access.
D.
All laptops that access the FEC LAN are required to employ whole hard drive encryption.
E.
All laptops must use a "time-out" function for remote access and require user
re-authentication after a minimum of 30 minutes inactivity.
F.
All FEC data must be wiped from any Non-FEC laptop no later than 60 days after contract
termination (FEC Information System Security 58-4.2 Media Management and Media Disposal
Standards are relevant here) . The contractor will provide the Contracting Technical
Representative (COTR) with written certification when data removal is completed.
If the contractor is unable to supply its staff with computers that meet the minimum security
standards above:
The contractor may not use the non-FEC issued computers to access FEC systems or data.
The contractor may not transport, process or store any FEC data on the non-FEC computers.
The FEC may supply computers that comply with the minimum security standards stated above.

OJG/FEC FINANCIAL AUDIT
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The success of the OIG mission to prevent fraud, waste, a nd abu se depends on the
cooperation of FEC employees (and the public). There a1·e several ways to report
questionable activity.

Call us at 202-694-1015 (a confidential or anonymous message can be
left 24 hours a day/7 days a week) or toll-free at 1-800-424-9530 (press O;
then dial 1015 - Monday - Friday 8:30am - 5:00pm).

Write or visit us - we are located at:

Federal Election Commission
Office of Inspector General
999 E Street, N .W., Suite 940
Washington, D.C. 20463

Mail is opened by OIG staff members only.

You can also fax (202-501-8134) or contact u s by e-mail at: oig@fec.gov.
Website address: http://www.fec.gov/fecig/fecig.shtml
Individuals may be subject to disciplinary or criminal action for knowingly making
a false complaint 01· providing false information.
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FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20463
Office of Inspector General

CLOSING MEMORANDUM
Case#: INV-10-01 (HL-10-01
Pr e aredBy: Jose hDuncan
C ase Title:
Date of Report: 04/19/10
Sub · ect: Unauthorized Use of an FEC- aid Parkiner Pennit

-<-~~~~--L-~--~~....a:-~~---~~~~~~~~~

The allegations were investigated to detennine whetherandmisused
government property, in violation of an ethical standard, title 5 C.F.R. § 2635.704 (Unauthorized
Use of Government Property). The investigation substantiated the allegations against.
· who admitted that in August 2009, r roduced his FEC-paid parkini..£.ermit and gave
, so . couldi ark. vehicle in the
the duplicate~·Kastle keycard to
FEC parking
FEC garage. - - admitte~as not auth01ized to duplicate
improperly used FEC resources, in violation of title
permit The OIG concluded that5 C.F.R. § 2635.704 (Unauthorized Use of Govenu~!ll.E!:2£~!:!~,). The investigation did not find
administrative misconduct, only poor judgment, by.
OIG Disposition:
The OIG issued a repo1t of investigation to the Commission on Janmuy 15, 2010. In the report,
the OIG recommended that clear and comprehensive parking and Kastle key-card policies be
implemented and widely disseminated to all FEC employees. The OIG also recommended that
the garage parking attendant be provided a list of vehicles and drivers authorized to park in the
garage. The OIG met with the Acting Staff Director and discussed the findings in the rep01t. No
further investigative activity is required. Therefore, this investigation is closed.

Jon Hatfield, Deputy Inspector General

Date
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FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20463

Office of Inspector General

MEMORANDUM
TO:

The Commission

FROM:

Lynne A. McFarland

Inspector General

q~

t•c

LA fr\

SUBJECT:

Report of Investigation: Unauthorized Use of an FEC-paid Parking Permit

DATE:

January 15, 2010

This memorandum transmits the Office of Inspector General's (OIG) Report of Investigation:
"Unauthorized Use ofan FEC-paid Parking Permit," dated January 15, 2010. This investigation was
initiated based on a hotline com ·
laint alle ed that on the
~of September 15, 2009,
- - accessed the FEC gara
«counterfeit" FEC-paid parking permit, so
could park her car in the garage. The parking attendant
reported the incident to a Commissioner, who happened to be in the garage around the time of the
occurrence.
Additional allegations arose that
s supervisor,- - · m a d e a duplicate o
-pai parking permit, ~e ~
~e keycard. The allegations were investigated to determine whether-and
~isused govennnent property, in violation of an ethical standard, title 5 C.F.R. §
2635.704 (UnauthoriZed Use of Govennnent Property).
Our investigation substantiated the allegations aili.u.st-, who admitted that in August
2009,.eproduced .FEC-paid parking permit usin~ffice scanner and color - i n tOn
er.
Septe=r 14, 2009,
ave the duplicate permit andm<.astle keycard to
so
~ould par~ehicle in the FEC ara e, to attend an evening comedy hour even a
e arner
Theater on September 15, 2009.
dmitted that.as not authorized to duplicate-EC
parking permit. The OIG concluded that
improperly used FEC resources, in violation of
title 5 C.F.R. § 2635.704 (Unauthorized Use of Government Property). Because ~as plans
to ~is month, we make no recommendations regarding his actions.
Our investigation substantiated the allegations tha-use-upervisor's keycard
to access the FEC garage, and then displayed a "counterfe~rmit to secure a parking space
for~ehicle. However,mconcluded that these acts did not constitute administrative misconduct
because. supervisor improperly authorizectmu~it and keycard. Because we found no
administrative misconduct, only poor judgment, b~, we recommend that
counseled regarding proper parking and keycard usage.

lllbe
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Based on the findings in this investigation, we are troubled by deficiencies in building security
access and parking controls. We are recommending that a clear and comprehensive FEC parking
policy be implemented and widely disseminated to all FEC employees. This policy should include
FEC-issued permit application requirements; priority of parking assignments; updating vehicle
infonnation requirements; permit display requirements; temporary permit justifications; permit transfer
restrictions; and prohibitions on falsifying, forging, counterfeiting, altering, or reproducing permits, or
permit applications. This parking policy should provide for the loss of parking privileges and other
consequences if procedures are violated. We also recommend that the garage parking attendant be
provided a list of vehicles and drivers authorized to park in the garage.
Moreover, to enhance security measures, we are recommending a clear and widely
disseminated policy that governs the issuance and use ofKastle keycards to gain access to the FEC
building. This policy should prohibit the sharing, transfer, or unauthorized use ofkeycards. It should
also provide a process to ensure that users of all active keycards are accurately identified; and lost or
stolen keycards are promptly reported and deactivated.
My staff will be meeting with the Acting Staff Director to discuss these findings and
recommendatio11s. If you have any questions regarding the investigative report, please do not hesitate
to contact me at 202-694-1015. Thank you.
cc:

Alec Palmer, Acting Staff Director

2
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FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL

Report of Investigation

Unauthorized Use of an FEC-paid Parking Permit
Case Number INV-10-01
January 15, 2010
RESTRICTED INFORMATION: This report is the property of the Office of Inspector General, and is for OFFICIAL USE
ONLY. This report is confidential and may contain information that is prohibited from disclosure by the Privacy Act,
5 U.S.C. §552a. Therefore, this report is furnished solely on an official need-to-know basis and must not be
reproduced, disseminated or disclosed without prior written consent of the Inspector General of the Federal
Election Commission, or designee. All copies of the report have been uniquely numbered, and should be
appropriately controlled and maintained. Unauthorized release may result in civil liability and/or compromise
ongoing federal investigations.
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I.

EXECt:TIVE SUMMARY

On September 24, 2009, the Office of Inspector General (OIG) received a complaint
alleging that on the mo1ning of September 15, 2 0 0 9 , , displayed a "counterfeit" FEC-paid parking pe1mit to the
LAZ Parking attendant, in order to park
car in the FEC garage. The complaint finther alleged
that on the day in qi1estion,
accessed the garage using a Kastle Systems' keycard
According to the
assigned t o . supervisor,
complaint, the garage parking attendant confiscated the "fake" pennit and reported the incident
to a Co1Il1Ilissioner, who happened to be in the garage at the time the incident occUITed.
During preliminary inquiries, the OIG uncovered allegations against
allegedly reprodi1ced. FEC parking pennit; and
use. FEC issi1ed Kastle keycard and a di1plicate
copy of
FEC parking pennit. Based on these allegations, the OIG initiated an investigation to
determine whether- a n d - misi1sed gove11l1Ilent property, in violation of an
ethical standard, title 5 C.F.R. § 2635.704 (Unauthorized Use ofGovermnent Property).
As t o - oirr investigation substantiated the allegations.- admitted that in
August 2009,IfePrO<li1ced. FEC-paid parking pe1mit using. office scanner and color
printer. We found that on September 14, 2 0 0 9 , - gave the duplicate pennit and. Kastle
keycard to
so
could~vehicle in the FEC garage on the
following day, to attend an evening comedy hour event at the Warner Theater. admittedl was not authorized to di1plicate. FEC parking pennit.
The OIG concluded t h a t - made improper i1se ofFEC resources, by di1plicating
• FEC-issued parking pennit; and by loaning. FEC-issi1ed keycard and duplicate pennit to
We believe. improper use constitutes a violation of title 5 C.F.R. § 2635.704
(Unauthorized Use of Govermnent Property). Because- has plans to retire this month,
we make no recommendations regarding. actions.
Our investigation finther substantiated the allegations t h a t - i1sed.
supervisor's keycard to access the FEC garage, and then displayed a "fake" parking pennit to
secirre a parking space for. vehicle. However, we concli1ded that these acts did not constitute
administrative miscondi1ct because. supervisor improperly ai1thorized. use of the pe1mit
and keycard.
Page 1of17
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We concluded that the FEC lacks a parking policy prohibiting the reproduction, transfer,
or unauthorized use of FEC-paid parking permits. We further concluded that a Commission
Bulletin from 2002, which prohibited the unauthorized transfer of Kastle keycards, needs to be
updated and/or better disseminated to employee keycard holders. Because we found no
administrative misconduct, only poor judgment, by
we recommend that. be
counseled regarding proper parking and keycard usage.
Based on the findings in this investigation, we are troubled by deficiencies in building
security access and parking controls. We are recommending that a clear and comprehensive FEC
parking policy be implemented and widely disseminated to all FEC employees. This policy
should include FEC-issued permit application requirements; priority of parking assignments;
updating vehicle information requirements; permit display requirements; temporary permit
justifications; permit transfer restrictions; and prohibitions on falsifying, forging, counterfeiting,
altering, or reproducing permits, or permit applications. This parking policy should provide for
the loss of parking privileges and other consequences if procedures are violated. We also
recommend that the garage parking attendant be provided a list of vehicles and drivers
authorized to park in the garage.
Moreover, to enhance security measures, we are recommending a clear and widely
disseminated policy that governs the issuance and use of Kastle keycards to gain access to the
FEC building. This policy should prohibit the sharing, transfer, or unauthorized use ofkeycards.
It should also provide a process to ensure that users of all active keycards are accurately
identified; and lost or stolen keycards are promptly reported and deactivated.

II.

BACKGROUND

The federal ethical standard on the use of government property requires FEC employees
"to protect and conserve government property, and prohibits its use for other than authorized
purposes." The definition of"authorized purposes" generally includes" ... those purposes
authorized in accordance with law or regulation." The regulation defines "government
property" to include leasehold rights and property interests, which were purchased using
1
Government funds.

1

5 C.F.R. § 2635.704
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Federal security regulations require agencies to protect the real estate they occupy,
including the protection of persons within the property. 2 Agency responsibilities include
adhering to minimum-security standards concerning parking and entry access controls. One of
these minimum security standards, "Control ofParking Facility" [requires that]. .. [a]t a
minimum, authorized parking spaces and vehicles should be assigned and identified." 3
Federal facility management regulations require that privately owned vehicles parking on
federally owned or leased property must display a parking permit. 4 Under these regulations,
drivers entering federal property "are prohibited from parking on Federal property without a
permit. Parking without authority, parking in unauthorized locations or in locations reserved for
other persons .. is prohibited." 5
With General Services Administration (GSA) approval, federal agencies are required to
regulate and police parking facilities. 6 An agency is permitted to delegate this responsibility to
parking management contractors 7 , as is the case for the FEC. However, parking spaces available
to agency employees must be assigned in the following priority: a) disabled employees; b)
executive personnel and those with unusual work hours; c) vanpool/carpool vehicles; d) private
vehicles used for government business; and e) other private vehicles on a space available basis. 8
The FEC leases 25 parking spaces in the building garage through an annual contract with
LAZ Parking, LLC (LAZ PARKING). The monthly cost per parking space is $230.53. The total
monthly cost for all 25 parking spaces is $5,763.25, plus a $250 monthly "after hours" garage
fee. The negotiated contract with LAZ PARKING provides four additional parking spaces to the
9
FEC at no charge.
2

41C.F.R.§102-81.10

3

41 C.F .R. § 102-81.20, which requires federal agencies to adhere to minimum-security standards specified in the

Department of Justice's June 28, 1995, study entitled "Vulnerability Assessment of Federal Facilities" see Appendix
B for "Details of Recommended Security Standards."
4

41 C.F.R. §§ 102-74.430 and 102-74.270

5

41C.F.R.§102-74.430(f)

6

41C.F.R.§102-74.265

7

41C.F.R.§102-74.275

8

41C.F.R.§102-74.305

9

SF 30 Modification of Contract No. FE-09-C-004, effective 10-05-09. This contract between the FEC and LAZ

Parking LLC was obtained f r o m - - in the Administrative Services Division.
Page 3 of 17
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The Administrative Services Division manages the assignment and use of FEC-paid
parking spaces. Approximately twenty-one (21) of these FEC-paid parking spaces are designated
for specific employees, positions, offices, or vehicles. The remaining eight (8) spaces are
reserved for temporary ("daily") use by employees, visitors, contractors, and/or vendors.
Additionally, there are approximately 20 parking permits, which are paid for on a monthly basis,
by FEC employees, to LAZ Parking.

III.

SCOPE

The OIG investigated this matter from September 21, 2009, to December 29, 2009. To
assess the validity of the allegations, we interviewed six FEC employees, plus
LAZ Parking, Ltd. was interviewed on three occasions regarding the incident on September 15
, and
LAZ PARKING,
were each interviewed twice.
The staff in the Administrative Services Division was interviewed regarding the issuance
of FEC-paid parking permits and Kastle keycards. - , was interviewed regarding FEC policies concerning building security; parking and
access controls; Kastle keycard issuance; and parking permit assignments.
, was interviewed regarding the issuance of temporary parking permits.
, was interviewed on two occasions, regarding the LAZ
Parking contract and the issuance of keycards.
was interviewed regarding the initial allegations.
The OIG gathered and reviewed agency records, which were obtained from the
Administrative Services Division. These records pertained to FEC-paid parking permits and
Kastle keycard access activity. The OIG reviewed procurement documents for the FEC contract
with LAZ Parking Ltd; emails; parking permit assignment logs; and correspondence. The OIG
reviewed relevant garage parking policies, building security access guidelines, and facilities
management regulations. Additionally, the OIG collected and reviewed Kastle keycard access
logs; keycard and building security policies; and applicable ethics regulations.
The case was presented to the U.S. Attorney's Office (USAO) for review of possible
criminal false statement violations under 18 U.S.C. §1001. The USAO Fraud and Public
Integrity Section declined prosecution.
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IV.

ALLEGATIONS
The OIG investigated the following allegations:

•!• · - reproduced. FEC-issued parking permit, so it would appear like an
original permit.

•!• · - a l l o w e d -

to use. FEC-issued Kastle keycard, and a
duplicate copy of. FEC parking permit, to access the garage and park. vehicle.

•!• - - - displayed a "counterfeit" FEC-paid parking permit to secure a
parking space for. vehicle in the building garage.

•!• - - accessed the FEC building garage using an FEC issued keycard
assigned~visor,·The purpose of the investigation was to determine w h e t h e r · - o r - - misused government property, in violation of ethical standard, title 5 C.F.R. §
2635.704 (Unauthorized Use of Government Property).

V.

INVESTIGATION DETAILS
A. Allegations A g a i n s t · -

Allegation 1: ·--reproduced. FEC-issued parking permit.
The investigation determined that
was not authorized to reproduce or loan
• FEC-paid parking permit to admitted during OIG interviews
that
reproduced. FEC-issued parking permit, using an FEC scanner and color printer.
began receiving FEC-paid parking benefits in June 2007, when
was promoted to
.admitted that in August 2009,
scanned. original
parking permit into an Adobe PDF file . • then printed out the image of the permit on a color
printer, which was located in the main hall outside. FEC office. then cut the image
out from the sheet of paper, and attached it to a hard backing, so it would appear like a valid
permit.

I

I
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When questioned by the OIG, explained. reason for duplicating
FECwanted a "spare" permit available~ "carry" bag, in case
drives
paid permit. • said
one of. alternate vehicles to work and forgets to bring. ;;-riginal permit.
explained
keeps. original permit displayed on the mirror~
, the vehicle
that
normally drives to work.
said
has three other vehicles besides t h e - , which
occasionally drives to work.
wanted a duplicate "spare" parking permit kept in. bag,
for instances when
drove an alternate vehicle to work.

I

I

I

I

I

I

further advised that a "spare" parking permit was
During OIG interviews,
, used to conduct
necessary because the former head of
regular inspections of the garage, to make sure that all parked vehicles displayed a permit.
According to the parking garage used to be overcrowded with vehicles and filled up
felt. "spare" permit
quickly, due to unauthorized vehicles being parking there. would protect the parking attendant, in the event that~ets to bring. original
permit. By having the spare permit, could avoid the appearance that the parking
attendant was allowing unauthorized vehicles to park in the garage. said. "spare"
parking permit should not be characterized as a "counterfeit," since~ used it for
"nefarious" purposes. However, acknowledged to the OIG that
was not authorized
to reproduce the FEC-paid parking permit.

I

Allegation 2: --~-to use. FEC keycard, and a
duplicate copy o f . parking permit, to access the FEC garage and park.
vehicle.

The OIG investigation determined that
perm1ss1on on
September 14, 2009, to use the duplicate copy of
FEC-paid parking permit. told the
OIG that
loaned. duplicate parking permit to
because. planned to drive
into work the following day.
who normally commutes to work by bus, told
that
planned to drive
car the following day, s o . could stay late for a personal
did not plan to use
parking space that next day because
planned to get a
allowed anyone to use. FEC-paid
ride to work.
said this was the only occasion
permit, duplicate or original, to park in the garage.

I

I

I
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- - told the OIG that. mentioned t o - o f . plans to drive to work
the next day (September l S'h), to attend a comedy hour function, sponsored by the Hispanic
Caucus, at the Warner Theatre. The event was not work related. then offered.
parking space. told
ifthe parking attendant questions • • should say
she's parking in the space of the
FEC-Paid Parking Benefits are for Work Related Purposes
During the investigation, staff in the Administrative Division advised the OIG that FECpaid parking assignments are authorized for work related purposes, and cannot be loaned to other
,aud-, were interviewed regarding FEC-paid parking policies aud procedures.
advised that FEC-paid parking permits assigned to specific employees cannot be loaned
to other employees. further advised that employees are not allowed to duplicate or
reproduce FEC-paid parking permits.
advised that FEC-paid parking spaces available in the temporary pool are for
daily work-related use only. B o t h - a u d - said that employees should have a work
related need to obtain an FEC-paid parking permit for the day. The assignment of these
temporary day permits are approved by James WILSON, Director of Human Resources. and Alec PALMER, Acting Staff Director, are also authorized to approve requests for temporary
parking permits.
The FEC Lacks a Comprehensive Parking Policy
A review of FEC policies and procedures revealed that the FEC has not implemented a
comprehensive parking policy. Four policy documents were identified concerning the authorized
use or assignment ofFEC parking privileges. One of these documents was a draft.

10

Under FEC Commission Directive 54, participants of the FEC transit benefit program are not allowed to receive

both the transit and paid parking benefits.
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The first, and most comprehensive, is a draft Commission Bulletin, dated April 8, 2002,
entitled "Parking Policies and Procedures." Under this draft Commission Bulletin, the priority
for assigning FEC-paid parking permits was given to "(l st) official vehicles, (2nd) executive
employees; [and] (3'd) any handicapped employees; ... " This draft policy defined "Executive" as
a "federal employee whose management responsibilities require preferential assignment of
parking privileges." This 2002 draft Commission Bulletin stated that "Executive parking will be
assigned by the StaffDirector ... "(Attachment No. 1) According t o - - a new draft
parking policy is under consideration by the Staff Director's office, but has not been finalized.
A second written policy called "FEC Issued Parking Permits" was identified, which was
advised that this policy is currently
signed b y - - on November 25, 2008. in force; however, it was not found on the FEC server. This 2008 policy, similar to the 2002 draft
policy, states that FEC issued parking permits are assigned to: "Senior Level Executives, " as
identified by the Staff Director; "handicapped/Special Needs Employees" (physical disability
required); "Special Needs," for employees on temporary disability; visitors conducting official
business; and employees who require after-hours parking. (Attachment No. 2)
A third policy document entitled "FEC Building Access Guidelines," effective January
26, 2009, informed FEC employees of the following: "It is the goal of the Federal Election
Commission (FEC)-or 'the Agency '-to provide a safe and secure environment for all FEC
employees and government information. To that end, entry points (i.e. E Street and Loading
Dock) to the FEC Headquarters building are secured by armed Officers. Access through the
parking garage is allowed only by authorized personnel with valid permits (emphasis added). "
(Attachment No. 3)
advised that to comply with the "FEC Building Access Guidelines," employees
who do not regularly park in the garage need to get prior authorization from the Administrative
Services Division to do so. said. sent these guidelines to all FEC employees by
email.
And finally, the OIG identified a "FEC Issued Parking Permit Application," which was
distributed to FEC-paid parking permit holders after the September 15th incident, in October
2009. This application stated under "Rules and Regulations: Parking permits are nontransferable. Use of the parking permit by other than the employee will result in cancellation of
parking privileges." (Attachment No. 4)
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No written policies were identified during the investigation, which specifically prohibited
the copying, reproducing, or counterfeiting of FEC-paid parking permits. Prior to the October
2009 implementation of a revised parking permit application, there was no written policy that
specifically prohibited employees from loaning, sharing, or otherwise transferring an FEC-paid
parking permit to other employees.

I

said the parking permit application
received in October 2009 was the first
was unaware
time ~hing that said parking privileges were not transferable. of this rule when
loaned. spare permit to
on Septemb~ said
is aware of previous Commissioners who would let
this was not the rule in the past because
others drive to work and park with the Commissioners' permit. For example, recalled
that a former Commissioner used to give. parking pass to one of. staffers to use in the
garage.

I

I

I

said
was aware that the FEC-paid parking permits are primarily given to
executive employees, such as Commissioners and senior staff. acknowledged that
- - participated in the transit subsidy benefit program~ acknowledged there is a
procedure for FEC employees to obtain temporary parking permits to the garage from the
knew that the e v e n t - - planned to
Administrative Services Division. said
attend was a personal event.

I

I

said
only loaned. parking permit to
~ felt it was okay to loan. permit to
at the Commission by others.

on this one occasion.

Commission Bulletin 2001-10 Kastle Key Procedures

was questioned regarding the written Kastle Key procedures in Commission
Bulletin 2001-10, dated December 18, 2001. Specifically,- was asked ifl was aware of
the following section in the policy:

"TRANSFER OF INSERT-KEYS Insert-keys should not be transferred from one
employee to another without prior authorization by the Kast le Key Administrator or an
Alternate. Kastle Systems, Inc. will be notified of the previous and new keyholders when a
transfer of insert-key is authorized." (Attachment No. 5)
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In response,- saidl was unaware of the Commission Bitlletin that prohibited
said
knew that FEC Bulletins are
the transfer of Kastle keys to other employees. circula~ never looked at any of the Bitlletins in a shared folder, on the FEC computer
server. said
only looked at FEC Directives on the FEC server.

I

I

- - and
advised during an interview that they shared
responsibilities, along with
, as the Kastle keycard Administrator. advised the "Kastle Key Procedures" in Commission Bulletin 2001-10 shoitld be followed, but
acknowledged that this policy needed to be i1pdated. advised that employees are not
allowed to give Kastle keycards to other employees. ~er advised that in September
2009, did not have ai1thorization from the Administrative Services Division to give.
Kastle keycard to another employee.

II

B. Alle ations A ainst
Allegation 3: - - displayed a "counterfeit" FEC-paid parking permit to
secure a parking space for
vehicle in the building garage.

II

admitted that. displayed a "spare" copy of an FEC-paid parking
pennit, which belonged to
supervisor, to secure a parking space in the FEC garage.
statement regarding the September 15th incident was consistent with that of the
LAZ Parking
. Fm1hennore, the statements provided by
were corroborated by building access keycard reports, obtained
-and
from Kastle Systems, Inc.
Keycard access records showed that on September 15, 2009, at 10: 14am,
entered the building garage using a keycard assigned to
supervisor,.
garage attendant,
drove down the driveway and
then displayed a "fake" pennit to
stopped on the ramp
him, which. was holding in
told
that the pe1mit
was a fake, andl then confiscated the pe1mit.
According to
tried to explain to the parking attendant that the pass
si1perv1sor,
who would not be parking in the garage that day.
said~- t h a t - allowedll to i1se. pass.
t o l d - that. needed to have an original pe1mit to parkll car in the
garage.
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Keycard access records showed that at 1 0 : 1 7 a m , - - entered the FEC building
• requested a valid temporary parking permit
through the garage. According to
from
in the Administrative Services Division. During an interview, advised that
said. was working late that day, and that
had allowed
parking space. According to
said. didn't
pass in
car. said
the garage attendant was asking
for a parking pass immediately.
was asked about these statements,
advised that. was not trying to
deceive
, because. did work late that evening, until 6pm, which is later than.
normal schedule.

10:25am, and according to

presented the temporary parking
stated during interviews that
then confiscated the temporary permit as well. According to
, the
two of them had a brief argument because - - wanted the parking passes back, and
refused to return them.
Keycard access records showed that
left the parking garage for the second
time at 10:25am, and entered the FEC building.
said. went t o - office
and told him what happened.
said
was then approached by one of the FEC
Commissioners, who overheard the argument and inquired about the incident. - - told
the Commissioner that " t h e - , , tried to use a fake parking pass to park~

FEC-Paid Parking Benefits are for Work Related Purposes
The OIG investigation determined that FEC-paid parking assignments are authorized for
work related purposes. - ,and-, advised that FEC-paid parking spaces available in the temporary pool are
a n d - said that employees need a work related
for daily work-related use only. reason to obtain an FEC-paid parking permit for the day; and that parking permits assigned to
specific employees cannot be loaned to other employees.
Page
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During an OIG interview, was questioned about the FEC Building Access
Guidelines, which state: "Access through the parking garage is allowed only by authorized
stated that employees who do not
personnel with valid permits. "(Attachment No. 3) regularly park in the garage need prior authorization from the Administrative Services Division.
According to requests for temporary parking permits are to be approved by James
WILSON, Director of Human Resources. advised that in WILSON's absence, Alec
PALMER, o r - are also authorized to approve parking permit requests.
- - advised during an interview that. did not recall whether or not. read
acknowledged that.
the "FEC Building Access Guidelines."(Attachment No. 3)
must have received the guidelines by email in July 2009, because it was sent out to all FEC
employees. - - said i n . mind,. had. supervisor's authorization to park in.
spot on September 15th. • said in hindsight,. realizes. should have parked elsewhere.
said the offer was made t o . and. thought that was perfect, s o . accepted.
said. did not think at the time there was anything wrong a b o u t - offer
to "park downstairs."
- - advised that at the time of the incident,. was unaware of the 2002 draft
Commission Bulletin on parking procedures, or any facility management regulations regarding
parking permits. - - said. participates in the transit subsidy program, but did not
as long as
see a problem wit~ car on the day in question. According to
you are not parking in the garage on a daily basis, you can collect transit subsidies.
further advised the building practice is: "if you need to park downstairs, passes are available,
even if you're in the transit subsidy program."
- - admitted that in the past,. has parked. car in a private lot and paid to
park whenever. has driven into DC. - - said. parked in a garage by the Fords
said.
Theatre on two occasions before, at a cost of approximately $20 per day.
didn't pay to park on September 15th because. boss said. could use
pass, since
wasn't driving into work that day.

I

- - said that
, told. it
has been a common practice at the FEC, for people who have parking permits, to loan the permit
to those who don't. According to
said a former Commissioner, whose name
staff members to park in the Commissioner's assigned
began with a . allowed one of
space for almost 20 years.
said when. boss offered. the permit for September
15'h,. said thank you and didn't think it was unauthorized.
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believed. was authorized to receive FEC-paid parking benefits that day
because
supervisor, gave. permission to park in the garage. - - said
that since
was authorized to park. vehicle in the garage, and was not planning to
park that day,
believed it was appropriate for him to allow. to park there.

Allegation 4: - - accessed the FEC building garage using an FEC issued
keycard assigned to·~-

Kastle keycard access records indicated that on September 15, 2009, at 10: 14am,
supervisor,.
entered the building garage using a keycard assigned to
advised thatl gave. keycard to
with the duplicate parking
knew t h a t - - keycard would not allow. access to the garage.
When initially questioned by the O I G , - - claimed that. used. own Kastle
keycard to access the garage. - - initially denied receiving a keycard fro~
During a second interview, when confronted with keycard access records,
reminded. that
let. use ~ycard to access
acknow !edged that
the garage on September 15th.
said
still could not recall tha~· received a
or that
used
keycard on September 15 ; or that.
returned
keycard to him after the incident. However,. did not dispute the fact that
these incidents occurred.

I

was shown the written Kastle Key procedures in
During an OIG interview,
Commission Bulletin 2001-10, dated December 18, 2001. Specifically,
was asked if
• was aware of the following section in the policy:

"TRANSFER OF INSERT-KEYS Insert-keys should not be transferred from one
employee to another without prior authorization by the Kast le Key Administrator or an
Alternate. Kastle Systems, Inc. will be notified of the previous and new keyholders when a
transfer of insert-key is authorized. "(Attachment No. 5)
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In response, - - said. was unaware that this Commission Bulletin was saved
on the FEC-wide se~ unaware that the FEC had a Kastle key procedure bulletin. •
said it makes sense that authorization is required when a keycard is transferred long term, to
know who is coming in and out of the building. - - said. felt that a loan of a Kastle
key for a day was okay.
As previously stated under allegation 2 above, and- were
interviewed regarding Kastle keycard procedures. ~aid the "Kastle Key Procedures" in
Commission Bulletin 2001-10 should be followed, but the policy needed to be updated. said that employees are not allowed to give Kastle keycards to other employees; and that
did not have authorization from the Administrative Services Division to give.
keycard to another employee in September 2009.

VI.

FINDINGS

Our investigation concluded t h a t - misused. government issued FEC-paid
parking permit, aud. Kastle keycard, in violation of the ethics regulation, 5 C.F.R. § 2635.704
(Unauthorized Use of Government Property). The OIG found t h a t - improperly
reproduced. FEC-paid parking permit, in light of federal parking regulations aud FEC
building access guidelines, which require a valid permit for garage access. acknowledged that
did not have permission or authorization to duplicat~-paid permit.

I

Our investigation found that
made improper use of FEC resources, and acted
improperly, by allowing
to use
government assigned property (executive
parking privileges and keycard). The OIG found that on one occasion,
allowed
- - to use. FEC issued keycard and duplicate parking permit, so
could
access the garage and park' car for free. We found t h a t - - purpose for parking in
the garage on September 15 was unrelated t o . job, so ~d au after-work comedy
event at the W aruer Theatre. We also found that Commission Bulletin 2001-10, which requires
prior authorization to transfer Kastle keycards from one employee to another, was available for
to review, in a shared folder on the FEC server.
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Our investigation substantiated the allegations made against
The OIG
concluded t h a t - - displayed a copy of an FEC-paid parking permit, made to look like a
real permit, so ~ure a parking space in the building garage. We further found that
- - used. supervisor's keycard to gain street access to the building garage. However,
we concluded that these acts did not constitute administrative misconduct, in violation of the
ethics regulation, 5 C.F.R. § 2635.704 (Unauthorized Use of Government Property). We
concluded t h a t - - supervisor improperly authorized. use of both. duplicate
parking permit~ keycard.
The OIG also based our conclusion on the fact that at the time of the incident, the FEC
did not have clear policies in place, governing the proper use of parking permits and keycards.
The investigation found that the FEC lacks a clear and widely disseminated directive or policy,
which prohibits the loaning or temporary transfer of Kastle keycards from one employee to
another.
we believe. exercised
Although we did not conclude any misconduct by
poor judgment in presenting a duplicate copy of
supervisor's parking permit, to park.
vehicle in the garage. Our investigation found that
knew. did not receive
original permit. We were also troubled by the fact t h a t - - used the
duplicate permit to obtain FEC-paid parking benefits, so
could attend a personal comedy
hour event that evening at the Warner Theater.
was a recipient of transit subsidy
benefits, and acknowledged that. was not eligible to receive executive parking privileges.

VII.

RECOMMENDATIONS

•!• B e c a u s e · - has plans to retire in January 2010, we make no
recommendations regarding. actions.

•!• Because we found no administrative misconduct, only poor judgment, b y we recommend counseling f o r - - regarding proper use of
parking permits and keycards.

•!• To ensure compliance with the goals and objectives of federal regulations and security
standards, we recommend the FEC implement and widely disseminate a clear and
comprehensive policy to govern the assignment and utilization of parking spaces at the
FEC building. A proposed parking policy should establish procedures for permit
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applications; vehicle updating requirements; permit display requirements; temporary
permit justifications; priority of assignments; permit transfer restrictions; and prohibitions
on falsifying, forging, counterfeiting, altering, or reproducing permits, or permit
applications. A proposed parking policy should also provide for the loss of parking
privileges, and other consequences, ifthe procedures are violated. We also recommend
that the garage parking attendant be provided a list of vehicles and drivers authorized to
park in the FEC garage.

•!• To enhance security measures and building access controls, we recommend the FEC
implement and widely disseminate clear procedures to place accountability over the
issuance, use, inventory, and deactivation of Kastle Systems keycards. Procedures should
specifically prohibit the sharing, transfer, or unauthorized use of keycards. A process
should be implemented to ensure that all active keycard users are accurately identified.
This policy should also have a lost or stolen reporting requirement, to ensure prompt
keycard deactivation.

VIII. PRIVACY ACT AND FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT NOTICE
This report is the property of the Office oflnspector General, and is for OFFICIAL USE
ONLY. Appropriate safeguards should be provided for the report, and access should be limited
to Federal Election Commission officials who have a need-to-know. All copies of the report have
been uniquely numbered, and should be appropriately controlled and maintained. Public
disclosure is determined by the Freedom oflnformation Act, 5 U.S.C. §552a. In order to ensure
compliance with the Privacy Act, this report may not be reproduced or disclosed outside the
Commission without prior written approval of the Office of Inspector General.
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ATTACHMENT LIST

Attachments #
Description

1

Draft Commission Bulletin 2002- : Parking Policies and Procedures, dated
April 8, 2002.

2

FEC Issued Parking Permits: FEC policy and procedures signed b y on November 25, 2008.

3

FEC Building Access Guidelines: issued by the Office of the Deputy Staff
Director, effective January 26, 2009.

4

FEC Issued Parking Permit A12.12.lication, signed b y · - on
December 23, 2009.

5

Commission Bulletin 2001-10: Kastle Key Procedures. dated December 18,
2001.
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Draft Commission Bulletin 2002-:
Parking Policies and Procedures
dated April 8, 2002.

Case Number INV-10-01
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Commission Bulletin 2002 -

April 8, 2002
TO:

Commissioners
Commission Staff

FROM:

Sylvia E. Butler
Administrative Officer

SUBJECT:

Parking Policies and Procedures

] . PURPOSE. The purpose of this bulletin is to establish and implement policy,
procedures, priorities, and criteria for lhe use and assigrunent of parking spaces.
2. EXCLUSIONS. An employee ,..,ho has an FEC parking permit is not entitled to
receive the transit subsidy. Jndividuals "'ith Jong-term temporary (i.e. 30 days or
longer) parking pennits based on medical documentation are also not eligible to
receive the transit subsidy ,..,hile they hold the temporary permit.

3. DEFINITIONS.
a. Official Vehicle. A govemrnent-o,.,'Iled or leased vehicle used for official purposes.
b. Ph\'Sically-cballeoged employee. An FEC employee who has permanent or
temporary physical disability as supponed by appropriate medical documentation and
approved by FEC management.
c. Executive. A federal employee 'vhose management responsibilities require
preferential assignment of parking privileges.
d. CarNan Pool. A group of two or more federal employees, all of which must be
FEC employees, who work full· time, 4 days or more per week, using a motor vehicle
for transponation to and from 'vork on a con1inuing basis.
e. .4.f1er·Bours Parking. The time after the official close of business up until the
begiiming of the ne:xt business day'. This shaJJ include after 5:30 p.m. on any 'vork
day (J\1onday through Friday'); any time on the "'eekend: and holidays.
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4. POLICY and PROCEDUR!\. l1 is the policy that FEC-paid parking perm; ts
will be assigned to FEC employees, in the priority order that follows:
(1st)_ officia} vehicles; (2nd) executive employees: (3rd) any handicapped employees;
(4th) vendors/,1isi1ors; (51h) union car/,1an pools; (6tli) non-bargaining unit car pools and
(7) individuals. The Union is allo\\•ed one (1) parking space for a car/van pool. At least
two (2) parking spaces are nonnall)' set aside for physically challenged employees.
a. lndiYidual Parking Spaces. Parking spaces for individual employees (bargaining or
non-bargaining) will be offered when available but not paid for by FEC.

b. PhysicaJJ,•-cbaJJenged Emplovees. Physically-challenged employees requesting
temporary or permanent parking must submi1 a Jener from a licensed physician.
Parking for physically-challenged employees is no1 transferable and may only be
utilized by the parkin£ pennit holder. Requests for pennanent or temporal)• pennits
must be approved by the Deputy Staff Director.
c. E:xecuti\1e. Executive parking
Director, in his/her absence.

v.1iJI

be assigned by the Staff Director and Deputy Staff

d. After-Dour Parking. Wrinen requests for parking after hows to conduct official
business must be approved by the Division/Office Head and submined to the
Administrative Officer at least one day prior to the date needed. If a pennit is
available, a parking permit \\rill be issued on a temporary basis. The perffiit must be
returned to the Administration Division the next working day after its use. Permit
holders must have an authorized kastle key with garage access in order to enter the
parking garage after hours.
e. Visitors/\7endor Parking. Wrinen requests for parking permits to be used by visitors
and/or vendors conducting official business during the work day must be submitted
from the Division/Office Head directly to the Administrative Officer at least one day
prior to the date needed. The written request must include: J) visitor's name; 2) date
and time of visit: 3) purpose of visit; 4) color, make, model of car and 5) issuing state
and tag number of the vehicle. If a pennit is available, Administration wlJI issue a
parking pennit on a temporary basis.
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5. SECURITY.
a.

A1l employees who park in the garage and leave after 6:00PM, Monday thru Friday,
may pick up their keys from the lobby guard's desk. The parking garage anendant
will deliver the ke)'S 10 the lobby guard's desk and place them in a wooden file box.
The security guards are not responsible for safeguarding any keys left at their desk.

b. All employees are responsible for maintaining their assigned parking pennit and
garage key card in a secured area.

6

PERJ\1A1''ENTPA~G

PERMIT ALLOCATION

a. lf an FEC employee relinquishes his/her individually paid for parking space, they
must report the vacancy to MetroPark on (703) 433-0582 and the Administration
Di,,ision on x1240. Vacant parking spaces not retWTied by FEC for purpose outlined
in #4 w]JJ be offered first based on the priorities set forth in Section 4 above. If no
fEC emplO)'ee requests the parking space, FEC \viii pay for the space until it can be
filled.
Questions concerning this bulletin should be directed to Admin. on xl240.
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FEC Issued Parking Permits
FEC policy and procedures signed by Aileen BAKER
on November 25, 2008.

Case Number INV-10-01
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FEC ISSUED PARKING PERMITS
Policv and Procedures: It is the policy oft11e FEC that all FEC issued parking permit
holders certify eligibility and compliance for use and assignn1ent of parking spaces in the
garage.
It is the policy of the FEC that parking pem1its be assigned to !he following groups:
S(.UIOr-Level- Executives as

idtiltified by the Staff-birectoi-.

Handicapped /Special Nt"eds Employees An FEC einployee who has a physical
disability that presents a significant hardship in the use of public transportation. Medical
docu111entation will be required for issuance ofa permit due to disability.

Special I\1eeds Request for parking for employees on temporary disability, request for
parking for visitors conducting official busi11ess during work and request for parking for
e1nployees who require After~Hours Parking.
OHR will verify that employees issued Pem1anate or Handicapped parking pennits do not
participate in the Transit Subsidy Program at the FEC.

Signature

QAcv-

MITlil1istrative Services Manager

Date
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FEC Building Access Guidelines:
issued by the Office of the Deputy Staff Director,
effective January 26, 2009.

Case Number INV-10-01
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FEC BUILDING ACCESS GUIDELINES
(Effective January 26, 2009)
Homeland Security Presidential Directive-12 (HSPD-12) mandates the development and
implementation of a government-wide standard for a secure and reliable new identification card issued
to Federal employees and contractors. The overall goal of HSPD-12 is to achieve appropriate security
assurance by verifying the identity of individuals seeking physical access to federally controlled
government facilities and electronic access to government information systems. It is the goal of the
Federal Election Commission (FEC)-or 'the Agency' -to provide a safe and secure environment for all
FEC employees and government information. To that end, entry points (i.e. E Street and Loading
Dock) to the FEC Headquarters building are secured by armed Officers. Access through the parking
garage is allowed only by authorized personnel with valid permits.
The Agency issues HSPD-12 PIV badges to Federal personnel, approved contractors and other eligible
individuals. FEC employees and contractors with current Personal Identity Verification (PIV) badges
gain access by properly displaying their badge to the Security Officer. Access will be granted only
through the E Street entrance. Access through the parking garage Is allowed only by authorized
personnel with valid permits. A visitor-who is considered to be any individual without a FEC issued
badge-may obtain access by signing in and being escorted by a FEC employee.
All PIV badges are the property of the FEC and are to be used for official purposes only. The Agency
reserves the right not to issue a card or to require the surrender of a previously issued card.
Individuals receiving PIV badges agree to abide by the FEC policy concerning these badges. ANY
INDIVIDUAL FAILING TO COMPLY WITH THESE MANDATORY ACCESS PROCEDURES
WILL NOT BE GRANTED ADMITTANCE TO THE BUILDING.
Admittance of Employees and Contractors
FEC employees and contractors must display a valid FEC issued PIV badge to the Security Officer to be
admitted into FEC controlled space. If, for any reason, you do not have your badge, you must sign-in
with the Security Officer at the front desk. The Security Officer will confirm your employment and then
issue you a one-day Visitor badge, which must be returned upon your departure from the building.
NOTE: It is mandatory that employees and contractors carry their PIV badge at all times while in
FEC facilities.
Temporary Employees and Contractors
Employed greater than 6 months;
All temporary employees and contractors who will require building access for more than six (6) months
are subject to the PIV badge procedures applicable for permanent employees.
Employed 6 months or less:
• Administrative Services Division will provide temporary employees and contractors with clear
documentation on the rules of behavior and consequences for violation before granting access
to facilities and/or systems;
• Identity credentials issued to these individuals will be visually and electronically
distinguishable from identity credentials issued to permanent staff; and
• Managers and supervisors must apply adequate controls to systems and facilities (i.e. ensuring
temporary staff has limited/controlled access to facilities and information systems);

Office of the Deputy SrnffDirector

1/21i/2009
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Visitor Access Procedures
FEC offices that sponsor seminars, meetings, working groups, etc. can help speed the visitor access
process by providing the Administrative Services Division (ASD) with as much advance notice as
possible. ASD will ensure the Security Officer(s) have the information for processing FEC visitors.
Without advance notification, Security Officers must contact a FEC employee to verify the official
nature of the visit and/or sponsor the individual entering the FEC facility.
In order to provide minimum delays for visitors, please email the Administrative Services Division
(Admini::;trativeSer1•icesDivisio1nd!fec.:;:ov). The e-mail should contain the name of the visitor, date,
approximate time and sponsor's name and number or call (202-694-1240) when immediate attention is
needed. Last minute notifications can cause delays. Please inform your visitors that they must show
the Security Officer a valid picture ID (drivers license, military ID, etc.). They will be required to signin at the building security desk, process through the walk-through magnetometer, have their items xrayed or searched and be escorted while in the building.
Lost/Stolen ID Badges
Employees and contractors must report lost/stolen PIV Badges to Administrative Services Division as
soon as you become aware of the loss. Transportation to the vendor (i.e. ORC) providing the FEC ID
Cards will be provided by the Administrative Services Division on a bi-monthly basis or as scheduled.
Temporary ID badges will not be issued. Employees or contractors without a valid PIV badge will
have to access the building under the visitor access procedures, except that employees will not need a
sponsor. Once issued, PIV badges are the responsibility of the individual. Multiple lost, stolen or
damaged badges through negligence (i.e. determined on a case-by-case basis) will be replaced at the
individual's expense.
Damaged Badges
Bring damaged badges to Administrative Services Division for replacement. If a damaged badge has
not expired and the badge can be authenticated, ASD will schedule a time with ORC at their facility to
have a new badge issued. This will be on the same bi-monthly schedule as new employees and
replacement badges will be issued. The expiration date on the new badge will be the same as the date
on your broken badge. Once issued, PlV badges are the responsibility of the individual. Multiple lost,
stolen or damaged badges through negligence (i.e. determined on a case-by-case basis) will be replaced
at the individual's expense.
Invalid or Former Badges
Individuals possessing invalid or old FEC issued badges must turn them in to ASD. Security Officers
are authorized to and will confiscate all FEC issued PIV badges that are invalid (e.g. expired date) and
any formerly FEC issued non-PIV badges.
Government Property
Capitalized government property (e.g. laptops, furniture, etc.) must be cleared by the Security Officer(s)
in order to remove it from the building.

Office oftltc D\:puty Staff Director
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Attachment No. 4

FEC Isiiiliiiifl; Permit Application
signed by

on December 23, 2009.

Case Number INV-10-01
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FECISSUED
PARKING PERMIT APPLICATION
Please complete and sign the application form below. Please also make sure that you read the Parking Rules and Regulations listed
below.
EMPLOYEE INFORMATION
DATE:
NAME:

DEPARTMENT -

VA

State

Rules and Regula/ions:

,.

1£)?

•!•LParking permits are non-transferable. Use of the parking permit by other than the employee will result in cancellation of parking
. ·1eges. • •
pr1v1
,
•!• Special eeds: Request for parking for employees on temporary disabilily requires 1ncdical documentation stating period of time permit
will be required; request for parking for visitors con.ducting official husiness during work and request for parking for employees who
require After-Hours Parking.
•!• All employees must also certify that they do no participate in the ·rransit Subsidy Progra1n at the FEC.
•} Do you currently participate in a car/van pool? Yes _
No._.,/
If you answered "Yes" plea'>e provide the names of those participating in your car/van pool.

s
~

•
0

m

~
0
0

w

w
~

Name/s: I.
Employee Signatur

2

~~~~~~~~~)··~~~~~~~~

Date

i2L-z..3

--o7

~

:s

"'

;o!

8

Attachment No. 5

Commission Bulletin 2001-10: Kastle Key Procedures
dated December 18, 2001.

Case Number INV-10-01
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December 18, 2001
Commission Bulletin 2001 -10
Supersedes Commission

Directive no. 55 dated June 15, 1992

TO:

Commissioners
Commission Staff

FROM:

Sylvia E. Butler
Administrative Officer

SUBJECT:

Kastle Key Procedures

The Administration Division has implemented these procedures in order to control the
assignment of new insert-keys and to maintain the proper records of lost, broken or stolen insertkeys.
Kastle Systems, Inc. provides an Access Control System for the 999 E Street Building
which requires authorized employees to utilize an insert-key to enter the building and access the
elevators during non-work hours and to enter the garage 24 hours/7 day a week. The front door
to the building and the elevators will be locked from 6:00 PM to 6:30 AM, Monday through
Friday, and 24 hours a day on weekends and holidays. The elevator and stairwell entrances from
the garage are locked at all times and only parking permit holders can access the building from
the garage using an insert-key. The Access Control System records the time, date, insert-key
number and the name of the employee who gained entry to the building, elevators or garage
during non-work hours. Instructions for the Insert-Key Access Control System are attached.

ASSIGNMENT OF PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY INSERT-KEYS
Division and Office Heads who wish to have their staff members receive a permanent or
temporary insert-key should send the Administration Division an email or memorandum with the
name of the person \vho is to receive the insert-key. The employee will be notified by Patricia
Dunn, the Kastle Key Administrator when the insert-key is ready for pick-up. When a permanent
insert-key is assigned, the employee will be required to sign a Kastle Key receipt form
acknowledging that the insert-key was received. For use of a temporary insert-key, the employee
must sign the Kastle Insert-key Temporary Use Log acknowledging that the insert-key was
received and the date when the key is to be returned. The employee must sign the log again
when the insert-key is returned.

LOST, BROKEN AND STOLEN INSERT-KEYS
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Employees should report lost, broken and stolen insert-keys to the Kastle Key
Administrator who will notify Kast\e Systems, Inc., of the key number and request that the key
be revoked from access to the system immediately. If the key is broken, the employee should
return the insert-key to the Kastle Key Administrator for disposition.

TRANSFER OF INSERT-KEYS
Insert-keys should not be transferred from one employee to another without prior
authorization by the Kastle Key Administrator or an Alternate. Kastle Systems, Inc. will be
notified of the previous and new keyholders when a transfer of insert-key is authorized.

EMPLOYEES LEAVING THE AGENCY
Tf an employee leaves the agency, the insert-key must be returned to the Kastle Key
Administrator. Kastle Systems will be notified that the employee has left the agency and the
insert-key will be revoked until it is reassigned to another employee. If an employee leaves the
agency without turning in his/her insert-key, it will be immediately revoked from having access
to the system. The Personnel Office will ensure that all employees leaving the agency report to
the Administration Division during the exit clearance process which will include clearance by the
Kastle Key Ad1ninistrator.
Tfthere are any questions concerning these procedures, please call Patricia Dunn or
Sylvia Butler on 694-1240.

Attachment

Attachment 1
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INSTRUCTION FOR OPERATION OF THE KASTLE INSERT-KEY
ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEM
The Kastle Insert-Key Access Control System deters unauthorized entry, while allowing
tenants and their visitors easy access to the building when it is locked. Tenants are to use the
insert-keys in the readers installed at I) the front door; 2) garage door; 3) stairwell; 4) and
elevator doors in the lower level.

BUILDING ENTRY
Insert the insert-key into the reader and remove it immediately. If the insert-key is
authorized, the flashing light on the reader will glow continuously, and the door will unlock. If
the door does not unlock, try again. If after two attempts the door does not unlock, you may call
tlte hotline number (703) 524-7911 and give the Monitor Center operator your name and/or key
number. The operator will verify that you have an authorized key and will give you access into
the building.
If an FEC employee needs to enter the building during non-work hours, but does not
have a insert-key, Kastle Systems will consider the employee a visitor and he/she must call the
Kastle Systems hotline number on (703) 524-9411 to request access into the building. The
hotline operator will request the employee's name and the telephone number of the office the
visiting employee will be working in. The Kastle System Operator will contact the
Administrative Officer or Kastle Key Administrator to obtain authorization for allowing an
employee to enter building.

ELEVATOR ENTRY
Board the elevator and insert your insert-key into the reader. When the red light on the
reader glows continuously, press the floor button. FEC employees' insert-keys are only
authorized to allow elevator access to the 2°d, 4th, 6th, 7th, gth and 9th floors during non-working
hours.

BUILDING/ELEVATOR EXIT
You may exit from the building via the elevators, without using the insert-key and the
elevators will take you to the Lobby floor.

GARAGE ENTRY
An employee with a parking pennit in the garage is authorized to have garage access
activated on the kastle insert-key. All permit holders will need their insert-key to enter the
elevator lobby and stairwell door from the garage.
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FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, O.C. 20463

Office of Inspector General

CASE CLOSING MEMORANDUM
Case#: INV-10-02
Case Title:
Date of R e ort: March 14, 2011

Pre ared By: J . C. THURBER

Hotline Complaint HL-10-09 was opened on May 5, 2010, when the Office of Inspector
of
General (OIG) received a Hotline complaint from
,, that e ad been receivit1~alls
to his cellular telephone concerning
relationship withand
that lllFEC email accollllt might have been hacked. Interviews were conducted and
computer analyses were performed. Based on this infonnation, an investigation was
opened on June 14, 2010.
believed
email had been breached because' had
allegedly received through the U. S. Mail a printed email (April email) from .
to another FEC employee. Computer analysis revealed that there had been
no email account breach from the outside, and the April email had been sent from
's FEC-issued Blackbeny to an email account exclusively controlled 1))11
. Only
and
had access
to the Blackbeny when the April email was forwarded.
refused to
provide cellular telephone records that would have substantiated
allegation of
anonymous calls, andl leventually stopped cooperating with the it1vestigation. Based on
this evidence, it apperu:ed that
may have improperly accessed the FEC
email system through
FEC-issued Blackbeny. DOJ declined
prosecution.

L

OIG Disposition:
The OIG issued a Report of Investigation to the Commission and FEC management on
Febrnaiy 24, 2011 . In the report, the OIG recommended that management clarify its
policies related to repo1iing attempted security breaches and to increase training in that
area. No fuither investigative activity is required. Therefore, this investigation is closed.

Jon Hatfield, Deputy Inspector General

Date
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FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL

Report of Investigation

--

Case Number INV-10-02
February 24, 2011
RESTRICTED INFO RMATl ON: This report is the property of the Office of Inspector General, and is for
OFFICIAL USE ONLY. This report is confidential and may contain information that is prohibited from disclosure
by the Privacy Act, 5 U.S.C. §552a. Therefore, this report is furnished solely on an official need-to-know basis and
must not be reproduced, disseminated or disclosed without prior written consent of the Inspector General of the
Federal Election Commission, or designee. All copies of the report have been uniquely numbered, and should be
appropriately controlled and maintained. Unauthorized release may result in civil liability and/or compromise
ongoing federal investigations.
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I.

Executive Summary
On May 5, 2010, the Office of Inspector General (OIG) received a hotline complaint via

the-offor the Federal Election Commission (FEC)
alleged thatl had been repeatedly and anonymoi1sly contacted by
telephone about an alleged relationship between
and
,1 and that the
or when "they are in private
calls usually came aroimd the times of
meetings together."
was unable to provide any infonnation conce1ning the dates
claimed to have received, and eventually stopped cooperating
with the investigation.
further alleged that
FEC email account
might have been improperly accessed.

II

During
interview,
claimed that in addition to receiving anonymous
alleged
telephone calls over an approximately eight month period warning of
also had received throi1gh the United States Mail an
relationship with
anonymously sent "letter." This "letter" was later identified as an email sent between
and
FEC email accounts on April 1, 2010, which had been
printed out (April email). The April email described
feelings aboi1t

,I

I

The investigation dete1mined that the April email was originally sent electronically froml
FEC email account to
FEC email account on Thursday, April 1, 2010,
at 6:31 p.m., there were no other recipients, and
and
claimed to have not
alleged to have
printed or othe1wise provided the email to anyone.
si1ggested to the OIG that a
received the April 1 email, the
possible computer breach occimed. Because of the possible breach of the FEC email system,
and
FEC-issi1ed Blackberry personal communication devices (PCDs),
and
netbooks and laptop compi1ters were tllffied over to the OIG and analyzed.
Lotus Notes gove11l1llent accounts, of which their FEC email accounts are a part,
were also analyzed. The Department of Justice (DOJ) Computer Crime and Intellectual Prope1ty
Section (CCIPS) was consulted for technical and legal advice.

I

The computer analyses revealed that
and
were the only ones
with access to the email programs of their respective FEC accounts, and it did not appear that either
account had been broken in to. The investigation revealed that on Simday, April 4, 2010, at 1:24
is not pertinent to the alleged Yiolations and the OIG found no
and-

--~vel to pursue an illYestigation illto \vhether the relationship behveen

Page 1of15
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p.m., the April email was forwarded electronically from
FEC email account sent
of
on weekends,
folder via. FEC-issued PCD, which. usually keeps in the
Only
to an email account exclusively controlled by
- - and
had access to
the April email was forwarded. It was discovered that
admitted to either accessing
or attempting to access
electronic communications on three prior occasions,
including a previous attempt to access
FEC-issued PCD sometime between
October 2009 and January 2010.
did not report this previous attempted breach to
the ITD Help Desk and did not take additional steps to secure. FEC-issued PCD a t . residence.

I

DOJ declined to prosecute any criminal violation related to this matter. Based on these
findings and a review ofFEC Information System Security Program Policies 58A and 58-4.4, and
Rules of Behavior and Acceptable Use Standards for Federal Election Commission Information and
Systems Resources (Rules of Behavior), the OIG recommends revising the policies and Rules of
Behavior to explicitly require that attempted security breaches be reported. The OIG further
recommends providing general and PCD security training and copies of ITD security policies each
and every time a PCD is issued to a FEC employee or contractor. 2 Management should consider
whether any action is necessary in regards to - - for failing to report a security problem
or incident, and for not adequately securing~ PCD.

II.

Allegation

allegation that an unidentified person repeatedly
and anonymously contacted
by telephone about an alleged relationship between
- - and
, and improperly accessed
FEC email account.
Evidence obtained during the investigation suggests that
accessed
FEC email account and provided false information to the OIG about how
came to be in possession of the April email.
eventually ceased cooperating in
the investigation. As a result, the OIG was unable to substantiate
allegation
is the only known witness with direct knowledge
concerning the anonymous telephone calls, as
of the calls.

I

I

I

2

The final report of the OIG' s Audit of the Commission's Property Management Controls, audit assigmnent OIG-0902, issued March 2010, pg. 24, recommended that PCD policies and procedures should be provided to all PCD users
upon issuance of a PCD. Management responded that "[a ]ll users will be directed to [a shared folder accessible to all
FEC personnel] so they may review applicable directives."
Page 2 of 15
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III.

Background
A. Relevant Statutes, Regulations and Policies
It is a crime under 18 U.S.C. § 1030(a)(2)(C) for anyone to "intentionally access[] a

computer without authorization or exceed[] authorized access" and obtain "information from any
protected computer." The definition of "computer" includes PCDs, and United States Government
computers are "protected computers." 18 U.S.C. §§ 1030(e)(l), (2)(A). FEC-issued PCDs are
United States Government computers, and therefore "protected computers." 18 U.S.C. §
1030(e )(2)(A).
Anyone who knowingly and willfully falsifies or conceals a material fact or makes any
materially false, fictitious, or fraudulent statement or representation in any matter within the
jurisdiction of the United States Government commits a crime under 18 U.S.C. §§ lOOl(a)(l) and
(2). False or misleading statements made during the course of an OIG investigation that may
potentially lead the investigation offtrack are material and may comprise a violation of the statute.
U. S. v. Silva, 119 Fed. Appx. 892 (9th Cir. 2004).
It is an administrative violation of 5 C.F.R. § 2635.704 to use government property,

including telephones, computers and communications devices, for other than authorized purposes.
Federal Election Commission Directive 58 § C states that de mini mis personal use of FEC
telephones and the FEC computer system is allowed, as long as the use is "appropriate." The term
"appropriate" is not further explicitly defined or explained.
FEC Information System Security Program Policy 58A §§ 2.c and 4.a.i state that employees
have personal responsibility for safeguarding and protecting all FEC electronic information.
Further, § 4.a.iii states that employees must notify the FEC Help Desk whenever a "security
problem" is discovered. The term "security problem" is not further defined or explained.
According to FEC Personal Communication Devices Security Policy 58-4.4, § 2.k, "Any FECissued PCD must be secured at all times."
FEC Rule of Behavior number 17 requires employees to protect "FEC computing resources
from theft or loss," and to "take particular care to protect any portable devices" such as FEC-issued
PCDs. Rule of Behavior number 22 requires employees to "[p ]romptly report all security incidents
in accordance with FEC policy." As with the term "security problem," the term "security incident"
is not further defined or explained, and the terminology is inconsistent with FEC Information
System Security Program Policy 58A § 4.a.iii.
B. Scope of the Investigation

The OIG began a preliminary inquiry of this matter on May 5, 2010, and Hotline complaint
number HL-10-09 was assigned. The formal investigation was opened on June 14, 2010. The OIG
Page 3 of 15
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-and-

was interviewed three times, once with
reqi1est, and twice alone. The OIG attempted to re-interview
declined to cooperate further.
in person, but

I

and

The FEC turned over to the OIG and we conducted analyses of
FEC-issued computers, netbooks and PCDs. The OIG consulted with the FEC's
Enforcement Division and a n .
computer analyses on behalf of the OIG.
condi1cted analyses of the FEC email accoimts of
respective sender and recipient of the April email. In addition, the OIG reviewed outgoing FEC
long distance telephone records obtained from the Administrative Services Division in an attempt to
cellular telephone from an FEC
detennine if any calls had been placed to
FEC ITD computer secuJity tJaining Jecords were
telephone line, other than that of
also reviewed.

IV.

Investigation Details

This matter was initiated on May 5, 2010, when
emailed a Hotline
complaint to the OIG at 8:53 a.m., stating~ repeatedly and anonymously contacted
by telephone about a Jelationship b e t w e e n - and
. (Attachment 1)
stated that the calls usually came aroimd the times of
or when
fi.rrther claimed that
"they are in private meetings together." Id.
FEC email account might have been improperly accessed, and that
meet with ITD later that day.

II

States Mail.
the complaint.

met with the OIG on May 5, 2010 to discuss the incident, a n d - was
first mentioned the April
request. At this meeting,
had received the pievious week thJough the United
was interviewed by telephone on May 6, 2010, the day afteJl made

Joe SPRINGSTEEN, a DOJ attorney at CCIPS, was consitlted and bJiefed on the facts of the
investigation. On Jilly 12, 2010, SPRINGSTEEN, who is also a Special Assistant United States
Attorney foJ the District of Columbia, informed the OIG that the DOJ was issuing a declination of
proseci1tion in this matter.

Page 4of15
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A. Anonymous Telephone Calls
The primary concern indicated by
i n . initial email of May 5, 2010, was
~epeat!Mdl
received anon ino11s calls abo11t the all.ed relationship between.•
and
.
stated in
email, "The nature of this contact
is to apparently a eii me a out t e nahrre o t e1r relationship and they expressed that it is more than
professional."
continued that
tried but was unable to determine the origin of the
calls, which "happened around
and •vhen they are in private
1neetings together."

I

On May 6, 2010, OIG personnel interviewed

and

I

stated the following:

•

received three a11on_i-'111ous calls to
fe111a!e lvarning about. wife's relationship lvith
anon.vn1ous cal! was in October 2009, the second '
- · " a n d the third cal! was in 2010.

cellular te!ephonefro111 a
T71efirst

•

cellular telephone disp!a_ved "Unf..71olvn "for all
T71e caller ID on
the calls. The caller 111a.v have obtained
cellular telephone nu111ber
fro111.

•

received other calls late at night, but 11othi11g lvas said.

was interviewed on May 6, May 11, andA11g11st 9, 2010, about the
is the only
~direct, frrst-hand knowledge of the calls,
discussed them with
stated the following:
-

anonym~calls, and other matters related to the case. "While

I

•

is alvare of three anon.vr11ous calls placed during the da_v toll
cellular telephone in which afe111ale caller lvarned ofan inappropriate
relationship between
and
to/di
it sounded like the san1e person 111ade all of the calls.

•

T71efirst of these calls occurred 011 October 20, 2009. T71e caller stated "lvatch out"
and ' - having an affair with

I

•

The second call occurred the follolving lveek near the end of October 2009 lvhen
and
were

•

Behveen the ti111e of the second call, in late October 2009, and April 2010,
received to. cellular telephone a n11111ber of hang-up calls in lvhich no
considered these
caller identification i11for111ation lvas disp!a_ved.
calls to be harassing and contacted a friend lvith the

II

Page 5 of 15
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T h e - officer told
life lvas bei11g threate11ed, and
there lvas nothing the.v could do unless
did not J..71olv if an official report lvas filed.

II

•

On or about April 10, 2010, and possibly as
conference,
fe1nale stated, '

•

•

•

that

ear~v

as late lVfarch 2010, a few da.vs to
left for another out-of-tolvn
received another anon.v111ous call fro111 thefe111ale. The

During one of the anon.v111ous calls, thefe111ale caller told
there again. "
does not k1101v 1vho 111ight have 111ade the calls.
but

hJpothesi=es that the caller either obtained
cellular
telephone nu111ber ro111 cal/in
, where the recording 111entions the nu111ber,
or fro111 accessin
, 1vhich is available to
~nd
thinks.
is telling the truth about the calls.

innnediate supervisor, was inte1viewed on May 10, 2010,
knowledge of the anonymous calls is limited to third-hand
and, •vl1ile not as detailed, generally corresponded
thinks
might have been

with

was asked on May 17, 2010, to attempt to obtain additional information
concerning the dates and times of the calls, including reviewing bills and logs fromll cellular
responded via entail that
was "not able to pinpoint
telephone provider, bt1t on May 24, 2010,
dates or time fi.rrther than previously discussed." (Attachment 2) On or about September 7, 2010,
left a voicemail in response to an OIG email and telephone message requesting a
In the voicemail left by
with the OIG,
second interview with
indicated
no longer •vished to cooperate with this investigation.

I

I

I

I

FEC telephone records were obtained for analysis to determine if any of the alleged calls
originated from FEC telephones. Several calls to
cellular telephone were found,
but the analysis was not helpfi.tl in that the records did not identify the extension that dialed the
nmnber and, because of the dates and times of the calls, it is likely those found reflect

I
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calling
It is also possible that the anonyino11s calls 1nay not have been
placed fron1 the FEC telephone syste1n. There is no other c111Tently known evidence to substantiate
statements concerning the anonymous calls.
B. Computer Breach In·volving April Email
stated in. initial email of May 5, 2010, "I also believe that someone has
accessed
] email and has shared information with n1e that nobody else could
kno\v.
and I disc11ssed this ~oing to speak with yo111· IT
depai1ment regai· gt e situation." D 1 u i . n g - interview the following day, on May
6, 2010,
bro11ght up the April email and stated the following:

I

•

received a plain envelope lvith a
had been 111ailed to • • in
letter concerning "personal stuff" beflveen
I71ere lvas nothing else in the envelope.

•

posn11ark thar

lvas upset about the correspondence.
and did not tell
co11tents.

provided infonnation about the April email du1ingll interviews on May 5,
May 11, and August 9, 2010. Du1ing those intervie•vs,
stated the following:

•

On Wednesda.v, Ma.v 5, 2010,
approached
ear~v in the
111orning as
1vas getting read_v for lvork and said, "I need to sholv .vou
so111ething.'
the April en1ail, dated Aprill,
2010, fror11
to
knelv lvhat it lvas as soon
sa1v it, a11d noticed it had lvhat appeared to be a hori::.ontal streak of toner
across the top and had been folded iuto three parts as if it had been in an envelope;
told
it had been sent to
did not see an e11velope.
a t · - the previous 1veek. Further,
stated thefollolving
•
regarding the Ma_v 5 events:

asll

nOlV

"J'1n do11e lvith all this" and "I lvant it all to stop."
continued, "It see111s like so111eone 's in .vour e111ail, "and '

3 In earlier inter-:iev.'s viith the OIG soon after the incident,
confrrn1ed the date it took place. Hov-leYer.
during
August 9. 2010 inter•:iev-l, \Vhich V.'as more than three n1onths after the incident.. thought it
had occun·ed in mid- to late April 2010.
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111entioned seeking help fro111 sor11eone ar the FEC concerning
a possible breach o~ FEC e111ail account, but did nor
111ention the OJG specifical(v ar this point.

asked
e111ail had arrived, and
opened it.

about the envelope in lvhich the April
replied rhatl

I

•

FEC e111ail account. It is unlike~v
has not given an:vone access to
that anJ'One would be able to guess
pass1vords, a11dll has not
FEC e111ail
lvritten the111 do1v11. An.vane atte111pting to access
account vvould needll pass1vord.

•

lvas issued an FEC PCD i n - and received 110 special
training or co111puter securif)1 instructions, although the PCD 's box contained
operating instructions.
did not knolv that it was possible to lock the
FEC-issued PCD, as the lockout ti111e was set b.v the FEC !TD and could not be
usual~v keeps
FEC-issued PCD turned off and
changed.
lvhen at ho111e.

II

•

•

that so111eone put four
related 111atter on
/01,varded to
on~v

and the FEC official had access to all the e111ails lvhich had been
to speculate that so111eone had accessed
left on the chair. This left
FEC e111ail account.

II
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Dm·ing the analysis of
retrieved from the sent folder of
revealed the following:

FEC email account, a copy of the April email was
FEC email account. The comp11ter analyses

•

were the only ones that have e\rer had access to the
and
email programs of their respecti\re FEC email accounts.

•

The April email was originally sent electronically from
FEC email
account to
FEC email acco1mt on Thursday, April 1, 2010, at 6:31
p.m., and there were no other recipients.

•

On S1mday, April 4, 2010, at 1:24 p.m., the .4.pril email was forwarded electronically
from
FEC eniail account sent folder via. FEC-issued PCD to an
(Attachment 3) Tbis is the
email account identified as
sa1ne email account used by
filed the initial co1nplaint. 4

•

There are no indications that
email accounts were broken in to.

and

respective FEC

\Vas shown a copy of the April einail obtained through the analysis o f .
FEC einail acc~ing. Ai1gi1st 9, 2010 interview.
verified it was a copy of
the same e m a i l - had shown. on May 5, 2010, except that the one
confronted. with had smaller print and an FEC logo at the top, as well as the aforementioned
toner streak and folds. initialed and dated the copy that was sho\vn to
(Attachment 4) "When~ A11gnst 9, 2010 interview, with the facts concerning date,
time and email address, to which the April email \Vas sent fro1n. FEC-issi1ed PCD,
stated the following and provided follow-up information that included:

II
I

•

T71e on~v people lvho lvould have had access to
FEC-issued PCD 011
that da.v and at that ti111e {April 4, 2010, 1:24 p.111.} 1vou!d have been

•

did notfonvard the April etnail t o l l - e111ail, and does not
k1101v who lvou!d have do11e it.

is the only erson viho has access to or the password for the
en1ail account. The accow1t has
first initial because the
does not kno\v why

1s
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knowledge of the April email during. interviews
was questioned as to
on May 10, 2010, and August 2, 2010.
knowledge of the April einail is limited to
1eceived from
and, •vhile not as detailed, generally
corresponded with
statements to the OIG. stated that i t , .
woitld consideI niaking a complaint to the OIG but destroy
-"that
evidence by burning the email.
denied printing out or forwarding the April email to
an:yone else.
C. Previous Attem ts to Access

Electronic Communications

In.

The investigation produced info1mation that
had a pattern of attempting to
personal and b11siness electronic comn1unications, including one known
access
FEC-issued PCD.
interviews on Ma:y
attempt by
11 and August 9, 2010,

•

In the late sun1rner of 2009,

hadlvith
used
the history vietv on the
shared personal ho111e co111p11ter to access
5
electronic 111ail account lvithout. kno1vledge.

I

•

Jn Jul;1 2009,
personal PCD began unintentionalZv recording lvhe11
the record function 1vas accidentalZv activated. The personal PCD began recording
in JO n1i11ute incre111ents throughout the daJ', including during a conversation
had lvith
.
is not avvare the recording
lvas usingl
lvas 111ade. Afe1v 111011ths later, i11 October 2009,
personal PCD and noticed that there 1vere recordings on it.
asked
about the111, and
said. ~'as
unalvare of their e.Yistence. Later,
obtained and access~
personal PCD without
kno1vledge and listened to the recordings.

I

•

One night bef\veen October 2009 and January,' 2010,
said,
Blackber1y'."

lFoke

upl

and said,
-I just tried to get into _l/our [FEC-issuedj

stated. did not share. pass\vord for this personal email accotmt V·lith anyone, including:.
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access the FEC-issued PCD.
•

I

had attempted to access.
The morning after
FEC-issued PCD,
told
about the incident, and
just hooked it up to the USE port on. computer it
told
tried this, and it
would "resynch" itself and restore everything.
worked.
did not notify anyone else, including the !TD Help Desk,
about the attempted breach
FEC-issued PCD.
did not have to
change. password at that time, and. did not elect to do it since
did not breach it.
changes. FEC-issued PCD password whenever
• is prompted, and has changed it twice since the incident.

otm

•

Although. could not remember the approximate date,
once found
• FEC-issued PCD
the email screen pulled up instead of the
normal "front" screen. This indicated to
that someone may have
recently accessed. FEC-issued PCD because the automatic thirty minute timeout
and lock had not yet activated.
did not bring this to
attention because. was not sure of what had happened.

I

was questioned as t o . knowledge of
attempts to access
personal and business electronic communications during
interviews on May 10,
attempts to access
2010, and August 2, 2010.
knowledge of
- - personal and business electronic communications is limited to third-hand information
• received from
and, while not as detailed, corresponded with
statements to the OIG.

I

D. Relevant Computer Security Training

According to the FEC ITD,
completed computer security awareness training
through the FEC's Skillport training software program in 2007, 2008 and 2009, and had completed
Privacy Act training through Skillport in 20 I 0. The 2007, 2009 and 20 I 0 training included the
Rules of Behavior. (Attachment 5) Rule of Behavior number 18 requires employees to protect
"FEC computing resources from theft or loss," and to "take particular care to protect any portable
devices" such as FEC-issued PCDs. Rule of Behavior number 22 requires employees to
"[p ]romptly report all security incidents in accordance with FEC policy."
The 2008 security training included modules on complying with ITD security policies
(Attachment 6) and password security (Attachment 7). The ITD security policy module contained a
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slide titled "58A FEC Information System Security Program Policy (Responsibility section)," which
stated employees must "[t]ake personal responsibility to safeguard and protect information covered
in this policy" and "[n]otify the FEC Help Desk and Information Systems Security Manager when a
security problem is discovered." The password security module contained a slide titled "Password
DO'S & DON'TS," which stated under the "DO'S" that employees should "[r]eport security
incidents immediately."
During. interview on August 9, 2010,
was shown, and initialed, copies of
Information System Security Program Policy 58A § 4.a.i (Attachment 8), covering personal
responsibility for safeguarding and protecting computer information in general, and Personal
Communication Devices Security Policy 58-4.4 § 2.k (Attachment 9), which states, "Any FECissued PCD must be secured at all times."
stated. is generally familiar with these
concepts, but not the specific policies.
stated. was never directly informed of
Policy 58-4.4 when. was issued. FEC PCD or anytime afterward.

V.

Findings
The OIG investigation resulted in the following findings:
•

The April email had been forwarded from

FEC-issued PCD at that time. However,
due to
decision to terminate. cooperation in the investigation
and not make himself available for further interviews, the OIG was unable to
conclusively establish whether
FECissued PCD and forwarded the April email to
personal email account. For the
same reason, the OIG was unable to conclusively establish whether
knowingly and willfully falsified or concealed a material fact or made any materially
false, fictitious, or fraudulent statement or representation concerning the April email
in connection with this investigation.
•

Due to
decision to terminate. cooperation in the investigation
and not provide more detailed cellular telephone records or make himself available
for further interviews, the OIG was unable to develop further information concerning
the anonymous telephone calls.

•

did not notify the FEC Help Desk as required by FEC Information
System Security Program Policy 58A § 4.a.iii and Rule of Behavior number 22
following
admission thatl had tried to access
FEC-issued PCD, and that resulted in a lockout of the PCD. However, this finding is
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partially mitigated in that FEC Information System Security Program Policy 58A §
4.a.iii and Rule of Behavior number 22 do not explicitly specify that attempted
breaches of FEC computer equipment and systems fall under the definition of
"security problem" and "security incident," respectively.

VI.

•

attempt to improperly access - - FECIn light of
issued PCD,
did not take reasonable steps ~issued
PCD secured while at home on April 4, 2010, as required by FEC Personal
Communication Devices Security Policy 58-4.4 § 2.k and Rule of Behavior number
18. While leaving an FEC-issued PCD turned off and charging in a common area of
an employee's residence that is only accessible to immediate family members might
otherwise be considered reasonable so long as the residence itself is properly
secured, once
became aware that
had attempted to
breach the FEC email system, • should have taken additional steps to prevent
possible future attempted breaches by
including placing. FEC-issued
PCD in a more secure location
that was only accessible t o . and
ensuring the device was locked after each use. However, this finding is partially
mitigated in that
did not receive proper training from ITD in how to
lockaPCD.

•

ITD should have provided training t o - - on PCD security when. was
issued a FEC PCD, and should have p~h a copy of Personal
Communication Devices Security Policy 58-4.4.

•

FEC Information System Security Program Policy 58A § 4.a.iii and Rule of
Behavior number 22 do not use consistent terminology and do not explicitly state
that an attempt to breach a FEC computer system is to be considered a reportable
"security incident" and "security problem."

Recommendations

Based on these findings and a review of FEC Information System Security Program Policy
58A and FEC Personal Communication Devices Security Policy 58-4.4, the OIG recommends that
management consider the following:
•

6

ITD should provide general and PCD security training and copies of ITD security
policies each and every time a PCD is issued to a FEC employee or contractor.

FEC Mobile Computing Security Policy 58-4.3 § 2.d states, "All portable computing devices should be locked in a

secured area at the end of the workday." Absent circumstances such as those present in this matter, one could possibly
interpret the term "secured area" to be a secured area in a residence.
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•

Management should reconcile the terms "security problem" in FEC Information
System Security Program Policy 58A § 4.a.iii, and "security incident" in the Rules of
Behavior and Acceptable Use Standards for Federal Election Commission
Information and Systems Resources, to use consistent terminology and be clearer in
including attempts to access passwords, FEC computing devices or information
contained therein.

•

Management should consider whether any action is necessary in regards to - - for failing to report a security problem or incident, and for not
adequately securing. FEC-issued PCD.

•

FEC management should provide a response to the Inspector General within 60 days
of this report documenting their action(s) taken or status of the recommendations
contained in this report.

VII. Privacy Act and Freedom of Information Act Notice
This report is the property of the Office oflnspector General, and is for OFFICIAL USE
ONLY. Appropriate safeguards should be provided for the report, and access should be limited to
Federal Election Commission officials who have a need-to-know. All copies of the report have
been uniquely numbered, and should be appropriately controlled and maintained. Public disclosure
is determined by the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. §552a. In order to ensure compliance
with the Privacy Act, this report may not be reproduced or disclosed outside the Commission
without prior written approval of the Office of Inspector General.
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ATTACHMENTS

Attachment

Description

1

original complaint email, dated May 5, 2010

2

email chain, dated May 24, 2010

3

April email as found during analysis of
dated April 1, 2010

5

Rules of Behavior and Acceptable Use Standards for Federal Election
Commission Information and Systems Resources

6

FEC Mandatory Security Awareness Training 2008 - Complying with IT
Security Policies

7

FEC Mandatory Security Awareness Training 2008 - Password Security

FEC email account,

8

9

initialed copy of FEC Personal Communication Devices
Security Policy 58-4.4, initialed August 9, 2010
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Attachment No. 1
original complaint email
dated May 5, 2010

Case Number INV~l0-02
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To oig@fec.gov

•

History:

05/0512010 08:53 AM

""

bee
Subject Good morning

4' This message has been replied to and forwarded.

My name i s - - - - a n d I'm
sure where~nd hope I've
I have been contacted repeatedly (anonymously) regarding the
and
. The nature of
this contact is to apparently alert me about the nature of • • • • • • • and they expressed that
. I
have tried without success to trace the phone calls but have not been
able to determine their origin. This contact has happened around the
time of
and when they are i~ivate meetings
together. I also believe that someone has accessedllllemail and has
shared information with me that nobody else could know. lllllllland I
discussed this today and . . . . is going to speak with your IT
department regarding the situation.

jjillilliiiilllibetween

- a l s o told me there was a complaint about the - recently and this furthers my concern. I hope there~that
can be done about this since it's causing •
and
could potentially affect an otherwise
I would appreciate being kept in the loop and know if there is
anything I can do to help.
Thank you for your time.
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Attachment No. 2
mail chain
dated May 24, 2010

Case Number INV-10-02
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To jhatfield@tec.gov

0512412010 10:36 AM

r···---=--····-......... ·-. .... -·- .... ··- .. .. .. . .... .

cc
bee
Subject Re: Phone calls

.. . .. .

. -.. .

L -~~~=..... .. . . .. .. -~ .!h~ m~g~ ha~-~-e_en.to~i:tect. .

Mr. Hatfield,
Good morning and I ' d like to apologize for not getting back to you
sooner.
After trying to recall further details regarding date and times of the
2 calls when I was spoken to, I ' m sorry to say that I'm not able to
pinpoint dates or time further than previousl y discussed. The 3rd
incident I mentioned to you was a series of unknown calls which there
was nobody on the other end so t herefore I can ' t really say if they
were related. During this period of time I was on guard and assumed
the worst every time the phone rang . It's an awful feeling when I
start
g
I ho e you understand
hat these incidents created a great dea! of
and for this reason I decided to not revisit the issue w th
As I may have

••••Iii

to the situation. and
Thank you again for your attention to this matt er.
Best Regards,

>
> Thank you, I look forward to receiving any additional informati on
> you can provide on the phone calls you received.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Thank you .
-Jon
Jon A. Hatfield
Deputy Inspector General
Federal Election Commission
Off ice of Inspector General
999 E Street, NW
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> Washington, DC 20463
> (202) 694-1015 (office)

> {202) 501-8134 (fax)
> http://www.fec.gov/fecig/fecig.shtml
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

To

"jhatfield@fec.gov" <jhatfield@fec.gov>
cc

Subject
Re: Phone calls

>

>
>
>
>
>
>

I think my last message was sent before complete. I will get any
inormation requested and get back to you upon my return. I apologize
for the confusion, I'm checking and sending email from my mobile
phone.

> Thank you

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>On May 17, 2010, at 9:01 AM, jhatfield@fec.gov wrote:
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>

Would you have more information on the timing of the harassing
telephone calls you mentioned? It is my understanding you received
at least three such calls, in which you stated a woman made
harassing comments to
stated these calls
laced in
(1) October 2009; (2)
(3) and
sometime in 2010. If you could search your ce
l logs and/
or bill and provide a more precise day/time of
calls, this would
be helpful. Absent any such records, if you can remember the day/
month, this would be helpful. Also, time of day.

>
> Thank you.
> -Jon
>
>

> Jon A. Hatfield
> Deputy Inspector General
> Federal Election Coromission
> Office of Inspector General
> 999 E Street, NW
> Washington, DC 20463
> (202) 694-1015 (office)
> (202) 501-8134 (fax)
> http://www.fec.gov/fecig/fecig.shtrnl
>
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>
>

> To
> jhatfield@fec.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Good morning

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> l understand thatllllllllhas been dealing with this all day.
> Tomorrow I have m~frorn 9:30 until lpm or so. Anytime after
> that should be fine, thank you.

>

> on May
>

s, 2010, at 5:52 PM, jhatfield@fec.gov wrote:

~pt

of your email.
> number you have listed below.
>
> Thank you.
> -Jon

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>

>
>

I

will contact you tomorrow on the

~Jcocn~A-.~Hcactofcice"1cdo-~~~~~~~~~~

Deputy Inspector General
Federal Election Commission
Office of Inspector General
999 E Street, NW
Washington, DC 20463
(202) 694-1015 (office)
(202) 501-8134 (fax)
http://www.fec.gov/fecig/fecig.shtml

>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>

To
oig@fec.gov
cc
Subject
> Good morning
>

>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>

> My name is

and I'm

I'm not
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> sure where else to turn and hope I've reached the right people to
> help.

>
> I have been contacted-e
eatedly (anonymously) regarding the
>--between
and
•
The nature of
>~is to apparen y alert me about the nature of their
>
and they expressed that it is
. I
> have tried without success to trace the phone calls but have not been
> able to determine their origin. This contact has happened around the
> time of
nd when they are ~ivate meetings
1
> together. I also believe that someone has accessed~mail and has
> shared information with me that nobody else could know. lllllllland I
> discussed this today a n d - is going to speak with you~
> department regarding the situation.

>

>llllllllalso told me there was a complaint about
>~y and this furthers my concern. I hoe there
> can be done about this since it's causin
> could potentially affect an otherwise
> career.

>

> I would appreciate being kept in the loop and know if there is
> anything I can do to help.

>

> Thank you for your time.

>

>
>

>
>
>
>

>
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Attachment No. 3
Questioned Email as found during analysis o~FEC email account
dated April 1,~
Case Number INV-10-02
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The next TAB is the Fields Tab, which reveals the message headers.
Field Name: SendTo (highlighted on the left)

:·Co~dDate

·Form

:;!J,. ·[lata
Type! Teitt list
ata length: 44 bytes

:From

: eqN1.1n: l

Importance
Log:>

.

.PostedDate

:Recipient;

.

'SendefTfS

A••
' $1.fiiect
~·{.-}.~"<.'-'-··· '-

•• ,

up Item ID: 0
: ield Fl~: SUMMARY
.

· ..

~ ~·

j:J ·

'

./

·.:

:iii; .

··:··1

~

Results (listed below from the right)
Field Name: SendTo
Data Type: Text List
Data Length: 44 bytes
SeqNwn: 1
Dup Item ID: 0
Field Flags: SUMMARY

Field Name: Recipients
Data Type: Text List
Data Length: 44 bytes
SeqNwn: 1
Dup Item ID: 0
Field Flags: SUMMARY NAMES
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Field Name: From (hi blighted on the left)

:Composedl)ate
Form

~

Field Name: From

•:Data Type; Text

,'Data length: 29 bytes

·tmpoitance
Logo

Posted>ate

_:;SeqNum; 1
_Dup Item IO: 0

.Freid Flags: SUMMARY

Recipiot'lts

·Senderlag
.SendTo
:,~~~ .

Results (listed below from the right)
Field Name: From
Data Type: Text
Data Length: 29 bytes
SeqNum: 1

Dup Item ID: 0
Field Flags: SUMMARY

Field Name: ComposedDate (highlighted on the left)

Results (listed below from the right)
Field Name: Composed.Date
Data Type: Time/Date
Data Length: 8 bytes
SeqNum: I

Dup Item ID: 0
Field Flags: SUMMARY

04/04/20 I 0 0 I :24:20 PM EDT
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Attachment No. 4
itialed copy of Questioned Email
initialed August 9, 2010

Case Number INV-10-02

FOIA 2016-32_221

Attachment No. 5
Rules of Behavior and Acceptable Use Standards for Federal Election Commission
Information and Systems Resources

Case Number INV-10-02
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Rules Of Behavior and Acceptable Use Standards
For
Federal Election Commission Infotmation and Systems Resources
The following statements reflect generally accepted best practice within the Federal government, and are
provided to serve as a ready reference that will help FEC employees remain in compliance with FEC
Infonnation System Security Program policies.
1. FEC systems are to be used primarily for official business.
2.

FEC infonnation must not be disclosed to unauthorized individuals.

3. FEC employees must not research, or change any account, file, record. or application not required to
perform their job.
4.

No one can be allowed to enter FEC facilities without proper authorization.

5.

Do not disclose the telephone number(s) or procedure(s) that pennit system access from a remote
location.

6.

Do not dual-home your computer when accessing FEC networks. Connection to a FEC network and

simultaneous connection to the Intemet through a second, separate communications channel exposes
the FEC network to unacceptable risks.
7.

Do not use an FEC computer or tenninal on behalf of another person. If asked by another person to
access sensitive information, verify with the person's immediate supervisor that the request is valid.

8,

Protect your password from disclosure. Specifically:

a.

Password length must be at least eight characters, must consist of a mix of upper- and lower-case
letters, and must include at least one number and one special character,

b.

Passwords must be changed at least once every 180 days, OR SOONER if someone else knows
the password.

c.

Do not share your password with others or reveal it to anyone, regardless of his/her position in or
outside the FEC. Evecything done under your password will be regarded as having been done by
you.

d.

Do not post your password in your area.

e.

Do not program your login or password into automatic script routines or programs, unless allowed
by FEC policies and standards.

9.

f,

Do not use another person's password.

g.

Do not accept a password that is not delivered via secure means.

h.

Notify your immediate supervisor and the FEC ISSM of any violation of this rule,

Log off or lock the computer anytime you leave your computer or terminal.

10. Retrieve hard copy printouts and faxes sent to you in a timely manner, and ensure that they are stored
in manner commensurate with their sensitivity.

11. Do not use personal equipment or software for FEC business 'Without proper aPProval.
12. Update the anti-virus software on any FEC--Owned or personal computing devices that you use for FEC
business. This software must not be disabled for any reason.
13. Do not modify the operating system configuration on FEC computing resources without proper
approval.

~

Of Behavior and Acceptable Use Standard
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14. Do not install or use unauthorized software on FEC computing resources. Do not use gameware,
freeware, shareware or public domain software on FEC computers without authorization and without
scanning it fur viruses.
15. Observe all software license agreements and copyright laws.

16. Do not move equipment, add or exchange system components without authorization by the appropriate
approval oflTD.
17. Protect FEC computing resources from hazards such as liquids, food, smoke, staples, paper clips, etc.
18. Protect FEC computing resources from theft or loss; take particular care to protect any portable devices
and media entrusted to you, such as laptops, cell phones., palm-top computers., disks., CDs, and other
portable electronic storage media.
19. Protect information storage media from exposure to electrical currents, extreme temperatures, bending,
scratches, fingerprints, fluids, smoke, etc. Ensure that media is secured when not in u&e based on the
sensitivity of the infurmation contained, and practice proper labeling procedures.

20. Use of government e-mail and Internet accounts is a privilege, not a right. Specifically:
a.

There is no expectation of privacy in FEC electronic mail communications.

b.

Do not send or st()re inappropriate material using your FEC e-mail or Internet accounts. Do not
originate or forward chain letters or hoaxes. Pornography, inappropriate language, gender, racial
and religious bias, and anything that may be viewed as sexual harassment will not be tolerated.

c.

Do D-Ot auto-forward e-mail from your FEC account to a personal e-mail account.

21. Back up data and store it in accordance with FEC business continuity plans and policies.
22. Promptly report all security incidents in accordance with FEC policy.

Rules Of BehaVlor and Acceptable Use standard
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THE FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
Mandatory Security Awareness Training

2008

Complying with IT Security
Policies

2007 Privacy Audit

• One 2007 Privacy Audit finding was that there
were numerous instances where FEC employees
failed to comply with IT Security policies.
Specifically:
• Employees left usernames & Passwords written on notes
within proximity to their computers.
• Employees left USB 2-factor encryption authentication
tokens unsecured in their laptops.

FEC Rules of Behavior and
Acceptable Use Standards
• Section 8.d
Protect your password from disclosure. Specifically, do
not post your password in your area.

• Section 18
Protect FEC computing resources from theft or loss; take
.. . . . Particular c;are to protect-any portable devices and
· ' • rrtedi~r i:?ntrusted to you, such as laptops, cell phones,
palm-top CO!'llputers, .disks, CDs, and other portable
electronic storage media.

Mobile Computing Security
Policy
• Section 2.a
Portable computing devices and associated peripherals
issued by the FEC should be viewed as government
property that must be adequately protected from theft;

Commission Directive 58
(General Policy section)

~
~

0

?

w

c
w

0

The Commission's large scale investment in computer
technology has greatly enhanced our capabilities in the agency's
disclosure program, our audit and enforcement programs, and our
day-to-day administrative activities. Our Information
Technology Architecture (ITA) is largely decentralized and
considerable autonomy is therefore afforded individual staff
members (hereafter, "end users"). This in turn, confers
considerable responsibility on end users to ensure that
information systems are used appropriately and protected form
loss; misuse, or unauthorized access. This includes a
responsibility to minimize the FEC vulnerability to inadvertent or
malicious systems failures, to respect software licensing and
copyright laws, and to protect information stored on agency
computers.

SSA FEC Information System
Security Program Policy
(Responsibility section)
All FEC em~loyees, consultants, subcontractors, and other
authorized users of company or client information:
1. Take personal responsibility to safeguard and protect
information covered in this policy;
2. Read the FEC Rule of Behavior and Acceptable Use standard so
as to understand how to properly handle and protect FEC
information and systems in a manner consistent with
established FEC policies, standards, and procedures; and
3. Notify the FEC Help Desk and Information Systems Security
Manager when a security problem is discovered.

The FEC Warning Banner
This computer system, including all related equipment, networks,
and network devices (including Internet access), is provided by
the Federal Election Commission (FEC) only for authorized use in
accordance with FEC Directive SS, Electronic Records, Software
and Computer Usage, and FEC Policy No. SSA, Information
System Security Program Policy. All FEC computer systems may
be monitored for all lawful purposes, including but not limited to,
ensuring that their use is authorized, for management of the
system, to facilitate protection against unauthorized access, and
to verify security procedures, survivability, and operational
security.
Any information on this computer system may be
examined, recorded, copied and used for authorized purposes at
any time. All· information, including personal information, placed
or sent over this system may be monitored. Therefore, there
should be no expectation of privacy with respect to your use of
this· system. By logging into this FEC computer system, you
acknowledge and consent to the monitoring of this system.
Evidence of your use, authorized, unautliorized or illegal,
collected during monitoring may be used and subject you to civil 1
administrative or other adverse action, and/or crimina1
prosecution.

The Bottom Line!
FEC IT security policies and Privacy Protection
Policies, apply to anyone who accesses a
Commission computer system, this includes all
employees and venders/contractors and related
personnel.
These policies are designed to not only protect
government information.·. but also your private
personal inforrnation. Failure to adhere to FEC IT
security policies and Privacy Protection policies may
lead to civil, administrative or other adverse action,
and/or criminal prosecution.
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The Federal Election Commission
Mandatory 2008 Security
Awareness Training

Password Security

We need your help
The IT department uses the latest technology and
techniques to maintain the highest level of security
possible, but we can't do the job without your help. Every
employee plays a critical role in keeping our computer
network secure.
One of the greatest security vulnerabilities lies in the
improper or ineffective use of passwords. Here are some
important guidelines to keep in mind.

What is a weak password?
A weak password:
~

Contains fewer than six characters

~

Is a word found in a dictionary (English or foreign)

~

Is a common usage word such as:
• Passwords containing the user ID in any form
• Names of family, pets, friends, or co-workers
• Birthdays and personal information, such as addresses
and phone numbers
• Any of the above spelled backward
• Any of the above preceded or followed by a digit
(secretl , 1secret) or the same letter (ssecret, secrett)

Wnat is a strong password?
A strong password:
~

~

Contains digits, symbols, and uppercase and lowercase
characters. For example:
a-z, A-Z, 0-9, !@#$%A&*()_+I--=\ '{}[]:";'<>?,./

Is at least eight characters long
., ..... , >. Isn't a word in any language, slang, or dialect
~ Isn't based on personal information, names of family, etc.

Password Examples
Do not use these as your password; they're just examples!
Good one-time use password (> l 6 char)
Example: e-mail a file-level protected Excel 2003
workbook
0

l. "ThislsMyl timePasswordx2791"
A concatenated sentence plus extension
2. "CNET!2005Jun@hipaa#2791"
<company> [Shift)l <date> [Shift]2 <type> [Shift)3 <extension>

Good normal use password (> 8 char)
Example: application login password
0

#win8hir05
[Shift]3 <first 3 letters of your firstname> <random number>
<last 3 letters of your lastname> <year>

Use a pattern that you !can remember without writing it down!

Loss of Information
The time to crack/hack passwords with respect to the password
length and its complexity. The search speed supposedly equals
100,000 passwords per second (a very decent speed).
Password
length
fcharset

26 (no case,
letters only)

36 (no case,
letters & digits)

52 (case
sensitive)

96 (all
printable)

4

0

0

1 min

13 min

5

0

10 min

1 hr

22 hr

6

50 minutes

6 hrs

2.2 days

3 months

'

;•

-., - - '" -

'

"

;

7

22 hrs

9 days

4 months

23 yrs

8

24days

10.5 months

17 yrs

2,287 yrs

9

21 months

32.6 yrs

881 yrs

219,000 yrs

10

45 yrs

1,159 yrs

45,838 yrs

21 million yrs

Password DO'S & DON'TS
DO'S:
_, Keep your user ID and password to yourself
_, Use antivirus software (both at home and at work)
-. Screen-lock or log off your computer desktop when you are away
from the computer
_, Report security incidents immediately

DON'TS:
_, Reveal your password to anyone over the phone, e-mail, or IM
_, Share your password with your boss, family members, or a coworker while you're on vacation
_, Reveal a password on questionnaires or security forms
_, Use the "Remember Password" feature of applications in any
public computer (conference room, airport, Internet cafe, etc).

The FEC Password Standard
~

Standard location: [FEC Password Standard]

~

Highlights
• Minimum password length is 8 characters
• Complexity is required, must consist of 1 upper & lower case
character, at least 1 number, and 1 special character.
• All user passwords (e-mail, login, etc.) must be changed at least
every 180 days- no exceptions!
• A password can't be reused for at least two V2 years
• After 5 consecutive login failures, the account will be locked and
the IT Help Desk must be notified to re-enable
• IT Support staff must be able to verify the identity of the requestor
before resetting the password
• Temporary passwords must be changed at the next login
• Sharing passwords is not allowed

Keep your password secret!

~

Treat your passwords and pass phrases with as much care as the
information that they protect.

~

Protect any recorded passwords. Be careful where you store the
passwords that you record or write down. Do not leave these
records of your passwords anywhere that you would not leave the
information that they protect.
Never provide your password over e-mail or based on an e-mail
request. Any e-mail that requests your password or requests that
you to go to a Web site to verify your password is almost certainly a
fraud. This includes requests from a trusted company or individual.
Do not type passwords on computers that you do not control.
Computers such as those in Internet cafes, computer labs, shared
systems, kiosk systems, conferences, and airport lounges should be
considered unsafe for any personal use other than anonymous
Internet browsing. Do not use these computers to check online email, chat rooms, bank balances, business mail, or any other
account that requires a user name and password. Criminals can
purchase keystroke logging devices for very little money and they
take only a few moments to install. These devices let malicious
users harvest all the information typed on a computer from across
the Internet-your passwords and pass phrases are worth as much
as the information that they protect.

~

~

What to do if your password is stolen.
~

If it's a work related account,
Change the password immediately and contact the
IT Help Desk at 1255.

~

- ··

~
~

0

?

Ii
w

If it's a personal account,
Be sure to monitor all the information you protect
with your passwords, such as your monthly
financial statements, credit reports, on line
shopping accounts, and so on. If you notice any
suspicious activity that could indicate that someone
has accessed your information, change your
password and notify authorities immediately.

For more information
Contact the FEC IT Security Officer
at Xl 266
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Federal Election Commission (FEC)
Information System Security Program Policy

Policy Number: 58A

May, 2004
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dd.
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1. PURPOSE
a. This policy reissues and revises the existing security policy for the safeguar<ling of
electronic information within Federal Election Commission (FEC) systems. The

purpose of this policy is to establish an agency-wide program for protecting FEC
information. The goal is to manage the risk to infonnation rather than just
"systems"', because our information is far more valuable to the FEC than the
machines used to process, store or transmit it. This is not to say that computers and
other automated assets are not valuable and deserving of protection -they are.
However, protecting computer equipment is not an end unto itself, but a part of
protecting FEC information. This policy covers all FEC information in electronic or
digital format. It also covers any automated system that is used to create, process,
store, or transmit electronic information.
b. This policy assigns responsibility for protecting infOIIDation 2nd infonnation
systems to aU those authorized to use FEC information. While certain people have
specific duties, be aware that everyone who is granted access to FEC information has
a personal responsibility to help protect it.
c. The agency's goal is to manage risk rather than ignore or avoid risk. Our
infonnation security efforts should aim at keeping risks to information
confidentiality, integrity, and availability at levels that make sense for FEC, as
opposed to either avoiding all risk. or ignoring risk entirely.
d. What this means is that information risk management must be balanced against
business needs; security practices, procedures, and technologies must be costeffective for FEC. They also need to be balanced in the sense that there is not a
single solution for information security; risk management requires a mix of
administrative, operational, physical, or technical measures and controls.
e. It also means that an information life-cycle management approach is important to
implementing infonnation security requirements. Information must be protected
throughout its life cycle, from creation or collection through processing. analysis,
application, storage, transmission, and disposal.
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2. APPLICABILITY AND SCOPE
This policy applies:

a. Enterprise-wide across the FEC.
b. To anyone granted access to FEC information; this includes employees,

subcontractors, consultants, and other service personnel.
c. To all FEC electronic information regardless of form or format, and includes the
following classes of information:

i.

Sensitive information: Defined in the Computer Security Act of 1987. Title 15
United States Code, and commonly referred to as Controlled Unclassified
Jnf-Ollllation or as Sensitive But Unclassified (SBU);

ii.

Privacy Data: Any record that is contained in a system of records, as defined
in the Privacy Act of 1974, Title 5, United States Cod~ and infonnation the
disclosure of which would constitute an W1Warranted invasion of personal
privacy;

iii.

For Official Use Only (FOUO): Information which may be withheld from the
public because it falls wider exemptions 2-9 in the Freedom of Information Act
(FOIA);

iv.

Public information: Information that has beon reviewed and approved for
public release.

d. To all systems that are used to create, process, store, or transmit FEC's electronic
infornlaiiOn. This includes Agency desktop and mainframe computers, servers,
networks and network devices. personal computers; personal digital assistants
(PDAs), and any other computing tec:tmology that may emerge in the future.

e. All information systems that handle FEC information must comply with the
pertinent requirements of this policy.
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3. POLICY
It is FEC policy that:
a, Information in the possession ofFEC is held on behalf of the United States
Government and the American public. Only people who have been formally granted

access are allowed to use FEC infonnation., and then only in accordance with the
teims of this and other FBC information security policies and guidance, or in

accordance with public law.
b. Information is a strategic asset vital to the FEC's ability to carry out its legal
mandates and core business processes. As a strategic asset. information has to be
protected at a level appropriate to its value, for as long as may be required to protect
'. "
Agency interests.
c. Three attributes ofFEC information must be protected:

i.

Corifidentiality: The confidentiality ofFEC and official information, or other
information protected by law or regulatory requirements, must be maintained.

ii.

Integrity; Infonnation must be protected from illicit or unintentional
destruction or modification so that the integrity of FEC infonnation is assured.

Users must have assurance that information has not been lmproperly modified
during processing, storage, or transmission.

iii.

Availability: Information must be available where and when needed to support
FEC business operations and missions.

d. A balanced, cost-effective application of security policies. standards. procedures and
technologies is required to protect FEC information and systems, including technical
systems security, operational and administrative security, personnel security, and
physical security.
e. Jnfonnation assurance is an integral part ofFEC business processes; as such, it must
be addressed at all management :levels. FEC inforntation's security must be
addressed throughout its life cycle, from creation or collection through processing.

analysis, application., storage, transmisslon, and disposal.
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4. RESPONSIBILITIES

a All FEC
consultants
company or client infonnation:

i.

Take personal responsibility to safeguard and protect information covered in

this policy;
ii.

Read the FEC Rule of Behavior and Acceptable Use standard so as to
understand how to properly handle and protect FEC infoimation and systems in
a mamier consistent with established FEC poli<lies, standards, and procedures;
and

iii.

Notify the FEC Help Desk when a secanity proble_m is discovered.

b. The FEC Chief Information Officer (C.10):

Sign. issue, and oversee implementation and enforcement of this policy.
ii. Review and approve FEC informa1ion and AIS security policies. Direct FEC
information and AIS s~dards, manuals, operating procedures, guidelines, and
instructions to be developed in conformance with federal guidance and
generally accepted good practice;
iii. Develop and provide visible support for an Information and AIS security
program for all information under FEC jurisdi<Jtion;
iv. Direct data ownership/custodianship be established for each category of agency
information, to include accountability, access rights, and special handling
requirements;
v. Direct appointment of an FEC Information System Security Officer (ISSO),
and direct that he or she receive appropriate training to carry out the duties of
this function;
vi. Direct funding and resources be programmed for staffing, training. and
supporting the FEC se<JUrity program and for implementing information and
information system safeguards;
vii. Track identified security deficiencies and incidents to their final resolution;
apply resources to help manage risk to an acceptable, cost effective level
1.

c.

All EEC Managers. Branch Chiefs and Supervisors:
i.
ii.

Implement, maintain and provide visible support for an overall information and
AIS security program designed to ensure compliance with this policy;
Make security policies, standards and procedures available to users so that that
they can familiarize themselves with FEC security practices before access they
are granted access to FEC information systems;
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iii.

iv.
v.

Review contracts and, as needed. insert language that requires contractors and
consultants to be familiar with and follow FBC security policies. standards and
procedures;
Ensure that a11 required safeguards are implemented and maintained; and
Identify security deficiencies and. where they are serious, take action (e.g.,
allocate additional resources} to help manage risk to an acceptable, cost
effective level.

d. The FEC Information System Security Manager <ISSO):
i.
Review and approve standards, techniques, systems, and equipment for
telecommunications and automated information systems security;
ii. Review, approve, and assist with developing a11 FEC information system
security policies, standards, manuals, operating procedures,. guidelines,
instructions and other programs.
iii. Evaluate computer products intended for use by FEC components;
iv. Serve as the focal point for technica1 matters on using computer products and
systems and, with FEC computer security testing and evaluation activities,
provide technical advice to the FBC components on using products and
systems;

Establish and maintain a computer and information security incident response
capability; and
vi. Coordinate and manage independent assessments ofFEC's information risk
management posture with the FEC Chief Information Officer.
vii. Provide oversight of third party security contract provisions and compliance;
v.

and

viii. Establish data ownershiplcustodianship for each category of agency
jnfonnation.
ix. Assist the FEC Chieflnfonnation Officer with enforcement of this policy;
provide FEC Security Program execution and policy enforcement oversight;
x. Coordinate data collection for internal and external security program status
reports, audits and reviews;
X1.
Identify, report and track the status of security deficiencies; track problems to
their resolution;
xii. Assist the FEC Office of Technology Deputy Chief Information officer with
evaluating computer products intended for use by FEC;
xiii. Assist the FEC Chief Information officer with developing a fonnal secmity
model; in coordination with FBC Business Owners. define minimum security
standards, procedures and guidelines (to include accountability, access rights,
and special handling requirements) for safeguarding FEC information based on
classification;
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xiv. Assist the FEC Chieflnfoanation officer with reviewing the standards,
teclmiques, systems, and equipment that are relevant to FEC information
systems security;
xv. Serve as the foca1 point for all FEC electronic information assurance and
related technology secmity activities; provide information assurance and
information systems security advice and support, and diSseminate information
on threats to FEC information and systems, such as viruses and systems flaws
that should be patched;
xvi. Keep a list ofFEC persoruiel and their contact infonnation (e-mail, phone
numbers) who may need to be notified in case of a computer secwity incident;
xvii. Develop all FEC security policies and standards for review, approval and
promulgation;
xviii. Manage changes to this policy;
xix. Support systems personnel with properly implementing required infonnation
system securitymeasures;
xx. Serve as the FEC representative for information system security and electronic
information assurance to all organizations outside FEC;
xxi. Provide oversight of the FEC security training program; help System Owners
with obtaining the specialized training they need to perform their security·
related functions;
xxii. Distribute the FEC Rules ofBehavior and Acceptable Use statement to
everyone who is authorized to access and use FEC infonnation so that they can
read and be familiar with the standard; and
xxiii. Perfonn other duties as assigned in subordinate FEC information system
security policies.

e. The FEC Assistant ISSM CAISSOl:
i.
Assist the ISSO with implementing and enforcing the FEC IT Security
Program;
ii.
Carry out the FEC Security Training and Awareness program implementation;
develop and provide initial and periodic refresher training for FEC employees
on FEC security practices and standards of behavior; and
111.
Perfonn other duties as assigned in FEC infonnation system security policies.
f.

Systems Owners for FEC General Support Systems and Major Applications:
i.
Operate, use, maintain, and dispose ofFEC infonnation systems in accordance
with internal security policies and practices;
ii.
Enforce security policies and safeguards for everyone with access to the
infonnation system(s) they are responsible for;
iii. Periodically review their systems' audit tnu.ls;
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1v.

Identify security deficiencies and, where the deficiencies are serious begin
protective or corrective measures.
v.
Report security incidents in accordance with FEC incident reporting
procedures.
v1. Report the security status of their system to the FEC ISSM as needed;
vii. Evaluate known vulnerabilities to see if additional safeguards are needed; and
viii. Maintain a plan for system security improvements and progress towards
meeting the goals of this policy.

5. EFFECTIVE DATE AND ISSUANCE

a

This policy is effective immediately.

6. POLICY CHANGE PROCEDURE

a. Only the FEC Chieflnfonnation officer can authorize changes to this policy. Even
if no changes are proposed. this policy will be reviewed at least once every year.
b. To change this policy:
1.

ii.

Forward a change request to the FEC ISSO for evaluation;
The FEC ISSO will recommend approval or disapproval to the FEC Chief
Infonnation officer.

c. The FEC Chief Jnfonnation officer will make a final detennination for the FEC as to
which changes to approve.

7. POLICY CRITERIA
a. All OIT security policies wilJ be signed and dated by the FEC Chief Infonnation

officer.
b. All OIT security policies will be reviewed and updated (if necessary) annually.

8. STANDARDS & GUIDELINE CRITERIA
a. All OIT security standards and guidelines will be signed and dated by the FEC

ISSO.
b. All orr security standards and guidelines will be reviewed and updated (if
necessary) annually.
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1

04/08/10

Updated to -include policy, standard, & guideline
review process

2

04108110

Undated to reflect new nolicies

3
4

5
6

7
8
Review History

This procedures were adopted on Month, Day Year

Alec Palmer
Chief Information Offteer
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Federal Election Commission
Personal Communication Devices Security Policy
Policy Number 584.4

!. PURPOSE

This policy is designed to:
a. Satisfy the purposes and policy goals of the Federal Election Commission (FEC) Information
System Security Program Policy, Policy Number SSA.
b. Establish control over the processes to secure Personal Communication Devices (PCD) devices
and the FEC infonnation they process, store or transmit For the plll'pose of this policy, PCDs
are defined to include personal digita1 assistants (PDA},;Cellular telephones, laptop wireless cards
and pagers.
c. Establish a base group of PCD users and formalize the approval process for adding additional

users.
d. Maintain control over high-value FEC assets, and safeguard FEC infonnation.
2. POLICY

It is FEC policy that:
a. PCDs are issued, for operational efficiency, to personnel who need to conduct immediate, critical
FEC business. These individuals generally are at the executive and management level. In
addition to verbal centact, it is necessary that they have the capability to review and :i:iave
documented responses to critical issues.
b. The following staff establishes the core group ofFEC PCD users:
i.

Commissioners,

ii.

Commission Office staff.

iii.

StaffDirector,

iv.

Deputy Staff Directors

v.

Office of Inspector General

vi.

Office of the Chief Finance Officer

vii.

General Counsel

viii.

Associate General Counsel

I
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c. Effective distribution of the various technological devices must be limited to persons for whom
the productivity gained is appropriate in relation to the costs incurred. All requests to obtain a
FEC PCD from staff other than those specified in section 2(a) must be submitted in writing to the
appropriate Deputy Staff Director, or Associate General Counsel for approval. Employees of the
Offices of Inspector General and Chief Financial Officer should submit their request to their
appropriate manager. Any request must contain justification demonstrating how a FEC PCD is
essential to perfonnance of the requestor's duties. Approved requests are to be submitted to the
Chief Information Officer (CIO) for processing.
d. All new hardware, software, and/or related components that provide FEC PCD related
connectivity and services for the FEC will be managed by the Information Technology Division
(ITD).

e. The installation of a non-FEC FEC PCD and related hardware, software, and related components
.
not approved by rm is p:ohibited.
f. Prior to initial use or connecting to the FEC's network, all PCD devices and licensed hardware,

software and related services must be~ with ITD. No employees or contractors will
make modifications of any kind to FEC owned and installed PCD devices without the express
approval ofITD.
g. Non-FEC FEC PCD cannot be connected to an FEC information resource without the written
approval of ITO. ]f approved:
i.

The FEC will in no way support your non-FEC FEC PCD device. This includes
installation, configuration, maintenance and troubleshooting.

11.

;,,

If it is detennined that your non-FEC FEC PCD device is interfering with the
configuration and/or security of an FEC information resolU'Ce the device must be
disconnected immediately.

h. It is the responsibility of any FEC employee and/or contractor who is connecting to the FEC
network via a FEC or non-FEC FEC PCD device or similar service to ensurQ that all componen.ts
of his/her wireless connection remain secure.
i.

Employees and/or contractors using a PCD device and services for remote wireless access will,
adhere to FEC Information Teclmology Security policies and procedures.

j. ITD reserves the right to tum oft without notice any access to the network that puts the FEC's
systems or data at risk.

k. Any FEC-issued PCD must be seCured at-&l tiQles.
1. FEC-issued PCD devices should not be left Wiattended while being transported. unless locked in
a secure location where not visible (e.g. airport terrninaJ locker. the trunk of a locked car);
m. If a FEC PCD device is stolen (regardless of where the theft occurs), the device's owner/user
(i.e., the person responsible), will:

2
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i.

Notify the Information System Security Officer (ISSO) as soon as possible; and

ii.

File a police report as soon as possible.

n. If a FEC PCD device is lost (regardless of where the loss occurs), the device's owner/user (i.e.,
the person responsible), will notify the Jnfonnat:ion System Security Officer (ISSO) as soon as
possible.
o. All assigned portable computing devices, peripherals, related equipment and media are FEC
property and are to be returned to the IT Division upon request. or when an employee leaves
FEC's employment.
p. All FEC PCD devices must be encrypted and/or password protected. FEC's Password Policy is
relevant here.
q. All FEC PCD devices must use a •'time-out" function for remote access and mobile devices
requiring user reauthentication after a minimwn of30 minutes inactivity.
r. Transfer ofFEC email to a non~FEC-FEC PCD is prolnDited.

s. Charges for repair due to misuse of equipment or misuse of services may be the responsibility of
the employee, as determined on a case-by-case basis. The· cost of any item beyond the standard
authorized equipment is also the responsibility of the employee.

t. PCDs are issued for FEC business. Personal use should be limited to minimal and incidental use.
The cost of any personal use is the responsibility of the employee. Appropriate discipline may
be taken if it is determined that the rule of nrinimal persona] use has been abused.
u. Conducting telephone calls or utilizing PCDs while driving can be a safety hazard. Drivers
should use PCDs while parked or out of the vehicle.
v. Any employee found tQ ~ve,violated iliq; policy may bc:subject to disciplinary action that leads
to being·fut1i~b1e fut'efu:mriii&fuSe ofPCI)g~ ·Extreme cases could lead to additional disCipline,
up to and hwluding termination of employme11.t.

3. RESPONSIBILITIES
a. All FEC authorized users ofFEC information:
1.

Comply with the terms of this policy; and

ii.

Report violations of this policy expeditiously to cognizant authority.

b. The FEC Chief Information Officer:

i.

Sign. issue, and oversee the implementation and enforcement of this policy;

c. The FEC Infonnation Systems Security Officer (ISSO):

i.

Develop and issue technical standards regarding acceptable anti-theft devices; and
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ii.
iii.

In coordination with Business Owners and the ISSO, help assess the actual or possible
operational impact resulting from PCD device loss, theft or damage;

iv.

Maintain records by nomenclature and serial number of mobile computing devices that
are reported as lost or stolen; and

v.
d.

Implement and manage changes to this policy.

In coordination with the ISSO, investigate cost~ffective ways to reduce theft threats.

The !'EC Assistant JSSQ:
i.

Assist the ISSO with implementing this policy as required.

e. Svstems Owners for FEC General Support Systems and Major Applications:

i.
n.

Report lost, stolen, or missing PCD devices immediately in accordance with FEC
Incident Response Policy-and Impact Assessment Standards; and

In cases where sensitive infonnation may have been compromised. infonn the ISSO.

f. Deputy Staff Director for Management and Administration

i.

Monitor all program costs for appropriate usage.

This policy was adopted on July 09, 2008

Alec Palmer
Chief Information Officer
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FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20463

Office of Inspector General

CASE CLOSING MEMORANDUM
Case#: INV-11-01
Case Title: Alle2ed Ethics Violation
Date of Renort: Januarv 9, 2012
Subiect: Case Closin!!

I Prenared Bv: J. Cameron THURBER

Hotline Complaint HL-11-02 was opened on September 7, 2011, follo\ving the Office of
Inspector General's OIG recei
ten1ber 1, 2011, of a Hotline complaint refe1ral
from the
The referral alleged t h a t .
in the
, had represented private clients in Internal
Re\renue Service (IRS) audits. in v·iolation of 18 U.S~d 205, and ser\red as an
expe11 witness, in violation of 5 C.F.R. § 2635.805. had allegedly n1et with
, former
, and provided the info1mation leading to the
referral. Investigation INV-11-01 was opened on Septe1nber 7, 2001, in accordance with
OIG Hotline Complaint evaluation guidelines.
Interviews were condu~ and
supervisor at the time. ~moved
repeated telephone voicemails from the OIG. DOJ declined prosecution.

's

OIG Disposition:

The OIG issi1ed a Report of Investigation (ROI) to the Cormnission and FEC
management on Februruy 24, 2011. In the ROI, the OIG found that based on the
available evidence, the al~ not si1bsta11tiated. The ROI reconunended no
further action conce1ning-, and also recommended that the DAEO train all
FEC employees in the recently published revised Standards of Conduct. No ftrrther
in\restigative acti\rity is required. Therefore, this investigation is closed.

Conciurence:

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Jon Hatfield, Deputy Inspector General

Date
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FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL

Report of Investigation
Alleged Ethics Violation
Case Number INV-11-01
December 29, 2011
RESTRICTED INFORMATION: This report is the property of the Office of Inspector General, and is for
OFFICIAL USE ONLY. This report is confidential and may contain information that is prohibited from disclosure
by the Privacy Act, 5 U.S.C. §552a. Therefore, this report is furnished solely on an official need~to-know basis and
must not be reproduced, disseminated or disclosed without prior written consent of the Inspector General of the
Federal Election Commission, or designee. All copies of the report have been uniquely numbered, and should be

appropriately controlled and maintained. Unauthorized release may result in civil liability and/or compromise
ongoing federal investigations.
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I.

Executive Summary

On September 1. 2011, the Office of Inspector General (OIG) received a hotline complaint
in the form of a written referral fro
~or the Federal Election Commission (FEC) and
ursuant to the Memorandum of Understanding Between the [DAEO] and the
Inspector General Concerning the Handling ofEthics Violations, dated March 13, 1996 (MOU).
According to the referral
~in the
met w i t h -

and told ~at.had represented private clients in Internal
Revenue Service IRS audits and served as an expert witness. This meeting happened prior to
m the FEC o~. An investigation was opened pursuant to
the OIG's Guidelines for Evaluating OJG Hotline Complaints.

The referral stated t h a - . a y have violated 18 U.S.C. §§ 203 and 205, which
generally prohibit government employees from representing third parties before the Federal
government. However, the Office of Government Ethics (OGE), in Informal Advisory Opinion 00
x 11, stated representation for the purposes of 18 U.S.C. § 205 does not take place if a govenunent
employee appears before the IRS for an audit and only answers factual questions, as opposed to
"arguing theories or positions as a way of explaining how or why various decisions were made in
preparing the return." 1 5 C.F.R. § 2635.805 prohibits Federal employees from testifying as expert
witnesses in cases where the Federal government has a direct and substantial interest.
was interviewed by the OIG and stated that he operated a side tax preparation
and accounting business for private individual and business clients.~laime'9>nly
appeared before the IRS once in relation to an audit of one o-rivate clients, and only in the
capacity to answer factual questions, and thatllllnever testified as an expert witness. ~d
not return repeated voicemails left by the OIG in an attempt to obtain additional details, if any.
about the matter.
tated the only informatio.ad on this matter was contained in a
left f o r - b e f o r . - - .
draft form of the referral that
FEC Standards of Conduct in place during the time of the alleged violations required
employees to seek approval from the Staff Director for any outside employment. However, the

FEC Staodards of Conduct had beeo published in 1984 and were rendered unenforceable by
subsequent OGE regulations that affected. federal agency ethics regulations promulgated prior to
1993. Regardless of whether the FEC Staodards of Conduct were enforceable at the time of the
alleged violations
s supervisor, but not the Staff Director per the FEC Standards, had
prior knowledge of his outside employment dating t~s hiring.
1

A person who relies on a formal advisory opinion issued by OGE and acts in good faith is not subject to prosecution or
adverse administrative action. 5 C.F.R § 2638.309(b). OGE Govenunent Ethics Specialist Ryan Segrist confhlned that
OGE no longer differentiates between formal and informal advisory opinions, and all advisory opinions are now
considered formal.
Page 1of9
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The OIG investigation did not substantiate the allegations. Therefore, the United States
Attorney's Office for the District of Columbia (USAO) declined to prosecute and stated that based
on the available evidence, there did not appear to be a criminal violation related to this matter.
There is no currently available evidence to support the allegation t~ other than the
one time to whic~mitted, appeared on behalf of or represented any client before the IRS
concerning an audit, or that~ver testified as an expert witness. Based on this fmding,
no further action is recommended concernin~ On a broader scale, it is recommended
that the FEC DAEO develop and provide training to all FEC employees on the recently revised FEC
Standards of Conduct.

II.

Allegation

The O!G investigated the ethics referral that
may have violated 18 U.S.C. §§
203 and 205, which generally prohibit government employees from representing third parties before
the Federal government and receiving compensation for such representation, by representing private
clients during IRS audits. The OIG also investigated the allegation that ~y have
violated 5 C.F.R. § 2635.805, which prohibits Federal employees from testifying as expert
witnesses in cases where the Federal government has a direct and substantial interest, by testifying
as an expe
tax and fraud litigation. Evidence obtained during the
investigation indicates that
conducted a side tax preparation and accounting business
s supervisor knew of.ide business,
for both individual and business clients, that
at least once appeared before the IRS to answer factual questions relating to
and that
the preparation of a tax return for one o.clients, while at the same time employed by the FEC.
However, the OIG was unable to substantiate the allegations of a violation of any criminal law or
regulation.

III.

Background
A. Relevant Statutes, Regulations and Policies

It is a crime under 18 U.S.C. § 203(a) for anyone who is an officer or employee of the
United States government, other than in the discharge of their official duties, to
demandO, seek[], receive[], accept[], or agree[] to receive or accept any
compensation for any representational services, as agent or attorney or otherwise,
rendered or to be rendered either personally or by another ... in relation to any
proceeding, application, request for a ruling or other determination, contract, claim,
controversy, charge, accusation, arrest, or other particular matter in which the United
States is a party or has a direct and substantial interest, before any department,
agency, court, court-martial, officer, or any civil, military, or naval conunission.
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It is a crime under 18 U.S.C. § 205(a)(2) for anyone who is an officer or employee of the
United States government, other than in the discharge of their official duties, to "act[] as agent or
attorney for anyone before any department, agency, court, court-martial, officer, or civil, military,
or naval commission in connection with any covered matter in which the United States is a party or
has a direct and substantial interest." A "covered matter" includes "any judicial or other
proceeding, application, request for a ruling or other determination, contract, claim, controversy,
investigation, charge, accusation, arrest, or other particular matter." 18 U.S.C. § 205(h).

In interpreting these statutes, OGE has opined that the mere preparation of another's tax
return, signing another's tax return as a preparer or "the provision of purely factual information"
does not violate 18 U.S.C. § 203. OGE Informal Advisory Opinion 89 x 7 (citing OGE Informal
Advisory Opinions 86 x 9, 85 x 3, 81x21). OGE Informal Advisory Opinion 00 x 11 states
representation for the purposes of 18 U.S.C. § 205 does not take place if a government employee
appears at an IRS audit and only answers factual questions, but "arguing theories or positions as a
way of explaining how or why various decisions were made in preparing the return" could result in
a violation. Further, a government employee ''may not attempt to correct any erroneous information
in the file or discuss any matter that is an actual or potential controversy." OGE Informal Advisory
Opinion 00 x 11.
5 C.F.R. § 2635.805(a) prohibits Federal employees from testifying as an expert witness "in
any proceeding before a court or agency of the United States in which the United States is a party or
has a direct and substantial interest."
FEC Standards of Conduct found in 11 C.F.R. § 7.9, as promulgated on September 29, 1986,
and ostensibly in effect at the time of the alleged violations, prohibited FEC employees from
devoting a substantial amount of their time to "any other business, vocation or employment," and
from engaging in outside employment that would be incompatible with the discharge of their
official duties, result in a violation of law or regulation, or result in a real or perceived conflict of
interest or "conflict between their private interests and official duties." 11 C.F .R. § 7.9(a), (b)(I )(3), (5). FEC employees were also required to obtain approval for outside employment from the
General Connsel or Staff Director, as well as the DAEO. ld. at (f). However, 11 C.F.R. § 7.9 was
superseded by Standards of Ethical Conduct for Employees of the Executive Branch, 5 C.F .R. Part
2635, and rendered nnenforceable by 5 C.F.R. §§ 2635.105 and 2635.803; these regulations
required agency supplemental regulations concerning prior approval for outside employment and
activities to receive concurrence and be jointly issued by OGE after February 3, 1993. Revised
FEC Standards of Conduct which are in compliance with 5 C.F.R. 2635.105 became effective on
December 14, 2011.
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B. Scope of the Investigation
The 010 received the ethics referral on September 1, 2011, and Hotline complaint number
HL-11-02 was assigned. The fonnal investigation was opened on the same day. The 010
interviewed
s supervisor; and received additional
information fro~ At the beginning of his October 26, 2011, interview
was provided a Garrity warning and was notified o~ rights, andlllsigned the written
acknowledgements.

IV.

Investigation Details

forms for private clients for the past ten
clients in IRS audits and testified as
The referral s t a t e s - o l d
should discontinue any such activity beyond the prej>aration of tax forms." The
referral contains no other information as to the substance of the conversation betwee~
and
r concerning the specifics of
s alleged representation of private
clients at IRS audits and service as an expert witness. According t~ the only
information left b~conceming this matter was a rough draft of the referral to the OIG.
A search of the ethics files pursuant to an DIG request revealed no additional information.

Ill••••

The referral states that
attended session one (1) of"Ethics Survivor" training
(Survivor training), which was presented in the format of a game modeled on the television show
Survivor, on
Line fourteen (14) of the sign-up sheet for
the Survivor training shows
printed first and last name and initials. (Attachment 2).
The Ethics Training Attendance 2009 sheet lists~ attending session one (1) of the
Survivor training. (Attachment 3). PowerPoint slide 19 of the Survivor training asks the question,
"For 400 points: Which of the following is an impennissible representational activity?"
(Attachment 4) (Emphasis in original). Slide 20 of the Survivor training reveals the answer to be
"c. Representing your uncle at his IRS audit." (Attachment 4).
On October 26, 2011, Deputy Inspector General Jon HATFIELD and Chieflnvestigator J.
Cameron THURBER interviewe~ Prior to the interview~ advised
of his Garrity rights and given an Employee Rights (Union Representative/Weingarten) notification;
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oluntarily participated in the

igned both acknowledgement forms.
interview and provided the following statements:

•

has worked at the FEC a s - s i n c e - A s ~ork primarily
and does not
s focusing on
involve any tax-related work.
business and personal income tax work, but it does not involve any ofthe same skill sets
never done work for private
or knowledge as.ark as
clients on FEC time, and has never used FEC resources for-ide business.
~s had this side business since before becoming employed with the FEC,
~EC employment interview revealed tho.id this w
ded to
~doing it while employed by the FEC. It is common knowledge in
hat
91oes this work.

.has

l,{1~1·1

1

•

s clients are individuals, and the rest are business clients.
lients, and prepares and signs income tax
rovides tax advice to
d approximately four hundred (400) clients, b u .
returns. At one point,
now has approximately halfthat many.

•

as never usedmvasition with the FEC to attempt to recruit clients, and
ark with the FEC because.
es not eliev-lients generally know o
usually does not mention it; however,
elieves told some clients abou.
FEC P<!_sition.
lps
ith the
but does not

•

only assisted one client in an IRS audit about three (3) or four (4) years
ago. The IRS tax return in question was om 2007, and the audit took place in 2008.
After~EC worki:i1J:1urs,
t with the IRS agent and the client Jwo (2)
or three (3) times aim:lient space o usiness over a course ofapproximately six (6)
months. The client could not explain an issue concerning a tax return, so the IRS agent
called-~rovideallwork papers to the IRS agent and
answe~uestions from the agent.
aid~id not provide acy new
information ter the 1rst meeting, but would go over the same information at each
meeting.
"only answered what was asked" by the IRS agent and did not try
to advance.client's interests.

•

All ofthe questions ~ered or the IRS agent concerned line 17 (income
from rent) on his client's Form 1040.
"merged" the amount on line 17
from two other documents, the client's Schedule E and a Form K-1, and placed the
ontends ~did not "represent" the client,

information in the course of the audit.

a9>nly answered questions and provided factual
Pages of 9
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combined amount on line 17. The/act that the client also had an S-corporation also
figured into the tax return preparation. ~oes not retain the documentation
~lients provide for the tax returns, a~was unable to produce the
rcumentation for part ofthe amount. Ultimately, the IRS disallowed part ofthe amount
and made the client recalculate whatlowed The IRS sent the client a bill, but the
client did not have to file an amended return.

•

has never served as an expert witness in any federal or state court case,
although he has been asked to do so once or twice.

•

ttended the Survivor training, which was facilitated b
as shown a sign-in sheet from the training, dated
009,
, and he confirmed his handwritten name a initia s on line
14.
aid the training "hit me hard," andlldecided to speak with
oon after the training. ~oes not remember what part ofthe
training "hit -hard," butllwas shown slides 19 and 20 of the Survivor training
(discussed supra), and said that it could have been that part.

•

elieves he called - ' r i g h t after~vorJ training, " although
•is not sure how soon after, and asked to meet w i t h met with
i n - s office fo:JfliJif.oximately thirty (30) minutes.
told
ha~ part-tim~nd did work giving advice concern~
preparing tax returns for individual and business clients.
told_
that.was "helping" a client in an IRS audit and that it involved line 17 on a Form
~not go into much further detail about the assistance.
told
~as sorry ~hingwrong.
told
"don't do this" again, tol~ould not represent clients before the IRS,
and advised
o stop all representational activity.
elieves that
whe~aid "this," it meant contact with the IRS. ~ke~
~er worked as an expert witness, and
fated, "Never. "

Several attempts to c o n t a c - who apparently moved to th
following
were made using his last known contact infonnation, u
On October 28, 20 I I, TIIlJRBER interviewed

ea

who stated the following:

•
as

as
aware that
worked durin~ff hours giving tax advi~ tax
work" for private tax clients. Other FEC employees were aware o~s
private tax work, includin
nd most ofthe sta~
- o fthe FEC building.
ever asked permission to work during
Page6of9
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~ff hours for private clients, but it was understood betwee
ha~as doing this.

•

's current supervisor
isawareo~s

,,,,,.,

d

believes that
ague/y

recalls mentioning the work to-durin
•

private tax work never interfered with his FEC position or work
pe.ormance. ~as not aware o~ver using FEC resources
Jo
rivate tax clients.

THURBER briefed Assistant United States Attorney Steve DURHAM, Chief of the Public

Corruption Unit at the USAO, on the ethics complaint prior t o - s interview. Following
s interview,
s interview, and the~ to c o n t a c - ,
THURBER again briefed DURHAM on case developments, and DURHAM declined prosecution
on behalf of the USAO.

V.

Findings
The OIG investigation made the following findings:
•

Due to the lack of direct evidence, the OIG was unable to substantiate the allegation
th~iolated 18 U.S.C. §§ 203 or 205, which generally prohibit
gov==yees from representing third parties before the Federal

ioverrunent and receiving compensation for such representation. by representing
private clients during IRS audits, and 5 C.F.R. § 2635.805, which prohibits Federal
employees from testifying as expert witnesses in cases where the Federal
government has a direct and substantial interest, by testifying as an exp~
~tness in tax and fraud litigation.

VI.

Recommendations
Based on these findings, the OIG recommends that management consider the following:

•

No further action is recommended concerning
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•

The FEC DAEO, through and in cooperation with FEC management, should develop
and provide training to all FEC employees on the revised FEC Standards of Conduct,
published in 76 Fed. Reg. 70322 (Nov. 14, 201 l), with an effective date of
December 14, 2011.

•

The FEC DAEO should provide a response to the Inspector General within 60 days
of this report documenting their training plan(s) or status of the recommendation
contained in this report. The training should be provided during the next scheduled
annual ethics training cycle, and the FEC DAEO should provide a follow-up
response once this training has been completed.

VII. Privacy Act and Freedom of Information Act Notice
This report is the property of the Office of Inspector General, and is for OFFICIAL USE
ONLY. Appropriate safeguards should be provided for the report, and access should be limited to
Federal Election Commission officials who have a need-to-know. All copies of the report have
been uniquely numbered, and should be appropriately controlled and maintained. Public disclosure
is determined by the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. §552a. In order to ensure compliance
with the Privacy Act, this report may not be reproduced or disclosed outside the Commission
without prior written approval of the Office of Inspector General.
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ATIACHMENTS

Attachment

Description

1

Referral from DAEO, dated September 1, 2011

2

Survivor training sign-up sheet, dated July 9, 2009

3

Ethics Training (Survivor) Attendance 2009 sheet, dated July 9, 2009

4

Ethics Survivor training PowerPoint slides 1, 19 and 20
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Attachment No. 1
Referral from DAEO,
dated September I, 2011

Case Number INV-11-01
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FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20463

September !, 2011

CONFIDENTIAL MEMORANDUM

Lynne A. McFarland
Inspector General
FROM:

Alternative Designated Agency Ethics Ofli ·

Referralo~

RE·
=

We are referring to your office a "possible ethics violation" as provided for in the
Memorandum of Understanding "-eeo the Designated Agency Ethics Official and the
ector General. The information herein is based on a conversation betw
m>epu;y Ethics Official
prior to
the agency.

employed as
ht a meeting with

held
to!
for the~ lmyears ho had been
that during that time,9a<1 repreaented some o
clients.
before the IRS, and had also served as an expert witness providing
fraud litigation.

-stated

of the Commission's
request,.
· g taxes forprivate
.
.
. audits
tax or

thamwas seeking ethics advice because a mend had told.
thatas!i!ifederallo~gbtbeprolnlrited from en~
these activities.
sta~ informed any of.clients that9vas a
Opt9usiness activities completely separate from9'ork at
federal employee, and that
theFEC.
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Memonmdum 10 Lynne McFarland
Page2

The a<:tivi~escribed implicates 18 U.S.C. §§ 203 end 205. Section 205
is a criminal statute that prohibits federal employees (except under certain circumatsncea not
relevant here) from representing private clients before the Federal Government. It is a
representational bar, applying to an appearance before the government on behalf of another to
request action or argue a position in a matter of controversy. Section 203 prohibits Federal
employees from receiving compensation for the representation of private clients before the
Federal Government
In addition, 5 C.F.R. § 2635.805, a regulation of the Office of Government Ethics,
prohibits federal employees from serving, without authorization from their employing agency, as
an expert witness testifying on behalf of a private party in any case in which the Federal
Government has a direct end substantial interest

Please note that the Office ofGovermnent Ethics has consistently stated in informal
Advisory Opinions that the mere preparation of someone else's income taxes, or even the signing
of someone else's returns as the preparer, does not violate 18 U.S.C. §§ 203 or205. See, e.g.,
OGE Infonnal Advisory Opinion 89 x 7. However, appearance with a client at an IRS audit may
or may not violate Section 205, depending on the circumstsnces. As OGE advised a federal
employee in Informal Advisory Opinion 00 x 11:

While you may attend the audit and answer direct factual questions, you may not
argue any theories or positions as a way of explaining how or why various
decisions were made in preparing the return. The latter would be prolu'bited by
Section 205, because you would then be representing the taxpayer in the audit
Similarly, while the expert witness regulation at 5 C.F.R. § 2635.805 would clearly
prohibit a federal employee from giving record testimony as an expert in a csae before a court or
an administrative tribunal in which the Federal Government had a direct and substsntial interest ,
it is not clear that it would go farther to prohibit an employee from conducting~ a hired expert or consultant on behalf of a private party in connection with
'lliigli1ioii'ino testimony by the federal employee was involved.
Wehsveno infonnation ~exploml wi~e specifics of
any appearancemma,y have made at a private client's audit, or~rk as "an
expert witness doin
"
Our records do indicate that
attended a session of the "Survivor" live
ethics training provided to all Commission employees in 2009. Of note, the example of
impermisst'ble representational a<:tivity that was used in that training was representation of a
private party in an IRS audit.
Our reoords do not indicate whether or n o - v e d specific ethics
training on this issue prior to 2009. lll>osition at the Commission is not one for which the
filing of a financial disclosure report is required. . . . previously sought ethics advice on

outside employment, but the proposed employment in that inatsnce involved teaching, not
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representational activities, and thus there was no occasion in that guidance to discuss the statutes
applicable to such activities.

Please feel free to contact

you seek additional information.
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Attachment No. 2
Survivor training sign-up sheet,
dated July 9, 2009

Case Number INV-11-01
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Attachment No. 3
Ethics Training (Survivor) Attendance 2009 sheet,

dated-2009.
Case Number INV-11-01
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Attachment No. 4
Ethics Survivor training PowerPoint slides 1, 19 and 20

Case Number INV-11-01
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FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, O.C. 20463

Office of Inspector General

CASE CLOSING MEMORANDUM
Case#: INV-13-04
Case Title: H atch Act Referral
Date of Report: J uly 2, 2014
Sub"ect:

Pre ared B : J. C. Thurber

'---~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-!

Hotline Complaint HL-13-09 was opened on November 1, 2013, followi.na the Office of
fuspector General's (OIG) receipt of a refe1rnl from the
to the
Office of Special Counsel (OSC). The refenal alleged that
the
, had violated the Hatch Act through
political activity on
Twitter. INV-13-04 was opened the same day, in accordance with OIG Hotline
Complaint evaluation guidelines.
A joint investigation was initiated with the OSC. During the course of the investigation,
the OIG learned thathad also appeared on a live webcast discussing the
resigned from
presidential election that was broadcast from the FEC building. the FEC on April 5, 2014, pursuant to a settlement agreement she reached with the OSC.
admitted to violating the Hatch Act, as well as conducting political activity while
on duty and from the FEC building. DOJ was contacted and declined prosecution.

OIG Disposition :
The OIG issued a Repo1t of Investigation (ROI) to the Commission and FEC
management on June 25, 2014. In the ROI, the OIG found thathad mi.sued
government property and official time, and had violated the agency's supplemental ethics
regulations. The ROI recommended the agency consider revising the supplemental ethics
regulations and issuing a directive to strengthen the prohibitions on political conduct. No
ftnther investigative activity is required. Therefore, this investigation is closed.

Lynne A. McFarland, fuspector General

Date
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FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20463
Office of Inspector General

MEMORANDUM
TO:

The Commission

FROM:

Lynne A. McFarland
Inspector General

SUBJECT:

Investigation into Hatch Act-related Violations
Case Number: INV-13-04

DATE:

June 25, 2014

dtA.-"hl\

This memorandum transmits the Office of Inspector General's (OIG) Report of
Investigation for case number INV-13-04, which is dated June 24, 2014.
On November 1, 2013, the Federal Election Commission (FEC) Office of General
Counsel (OGC) notified the OIG that it had made a referral to the Office of Special
Counsel (OSC) concerning
attorney.
had
sent several tweets that appeared to violate the Hatch Act, as they expressed support and
was also
solicited contributions for the election of candidates for Federal office. found to have used FEC property during
work day to make public comments
regarding the 2012 presidential election as a panelist on a national media webcast.

II

The OIG initiated a joint investigation with the OSC's Hatch Act Unit. The OSC
investigated the alleged Hatch Act violations, and the OIG investigated the potential
criminal, ethics, and administrative violations, including misuse of government property
and misuse of official time. Due to potential criminal violations, the Office of the United
States Attorney for the District of Columbia (USAO) was notified.
During the investigation, entered into a settlement agreement with the OSC, and
resigned from the FEC, as required by the agreement's terms, effective April 5, 2014.
The USAO issued a declination of prosecution on June 3, 2014. Based on the results of
the investigation, the OIG recommends that the Commission consider promulgating a
directive to explicitly address using FEC property for political purposes and revising its
supplemental ethics regulation to specifically address the outside activity of public
political commentary. These recommendations are detailed in the Recommendations
section of the report of investigation.
Should you have any questions, please contact my office at 202-694-1015. Thank you.
cc:

Lisa 1. Stevenson, Deputy General Counsel for Law
Gregory R. Baker, Deputy General Counsel for Administration
FOIA 201 6-32_288

From: FOIA@fec.gov
Date: Aug 1, 2016 5:34:08 PM
Subject: Your Freedom of Information Act Request to the Federal Election Commission
-- Document Production 2 (FOIA 2016-32)
VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL

Re:

Your FOIA Request to the Federal Election Commission, 2016-32

This letter serves as the Federal Election Commission’s (FEC) second document
production and final response to your request for information from the FEC under the
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), dated February 29, 2016 and received by the
FEC’s FOIA Requester Service Center the same day. You requested the following:
Copies of the final report, report of investigation, closing memo, referral memo, referral
letter, and “any other conclusory” documents associated with the following closed
Office of the Inspector General (OIG) investigations:
INV-13-04
INV-10-02
INV-08-01
INV-14-01
INV-11-01
INV-08-02
INV-14-02
INV-13-01
INV-09-01
INV-15-01
INV-13-02
INV-09-02
INV-15-02
INV-13-03
INV-10-01
On May 11, 2016, the FOIA Requester Service Center sent the Agency’s response
letter and first document production for your request. With this letter we are releasing
the remaining non-exempt documents responsive to your request. See attached. As
indicated in our May 11, 2016 letter, the Agency was unable to locate any responsive
records related to INV-08-02; and the FEC does not responsive records related to INV13-01, INV-13-02, INV-13-03, INV-14-01, INV-14-02, INV-15-01, and INV-15-02, as
these investigations are not closed.
From the attached documents we have redacted certain information pursuant to FOIA
Exemptions 3(A), 4, 6, 7(C), and 7(D). Exemption 3(A) prevents disclosure of
information “specifically exempted from disclosure by statute (other than section 552b
of this title), if that statute — (A)(i) requires that the matters be withheld from the public
in such a manner as to leave no discretion on the issue; or (ii) establishes particular
criteria for withholding or refers to particular types of matters to be withheld.” 5
U.S.C.§ 552(b)(3)(A). Pursuant to Section 7 of the Inspector General Act of 1978, the
FEC is prohibited from disclosing the identity of an employee without the consent of
the employee, after receipt of a complaint. 5 U.S.C. app. § 7(b). Exemption 4 protects
from disclosure trade secrets and other confidential business information. 5 U.S.C. §
552(b)(4). Exemption 6 protects from disclosure information that if released would
constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 5U.S.C. § 552(b)(6).
Exemption 7(C) protects from disclosure records or information compiled for law
enforcement purposes that, if released, could reasonably be expected to constitute an

unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 5 U.S.C § 552(b)(7)(C). Exemption 7(D)
provides protection for “records or information compiled for law enforcement purposes
[which] could reasonably be expected to disclose the identity of a confidential source,
including a state, local, or foreign agency or authority or any private institution which
furnished information on a confidential basis, and, in the case of a record or
information compiled by a criminal law enforcement authority in the course of a
criminal investigation or by an agency conducting a lawful national security intelligence
investigation, information furnished by a confidential source.” 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(7)(D).
Some documents related to INV-09-02 contained information of interest to the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC). As such, the FEC referred these pages to the
FCC’s FOIA Office for FOIA consultation. The FEC has received a response from
FCC’s FOIA Office as to the consultation request and those pages are included in the
attached documents. The FCC has asserted FOIA Exemption 6 as to certain
information in the documents. The pages containing redactions made per the FCC
contain the following header: “Per the FCC, Redactions Pursuant to FOIA Exemption
6.” You may appeal any adverse FOIA determination as it relates to the FCC’s
redactions by writing to the following address within 30 calendar days of the date of
this written decision:
Federal Communications Commission
445 12th Street, S.W.
Room 1-A836
Washington, DC 20554
We have withheld from disclosure approximately 23 pages of responsive documents
pursuant to FOIA Exemptions 3(A), 6, 7(C), and 7(D). Additionally, approximately 107
pages of responsive documents have been withheld from disclosure pursuant to FOIA
Exemptions 6 and 7(C).
You may appeal any adverse FOIA determination. Any such appeal must be filed in
writing and should follow the guidelines set forth in 11 C.F.R. § 4.8. If you have any
questions, please contact the FOIA Requester Service Center at FOIA@fec.gov, or
(202) 694-1650. Thank you for contacting the FEC.
Sincerely,
Peter Han
FOIA Requester Service Center

Attachment No. 1

FEC Commission Directive No. 54
effective August 15, 2001.
Case Number INV-09-01
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FEDERAL ELECTION COMI\1ISSION
COMMISSION DIRECTIVE
REVOKES

l\1ANUAL OF DIRECTIVES

March 17, 1992

NO.

54

EFFECTIVE DATE: August 15, 2001
Employee Transit Benefit Program
I. Policy
1. The Federal Election Commission (FEC) promotes and endorses programs that encourage

employees to commute to and/or from work by means other than single-occupant vehicles. To
achieve this, financial incentives of up to the Federal tax-excludable amount or the actual
commute cost, whichever is Jess, may be provided to employees who regularly commute via
public transportation.
2. Cash reimbursement shall not be used. Fare media such as Metrocheks or another form of
transit pass will be used for direct distribution to employees.
3. FEC personnel who commute to the FEC, on a regular and recurring basis, on public
transportation are eligible to participate in the program. Employees who commute in a private
carpool or who receive a Federal parking benefit may not participate in the transit benefit
program. A Federal parking benefit provides an employee with vehicle parking at a cost lower
than local prevailing commercial parking rates.
4. FEC transit subsidy is to be used for the commute to and/or from the official duty station.
The official duty station for all FEC employees is 999 E Street, NW, Washington, DC, other
designated leased office space in the Washington, DC metro area or temporary local duty station.
Giving or selling EEC-subsidized Metrocheks to others, or knowingly purchasing FECsubsidized fare media from another, is prohibited.
II. References:
1.
2.
3.
3.
4.

Title 26, USC, Section 132(f), the Energy Policy Act of 1992,
Federal Employees Clean Air Incentives Act of 1993,
Transportation Equity Act of the 21st Century (1998),
OMB Circular A-11 Prep and Submit Budget Estimates,
OPM Decision Letter S001842 of August 11, 1998,
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5. IRS Notice of Proposed Rulemaking Jan 27, 2000, and
6. Executive Order 13150.
7. www.wmata.com/metrochek/metrochek_process.htm. This web site provides guidance on
how to exchange your unused Metrochek for fare of equal or greater value for other participating
transit servjces in the area.
8. · www.wmata.com/metrochek/metrochek_participants.htm. This web site provides a list of
Metrochek participants in the J\ID, VA, DC area.
III. Action
This Administrative Directive amends the FEC transit benefit program put into effect in April
1992.
IV. Program Eli2ibility
1. Eligible employees include: any person on a full-time or part-time work schedule who
is listed on the FEC payroll, including summer hires, students, Jaw clerks, legal interns,
term employees, and temporary employees. FEC employees on an intermittent schedule
are not eligible for the program. Any person detailed to, or working at FEC, who is on
the payroll of another agency or company, and not the FEC, may not participate in the
program.
2. FEC staff who will not be commuting to the FEC for a month or more as a result of
extended travel (e.g., out-of-town audit or training) or annual or sick leave (e.g., maternity
leave) may not receive fare media for the period of absence from the FEC.

3. The purpose of the FEC transit subsidy program is to provide financial incentives to
employees who regularly commute via public transportation. For the purposes of this program,
"regularly commute" shall mean that the employee commutes via public transportation on a
re2ular and recurrin2 basis and that a minimum of 50% of the available number of commuting
days (business days) per month between home and the official duty station are on public
transportation.
Examples of eligibility:
a. Mr. Doe works full time 5 days a week, taking public transportation both to and from
work on an average of 20 work days (or 40 one-way trips) per month. Since Mr. Doe
takes public transportation to and from work over 50% of the time, he is eli2ible to
participate in the FEC Transit Subsidy program.
b. Ms. Jones rides to work with Mrs. Doe most of the time, and uses public
transportation onlv occasionally (less than 50% of the business days per month). Ms.
Jones is not eli2ible for a transit benefit because her use of public transportation is not
reQular and recurrimr.
2
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c. Mr. Davis rides in a carpool that parks in the FEC garage using an FEC-issued
parking pass. Ms. Peterson rides in a carpool with neighbors that does not park in the
FEC garage and does not have an FEC-issued parking pass. Neither :Mr. Davis nor Ms.
Peterson is eligible for any transit benefit no matter how many times they may ride Metro
when not riding in their carpool.
d. Ms. James regularly commutes to her FEC office using public transportation and is
eligible for Transit Subsidy. However, from June through August she is on maternity
leave. Ms. James may not collect her transit subsidy until she resumes her regular
commute to the FEC in September.
e. Mr. White is a part time employee who works 15 days per month and commutes on
public transportation. He is eligible to receive a full transit subsidy because he works
more than 50% of the business days each month.
4. Employees participating in non-eligible (private or receiving a Federal parking benefit) car
pools/van pools are excluded from the program.
5. Ineligibility is effective immediately once the employee no longer meets the
requirements for participation in this directive. Once eligibility is terminated all unused or
partially used Metrocheks are to be returned to the Finance Office.

V. Subsidy Amount
1. The amount of transit subsidy provided to an employee may not exceed the maximum
allowable rate set by law or the employee's actual cost of using eligible mass transportation or a
commuter highway vehicle, rounded up to the nearest transit media amount, whichever is Jess.
Employees' fare media amount is determined by the information obtained on their FEC Transit
Subsidy Program Participant Application. The employee's monthly fare media amount is
determined by the actual daily commuting costs multiplied by 20-work days . Employees must
submit a new Transit Subsidy Program Participant Application if there is a permanent change in
their commuting pattern.

2. AJternate Fare Media Calculation. For a variety ofreasons, employees may
vary their monthly commute to their official duty station and not take public transportation every
day. This may occur as a result of annual or sick leave or official travel. \Vhen a change in
commuting pattern results in the employee commuting less than 50% of the business days in a
month, an alternate fare media calculation will apply:
a. Scheduled absence from the official duty station:
When employees know that they will not be commuting to the office using public
transportation for 50% or more of the business days in a month, they will be entitled to
3
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50% of their full transit benefit for that month.
Formula: The transit subsidy will be adjusted by issuing the employee one-half of the full
transit subsidy, rounded up to the next five dollar increment.
Example: Ben receives $65 each month, but as a result of a two-week vacation in July,
he will not commute to work 50% of the business days in the month. Therefore, at the
end of June he should only request and receive $35 in subsidy ($65 x .5 = $32.50, rounded
up to $35).

b. Unscheduled absence from the official duty station:

If after accepting the full amount of transit subsidy for the monthly commute, an employee
does not commute to the official duty station for at least 50% of the commuting (business)
days because of unplanned or unscheduled absences from the work site, the employee is
eligible for 50% of the full transit benefit the following month.
Example: Joan receives $65 each month and received the full amount for June, but as a
result of unforeseen official travel that occurred in the last two weeks in June, she only
commuted to work 50% of the business days in the month. As a result, Joan should
request 50% of her full transit amount in July.
3. Employees will elect either the full amount or 50% of the transit benefit when they sign the
Transit Subsidy Eligibility List each month. Employees will be given Metrocheks totaling either
the full amount of the subsidy or 50% of the amount, depending on the amount they designate on
the form. It is the employees' responsibility to designate the correct subsidy amount based on
their anticipated use of public transportation the next month or their actual use in the previous
month.
VI. Processing Applications:
1. Applications for the transit subsidy are available in the Personnel Office (Attachment 1).
Applications received by the 20th of each month will be processed and maintained by the
Personnel Office for inclusion in the list of approved applicants to receive transit benefits the
following month. Once an application is approved by the Personnel Office, the required
application information is used to create the list of employees eligible for the transit subsidy.
Once approved, employees remain eligible until they leave the employment of the FEC or their_
commuting pattern changes in such a manner as to make them no longer eligible.
2. When the list of approved applicants (updated monthly by the Personnel Office) has been
provided to the Finance Office each month, the Transit Subsidy Eligibility List is used in
distributing Metrocheks. The Finance Office will distribute Metrocheks on the last Thursday and
Friday of the month and the following Monday. Additional distribution hours are the next
Monday through Friday after the initial three-day period. Exceptions occur around the
4
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Thanksgiving Day and Christmas Day holidays, and the Finance Office will send an e-mail to FEC
staff that provides the schedule for the holiday periods. Office hours for pick up are 9:30 a.m. to
11 :30 a.m. and 1 :30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. A schedule of pick-up days will be distributed annually. In
addition, each month on the day before the beginning of the distribution of the next month's transit
subsidy, employees will be reminded by e-mail of the upcoming distribution.
3. The Administrative Officer will maintain a current list of employees who have been issued FEC
parking permits, including passengers who commute with the parking permit holders. Employees
who participate in an FEC carpool and are issued an FEC parking permit will not be eligible for
the transit subsidy program. The Personnel Office will compare the list of parking permit holders
and their passengers to the Transit Subsidy Eligibility List to ensure that ineligible employees are
not on the transit subsidy list.
VII. Employee Responsibilities
1. Upon initial application to the program or implementation of a new maximum rate, employees
must complete the FEC Transit Subsidy Program Participant Application and submit it to the
Personnel Office. The Personnel Officer will review the application to determine program
eligibility and the amount of transit subsidy the employee is entitled.
2. Employees are responsible for monitoring their use of the fare media under the program
regulations and must submit a new application to the Personnel Office when their commuting
pattern or commuting cost changes, except in the short-term circumstances describe in V.2.
Employees who become ineligible to continue the program will immediately notify the Personnel
Officer by electronic mail.
3. Employees must agree to return any unused transit subsidy to the Finance Office on
their last day of employment with the Commission. The amounts returned may be used
for official local travel by other employees. It is not permissible for employees to receive
more transit benefits than they use in a month (other than the rounding up to the next fare
media amount or the 10% bonus) or for departing employees to use these funds after their
final date of employment at the FEC. Departing employees who have transferred their
fare media amount to a Smart Card will return any unspent portion of the issued subsidy to
the Finance Office in the form of a Metrochek(s) rounded down to the nearest whole
dollar value.
4. Employees are responsible for ensuring program eligibility. Employees will certify program
eligibility and compliance each month by signing the Transit Subsidy Eligibility List upon
receiving their Metrocheks.
5. If an employee loses his/her fare card, it will not be replaced. The employee
must wait until the following month to obtain new Metrocheks.
6. Only the employee is eligible for picking up and signing for his/her individual monthly transit
5
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subsidy. There is one exception for employees in the program who are assigned to temporary
local duty stations on each of the distribution dates, and therefore, are unable to pick up the
transit subsidy. In these cases, the employees' supervisor or another manager in the employees'
office or division may receive, sign for, and distribute the monthly fare media to eligible staff on
temporary duty at a local offsite duty station. Each employee upon receipt of the fare media will
show the supervisor or manager his/her FEC identification card, indicate the full or 50% transit
amount, and sign the certification form that certifies eligibility for the fare media. The original
signed certification will be forwarded to the Finance Office to serve as documentation that fare
media were properly distributed and will be included in the documentation supporting the monthly
reconciliation of the fare media distribution. If, by the monthly reconciliation, the Finance Office
has not received the distribution sheet from any office or division that picked up fare media for its
employees, the Finance Office will contact the office or division to request the sheet.
7. If employees are unable to pick up their transit subsidy because they are out of the office each
day of the regular distribution, the Federal Election Commission Request for Late Distribution of
Fare Media, FEC Form 10-42, (Attachment 2) may be submitted for approval by the employee's
supervisors and the Staff Director. The employee must document on the form absence from the
office for the distribution dates.
8. Failure to comply with program requirements can result in disciplinary action, up to and
including removal. The making of a false, fictitious or fraudulent certification may render the
maker subject to criminal prosecution under Title 18, United States Code, Section 1001, Civil
Penalty Action, providing for administrative recoveries of up to $5,000 per violation.
VIII. ManaQement Responsibilities
1. The Personnel Director is responsible for the approval/disapproval of all transit subsidy
applications.
2. The Administrative Office is responsible for the procurement of all Metrocheks for direct
delivery to the Finance Office. The Accounting Officer or designee will designate Metrochek
Custodians.
3. The Finance Office will notify the Administrative Officer at least seven working days before
distribution dates of the total quantity of Metrocheks to order. Orders shall be based on prior
usage, stock on hand, and estimated usage for stock.
4. The Administrative Officer shall prepare a purchase order (PO) for purchase of Metrocheks.
The PO shall be based on the request from the Finance Office.
5. The purchase order shall include, among other things, the method by which payment of
invoices will be made and the specified hours of delivery to the Finance Office.
6. The Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (Metro) will submit an invoice to the
6
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Finance Office for payment of all Metrocheks. Upon receipt, the Finance Office will check the
invoice and complete and sign a receiving report. Upon approval, it will be certified for payment
by the Certifying Officer.
7. Metrocheks are distributed to the Custodians by the Accounting Officer or designee. The
Custodians will:
a. Sign for receipt of the Metrocheks, and
b. Count and verify the type and amount ofMetrocheks received, in the presence of the
Accounting Officer or the designee.
8. The Custodians will have overall responsibility and be held accountable for taking receipt of
Metrocheks, safeguarding, and distributing the Metrocheks. Each Custodian's stock of
Metrocheks will be reconciled by the Accounting Officer or designee each month.
9. Any transfer of stock between Custodians will be executed by the Accounting Officer or
designee on an as needed basis.
10. Metrocheks will be kept in a locked and secure location. The Custodians will have separate
safe drawers with locking devices, in which to maintain and control their stock of Metrocheks.
Custodians will not have the use of the inventory of other Custodians, unless stock is transferred
in accordance with item 9.
11. The stock will be maintained in a standard government-issued safe with a combination lock.
Except in emergency situations, as determined by the Accounting Officer or designee, only the
Custodians will have access to their individual drawers.
12. A second key to the drawers will be maintained in a sealed/signed envelope under the control
of the Accounting Officer or designee.
13. The Custodians will reconcile monthly their receipt and distribution of Metrocheks with the
Accounting Officer, or designee. The reconciliation process will involve:
a. Attaching the Transit Subsidy Eligibility List, the reconciled FEC report of Audit of
Fare Media (FEC Form 10-37B), the Fare Media Transfer Document, and the FEC
Request for-Late Distribution of Fare Media, and any certification form received from
offices or divisions that distributed fare media to their employees assigned to temporary,
local duty stations;
b. The Custodians will count the Metrocheks on hand while observed by the Accounting
Officer or designee;
c. the Accounting Officer or designee will record and verify the Metrocheks on hand,
distributed to program participants, transferred between Custodians, and resolve any
7
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differences on the FEC Report of Audit of Fare Media, FEC Form 10-37B.
Note: Metrocheks returned to the Custodian as a result of departure from the FEC or
determination of ineligibility shall be recorded and maintained separately from the regular
inventory and disposed of in the manner allowed by Metro and the Finance Office, including for
use by Commission staff for local business travel. The return ofMetrocheks to the Finance office
will be incorporated into the current Employee Termination Clearance Process.
14. Reported misuse of the Transit Subsidy program by FEC employees will be investigated and
the appropriate administrative action will be taken if warranted.
IX. Pro2ram Documentation
1. The Personnel Office is responsible for maintaining information about the participants in the
program, and the Finance Office is responsible for maintaining information on the distribution of
Metrocheks.
Attachments

8
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Attachment 1

a I certify that I commute to work at the FEC on a regular basis using eligible methods of mass transportation, including
P.etro Bus.or Subway, rail transportation, another bus transportation system, or ride in an eligible van pool. My actual
daily and/or monthly commuting costs are depicted below.
l certify that these are the actual, daily costs and methods of my commute based on an average work month of 20
working days. I will notify the FEC if there is any change in the mode or costs of my daily and/or monthly commute
to work which could impact on my elgibility to participate in the program or the amount of the subsidy.
Signed:

Date:

Instructions: Use the applicable daily and monthly cost items to compute your monthly commuting costs. Eligible
Jarticipants will receive the appropriate monthly subsidy eacn month, rounded to the next highest $5 increment, up to
1le $65 per month maximum. Eligible van pools are defined as 7 passenger vans (6+ driver), used at over 50% of
:apacity for 80% or more of the mileage of the daily commute to and from home to work (26 USC 132(f).) Monthly costs
3re based on either a monthly fare or an average of 20 working days per month (daily rate times 20).
Participants will be required to show FEC ID and certify each month upon receipt of the subsidy that they remain fully
oligible to participate and that they are eligible.to receive the amount of the subsidy based on actual commuting costs.
COMMUTING COSTS CALCULATIONS FOR TRANSIT SUBSIDY
(USE APPROPRIATE DAILY AND/OR MONTHLY COSTS BOXES TO DEPICT YOUR COSTS PER MONTH)

I

I

11ETRO SUBWAY f $
Daily Costs
X 20 Days
$
Example: fare each way is $1.25; daily fare is $2.50; times 20 days equals $50 per month.)

I

~ETRO BUS

f$
Daily Costs
X 20 Days
$
rxample: fare each way is $1.50; daily fare is $3.00; times 20 days equals $60 per month.)
~IL (VRE/MARC)

I$

Monthly Costs

Monthly Costs

X 20 Days

Monthly Costs

X 20 Days

Monthly Costs

AN POOL
$
)
Daily Ccsts
X 20 Days
:xample: monthly cost of registered, eligible van pool is $85.)

Monthly Costs

JTAL COSTS

Monthly Costs

~xample:

Daily Costs

VRE monthly fare is $165.)

I

I

THER BUS
$
Daily Costs
:xample: PW Commuteride monthly fare is $150.)

1

I

Daily Costs

X 20 Days

SHORT DESCRIPTION OF MY COMMUTE:
xample: ride VRE each day on montly ticket of S 165 plus daily commute of $2.20 on metro subway; total cost of $209)

NAME:
ADDRESS:
CITY:
STATE:

DIVISION

FOIA 2016-32_298

FEC TRANSIT SUBSIDY PROGRAM

.

• FEC TRANSIT SUBISD

PROGRAM--APPLICATION TO PART CIPATE IN PROGRAM

I

PART TIME EMPLOYEES
certify that I commute to work at .the FEC on a regular basis _using eligible ~eth?ds of r:i~ss transportation, including
.ro Bus or Subway, rail transportation, another bus transportation system, or nde in an el1g1ble van pool. My actual
laily and/or monthly commuting costs are depicted below.
l certify that these are the actual, daily or monthly costs and methods of my commute based on an average work
'
nonth
of_ working days. l will notify the FEC if there is any change in the mode or costs of my daily and/or monthly
:ommute to work which could impact on my elgibility to participate in the program or the amount of the subsidy.
Date:

Signed:

1structions: Use the applicable daily and monthly cost items to compute your monthly commuting costs. Eligible
articipants will receive the appropriate monthly subsidy each month, rounded to the next highest $5 increment, up to
ie $65 per month maximum. Eligible van pools are defined as 7 passenger vans (6+ driver), used at over 50% of
apacity for 80% or more of the mileage of the daily commute to and from home to work (26 USC 132(f).) Monthly costs
re based on either a monthly fare or an average of 20 working days per month (daily rate times 20).
Participants will be required to show FEC ID and certify each month upon receipt of the subsidy that they remain fully
ligible to participate and that they are eligible to receive the amount of the subsidy based on actual commuting costs.
COMMUTING COSTS CALCULATIONS FOR TRANSIT SUBSIDY
(USE APPROPRIATE DAILY AND/OR MONTHLY COSTS BOXES TO DEPICT YOUR COSTS PER MONTH)

I

I

x

lETRO SUBWAY
$
Daily Costs
_Days
$
Monthly Costs
:xample: fare each way is $1.25; daily fare is $2.50; times 20 days equals $50 per month.)

I

I

I

I

$
Daily Costs
X _ Days
$
Monthly Costs
IETRO BUS
~ample: fare each way is $1 .50; daily fare is $3.00; times 20 days equals $60 per month.)

I

X _ Days

I$

Monthly Costs

I

X _ Days

Is

Monthly Costs

~N POOL
$
Daily Costs
X _ Days
xample: monthly cost of registered, eligible van pool is $85.)

Is

Monthly Costs

JTAL COSTS

Is

Monthly Costs

AIL (VRE/MARC)
$
Daily Costs
:xample: VRE monthly fare is $165.)

THER BUS
$
Daily Costs
:xample: PW Commuteride monthly fare is $150.)

I

Daily Costs

X_ Days

SHORT DESCRIPTION OF MY COMMUTE:
xample: ride VRE each day on monthly ticket of $165 plus daily commute of $2.20 on metro subway; total cost of S2D

NAME:
ADDRESS:
CITY:
STATE:

DIVISION

PERSONNEL OFFICE USE

ELIGIBLE:

YES

_S_ ___,

TOTAL COSTS:

._I

TOT AL SUBSlDY:

I.....S_ ___.

FY 2001 08/10/2001

NO

FOIA 2016-32_299

•
•

4

•

Attachment 2

F~ERAL ELECTION COMMISSION''
REQUEST FOR LATE DISTRIBUTION OF FARE MEDIA

-NAME

FIRST

Ml

~uest late distribution of fare media for the month of
20
:-up my fare media on the designated days due to the following reason(s):

I was unable to '

jerstand that the request has to be made before the end of the month that the fare media repre-

s.
1ify that I am eligible for a fare subsidy for use on a participating public transportation systems,
)btaining it for my personal use, and will not transfer it to anyone else.
DATE

PYEE SIGNATURE

firmation By:
DATE

:E HEAD SIGNATURE

roved By:
DATE

: DIRECTOR SIGNATURE

AMOUNT

::::lNNEL DIRECTOR SIGNATURE

DATE

Forward completed and approved form to the Accounting Office.
The Accounting Office will notify you regarding a distribution time.
:ication that the employee has not received fare media for the above month:
DATE

UNTING OFFICE SIGNATURE

No. of Cards

Media Receipt:
)YEE SIGNATURE

DATE

Metrocheck Value

$22.00
$10.00
$ 5_00
FFf: FORM 10-42 (11 /2000)
FOIA 2016-32_300

Attachment No. 2

LAZ Parking LTD Records
on FEC employees receiving employee-paid
monthly parking permits
for the months January 2008 – July 2008.
Case Number INV-09-01

FOIA 2016-32_301

Attachment No. 3

FEC Transit Subsidy Program Applications
submitted by
Case Number INV-09-01

Redactions Pursuant to FOIA Exemptions 6 & 7(C)

FOIA 2016-32_302

..

_

FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
TRANSIT SUBSIDY PROGRAM APPLICATION
(Please t

ACTION R EQ UESTED (CH ECK ONE): _ New _
DATE:

or rinl le ibl in blue or black ink

Change _Cancellation _

NOTE: Items I 1hrou h 12. and the reverse s ide of this fonn must be co

Annual Recertification _

Temporary NTE

leted in full before submiuin to Human Resources.

APPLICANT INFORMATION
I. NAME OF APPLICANT (l...:ist, First, Middle

2.

LAST FOUR DIGITS OF SSN

S. MODE (S) OF TRANSP RTATION TO BE
USED DAILY TO COMMUTE TO AND FROM
WORK.

_Bus _Light Rail _ \.-5\i'bway
Ferry_Train _Aulhorized
Vanpool _Other (Specify)

3. DIV IS ION

6. TYPE OF FARE MEDIA YOU USE.

lliiiiiL
_

Fare card _Tickets _
Tokens Voucher
~marTrip Card
Other S ec if

Pass

8. MONTHLY COMMUTING COSTS (from
works~el on back)

...,, J'f,tJt)
EMPLOYEE A CKNOWLEDGEMENT AND CERTIFICATION
• J certify I am employed by the Federal Election Commission.
• I certify I am eligible for a publ ic transportation fare benefit I will use it for my daily commute to and from work. I will not give, sell, or
transfer ii 10 anyone e lse.
• I certify I am not a member of a carpool. Furthermore, I do nol receive disabili ly or executive parking privileges.
• J certify 1ha1 the mon1hly transil benefi t I receive docs not exceed my month ly commuling costs.
• I certify 1hat in any given month, I will not use the Government-provided transit benefit in excess of the statutory limit. Jf my commuting costs
per mon1h exceed the monthly sta1u1ory Ii mil, I will supplement those addilional costs with my own funds.
• I certify l am responsible for returning unused FEC funded fare subsidy to the Office of Finance no later than my elTcctive date of resignation, transfer,
retirement, etc. from the FEC.
• I certify my usual monthly public transportation convnuting costs (excluding any parking costs) is the amount listed above (amount is supponed by
completed worksheet.).
• J underst:md that I must submit a new Transit Subsidy Program Panicipant application if there is any pennanent change in the infonnation provided
above.
• J understand that it is a Federal crime under 18 United States Code, Seclion JOO! , to make a false fictitious or fraudulent statement on this form. Jr I
make a fa lse statement, I may be subject to criminal prosecution and punishment, including a tine and/or administrative punishment, which may result on
f< d

I

.
I

--

-

ED BY TH E HUMA RE URCES OFFICE
TION - HR BENEFIT COORDINATOR

----

13. NAME OF HR BENEFIT COORDINATOR

14. AGENCY MAX IMUM BENEFIT ( En ter monthly payable amount for
each panicipant ba.sed upon commuting costs, s tatutory limitations,
agency policy, Union Negoliations, etc.).

I 5. SIGNATURE OF HR BENEFIT COORDINATOR

16. DATE

17. ENTERED IN METRO SYSTEM AND FEC DATABAS E BY:

18. DATE

PRI VACY A CT STATEMENT
This in formalion is soliciled under authorily of Public Law l 01-509. Fumishing lhe informal ion on this form is voluntary, but failure to do so may result
in disapproval of your request for a public lransportation transit fare benefit. The purpose of this infomi:ition is to facilitate timely processing of y(lur
request, to ensure your eligibility, and to prevent misuse of 1he fun ds involved. This informa tion will be provided to the Human Resources and Finance 10
administer lhis program and 10 ensure Ihat you arc not listed as a carpool participa nt or a holder of any 01her form of vehicle work si1e parking permit
wilh FEC or an olhcr Federal A enc .

Redactions Pursuant to FOIA Exemptions 6 & 7(C)

FOIA 2016-32_303

•
CALCULATION OF COMMUTING COST
To be completed by applicant: Use Appropriate Daily and/or Monthly Costs to calculate
your costs per·month. Note: Do not include parking costs.

Mode of
Transportation

Daily Costs
(round trip)

Multiplied by
# of work days
(20 for F-T)

Subway (METRO)

$

Multiplied by
,20 work days
Multiplied by
work days
Multiplied by
work days
Multiplied by
work days
Multiplied by
work days
Multiplied by
work days
Multiplied by
work days

Metro Bus

$

Commuter Train
(VRE, MARC, etc.)
Other Bus
(e.g., Ride-On)
Van Pool

$
$

Other

$

Total - all costs

$

S'. '-7 0

$

Equals
Monthly
Commute Costs
$

11 ~. O{J

$
$

$
$

$
$

Routing Pattern (Required)
nd return
Example I: Vienna to Metro Center and return
Example 2: Line 1 Bus from residence to New Carrollton
Line 2 Metro to Navy Archive and return. Bus back to residence.

Redactions Pursuant to FOIA Exemptions 6 & 7(C)

FOIA 2016-32_304

,_

•

•
To
cc
bee
Subject Fare Media

with-

are cards for the month of
ommute via the rail from
o Metro Cen ter with a one way rate of $2.95 and

Thanks

NOTE:
ar

as a smartrip card
own oaa
ubsidy as of ep em er ,

nd will be utilizing
07.

How is my customer service? Please complete a brief survey by clicking on the following link.
http://fecas003.fec.gov/APPS/SurveyQues.nsf/Survey?OpenForm

Redactions Pursuant to FOIA Exemptions 6 & 7(C)

FOIA 2016-32_305

•

./

FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
TRANSIT SuBSIDY PROGRAM APPLICATION

12, and the reverse side of this fonn 111U$t be

letcd in fuD before submittin to Human Resourc;a.

APPLICANT INFORMATION
2. LAST FOUR DIGITS OF SSN

3. DIVISION

5. MOD
ORTATIONTOBE
USED DAILY TO COMMlITE TO AND FROM
WORK.
.
_Bus _Light Rail ~bway
_ Ferry_Train _Authorized
Vanpool _Other (Specify)

6. 1YPE OF FARE MEDIA YOU USE.

llllilL
Fare card
Tickets
- Tokens Voucher ....t:::::SmarTrip Card
Other S if

Pass

8. MONTiiLY COMMUTING COSTS (from
worlcsbeet on baclc)

1JJ i

. /)()

EMPLOYEE ACKNOWLEDGEMENT AND CERTIFICATION
• I certify I am employed by the Federal Election Conunission.
• I certify I am eligible for a public transportation fare benefit. I will use it for my daily corrunute to and from work. I will not give, sell, or
transfer it to anyone else.
• I certify I am not a member of a c:upool. Furthermore, I do not receive disability or executive parking privileges.
• J certify that the monthly transit benefit I receive does not exceed my monthly conunuting costs.
• I certify that in any given mGn th, I will not use the Government-provided transit benefit iri excess of the statutory limi t. If my commuting costs
per month exceed the monthly statutory limit, l will suw lement those additional costs willh my own funds.
• J certify I am responsible for rerummg unused FEC funded fare subsidy to the Office of Finance nc laier than my effective date :>f resign anon transfer
retirement, etc. from the FEC
• J certify my usual monthly public transponation commutmg costs (excluding any parkm.g costs.1 is the amount listed above (amount 1s supported by
completed worksheet.).
• I understand that I must submit a new Transit Subsidy Program Participant application if there is any pennanent change in lhe information provided
above.
• J understand that it is a Federal crime under 18 United States Code, Section I001, to make a false fictitious or fraudulent statement on this form. If I
t I ma be sub 'ect to criminal prosec~tion and punishment, including a fine and/or administrative punishment, which may result on

I
ED BY THE HUMAN
OURCES OFFICE
ION - HR BENEFIT COORDINATOR
14. AGENCY MAXIMUM BENEFIT (Enter monthly payatile amount for
each participant based upon eommJting costs, statutory limitations,
agency policy, Union Negotiations, etc.).
15. SIGNATURE OF HR BENEFIT COORDINATOR

16. DATE

17. ENTERED IN METRO SYSTEM AND FEC DATABASE BY:

IS. DATE

PRNACY ACT STATEMENT
This infonnation is solicited under authority of Public law I 01-509. Furnishing the infonnation on this furm is voluntary, but failure to do so may result
in disapproval ofyotir request for a public transportation transit fare benefit. The purpose of this information is to facilibte timely processing of your
request, to ensure your eligibility, and. to prevent misuse of the funds involved. This infonnation will be provided to the Human Resources and Finance to
administer this program and to ensure that you are not listed as a carpool participant or a bolder of any other form of vehicle work site parking pennit
with FEC or an other Federal A enc .

Redactions Pursuant to FOJA Exemptions 6 & 7(C)

FOJA 2016-32_306

Redactions Pursuant to FOIA Exemptions 6 & 7(C)

CALCULATION OF COMMUTING COST
To be completed by applicant: Use Appropriate Daily and/or Monthly Costs to calculate
your costs per month. Note: Do not include parking costs.

Mode of
Transportation

Daily Costs
(round trip)

Subway (METRO)

$

Metro Bus

$

Commuter Train
(VRE, MARC, etc.)
Other Bus
(e.g., Ride-On)
Van Pool

$

$

Other

$

Total - all costs

$

5'. '10

$

Multiplied by
# of work days
(20 for F-T)
Multiplied by
Q() work days
Multiplied by
work days
Multiplied by
work days
Multiplied by
work days
Multiplied by
work days
Multiplied by
work days
Multiplied by
work days

Routing Pattern (Required)

o

MA..cd C t·\.-k r

Equals
Monthly
Commute Costs
$

IJ <?.oo

$
$

$
$
$

I

$

and return

Example 1: Vienna to Metro Center and return
Example 2: Line 1 Bus from residence to New Carrollton
Line 2 Metro to Navy Archive and return. Bus back to residence.

Redactions Pursuant to FOIA Exemptio.

7(C)

•

FOIA 2016-32_307

_
...

_.

•

~,

FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
TRANSIT SUBSIDY PROGRAM APPLICATION
(Please

or rint I ibl in blue or black ink

TED (CHECK ONE): _ New _ Change _Cancellation_ nnual Re.certification_ Temporary NTE
c,
to Human Resources.

2.

1. NAME OF APPLICANT (Last, First, Middle

LAST FOUR DIGITS OF SSN

TRANSPORTATION TO BE
USED DAILY TO COMMUTE TO AND FROM
WORK.
_Bus _ Light Rail ~Subway
_FelT)' _ Train _ Authorized
Vanpool _Other (Specify)

3. D IVISION

Tokens Voucher
.....-SmarTrip Card
Other S ecif )

8. MONTH LY COMMUTING COSTS (from
worksheet on back)

$/y~.o,
EMPLOYEE ACKNOWLEDGEMENT AND CERTIFICATION
• I ce11ify I am employed by the Federal Election Commission.
• I certify I am eligible for a public transportation fare benefit. I wi ll use it for my daily commute to and from work. I will not give, sell, or
transtl:r it to anyone else.
• I certify I am not a member of a carpool. Furthermore, I do not receive disability or executive parking privileges.
• I certify that the monthly transit benefit I receive does not exceed my monthly commuting costs.
• I certify that in any given month, I will not use the Government-provided transit benefit in excess of the statutory limit. lfmy commuting costs
per month exceed the monthly statutory limit, I will supplement those additional costs with my own funds.
• I ccrti fy I am responsible for returning unused FEC funded fore subsidy to the Otlice of Finance no later than my effective date of resignation, transfer,
retirement, etc. from the FEC.
• I certi fy my usual monthly public transportation commuting costs (excluding any parking costs) is the amount listed above (amount is supported by
completed worksheet.).
ir;o cr-o 'I
• I understand that I must submit a new Transit Subsidy Program Participant application if there is any permanent change in the infomliriOrt ~®2 c:.H
above.
• I understand that it is a Federnl crime under 18 Uni ted States Code, Section I 00 I, to make a false fictitious or fraudulent statement on this form. If I
make a false statcmcnt, I muy be subject to criminal prosecution and punishment, including a tine and/or administrative pun ishment, which may res ult on

12. DA E

.:2- I t.- 0
TEO BY THE HUMAN R SO RCES OFFICE
ATION - HR BENEFIT COORDINATOR
13. NAM E OF l-I R BENEFIT COORD INATOR

14. AGENCY MAXIMUM BENEFIT ( Enter monthly payable amount for
each participant based up0n commuting costs, statutory limitations,
agency policy, Union Negotiat ions, etc.).

15. SIGNATURE OF HR BENEFIT COORDINATOR

16. DATE

17. ENTER.ED IN METRO SYSTEM AND FEC DATABASE BY:

18. DATE

PRIVAC Y ACT STATEMENT
This information is solicited under authority of Public Law I 01-509. Furnish ing the information Oil this fo1m is voluntary, but fai lure to do so may result
in disapproval of your request for a public transportation transit fare benefit. The purpose of this information is to facilitate timely processing of your
request, to ensure your eligibility, and to prevent misuse of the fonds involved. This information will be provided to the Human Resources and Finance to
administer this program and to ensure that you are not listed as a carpool participant or a holder of any other form of vehicle work site parking permit
with FEC or an other Federal A enc .

Redactions Pursuant to FOIA Exemptions 6 & 7(C)

FOIA 2016-32_308

12:

.

•

~

•

CALCULATION OF COMMUTING COST
To be completed by applicant: Use Appropriate Daily and/or Monthly Costs to calculate
your costs per month. Note: Do not include parking costs.

Mode of
Transportation

Daily Costs
(round trip)

Multiplied by
# of work days
(20 for F-T)

Subway (METRO)

$

Metro Bus

$

Commuter T rain
(VRE, MARC, etc.)
Other Bus
(e.g., Ride-On)
Van Pool

$

$

Other

$

Total - all costs

$

Multiplied by
{lf) work days
Multiplied by
work days
Multiplied by
work days
Multiplied by
work days
Multiplied by
work days
Multiplied by
work days
Multiplied by
work days

7~

( ()

$

7.

JD

Routing Pattern (Req uired)

to .4'\... b

Gzo-k...-

Equals
Monthly
Commute Costs
$

14 :<.. Oo
$
$
$

$
$

$
/ 42- - DD

and return

Example l : Vienna to Metro Center and return
Example 2: Line 1 Bus from residence to New Carrollton
Line 2 Metro to Navy Archive and return. Bus back to residence.

Redactions Pursuant to FOIA Exemptions 6 & 7(C)

FOIA 2016-32_309

,,

'. l

•

'

•

FEDERAL ELECTION CQMMISSJON
TRANSIT SUBSIDY PROGRAM APPLICATION
Please 1
rinl le ibly in blue « black ink
ACTION REQUESTED (CHECK ON E): _ New K
hange _ C11ncellatioo _A nnual Recertification _
DATE:
NOTE: Items I throu h 12. and 1he reverse side of this form mus1 be com lclcd in full before subminin lo Human Resources.

A PPLICANT INFORJ\1ATJON
2. LAST FOUR DIGITS OF SSN

l . NAME O F APPLIC'ANT (L.:is~ First. Middle

5. MODE (S) OF TRANSPORTATION TO BE

USED DAILY TO COMMUTE TO AND FROM
WORK.
_Bus _ Ligh t Rail _'-'SUOway
_Feny _ Train _Authorized
Vanpool _ O!hcr (Spctify)

Tu1porary NTE

3. DIVISION

6 TYPE OF FARE MEDIA YOU USE.
SmarTrip Curd (Card No.)

~

--

- Tokens Vouch<•
_ f...Sm:lrTrip Card
Other (S cif l

-

-

8. MONTHLY COMMUTING COSTS (from
wor!fheet on back)

I 1'-12

oo

EM PLOYEE: ACKNOWLEDGEMENT ANO CERTIFICATION
· I certify I am employed by 1he Federal Election Commission.
• I certify I am eligible for a public lranspor1:11ion fare benefi1. I will use ii for my d~ily commu1e to and from work I will not give, sell, or
lr:msfer ii to llnyone else.
• I cenify I am nol a membei ofa carpool Furlhermore, I do nol receive disabililyor exccuri•·e parking privileges
• I c ertify lhal the mon1hly 1ransi1 bcncli1 I receive does nol exceed my monthly commuting costs
• I certify thal in any given month, I will nol use the Govemmenl·provided rransil bc:nelil in excess of the sUJIUlory limit If my commuting costs
per month exceed the monlhly s1aru1ory Ii mi l, I will supplemcnl those add itional costs with my ov:n funds
• I certi fy I Bm responsible for returning unused FEC funded fare subsidy 10 1hc Onice or Finance no lam than my effecl ivc: dale of mi~'flalion, transfer,
retirement, etc from !he FEC.
• I certify my usual monthly public 1ranspor1.:11ion commuling costs (excluding any parking cos1s) is the amount listed above (a moun1 is supponed by
completed worksheet)
• I underslnnd 1ha1 I must submil a new Transit Subsidy Program Panicipani application ii there is any perrnanenl change in the infomiation ptolidcd
above
• I un der.Hand 1ha1 i1 is a Federa l crime under 18 Uniled Stales Code, Section 1001, 10 make a folse ficlitious or fraudu lent statem:nt on this form If I
make a false statement, I may be subjecl 10 criminal proscculion and punishment, including a line and/or administrative punishment, .,·bich may resuh on
-• •

•

•

I

t

II

" '

J1

•

j
0 BY THE HUMA RE URCES OFFICE
N - HR BENEFIT COORDINATOR

I

14 AGENCY MAXIM UM BENEFJT(En1er monthly payable amount for
each participanl b:ised upon commuting cos ls, stalUlory hmil31ions,
agc:ncy policy, Union Negotialions. elc )

13 NAME OF HR BENEFIT COORDINATOR

16. DATE

1//'II tJ1
18 DATE

1/10/01
PRIVACY ACT STATEM ENT

Thi s information is solici1ed under aulhoriry of Public L:iw I 01 -509 Furnishing the information on 1his form is voluntary, but l'ailurr to d~ so may rcsull
in disapprova l o f your request for a public transportal ion 1ransi1 fore benefit The pul}'osc oflhis information is to facili tate timely proccssrng of~our
request, to ensure your eligibilily, and 10 prcvcnl misuse of 1he funds in\'olved This information will be prov ided to 1he Human Resources and finance lo
administer 1his program and 10 ensure 1ha1 you arc not !isled as a carpool par1icipan1 01 a holdc1 of ony orhcr form or vchick work site p~rking P'tmil
w i1h FEC' or an ol hcr f edera l A enc .

Redactions Pursuant to FOIA Exemptions 6 & 7(C)
FOIA 2016-32_310

. ,..

.....

•

'

\

CALCULATION OF COMI\1UT1NG COST
To be comple ted by applicant: Use Appropriate Daily and/or Monthly Costs to calculate
your costs per month. Note: Do not include parking costs.

Costs

l\1ode of

D~iJy

Transportation

(round trip)

Subway (METRO)

$

Metro Bus

$

Commuter Trai n

$

(VRE, MARC, etc.}
Other Bus
(e.g., Ride-On)

$

Multiplied by
')..D work days
Multiplied by
work days
Multiplied by
work days
MuJtiplied by

Van Pool

$

Multiplied by

Other

$

Tota] - all cos ts

$

Mulliplied by
work days
Multiplied by
.;;zt> work days

7,ID

Multiplied by
#of work days
(20 for F-T)

Equals
l\1font hly
Commute Costs
$

) 4:2. · 00
$
$
$

work days
$

work days

7

IC

$
$

/'-/.2.c.">O

Routing Pattem (Required

d return
Example I: Vienna to Me tro Center and return
Example 2: Line I Bus from residence to New Carrollton
Line 2 Metro to Navy Archive and return. Bus back to residence.

Redactions Pursuant to FOIA Exemptions 6 & 7(C)

FOIA 2016-32_311

_ . • ·I\

smartBenefits

MW'

Employee

Employee Enrollme I
CUSTOMER ID:

tWi I

t

..

I

I

•

I

•

s

•

Page I of 1

SmarTrip Ca r d Number:
First Name
Middle Initial:
LastName: -

r.

Status:

Enrolled

Kickoff Date: 109/01/2007

r Removed
(mm/dd/yyyy)

Benefit Category Type: j142- $142 PER MONTH

3

User Defined Key :
Save

I

Reset

I .C IOSE) I

I

Click this Suspend/Restore Benefits button to suspend/restore the benefits.

!!! Employee has been updated successful !!!

Redactions Pursuant to FOIA Exemptions 6 & 7(C)

https://www. smarlri p.com/shllp/RTB I' P1\ TJ<ONS. I lpd:1tc l';1tro11 I'

FOIA 2016-32_312

7/10/2009

Attachment No. 4

Email from
to
dated 09/23/08
Case Number INV-09-01
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To
05/03/2010 05:52 PM

cc
bcc
Subject Fw: Transit benefit program

----- Forwarded by

FEC/US on 09/23/2008 12:36 PM ----To

09/23/2008 11:24 AM

cc
Subject Transit benefit program

Good morning
We are updating our records as part of an overall review of the employee transit benefit program
and would appreciate your assistance in this effort.
Based upon information I have received for the period April 1, 2008 to October 1, 2008, you
have claimed $115 in transit benefits for the past six months. However, it appears that you are
also parking in the FEC garage which is not permitted under the employee transit benefit
program. If you are currently parking in the garage, your participation in the transit benefit
program will be suspended, however, you may re-enroll in the transit subsidy program, by
contacting the Human Resources Office, when commuting to the FEC using public
transportation.
Please contact me by Monday, September 29, if the information I have is inaccurate or outdated
otherwise I will remove your name from the transit benefit program effective October 1, 2008.
Again, you are eligible to re-enroll in the transit benefit program when you commute to the FEC
using public transportation. In order to determine if it is necessary to reimburse the Agency for
transit benefits that were claimed while simultaneously parking in the garage, please let me
know when you began to park in the garage and we will review it.
Please feel free to contact me and again, thank you for your assistance.

____________________________________
Office of Human Resources
U.S. Federal Election Commission
999 E Street, NW
Washington, DC 20463
(Tel) 202-694-1085
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Kastle Systems History Reports
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FEC Temporary Parking Permit Sign-out Sheets
obtained from
the Administrative Services Division.
Case Number INV-09-01
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February 23, 2009

Re:

-08-0381

Dear
This is re ardin

the rej:juest that was submitted by
ederal Election Commission on November 13 2008.
e request was or copies of SmarTrip transactions for cardiiiiiiiiiiliiior
September 1, 2007 - present. Specifically,-equ~es
and amount of SmarTrip benefit draws an~e activity, to include
dates, times, and metro stop locations where benefits were used. The request
was made in connection with an on-going investigation. The request was
processed pursuant to Metro's Public Access to Records Policy (PARP) and
Privacy Policy. Both policies can be viewed on our website at
http://www.wmata.com/about_metro/public_rr.cfm, under the section marked,
"Legal Affairs." On December 12, 2008, we provided the records. Then on
February 5, 2009, you notified us that we did not include the exit and entry
times.

WIUllll•

wetropllltan Ira
1'IWll llllllrilJ
O fifth Street. NW

·ington, DC 20001

202/962· 1234

By Metrorail:
iry Squar~ed Line
y Place-ChinatownRed, Green and
Yellow Lines
By Metrobus:
tes 01, 03. 06, P6.

70, 71. 80. X2

strict of Columbia,
·y/and and Virginia
'ransit Partners~dactions

Enclosed are the transactions which include the exit and entry times. For our
information-ur records reflect that SmarTrip card
is
registered t
we cannot verify that-is the individua w o use t e
card. Genera y, mar rip records are not available to anyone other than the
registered owner. However, these records are being released to you in
accordance with PARP section 6.1.8(b) and Privacy section 6.1 (d), which
provide for release to law enforcement officials who meet the requirements of
these sections.
There is no charge for the enclosed records because the first two hours of staff
time and minor copying are free. Future correspondence regarding your request
should be directed to my attention and should reference the PARP request
number above. You may also contact me at 2 0 2 -

PARP/Privacy Policy Administrator
Enclosure

Pursuant to FOIA Exemptions 6 & 7(C)
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Clifton Gunderson Report on FEC Data Concern

Case Number INV-09-02
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FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
REPORT ON DATA CONCERN

June 2, 2009

This report includes proprietary and confidential data that shall not be
disclosed outside the Government and shall not be duplicated, used, or
disclosed – in whole or in part – for any purpose other than to evaluate
this report. This restriction does not limit the Government’s right to use
information contained in this report if it is obtained from another source
without restriction. The data subject to this restriction are contained in
sheets marked with the legend “Use or disclosure of data contained on
this sheet is subject to the restriction on the title page of this report.”
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Report on Federal Election Commission Data Concern

Overview
On February 11, 2009, Clifton Gunderson (CG) initiated an internally led investigation regarding
the evaluation of the controls and circumstances surrounding a potential security concern of
Federal Election Commission (FEC) data. The incident in question is related to CG having
provided/loaned a CG owned laptop to the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) Office
of Inspector General (OIG). CG provided this laptop to the FCC OIG for the purpose of
allowing them to review working papers related to the FCC annual audit. However, this laptop
contained data which CG should have deleted from the machine related to the FEC 2007 audit.
Therefore, there was FEC data which CG inadvertently disclosed to the FCC OIG
representatives. Some of this data was sensitive IT system data, containing machine names and
IP addresses related to the FEC’s IT network, which could pose a security risk to the FEC.
Based on CG’s understanding, this data was not disclosed outside of the FCC OIG.
It was determined that an information technology (IT) auditor (“Auditor”), outside and
independent of the CG Federal IT group and practice, would be appointed to conduct the
procedures related to this incident. CG’s MACSC Commercial IT Assurance Leader (“Auditor”)
was selected to execute procedures regarding the circumstances of this incident.
The Auditor received a list of questions and concerns from the FEC OIG office on February 13,
2009. Based primarily on these questions which the FEC requested be addressed, the Auditor
developed an audit program. This program consists of policy and procedure inquiries and
observations, specific interview topics and interviewees, and additional test procedures. The
items in the audit program were cross-referenced to the FEC OIG question list to determine
coverage of the items raised by the FEC.
The procedures performed for this investigation were conducted over the period of February 18,
2009 to April 6, 2009. This report outlines a summary of the questions raised by the FEC, the
procedures performed relative to those questions, and a list of observations and
recommendations identified by the Auditor.


Calverton, Maryland
June 2, 2009
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Questions and Procedures:
o The FEC OIG requested that a description and timeline of the laptop and incident in
question be prepared.
¾ CG performed interviews and obtained specific evidence (including sign-out sheets,
fixed asset database listings, and inventory reconciliations) to validate a timeline and
to document the chain of custody with the laptop in question. The interviews were
with internal CG personnel, and included the:
 IT Audit Senior Associate
 IT Audit Manager
 Services Operations division, including Manager and Director
 IT Engagement Partner for FEC and FCC engagements
 FEC Engagement Partner; and,
 Calverton Office Partner in Charge (PIC) and Federal Practice Lead Partner
The subcontractor assigned the laptop was also interviewed, as well as the owner of
the consulting company the subcontractor is employed at. Further details and outlines
of the interviews conducted and responses are illustrated in Appendix B: “Summary
of Interviews Conducted”.
• Observation noted regarding tracking and accuracy of laptop sign-out
sheets and tracking (See Observation #1).
o An accounting of laptops used by CG and subcontractors and delete FEC data from
identified laptops.
¾ CG obtained and reviewed listings of employees who charged time to the FEC
engagement, reviewed FEC OIG listing of employees and laptops identified with
property passes, and reconciled laptops used and traced to current location/employee.
CG also swiped all loaner machines and unassigned machines.
 Observation noted related to tracking of computer disposal (See Observation
#2).
¾ CG attempted to review all employees back to 2004. However, due to the fact that
the current process and tracking database for fixed assets was only implemented in
late 2006; there is a limitation in the ability to reconcile all employees and laptops
as tracking in 2004-2006 is limited or non-existent. All asset tag numbers identified
in the FEC property pass listing were able to be reconciled, and the history of any reassignment of the laptops internally at CG was also noted. One serial number had a
transposition error in the property pass log, but was still reconciled. Further, there
were a total of 4 machines that could not specifically be located within CG. These
laptops were machines that belong to subcontractors or provided to the FEC. Two of
these machines were for subcontractors whom were only used in 2004 (when all
subcontractors used their own laptops), and another was assigned to the subcontractor
used to do IT work in 2007. It was validated through interviews with CG managers,
partners, Service Operations, and the subcontractor, and via understanding with FEC
contacts as well, that this individual logged both the laptop provided to him by his
firm, as well as the CG machine. This is confirmed via the reconciliation and testing
of the property pass information from the FEC. Further, the last machine which could
2
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not be located was a machine assigned to the FEC CG Audit Manager, who had
provided it to the FEC OIG for purposes of w/p review. The Auditor confinned with
the FEC OIG contact that this machine was in their possession.

o

Description of the synchronization and upload process of engagement data to the CG
server and procedures relative to removal of data.
);:> CG obtained and reviewed the end user standards policy, the Risk Management
manual, and the IT Manual. Detennined that these policies and procedures include
provisions relative to KillDisk swiping, requirements for removal of data from local
files, and confidentiality/non-disclosure of client data. The mechanism for the update
office •
Engagement
and synchronization was reviewed with the "Champion", who is responsible for trainings ~ that soi't;are, and with
Service Operations. The procedures for synchronization at CG throu
are based
on fi~engagements) for clients being maintained at a
The is maintained
and is accessed by other offices and rel ·ons of
CG through .
access.
allows for the synchronization of data from the
to
one of two locations. Staf can synchronize data to their desktop directly; or t ey can
synchronize the engagement to their .
"Local File Room". Access to the CG
network is re
. ired to perfonn synchronization. Binder packages can also be created
from within
which will create local copies of fi les. This functionality is utilized
and needed in situations whereby the audit teams do not receive internet/network
access at the clients they are working at.
Further, there is peer-to-peer
synchronization capability, for users to connect machines directly to copy/synch data.
Data may also be copied via binder packages sent through email or via USB drive or
CD, but would need to be loaded into
be accessible.

in
l !;

llto

);:>

Some of the specific details outlined in the documentation reviewed includes:
• Risk Management Manual. CG's Risk Management Manual is 27 pages, and
is posted on the CG Intranet (CGConnect). It includes sections related to
"Records Retention" requiring only one year of prior client data be accessible
through! Engagement. It has a section on "File Location and Maintenance"
which pro ibits personal copies of any client infonnation or data; requiring all
data to be stored in the central file room and/or the client engagement fi les.
This Manual also articu lates rules relative to "Client Infonnation on Laptop
Computers." This section lists seven rules to fo llow regarding use of laptops;
including not to leave laptops unattended, using cable locks to secure
computers, not leaving laptops in vehicles, not sharing of passwords with
anyone, and backing up of client data.
• IT Manual. CG's IT Manual is 18 pages, and is available via the intranet. It
includes sections on CG's encryption policy
which requires minimum encryption be loaded on all laptops. Further, it includes sections on
"Acceptable Use Policy" and lists specific unacceptable practices such as any
installation of non-finn approved and sponsored software, unauthorizing
copying or transmission of client data, use of streaming media, revealing
password or account infonnation, or use of CG laptops for any activity in
violation of CG harassment policies or EEO policies. The policy also
includes sections to outline guidelines and requirements for "Email and
3
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•

Communication" activites. Lastly, it includes sections and specific workflow
documentation for the process and procedures relative to computer disposal.
This workflow includes 2 options for computer disposal; for low risk items
where the machine is being reused, Fonnat and Reimaging of the drive occurs.
For machines being disposed of (no longer owned/assigned by CG) then a
utility called KillDisk is run to swipe the drive.
Service Operations, the internal IT technical support group within CG, also
maintains internal procedures related to executing the KillDisk procedures.
These were reviewed as part of the Auditor's procedures. They include
specific screen shots and instructions and are titled "Steps for disposal of
Desktop/Laptop." The instructions specifically list (in step 3D) to use "erase
Method: US DOD 5220.22-M (slow, High Security)."
• No observations.

o

Policies and procedures regarding disposal of laptops.
);:> CG reviewed the procedures regarding disposal of laptops, including procedures
relative to Workstation Setup/Configuration and KillDisk procedures. In addition to
the IT Manual and procedures listed above; CG Service Operations also maintains a
"Workstation Setup Checklist." For transfer of laptops; the workstation setup
checklist would be what applies (during fonnat and reimaging). The procedures
within this checklist include the reimaging of the drive; deletion of the machine from
SMS and Active Directory; reloading profiles; installation of audit software needed;
deleting recovery fi les assigned to previous profiles; mapping drives;
etc.
• Observation noted regarding documentation of disposal (See observation #2).

o

Infonnation regarding prior incidents or data/security breaches.
);:> CG inquired of the Director of Service Operations regarding tracking of incidents.
There is no fonnalized or centralized process finn-wide at CG for tracking of
incidents or security issues. This is handled infonnally at the Client Service Center
(CSC) level. The Auditor coordinated with the Director of Service Operations for the
Mid-Atlantic region to coordinate with corporate IT, as well as other Service
Operations Managers in other CSC locations. As of April 11 , 2009, the Auditor
received information detailin a number of incidents. The incidents occurred in the
o ices. T e
mc1 ent 1s t e most recent, an 1s e mc1 ent w 1c 1s t e
basis for this report and investigation. This incident is related to the assignment of a
machine to a federal agency (FCC) for purposes of w/p review, with mistaken data
still on the machine. In addition to this incident, there are eight other incidents
noted/reported. These other eight all relate to stolen laptops or data. Six of the
incidents relate to stolen laptops, and another relates to stolen work papers. These
incidents occurred in 2007 and 2008. In one of the incidents related to a stolen laptop
from the Arlington office, the computer was recovered by the police and returned to
CG. Further, the Auditor reviewed the users noted as bein res onsible for, and
assigned to, the laptops involved in the
incidents.
The Auditor compared this list to the users w o c arge tune to e FEC engagement
since 2004. With the exception of the incident being reported on in this investigation,
4
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none of the other laptops listed were in use by, or assigned to, any employee who
worked on the FEC engagement.
• No observations.
o

Detennine password policies and procedures.
)ii>- CG reviewed desktop account and password controls and setting for reasonableness,
CG has a separate
and CG c01mnunication and acceptable use policies.
C01mnunications Policy, which employees receive and acknowledge. This policy
outlines requirements for internet c01mnunications, restrictions of access to systems,
unauthorized access, and that electronic communications with CG equipment is CG's
property, and that laptops are for business use only.
)ii>-

The Password and Account features re uired at CG include:

•

I
I
I
I

•

o

Observation noted
requirements.

See Observation #7

regarding

II

password

Evaluate the circumstances of the password and usemame written on the laptop.
)ii>- CG perfonned interviews to detennine the circumstances and timing/accountability
engagement ID and password. The
for writing the password for the network and
account and password to thel lapplication were written down, as was the userID for
the laptop (Windows). However, the password to Windows was written down per the
request of the FCC OIG representative. This point was covered during the interview
with the IT Audit Senior Associate, and was also discussed briefly with the FEC OIG
investigator, who did have access to interview the FCC OIG representative. The FCC
OIG contact indicated that "may have been" the circumstances but that he didn 't
really recall what had transpired. The CG Senior Associate believes this is how it
happened, but wasn't sure whether there was specific request to write down the
5
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Windows password, or the precise circumstances but that she knew it was written
down in front of the FCC OIG contact, and that she believed he requested that she
write this down for him.
• Observation Noted See Observation #3 .

o

Describe physical security controls and procedures, as well as security procedures and
training to employees.
);:> CG reviewed the IT Manual, the Risk Management manual, the C01mnunications
policy, and End User Requirements as published at CG. Additionally, the controls
regarding the physical security (keys/fobs, etc.) for the secure storage areas at the CG
office locations were observed and evaluated. Administrative staff, office Partnersin-Charge (PICs), and Service Operations staff all maintain ke s or fobs (or both) for
the secure storage areas within CG offices
specifically
observed). Lastly, regarding security training or notice, the SecureIT notices and
communications to CG employees were reviewed. The IT Manual, Communications
Policy, and End User Policies are all communicated to employees upon being hired.
The IT Manual and End User Policies are available via intranet as well. SecureIT
messages, via email and office c01mnunications (including postings in break rooms)
are used to c01mnunicate "hot topic" updates on security and related topics.
• Observation Noted See Observation #4.

o

Review the encryption process and utilities used for CG laptops.
);:> Auditor observed encryption tools, reviewed the encryption authentication process,
and perfonned interviews to detennine timing of implementing encryption onto
laptops.
The asset tracking database also was reviewed to determine the
loadin im lementation of~ encryption tool. The encryption utility is
required loadset (per the CG policy and
Manuals listed above), and was installed on all machines during the middle of 2007.
The authentication method for is a "pass through" authentication of the
Windows logon (ID and passwi
o d!
. !
This essentially states that a separate logon and
authentication process for
does not exist; therefore, two-factor
authentication is not used, since t e same account and password for Windows is used
to authentication ' as well. A c01mnunication was sent to the FEC CIO
regarding this distinction in CG authentication requirements in September 2007
regarding this exception.
• Observation Noted See Observation #8.

. _-.sa

o

Prepare a timeline of the laptop incident.
);:> CG has developed a timeline in Appendix A of this report.

o

Detennine CG's incident response policies.
);:> Auditor reviewed SecureIT c01mnunications and notices distributed to CG
employees. Also reviewed the incident response procedures and reporting template.
The incident response process is outlined in sections within the IT Manual regarding
items and situations which require notification and communication to the Help Desk
and/or Service Operations. The tracking infonnation and templates have instructions
and indicate where the data and infonnation needs to be saved on the network and
6
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where submitted to. The information collected and monitored via the incident
tracking form includes:
 Who reported the incident
 Contact information
 Incident Date, Time, and current status of the incident
 Type of Incident and description; as well as perceived impact
 Systems affected
 Loss of Data incurred and Actions Taken
 Resolution suggested
 Data/Time when Incident was/is closed
 Team Members assigned to review/address the incident
 Manager sign-off.
• No observations.
o Determine CG’s system policy regarding administrators and multiple user accounts.
¾ CG reviewed the system capabilities and determined that multiple user accounts or
profiles can be created on the same laptop. Due to the fact loaner machines, as well
as individual laptops, may be used by multiple staff; the presence of multiple
accounts/profiles on laptops is not deemed to be an exception. Further, based on the
process outlined above regarding synchronization of data since any staff can access
an engagement via the Central File Room (at least related to synchronized the past
year files/data for clients), the risk of multiple profiles or accounts appears minimal.
As it relates to administrators, there are administrator profiles loaded, as these are
used by the Service Operations to assist with computer, application, and etc. issues.
Also, these accounts exist since those staff reimage and format the drives.
 No observations.
o Explain CG laptop inventory processes and laptop pool concept, as well as assignment of
computers to subcontractors.
¾ CG determined that an inventory process occurs, through review of inventory
tracking sheets (physical inventory tracking), fixed asset tracking database, and
performed interviews to understand processes relative to loaner pools for laptops.
Also, reviewed the procedures for providing laptops to subcontractors. The fixed
asset tracking database is used to track the location and history of machines. This is a
Microsoft Access database which is administered and maintained by Service
Operations. There is also a separate Microsoft Excel spreadsheet used to keep as a
“backup” to the tracking database. Also, once or twice a year (per interview with
Service Operations and observation of inventory tracking spreadsheet) a physical
inventory and tracking of devices is performed. Microsoft’s SMS tool is also used by
Service Operations in order to identify and track the laptops used to login to the CG
network.
CG procedures regarding providing loaner laptops to clients or
subcontractors involves completing the Workstation Setup Checklist and procedures
illustrated previously, and to then have the tracking database updated, and the laptop
user history revised accordingly within the database and tracking spreadsheet backup.
 Observation Noted See Observations #1 and 2.
o Determine CG’s IT awareness processes, training, and documentation.
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¾ CG determined that SecureIT communications are used for communication of
security awareness concerns and topics; that email communications are sent to
employees for security notices, and that laptop security controls are included with
End User Requirements and IT Manuals which are available and provided to CG
employees. Also, verified that those employees on the FEC engagement attend
specific security awareness training. This was determined through review of a signed
acknowledgement document which also accompanies a signed non-disclosure
document with the FEC. All employees who charged time in 2007, per the CG time
tracking system report obtained by the Auditor were noted as having participated in
the FEC required Security Awareness training (via signed acknowledgements) as well
as the subcontractors. Additionally, these individuals also signed agreements
regarding Non-Disclosure of FEC data. These forms were obtained and reviewed by
the Auditor, as well. Lastly, as described previously, CG’s Communication Policy
which employees receive also includes specific requirements relative to security and
unauthorized use of CG systems and laptops.
 No observations.
o Provide information on the practices of permanently deleting (wiping) of CG laptops.
¾ Auditor performed interviews and review of KillDisk procedure documentation and
IT Manual to determine the processes and procedures for deleting client data and
wiping of data. Details of KillDisk procedures and related IT Manual sections are
articulated above.
 Observation Noted See Observatin #2.
• Update Effective 2/27/2009, Service Operations will run KillDisk on
all transferred or returned loaner machines. Prior, CG only ran
KillDisk for disposal of laptops, and reformatted drives only during
transfer of laptop to another employee (not necessarily if kept in loaner
pool).
o Provide CG policies and procedures on protection of PII.
¾ Auditor performed interviews and review of CG Risk Manual, procedures, policies,
IT Manual, and Audit Manual.
Also reviewed CG template forms and
terms/conditions. Determined that various policies and procedures exist relative to
controls and procedures regarding client data. While PII is not specifically indicated,
the procedures previously noted (such as IT Manual, Risk Management Manual, End
User Procedures, Communications Policy, etc.) apply to all client data, and illustrate
that client data in general is to be treated as confidential. Further determined that
policies are in place regarding non-disclosure of client data.
 No observations.
o Identify security logs utilized on CG laptops.
¾ Auditor performed interviews and reviewed desktops, including account policies and
settings under the windows configurations, including Event Viewer and audit policy.
The audit policy is set to log account logon successes, audit logon event successes,
and successful and failed system events. Also, within
, for engagements that are
“In Process” status, a log of
synchronizations is maintained. Once an
engagement is finalized, this history is no longer available. This was determined via
8
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observation, as well as through inquiry with CG IT and Service Operations. Per
observation of the Auditor’s CG laptop, the Event Viewer configuration is to
“Overwrite Events As Needed”, with the log size set to 40960 KB for the Application
and System logs, and 131072 KB for the Security log size.
 No observations.



o Inquire whether subcontractors, or staff, use personal laptops for CG business.
¾ CG performed interviews, did observation, and obtained representations regarding
use of other laptops. Determined that personal computers are not used, but that
subcontractors do/may use their own company supplied laptops for use on CG
engagements. Received representation from subcontractor related to this incident,
and his firm, that FEC data had been deleted from laptop(s) used during
subcontracting arrangement.
 No observations.
o Inquire why the FEC data was not deleted from the laptop which was provided to the
FCC OIG.
¾ Through the interviews performed (see Appendix B), documentation reviewed
[including laptop inventory logs, loaner machine sign-in/sign-out sheets, workstation
configuration checklists, and others], and review of the laptop image and files; there
appear to be a number of contributing factors regarding the data not being removed.
These factors include:
 CG procedures when finalizing engagement files through
software
indicate that the engagement partner will finalize his/her review, and then
notify all team members to remove/delete all related data from their local file
room, or local copies of
binders. However, since this machine had been
returned from a subcontractor at the time the binder was finalized; it appears
to have been overlooked in the process to delete the data upon engagement
finalization.
 Procedures also indicate that upon machines transferred between employees
or from subcontractors, that the laptop should be reimaged (thereby deleting
the data). In this case, the sign-in/sign-out controls were not enforced and the
procedures to log machines being removed from or returned to the loaner
pools were not followed. This led to the fact that a workstation configuration
checklist form was not completed, and Service Operations did not reimage the
drive, as would be indicated by CG procedures.
 The
directory structures within Windows Explorer were renamed.
, as
most standard software programs, has a file/directory structure it utilizes to
operate, to store executables, to store files, etc. Apparently, in March 2008,
was reinstalled on the laptop. At that time, it seems that the prior
directory(ies) were renamed to “
Engagement.old”. The “.old” portion is
not standard naming convention, and would likely have been done in order to
preserve prior
data during the reinstall. This directory was never later
removed or deleted. This created additional factors, as during the transfer of
this laptop to the FCC OIG, Service Operations did instruct the IT Senior on
how to remove all
data, which was performed. However, again, since the
data was now in a renamed folder/directory, the process to remove
data
9
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was not successful, as it removed data from the
Engagement” directory,
and not the folder which had been renamed to “.old”.
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Summary of Observations:
1. While a tracking spreadsheet and sign-in/sign-out log is maintained for machines, when the
laptop was returned by the subcontractor, the machine was not registered on the sign-in/signout log when it was returned in the autumn of 2007, and does not appear to have been
updated/notified to Service Operations. Additionally, it appears that there were others times
at which this machine was used for various reasons in 2008, and the machine was not logged
in or out on the tracking sheet, or the sign-out log in Calverton. CG procedures are to
reformat computers when transferred, but this was not done in this case as a result of the
breakdown in tracking.
a. RECOMMENDATION: Only Service Operations should be involved in tracking and
updating computer/laptop assets. The process for tracking laptops and devices should
be centralized, rather than separate office and Service Operations procedures and
processes.
i. UPDATE As of 2/27/2009; the Director of Service Operations, required that
all machines being transferred or used within the laptop pool are required to
have KillDisk run against them to swipe the drives, instead of reformatting the
drives.
2. Evidence of computer disposals and running of KillDisk utility is not retained.
a. RECOMMENDATION: CG should ensure that the fixed asset log maintains a
history of all machines. This history should include details of when machines are
disposed, evidence of reviewing/confirming that KillDisk is run on the machine, and
where it is sent upon disposal (i.e. charity, internal, client, etc.).
3. Post-It Note with Account and Password data taped to laptop. It is likely and reasonable that
FCC OIG requested that the windows account password be also written on the laptop; but
policy should dictate that CG personnel not write down passwords in any situation.
a. RECOMMENDATION: Do not include any account and password data when
provided loaned laptops. Only provide this information verbally. If client requests
this data to be written, CG should indicate that that request to do so must be
submitted to and approved by the engagement partner before any data of that nature is
provided in written format.
4. Perhaps as a result of a contentious email from the FCC OIG, partners made determinations
to proceed and use a “pool” laptop in order to expedite the OIG request for a new machine to
review working papers. The laptop was not directly reviewed by Service Operations and
wasn’t reformatted before providing to the FCC; although Service Operations was consulted
via phone in setting up the machine. Further, physical security restrictions to loaner pools is
not adequately restricted and monitored.
a. RECOMMENDATION: Only Service Operations should be allowed to provide
laptops/devices to clients/subcontractors. Since they maintain the procedures and
checklists for preparing laptops, they should be required to be involved in these
situations directly; unless specifically approved (in writing) from a partner.
b. RECOMMENDATION: Additionally, it is suggested that only Service Operations
and PICs have access to the computer storage areas in each office. This should help
to more closely control and monitor the computer and device assets.
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5. While contracts exist with SamLin consulting; there is nothing specific articulated in those
contracts relative to the FEC engagement. Also, while the subcontractor signed an NDA
with the FEC which states not to disclose FEC data; this did not include a section on
acceptable usage or other components - such as not using private machine, acknowledging
abiding by CG policies on returning/removing client data, not copying data,, not using
machines for non-business purposes, awareness of PII/sensitive data, etc. Further, there are
currently no procedures or contract provisions to verify that client data is deleted and wiped
from subcontractor laptops/desktops.
a. RECOMMENDATION: Need to ensure that contracts are updated to include all
engagements and task orders leveraging subcontractors, and that these contracts
include confidentiality provisions, appropriate usage requirements, indemnification
clauses as appropriate, and provisions to abide by CG procedures relative to client
data retention and security.
b. RECOMMENDATION: Subcontractor contracts and CG policy should be updated to
include provisions for CG to verify/validate that client data is deleted/removed from
subcontractor laptops timely.
6. Standard contract language does not include provisions for the use of CG laptops or devices.
Review of the FCC contract does not have any provisions or requirements for return of
equipment, acceptable use of loaned laptops (including restrictions on email policy, internet,
etc.), or non-disclosure agreements of data.
a. RECOMMENDATION:
CG should incorporate contract language or usage
agreements with clients or agencies that intend to utilize CG owned equipment and
laptops. This language should include agreements regarding acceptable usage of the
device, specific timetables, protocols for help desk, and non-disclosure components.
7.

Engagement does not have password complexity requirements.
a. RECOMMENDATION: CG should consider implementing specific password
syntax, intruder lockout, and other requirements to enhance work paper and client
data security.

8. Per a letter and communication with the FEC CIO, there was an agreement to remove all
FEC data within 90 days from all laptops. This letter was intended to be a waiver on the dual
factor authentication provision on CG laptops.
a. RECOMMENDATION: Need to monitor such commitments and agreements with
clients to validate and ensure conformity with such provisions and expectations.



9. “
Engagement.Old” directory was renamed in March 2008. This was likely done as a
precaution when reinstalling
Engagement.
a. RECOMMENDATION: CG should update it’s IT Manual and its laptop procedures
to include provisions to delete any prior
engagement directories. If the practice of
renaming the directory is needed as a precaution to protect against data loss; then
procedures should dictate that subsequent to confirming a successful reinstall and
access to data and
, renamed and prior directories should be removed.
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Appendix A: Timeline Summary


o March 7, 2005. This is the date the laptop in question was purchased by CG.
o April 9, 2007. The first evidence of profiles being created on the machine. This
correlates to the timing by which Service Operations likely reformatted the hard drive,
which would have removed prior data and profiles loaded.
o April 19, 2007. Service Operations prepared a workstation checklist. This included
loading a profile and
engagement for the use of a subcontractor at SamLin
Consulting.
o June 2007. It appears that this was the approximate time of which CG delivered the
machine to the subcontractor to use on the Federal Election Commission (FEC)
engagement.
o Other profiles
including HR and an administrative person no longer with CG
(GRUS8035) are also found on the machine, with creation dates of in 2007.
o In early October 2007, the laptop is returned to CG and is presumably returned to the DC
Computer Storage room.
o In March 2008 an additional profile is created. Based on the files found on the laptop
image, it appears the purpose of this is to utilize the laptop to conduct on internal FedGov
audit training seminar.
o March 12, 2008 on this date, it appears that for some reason,
Engagement was
reinstalled (as this shows as the create date for the
Engagement directory). This is
also the date that it appears the prior
directory was renamed to
Engagement.Old.
o In September of 2008, a laptop (NOT the one in question) is provided to the FCC OIG.
o January 28, 2009. A seemingly harsh email is sent from at FCC OIG to CG. This letter
is strong in its tone which apparently heightens tensions with the FCC and CG.
o February 2, 2009. FCC OIG calls to indicate that APG is not working on the laptop
provided in Sept. 2008. It is later determined by Service Operations, that APG was not
loaded on the machine.
o February 2, 2009. The engagement partner and IT partner meet to discuss the situation.
The determination is made at that time to provide the FCC OIG with a replacement
machine, rather than taking the time to pick up the laptop and have Service Operations
fix/repair it. They instruct an IT senior auditor to pull a loaner machine from the secure
storage room, and call Service Operations to go through setting up the machine to deliver
to the FCC OIG. The senior signs out the machine on 2/2.
o February 3, 2009. A call takes place between the senior and Service Operations. A new
profile (0026Temp) is loaded on the machine… as the profile for the subcontractor had
expired, as he had not logged in for more than 90 days. Service Operations also talks to
the senior about how to delete all data within
and load a new
binder package onto
the laptop containing the FCC file.
o February 3, 2009. The laptop in question is delivered to the FCC OIG. The senior has
already placed a post-it note taped to the laptop listing the
userID and password and
the windows account (0026Temp). During the meeting when she delivers the machine,
there is a collective decision (it is not clearly recalled by either whether the FCC OIG
asked for this to be done specifically but both agree it was written down with both of
them in acknowledgement and present) to also write down the windows password onto
the laptop as well.
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o February 9, 2009 Service Operations repairs the original laptop provided to the FCC
and reinstalls APG.
o February 10, 2009. FCC OIG reports that FEC data is found on the laptop, and that this
represents a potential security breach. On this same day, the IT partner and senior meet
with FCC and FEC to discuss the situation, and they also then deliver the original
repaired laptop to the FCC.
o On February 11, 2009 Auditor is informed of the situation and between 2/11 and 2/12,
he is informed of the situation and specific details and begins to prepare to conduct an
audit/investigation into the events and circumstances.
o March 14, 2009. Service Operations and the Auditor observe an image of the laptop in
question. Some profiles and last modified dates have been modified during the time the
laptop is in possession of the FCC OIG.
o March 31, 2009. Service Operations and Auditor visit the FCC OIG office to view the
actual laptop. Attempts to access last login history and event viewer logs are
unsuccessful due to configuration to overwrite histories after 7 days.
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Appendix B: Summary of Interviews Conducted
The Auditor conducted interviews with the subcontractor, the owner of the subcontracting firm, and
various internal CG personnel related to the incident in question; including:
o IT Audit Senior Associate
o IT Audit Manager
o Services Operations division, including Manager and Director
o IT Engagement Partner for FEC and FCC engagements
o FEC Engagement Partner; and,
o Calverton Office Partner in Charge (PIC) and Federal Practice Lead Partner
This Appendix B summarizes the topics and information obtained during the interviews conducted
by the Auditor during the investigation. The topics covered are listed, with the responses/discussion
that followed outlined in bold.
Interview with IT Senior Auditor (occurred on Feb. 13):
Her role was related to the FCC engagement. She indicated that she had not been involved with any
FEC data or the FEC audit engagement.
•

Describe the nature of the circumstances and your understanding of the events and circumstances
around this matter. Please elaborate on the timing to the extent possible regarding the events in
question. Also, please describe the “chain of custody” of the laptop at the time it was provided
by technical support until when it was delivered to the client.
Reviewed the following timetable and events:
o In September of 2008, an initial laptop was provided to the FCC OIG for the
purposes of reviewing IT w/p’s in
software, associated with the FCC financial
audit engagement.
o She had not had any contact with FCC regarding issues with the computer until
February 2, 2009.
o Feb. 2: She was contacted by the FCC regarding APG not working, although she
had not heard anything between September and February regarding the computer.
 Feb. 2 – She contacted the FCC Engagement Partner and the IT Partner for
FCC, regarding the issue with the FCC laptop.
 She contacted the technical support group, Service Operations. They
discussed having the computer returned to technical support to fix the issue.
She asked if she could load an APG onto a USB drive to deliver a fix sooner.
Service Operations indicated to her that this wasn’t within company policy
due to licensing issues. She then followed up with the IT and Engagement
Parnters.
 In order to do something quickly, the decision was made by those partners to
switch out the laptop with a “loaner” machine that may be available.
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o
o

o
o
o

o

•

She then coordinated with an administrative person in the Calverton office to
pull a “temp” laptop out of the locked storage area in the
office, as
she did not have access to this area.
 The laptop pulled was labeled with “
” on it. It wasn’t until later, she
was able to determine that
may be a reference to the subcontractor
who had worked on the FEC engagement in 2007.
 She then signed out the laptop from the storage room.
 She then coordinated with Service Operations over the phone to determine a
profile to create on the machine, load APG and the
binder package. She
then also coordinated over the phone to delete items in the “Recycle Bin” and
also to delete all other
binders through
Engagement. The profile
loaded was “0026Temp.”
Feb. 3: New laptop was delivered to FCC OIG and she picked up the other laptop
to fix APG.
Feb. 6: FCC OIG called to indicate he was “looking around” and he found FEC
related data and files. He indicated to her that the data wasn’t within
, but that
he found it in reviewing other directories. She asked him how/where he found it,
but he told her “that is not the point. The point is that the data is on there..” and
did not elaborate as to how he came across the data. He also informed her at this
time that he did not want his other FCC loaned laptop to be shared or sent to
anyone else.
 She worked with the IT partner asap on this report, and they called the FCC
OIG back together within an hour from his call to her. He was still vague
and non-descript on this call regarding how he came across the data in
question. He told them he would contact Curtis (his boss) and would followup with them.
Feb. 9: Service Operations came to the Calverton office to fix the APG issue on the
previous laptop. She and the IT Partner coordinated with the FCC to deliver the
fixed/repaired laptop on 2/10.
Feb. 10: The IT partner was informed that the FCC OIG has informed FEC OIG
that this represents a potential security breach. This same day, he goes with her to
the FCC and they deliver the repaired laptop.
Feb. 10: The FEC OIG come to a meeting to pick up the laptop, and the FCC OIG
gives a brief demo to show how he found the data in question on the laptop. The
FEC also at this time copies the files onto another hard drive. FCC OIG shows his
path to the data as “Start” – “Explore” – search through various profiles on the
machine, and under one of the profiles, he finds an “ Old” directory under the
“program files” within one of the profiles.
To date – FCC still has possession of both machines, as they refused to return the
laptop in question (even though a repaired one with new APG and
loaded) due
to wanted to swipe the machine of all data before returning. Auditor’s
understanding is that to date, FCC still has possession of 2 CG laptops.

Please describe your understanding of the nature and extent of FEC data that may have been
disclosed/available from the laptop in question.
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She stated she has never had any involvement in the FEC engagement. The only
recollection she has of ever doing any work related to any FEC engagement was that she
loaded an APG program into
in 2008. She was unaware of what the nature of the data
would be – as her only exposure to the data was on the day that the FCC OIG showed how
he found the files in question when CG delivered the repaired laptop.
•

Do you have any direct or indirect knowledge of the laptop in question, including any employees
who used the machine in the past, any other loan arrangements, any prior issues/problems with
the machine that were reported or caused the machine to be sent back to technical support to reimage the machine, etc.?
She had no knowledge of how this
old” directory would have gotten onto the machine
in question. Although, based on what she could piece together to date, she believed it
would have been something left from when the subcontractor would have used it – as it
appeared that these files were under his profile in the “Explore” tree that the FCC OIG
had searched.
She is unaware and has no knowledge of ever even hearing of another situation like this
during her time at CG.
She emphasized that it appeared as though this laptop hadn’t been accessed in a while, as
the profile listed could not be used to log into the machine. Service Operations informed
her that this was due to CG having controls to disable profiles after periods of inactivity.
They then helped her to create a new profile in order to log in.
The only time she has had any involvement even similar regarding loaned laptops has been
in her experience before with the FCC engagement and the loaned laptops.
She mentioned that she found it “odd” that the FCC OIG had asked her to review some
specific
things with him on Feb. 2. In this meeting, which she said the FCC OIG
requested, and took approximately 45 minutes… He inquired of her to show him details
regarding how to search last saved/changed dates of
files. He also inquired about
looking into the detail file structure of
directories and listings to see where these files
load to, and how they show up in these directories (details, names, extensions, etc.).

•

Do you have knowledge of a “post-it” note taped to the computer with account and password
data? Why was this done, or did FCC OIG place this?
She acknowledged that it wasn’t good judgment to put the
account and password onto
the laptop. However, it is her assertion that the only reason she put the password to the
windows domain account was that the FCC OIG asked her what the new password was,
and that he indicated it was OK for her to go ahead and write this on the note taped to the
laptop as well. This information was then only documented along with the laptop at the
consideration and in the presence of the FCC OIG contact.
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•

Do you have any direct or indirect knowledge of the laptop in question, including any employees
who used the machine in the past, any other loan arrangements, any prior issues/problems with
the machine that were reported or caused the machine to be sent back to technical support to reimage the machine, etc.?
No. Only person thought to have used it was a subcontractor on the FEC engagement in
2007.

Interview with IT Audit Manager (occurred on April 3):
During the interview with the IT Audit Manager, he indicated that he did not have any recollection
of doing any work with, or having accessed the laptop in question. He asserted that he would not
have had any contact with the machine based on his involvement with the subcontractor and the FEC
engagement. While he wasn’t completely clear initially as to whether he had received the
engagement data from the subcontractor via CD or email; he was subsequently able to remember
that he did receive the data through encrypted email transmissions and that he loaded the data into
from his own profile and laptop based on the emails provided.
Interview with three members of the MidAtlantic CSC (MACSC) Service Operations team
(occurred Feb. 18):
The individual responsible for reformatting the drive in 2007, as well as the contact with whom the
IT Senior spoke with when preparing the laptop for the FCC OIG were two of the three members
present at the interview.
•

What is the history of the laptop in question? Please review the history and elaborate on what
engagements were involved with this machine, and which personnel had access to the computer.
What is the timeline of these uses of the laptop, and whether the laptop was a prior employee
machine, if it is part of a “loaner pool” of machines, etc.?
They confirmed the same set of events and timeline as discussed with the IT partner and
Senior. They did not have any direct involvement/contact with the laptop in question
during the timing of the events in question. The person who spoke with the senior
indicated he had discussed how to reload a profile and how to load the
binder with her,
but did not work with the machine directly. He also discussed with her how to delete the
“recycle bin” and the other
binders on the laptop, but not how to re-image the drive, or
delete other files on the machine.
They provided some documentation regarding when the machine was re-imaged in 2007
when given to the subcontractor, as well as documentation of when the machine was signed
out to the senior from the secure storage area in
, and documentation on a
physical laptop inventory performed on 9/26/2008, when Service Operations documented
that this laptop (via serial and asset tag #) were located in the secure area.
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•

Who was responsible for the loading of
engagement and data for the purposes of loaning this
device to the OIG? Was any observation or confirmation of the process to prepare this device
conducted?
The IT Senior prepared and loaded the
binder on the laptop. Service Operations was
in contact during this process, though, and talked her through this over the phone, but was
not directly involved in preparing this laptop.

•

Do any internal procedures exist regarding the process for prepping devices that are to be on
loan?
Yes. They did provide documentation on internal policies and procedures for transfers of
computers, disposal, recycling, retention, and specific checklist procedures for disposal and
for laptop setup for new and transferred machines.
Also, Microsoft SMS tool is used to track logons, and also helps to track inventory, as SMS
has a baseline of machines, and tracks this via the logons to these machines through the
network. If a machine is not logged into the network within 90 days, the network ID
assigned to the machine is disabled. This is confirmed by the circumstances of this
incident, as the senior could not login to the network with the laptop in question due to the
period of inactivity with this machine exceeding 90 days, and the account had been
disabled.

•

Is there any evidence or documentation to support the tracking, procedures performed to prepare
the device, and history of the chain of custody specific to the machine in question?
Yes. There is a workstation setup checklist prepared and signed as of 4/19/2007, checkout
log to the senior in 2009 (2/2), and documentation of the inventory done in 9/26/2008 were
provided to evidence some history of this machine and the chain of custody.

•

What is the current status and possession of the laptop in question, and why?
FCC still maintains the device, as well as the other repaired laptop device. FCC and FEC
have explained that they will release this once the data has been deleted and the
investigations are concluded.

•

Does the history of this machine include any erasing, swiping, or swapping of the hard drive? If
so, please elaborate.
No record exists of it being returned by the subcontractor to the secure area and/or to
Service Operations. However, in 4/19/2007, there was a reformat and reload of toolsets
recorded on this machine by Service Operations.

•

How is inventory of machines used in “loan” situations tracked and monitored?
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SMS is used to track and monitor devices as the accounts logon to the network. This is
monitored by the Service Operations group. The Service Operations manager tracks an
excel spreadsheet of the laptops, where they are assigned to, who they are assigned to, etc.
A technician, also in Service Operations, maintains an Access database to track laptop and
device inventory, which has some more history built into the tracking. For “loaner”
machines, there is also a tracking sheet in Calverton used to sign in/out machines in use for
temp basis, for contractors, etc.
•

Do you have ability to determine/track who has accessed the FEC engagement binder since
2004? Do you have any knowledge or monitoring of who has synchronized or downloaded any
FEC data since 2004?
There is a process to monitor and identify who synchronized binders to the central file
room either to their desktop and to
. It is unclear what level of detail of this log exists
once a binder in “Finalized” in
status. For those “In Process” status, the detail logs are
available. Service Operations will follow up with Corporate CG IT to determine what
details and logs exist for FEC data engagements in
.

•

What physical security controls are applied to laptops stored as “pooled” machines or those
returned by employees, or in various states or repair/replacement, etc.?
These machines are stored in locked/secure storage areas for both
and
offices.
is stored via a locked area with key and fob access. Those
with access include office receptionists, as well as Service Operations, and also the PICs.
For
, office administrator, and Service Operations have keys to this area.

Interview follow-up with three members of the MidAtlantic CSC (MACSC) Service
Operations team (occurred the week of Feb. 23):
An additional interview with the Service Operations was conducted the week of 2/23, based on
additional information from the FEC OIG and other information obtained during the investigation.
•

Who do laptops get returned to once CG determines that the machine is outdated?
CG purchases laptops. Once laptops are replaced or considered outdated (no specific
requirement), CG will either donate the machines to charity, schools, or may allocate them
to partners or employees in some situations for personal use.

•

What other machines were used by the subcontractor?
Can’t track machines he had prior to the documentation of April 2007. The current
tracking and asset monitoring database process only went into place during late 2006 into
early 2007. Further, the current database and tracking process for laptops only tracks the
most recent possession. Simply stated, asset history is overwritten by whatever the most
recent entry is. For example, if an employee’s CG laptop is transferred to another
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employee, the asset system would only have an entry for the current person in possession –
not anything prior; although some additional details are kept in a backup copy of a
spreadsheet used to support the database tracking.
Their understanding would be that no CG laptop would have been assigned to the
subcontractor prior to 2007, as subcontractors used their own machines prior to the end of
2006 when CG began using
.
•

What logs are available to document the levels of synchronization and history of sync between
the Central File Room server of
and local machines? What previous logs would exist on
Evans engagement activity?
Engagements listed as “In Process” in
show up as having a synchronization history
within the – Properties; Information; Advanced; Synchronization Log. Within this, there
is some detail listing times and GID of the synchronization. However, once an engagement
is closed or listed as “Finalized” this history information is not displayed.
Further, it was explained that there is likely no log of synchronizations with the
subcontractor. This is due to the fact that subcontractor was not provided with a CG
network ID. Therefore, he would not have been able to upload/sync data to
centrally.
He would have needed to sync via a peer-to-peer connection with another persons laptop,
or transferred files via email or CD. It is believed this may have taken place between the
IT Audit Manager and the subcontractor.

•

Does CG have capabilities or practices to swipe all machines, even those transferred internally?
Auditors understanding is that the CG process is to reformat machines that are transfers and to
only run “Kill Disk” to swipe drives in compliance with DoD standards when machines are to be
sent to charity or re-allocated. FEC OIG had stated their specialists had indicated that laptops
could be swiped for selective directories, etc. during internal transfers.
CG was not initially aware of this. CG only reformatted internally transferred machines.
However – Effective 2/27/2009, the Director of Service Operations required that all
machines returned to the “pool” or to the secure storage rooms will now be required to
have the Kill Disk tool run against them to swipe the drives. On 3/2/2009, Service
Operations informed the auditor that CG was investigating using
tools and
capabilities to swipe selective directories/data during internal transfers.

•

How did the subcontractor receive the laptop provided to him in April 2007? Was the machine
new at that time?
Service Operations prepared a checklist for setting up and formatting the laptop to be used
by the subcontractor on April 19, 2007. They indicated that at that time he would have
provided it to someone in the Calverton office to provide to the subcontractor, that he did
not provide it to him directly.
The purchase date of the laptop in question was determined to be 3/07/2005.
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•

Does HR or IT have a checklist for obtaining laptops and a checklist to follow for
terminated/separated employees?
On 2/26/2009, HR provided a copy of the Termination checklist which is followed for
employees. Since this was a subcontractor – no such form would have been used.
However, again, the bottom of page 2 on this checklist includes a completion/requirement
to return/obtain the computer, drives, cords, disks, etc.
The IT procedures for handling/receiving laptops from employees are listed in the IT
Manual and within the Workstation standards.

•

The data found was in a windows directory labeled “ .old” per FEC OIG. How would that
have appeared is that standard naming, or was a directory created/renamed?
“Old” – would have been the name given to a backup copy of a binder/folder, and is to be
removed per end user requirements to delete files/data from machines once engagements
are finalized. Since this was listed under a separate profile in the directory – the process
described to the senior over the phone would not have removed this.

Interview with the IT Partner (occurred on Feb. 13):
•

Describe the nature of the circumstances and your understanding of the events and circumstances
around this matter.
The FCC OIG was provided a laptop in August, 2008 for purposes of doing workpaper
review on the IT portion of the FCC FISMA and CFO (Financial Statement) audits. In
early Feb. (believed about 2/2), he reported that he could not access APG in order to review
certain work steps. In order to expedite the request, the IT partner worked with the senior
to get a computer from the
locked storage area, as apparently due to time
constraints and concerns in the timing in his discussion with the FCC OIG, it was
determined that returning the laptop through to the technical support group to fix and
return would take too long.
The new laptop (the one in question) was then loaded with the
binder package for FCC,
and all other
binders were deleted. This machine was delivered to the FCC OIG then
on 2/2/2009. On Feb. 6, he reported that there was other data he could access on the
laptop, reportedly related to the FEC.
In the meantime, he retained the prior laptop, had it fixed for APG, and reloaded with the
updated
binder package for FCC. The repaired laptop was delivered to the FCC OIG
on 2/10/2009. At that time, they refused to return the laptop in question, as he indicated
they would not return until FCC OIG had an opportunity to delete all FCC data from the
machine.
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•

Has any issue like this arisen in the past relative to loaned or shared laptops?
He indicated he had never experienced anything of this nature before in his time at CG. He
articulated that the process of loaning these laptops for purposes of w/p review by the client
is very rare, and only done for government projects – mostly with FCC.

•

Is the use and loaning of this machine consistent with the nature of the engagement being done
with the FCC? Do you have any knowledge to date of the nature or extent or type of data in
question that may have been disclosed relative to clients/agencies outside of the FCC?
His understanding is that the FCC has done w/p review like this in the past, but was never
an issue before. The understanding to date is that they don’t believe there is PII data, but
some data of an IT nature that may be considered confidential and sensitive. This laptop
was isolated to only being given to another federal government employee of the OIG office
(FCC) and to date believe it only contained a backup engagement and files for an FEC
audit.

•

What employees have participated in the FEC engagements since 2004, including any temporary
employees, contractors, interns, terminated employees, etc.?
Would need to run a “Time21” report to determine employees who charged hours to the
FEC. Will need to obtain additional input to determine what contractors may have
participated in FEC engagements. (This data was subsequently obtained and reviewed by
the Auditor).

•

Are you aware of a “post-it” note taped to the laptop in question with account and password data
on it? Why was this done?
His understanding was that the password for the account was written on the laptop in the
presence of the FCC OIG per discussion and request with/from him. There is
acknowledgement that having this post-it with any information was not a good judgment or
practice.
He inquired whether/why the FCC OIG would not have removed this. Auditor will inquire
of the FCC OIG on this matter, as well as to what procedures/responsibilities are outlined
in “acceptable usage” with the OIG when in possession of CG equipment/devices. [Based
on additional follow-up and determinations – questions were not specifically directed by
the Auditor to the FCC OIG due to statements from FEC OIG, as well as the protocols and
requirements indicated by the FCC OIG to address questions].

•

The data in question is sensitive IT data. Can you describe the need/purpose of including this
data within the w/p detail for this engagement?
The IT partner indicated that FISCAM and other guidance specifically indicate the value
and purpose of obtaining and reviewing network diagrams and related
network/infrastructure documentation. Given that this was a financial statement audit
23
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(not FISMA), the IT partner acknowledged that the IP addresses and machine name details
were likely not necessary, but that this type of data is typically obtained as part of FISMA
engagements. The discussion included the fact that network diagrams are often obtained
and provide significant value for financial audits (CFO) to determine the nature of the IT
environment, extent of application and database servers, to validate the Primary Domain
Controller and Backup Domain Controller (PDC and BDC) to be reviewed/tested, etc. The
consensus was that while network diagrams and related data are needed for financial
audits, the IP addresses, machine names, and similar level of sensitive details and/or
account and password data should be redacted before inclusion in the detail w/p’s, or
returned/destroyed after final w/p review.
•

Describe the “chain of custody” of the laptop at the time it was provided by technical support
until when it was delivered to the client.
Tech support not involved with this laptop. The IT Senior and Calverton office
secretary/manager involved in taking machine out of storage closet, signing it out, and
coordinating only over the phone with tech support to get binder package loaded and other
binders deleted (through
). Machine then delivered to the FCC OIG.

•

Please describe your understanding of the nature and extent of FEC data that may have been
disclosed/available from the laptop in question.
Unknown exactly at time of interview. Believed not to be PII, but maybe some sensitive
data. Auditor confirmed with FEC OIG and FEC CIO and CISO that data in question was
not PII, and that it was related to IP addresses and confidential password and/or other
system data.

•

Do you have any direct or indirect knowledge of the laptop in question, including any employees
who used the machine in the past, any other loan arrangements, any prior issues/problems with
the machine that were reported or caused the machine to be sent back to technical support to reimage the machine, etc.?
No. Only person thought to have used it was a subcontractor on the FEC engagement in
2007.

Interview follow-up with the IT Partner (occurred on March 9):
An additional interview with the IT Partner was held of 3/9. This was due to obtaining clarifications
from additional information obtained during the procedures.
•

Did the subcontractor use his own machine or the company provided laptop prior to 2007 for
subcontracting engagements?
Used his own SamLin machine prior to 2007. 2007 was the first year CG did the IT
procedures for FEC, as this coincides with the RAS standards from SAS’s and application
24
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to Federal clients. Prior to 2007, workpapers were done in electronic form and stored on
the G:/ drive of the network, and prior to 2005 – work was done in paper copy.
•

Did the subcontractor have a UserID to the network? Service Ops indicates that he did not, and
therefore would have done all synchronization on a peer-to-peer or other basis to update
engagement binders/files. Did he synchronize with the IT Manager or someone else?
No access given to subcontractors for the network. He was not sure how exactly the
subcontractor synched his data to the
engagement file and central file room. The IT
Manager had informed him that he didn’t specifically recall either exactly how he received
the data from the subcontractor.

•

How did the subcontractor receive the laptop in 2007? Service Operations indicated that they
provided this to someone in the Calverton office. Was the IT Manager or someone else involved
in actually providing the machine?
He believed this would have been either the Audit Manager or the IT Manager. It was
later clarified by the Auditor that this was the FEC Audit Manager who personally
transferred/delivered the laptop.

•

Do we require subcontractors to sign a policy for acceptable use, handling of CG provided
laptops, etc.? Do they sign acknowledgement of receipt of the machine, etc.?
No. Not aware of anything.

•

Do we have a contract with SamLin to date back to 2004, or at least for 2007?
Not aware of anything, and still has not located a copy of a contract to date. The Auditor
later clarified with the Calverton PIC that a contract does exist – but that the FEC
engagement specifically is not listed.

•

Can you estimate when this machine would have been returned in late 2007/early 2008?
Believes it was the fall of 2007.

Interview with the Subcontractor and subcontractor Firm owner (occurred on March 10 –
follow up calls also took place the week of 3/16 to confirm that FEC data had been deleted
from SamLin machines):
•

How did you sync your FEC data to
this “ .old” file?

engagement in 2007? Do you have any knowledge of

was loaded onto a computer for the first time in 2007. They have no indication as to
what this “ .old” file was. Subcontractor did not load any actual data onto the CG laptop,
as he had continual issues/problems with uploading the data he had into
on the CG
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laptop. Therefore, he provided his data to the IT Manager via an encrypted zip file
through email. The owner confirmed this, as he stated he recalled the upload problems
and seeing the emails with the sent encrypted file. Subcontractor indicated he believed
some data was already loaded into
engagement, but he thought everything was within
… he was not aware of any data loaded outside of
engagement.
•

Did you ever use your personal email address/account to send data that was business related
regarding the FEC?
Yes, vt.edu address was used on the first year of the engagement only (2004) and was
addressed with the FEC CIO and the FEC at the time. Later that year, as well as in the
2005 engagement, he used his SamLin Consulting email address. Starting in 2006, he
indicated that the FEC required the use of their approved email accounts for business
purposes.

•

Did you ever use 2 laptops during your employ with CG? Was one a personal laptop? Did you
ever use your personal laptop for business purposes, including copying, creating, emailing, etc.
any files related to FEC?
A personal laptop was never used. He used his SamLin laptop during his tenure on the
engagement. In 2007 was the first year that he also used a CG machine, as this was
provided so he could upload his files onto a local copy of
onto that machine. This
upload didn’t work, which may have led to the issue of the backup copy of data.
He did have engagement data loaded onto his own machine from SamLin, as well. Auditor
later confirmed with subcontractor and the firm’s owner that this data had been deleted,
except for the narrative write-ups drafted by the subcontractor.

•

When were you involved in doing FEC related engagements on behalf of CG?
Since 2004.

•

Have you ever shared/disclosed any FEC data outside of FEC management, OIG, or other CG
personnel?
No. Auditor has noted though, per previous questions, that he did load and put FEC data
on his SamLin provided laptop also.

•

Who gave you the CG laptop in 2007?
The Audit Manager provided him the computer. He noted that he received the laptop from
her in June 2007.

•

Whom did you return your laptops to after your periods of subcontracting/employment with CG?
He returned the machine to the Audit Manager, as well.
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•

Were you asked to sign anything at CG regarding confidentiality, accepted usage of CG laptops,
etc.?
He signed an NDA and Security Awareness verification with the FEC, but did not sign
anything specific with CG. The owner also signed an NDA.

•

What other engagements outside of FEC did you work on during your time working on behalf of
CG?
None. They both stated that the subcontractor did not participate on any other CG related
engagements during the time he worked on FEC.
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Build type: SHIP UNICODE 3.01.4000.2435 calling process;
jC :\~IINDOWS\system32\msi exec. exe "'==
MSI (c) (60:74) (10:22:05:719]: Resetting cached policy values
MSI (c) (60:74) [10:22:05:719]: Machine policy value 'Debug' is o
MSI (c) (60:74) (10:22:05:719): "'w*w"'"'* RunEngine:
"'"'"w"'"'w Product: \\cgebiz.net\dfs\SMSinstall\\llm\Pointsec\62HFl\Pointsec for PCtnsi
"'"'w"'"'"'w Action:
~"'"w"'"'w Co1M1andLine: uw*w*"***~
MSI (c) (60:74) [10:22:05:719]: client-side and UI is none or basic: Running entire install on the server.
MSI (c) (60:74) [10:22:05:719]: Grabbed execution mutex.
MS! (c) (60:74) [10:22:06:160]: cloakin9 enabled.
MS! (c) (60:74~ [10:22:06:160]: AttB~pt1n9 to enable all disabled priveleges before calling Install on server
1MSI (c) (60:74J [10:22:06:170]: Incrementing counter to disable shutdown. counter after increment: o
'.MSI (s) (18:30) [10:22:06:610]: Grabbed execution mutex.
'.MSI (s) (18:7c) [10:22:06:610]: Resening cached policy values
jMSI (s) (18:7c) [10:22:06:610]: Machine policy value 'oebug' is o
MSI (s) (18:7C) [10:22:06:610]: "****** RunEngine:
**"""~** Product: \ \cgebi z. net\dfs\SMSinsta 11\·Mn\Poi ntsec\62HF1 \Poi ntsec for PC.msi
1.1*""'*** Action:
**""'*""' c~~mandLine: ""'"'"'*""'*""
t'4SI (s) (18 :7c) [10: 22 :07:031]: Incrementing counter to disable shutdown. counter after increment: O
MSI (s) (18:7c) [10:22:07:282]: Machine policy value 'o1sableuserrnsLalls' is o
MSI (s) (18:7c) (10:22:08:233]: File will have security applied from opcode.
MS! (s) (1B:7c) (10:22:18:803]: Decrementing counter to disable shutdown. If counter>= O, shutdown will be denied. counter
after decrement: -1
MS! (s) (18:7c) (10:22:18:803]: SOFTWARE RESTRICTION POLICY: verifying package-->
'\\cgebiz.net\dfs\SMSinstall\~m\Pointsec\62HF1\Pointsec for PC.msi against software restriction policy
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PC.msi has a digital signature
!MSI (s) (18:7c) [10:22:42:037]: SOFTWARE RESTRICTION POLICY: \\cgebiz.net\dfs\SM5Install\'M11\Pointsec\62HF1\Pointsec for
~,PC.msi is permitted to run at the 'unrestricted' authorization level.
1MSI !s) (18:7c) [10:22:42:207~: End dialog not enabled
MS1 s) \18:7C) [10:22:42:207 : Original package s•> \\cgebiz.net\dfs\~~Sinstall\'Mi1\PointSec\62HF1\Pointsec far PC.ntsi
MSI s) (18:7c) [10:22:42:207 : Package we're running fran ==> c:\wrnoows\rnstaller\4alce.msi
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MSI (s) (18:7c) [10:22:43:700]: APPCOf.1PAT: no matching Productcode found in database.
MS! (s) (18:7c) ~10:22:43:790]: MSCOREE not loaded loading copy from s¥stem32
MS! ~s) ~18:7c) 10:22:44:461]: Machine policy value 'Transformssecure is 1
MS! s) 1..18:7c) 10:22:44:522]: Machine policy value 'oisablePatch' is O
MS! s) (18:7c) (10:22:44:522): Machine policy value 'AllowLockdownPatch' is 1
MSI (s) (18:7c) [10:22:44:522]: f'o:achine policy value :01sableLUAPa~ching' i~ o..
1MSI (s) (18:7c) (10:22:44:562]: r..:achine policy value 01sableFlyweightPatch1ng 1s O
jMSI (s) (18:7c) (10:22:44:732]: APPCOMPAT: looking for appcD!npat database entry w1th Productcode
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1'(31B33270-24D7-4307-84F2-A3288636B83~}'.
MSI (s) (18:7C) [10:22:44:732]: APPCOMPAT:

no matching Productcode found in database.
MSI (s) (18:7c) [10:22:44:7321: Transforms are not secure.
MSI Cs) (18:7C) [10:22:44 :792j: c001mand Line: REBOOT2Reallysuppress CURRE.NTDIRECTORY-5:\\\111\Pointsec CLIIONTUILEVEL-3
CLIE.NTPROCE.SSID=2656
~SI (s) (18:7c) [10:22:44:802]: PROPERTY CHANGE: Adding Packagecode property. Its value is
'{9DBEC128-3BAC-4AA9-9A40-A3EC13DB80F8}'.
MS! (s) (18:7c) [10:22:44:802]: Product code passed ~o Engine.Initialize:
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l~~~~erty(s): PROGMSG_IIS_REMOVEWfBSER\/ICEEXTENSION

Removing web service e)(tension
,Property(s): PROGMSG_IIS_REMOVEWEBSERVICEEXTENSIONS = Removin9 web service e)(tensions ...
:Property(s): PROGMSG_IIS_ROLLBACKAPPPOOLS x Rolling back application pools ..•
'Property(s): PROGMSG_IIS_ROLLBACKWEBSERVICEEXTENSIONS =Rolling back web service extensions ...
Property(s): DWUSLINK = CE4C00080E2BB75FCEACA758CEEC978FDEFC008FCEBC879FCE7BB728D98CA7DF3E3CB7CF9EAC
Property(s): ARPURLINFOABOUT = http://W'f.w.checkpoint.com
Property(S): ARPNOr«:JOIFY ~ 1
Property(s): ARPNOREPAIR = 1
Property(S): REMOVEPOINTSEC = 0
iProperty(s): SHOWLAUNCHPROGRA~
0
•Property(s): REBOOT~ Reallysuppress
Property(s): REG_EXTEND_LOGGING = 0
Pt'operty(s) : REG_LOG_TRANSFER = 1
Property(s): Rest artManageropti on = cl oseRestartl
Property(s): REG_LANGUAGE =xx:
Property(s): PO!NTSEC_DLL_LOADED "' 0
1Property(s): RE~INSTALLTIME = 1204990230
1Property(s): Po1 ntsecDumtn:y'Return = o
';Property(S): R£GALLUSERSPROFILE = c:\Docu:nents and settings\All users\Appl ication oata\Pointsec\Pointsec for PC\
!Pl'operty(s): REG_MAX.._LOG_TRANSFER_MAX_SIZE = 10
Property(s): REG_SHOW_RECOVERY_MESS"' 0
Praperty(S): ARPINSTALLLOCAT!ON "' C:\Progr·am Files\Pointsec\Pointsec for PC\
Property(s): Point secDLLPath = c:\OOCUME~l \whi t6274\LOCALY..1\Temp\{31833270-2407-4307-84 F2-A3288636B83A}
Property(s): RemoteAdtninTS = 1
,Property(S): Msi~ffProductType a 1
:Property(s): servicePackLevelM1nor = o
;Property(s): servicePackLevel = 2
:p1•operty(s): windowssuild = 2600
Property(s): versionMsi = 3.01
Property(s~: versionDatabase : 200
Property(s : CLIENTPROCESSID = 2656
Property(S : CLIENTUILEVEL
3
,Property(s): CONPANYNAAE =.Clifton Gunderson
\Property(s): USERNAME : cl1~on Gunderson
iproperty(s): CURREITTDIRECTORY " s :\v.m\Po1ntsec
Property(s): Packagecodechanging = 1
Property(s): Pr·oductstate = -1
Propet·ty(s): Packagecode = {9D8EC128-3BAC-4AA9-9MO-A3EC13DB80F8}
Property(s): ProductToBeReg1sterecl - 1
MSI (s) (18:7C) [10:32:12:750]: ~Jote: 1: 1707
jMSI (s) (18:7c) [10:32:12:750]: Product: Pointsec PC -- Installation operation completed successfully.
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(s) (18:7C) [10:32:12:870]: cleaning up un1nstalled install packages, if any exist
MSI Cs) (18:7c) (10:32:12:910]: MainEngmeThread is returning O
MSI (s) (18:30) (10:32:13:01.1]: Destroying RemoteAPI object.
MSI (s) (18:20) (10:32:13:251): custom Action fo1anager thread ending.
c== Logging stop~ed: 3/8/2008
10:32:12 ~~,
,
lMSI (c) (60:74) [10:32:13:251]: Decrementing counter to disable shutdo~m. If counter>= O, shutdown will be aenied.
!after decrement: -1
MSI (c) (60:74) [10:32:13:251]: Ma1nEngineThread is returning O
=:sc Verbose logging stopped: 3/8,/2008
10:32:13 ===
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I.

Executive Summary

On November 1, 2013, the
notified the Office of Inspector General (OIG) that on October 24, 2013, the
Office of General Counsel (OGC) had made a referral to the Office of Special Counsel (OSC)
concerning OGC
attorney
who they discovered had made
several tweets or re-tweets (forwarded tweets originated by another user) that appeared to violate
the Hatch Act. 1 These tweets expressed support and solicited contributions for the election of
certain Democratic candidates for Federal office, including President Barack OBAMA, Cory
BOOKER and Wendy DAVIS. The referral states that
was considered a “further restricted”
2
employee under the Hatch Act.
The OIG initiated a joint investigation with the OSC’s Hatch Act Unit. The OSC was to
investigate and prosecute the alleged Hatch Act violations, and the OIG was to investigate any
criminal, ethics, or administrative violations, including misuse of government property and misuse
of official time. The OIG would also issue the necessary subpoenas and coordinate the computer
forensic analysis of
FEC-issued computer. Due to the potential criminal violation of 18
U.S.C. § 607, soliciting political contributions from a building occupied in the discharge of official
Federal duties, the Public Corruption Unit of the USAO was notified.
During the investigation, the OIG obtained information that
participated on a panel
discussing 2012 Republican presidential candidate Mitt ROMNEY that was broadcast live over the
internet via the Huffington Post website (the “webcast”). During the webcast,
made
negative comments about ROMNEY and Republicans in general.
participation in the
webcast constituted misuse of government property, misuse of official time, and violated a
requirement for FEC employees to obtain prior approval for certain outside activities related to their
official duties.
Records from WebTA, the FEC’s time and attendance program, show
was working
from the FEC building the day of the webcast, and FEC Office of the Chief Information Officer
(OCIO) records show
reserved the FEC computer training room in the FEC building for a two
hour period covering the time of the live broadcast. The wall and chair rail visible behind
in the webcast are identical to those in the computer training room. The training room computers
are equipped with Logitech webcams and enabled to support web video conferencing. The training
room computers had been replaced, wiped, and returned to the General Services Administration as
surplus between the time of the webcast and the time they were examined by OCIO personnel, so
1

The Hatch Act, 5 U.S.C. § 7321-6, prohibits Federal employees from engaging in specified political activities.

2

The FEC is one of several enumerated agencies whose employees have further political activity restrictions, in
addition to those restrictions covering all Federal employees, placed upon them by the Hatch Act. 5 U.S.C. §
7323(b)(1), (2).
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their internet histories did not go back far enough to yield any results from a search for the webcast
activity.
On April 2, 2014, a settlement agreement between
admitted to violating the Hatch Act by

the FEC, and agreed to a two-year debaiment from Federal employment.
).
Pursuant to the te1ms of the settlement agreement, on April 4, 2014,resignation from the FEC, which became effective April 5, 2014.

tenderedll

A s - is no longer an employee of the FEC, the FEC has no jurisdiction to impose
administrative sanctions, including disciplinaiy and adverse actions, u p o n - The USAO
issued a declination of prosecution on June 3, 2014. Therefore, the OIG concluded its investigative
work in this matter on June 3, 2014.
The OIG will conduct a sepai·ate inquny to determine whether there is any evidence of
political bias in
cases to w h i c h - was assigned.
was assigned
to a
, and did not work directly on
cases
after that date. While on the special projects team, however,was assigned to draft four (4)
reports recommending to the Commission complaints that did not meet ce1iain established
thresholds be dismissed; had no discretion in these assignments.

II.

Investigation Details

This matter was initiated on November 1, 2013, when the OIG received a telephonic hotline
complaiI1t f r o m - . According t o -, on October 24, 2013, the OGC had made a
refe1rnl to the OSC concerning- Twitter activity that appeared to violate the Hatch Act. 3 A
copy of the OGC's refeffal to the OSC was fo1warded to the OIG. Attachment 1. The OIG
3

5 C.F.R. § 704.102(a) provides the OSC with exclusive jurisdiction to investigate and prosecute Hatch Act violations.
However, the Inspector General Act of 1978, as amended (IG Act) makes it an IG's statutory "duty and responsibility"
to investigate matters "relating to the programs and operations" of the agency. For most Federal agencies, Hatch Act
violations may not relate directly to the programs and operations of the agency, with some exceptions. The FEC,
though, is tasked with, inter alia, the regulation and enforcement of Federal political campaign activity and
organizations, which creates a relationship between a Hatch Act violation by an FEC employee and the programs and
operations of the FEC. Therefore, Hatch Act violations fall within the OIG's statutory jurisdiction, and the OSC has
concun-ent jw-isdiction. A misunderstanding of this joint jurisdiction may have partially contributed to the short delay
in reporting the matter to the OIG after it had been reported to the OSC.
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immediately contacted the OSC's Hatch Act unit to initiate a joint investigation, and OIG personnel
met with representatives from the OSC's Hatch Act Unit on November 6, 2013. Training records
s h o w - a FEC-attomey since., had received Hatch Act training in 2010 and 2012.
Atta.chment 2.
Subpoenas were issued to Twitter f o r - two known accounts, with the usemames
a n d - Information was developed during the search o f Lotus Notes email ac~stablished a Logitech, Inc., account on the day of and just prior
to the webcast, and likely used a Logitech video conferencing system to paiticipate in the webcast;
therefore, a subpoena was issued to Logitech. Twitter and Logitech both produced the information
requested to the extent they possessed or controlled it. Information related to the webcast was also
sought from AOL, Inc., parent company of the TheHuffingtonPost.com, Inc. , HuffPost News and
HPMG News (collectively AOL). AOL provided the infonnation without a subpoena, as some of it
was generally publicly available.
FEC-issued computer was seized and turned over to the Computer Crimes Unit of
the United States Postal Service OIG (USPS OIG) for forensic analysis, including a hai·d drive
search. The OCIO was enlisted to assist with the capture of~otus Notes email
account and in tracking- use of FEC computer equi~ WebTA and Hatch
Act training records were obtained from the FEC OGC.
Due to the potential criminal violation of 18 U.S.C. § 607, soliciting political contributions
from a building occupied in the discharge of official Federal duties, the Public Conuption Unit of
the USAO was notified. In addition to the USAO, coordination and advice was also sought from
the Election Crimes Branch of the Public Integrity Section and the Computer Crimes and
Intellectual Property Section of the Department of Justice (collectively, with the USAO, DOJ). The
DOJ was kept apprised of all proposed investigative actions, including the workplace and email
searches, computer forensic analysis, proposed subpoenas and other inf01mation gathering
activities.
A. Criminal Solicitation

While Federal employees engaging in specified political activities while on duty or in a
Federal building and soliciting political contributions either on or off duty constitute administrative
violations of the Hatch Act and ethics regulations, soliciting political contributions from inside a
Federal building is also a criminal offense. The OSC provided information to the OIG showing
dates and times when~ade apparent solicitations for political contributions to candidates
for Federal elections t~ Twitter account. The OSC noted, however, that there were
discrepancies with the time stamps on printouts of
tweet from the Twitter website. An
initial OIG review compared the OSC inf01mation to
WebTArecords, and several of the
solicitations appeai·ed to have been made on dates when
was working at the FEC building
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at 999 E Street, Northwest, Washington, DC 20463 (FEC building). The FEC building is used and
occupied by Federal employees in the discharge of official duties.

II

Although- tweeted solicitations on dates when
worked, a review of the available
information was unable to p l a c e - inside the FEC building at the exact times of the
solicitations. The timestamps on the printouts from Twitter's public website were unreliable due to
the discrepancies noted by OSC, thus the printouts could not be used to determine the exact times of
the solicitations. Therefore, either an analysis of records subpoenaed from Twitter or a computer
forensic analysis o f - FEC-issued computer was needed to p l a c e - in the FEC
building at the times of the solicitations,
It was anticipated that the dates and times contained in the internal records subpoenaed from

Twitter would be more accurate than those on the public website printouts. The subpoena also
requested records of the Internet Protocol (IP) addresses of the computers- used for the
solicitations, which would have revealed i f - had used
FEC-issued computer to make the
solicitations. However, the information produced by Twitter in response to the subpoena did not go
back far enough in time to show the dates and times of the solicitations or capture the IP addresses
of the computer devices used b y - for the solicitations, as this information was apparently
not retained by Twitter. The forensic analysis o f - FEC-issued computer was not helpful in
determining whether
used government property for the solicitations because, according to the
OCIO,
computer had been replaced as part of the normal replacement cycle between the dates of
the solicitations and the date it was seized.

II

II

II

The USAO issued a declination of prosecution on June 3, 2014, based primarily on the lack
inside the FEC building at the times of the solicitations. Although
did not specifically admit to soliciting while inside the FEC
building. Attachment 1.
B. Ethics Violations Predicated Upon The Webcast

The webcast was not mentioned in the OGC's referral to the OSC or the OIG and was
discovered during the course of the OIG investigation. The OIG obtained information that
participated in the webcast on
2012, at 12:00 p.m. Eastern Standard Time.
image and voice appeared on a HuftPost Live "Community Sound Ofr' audio-video webcast,
moderated by Ahmed Shihab-Eldin, titled "Ann Romney to Mitt Critics - 'Stop It,"' and broadcast
live over the internet to the public, as a member of a panel discussing the 2012 presidential
campaign. name, occupation (lawyer), and location (Washington, DC) were mentioned by
the moderator and appeared on the screen when
spoke, as did
Twitter username,
Attachment 3. During the webcast,
made negative comments about
ROMNEY, and Republicans in general. For example,
made a comment that appeared to be

II

II
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directed to ROMNEY or ROMNEY's wife, Ann, or both, that they needed to "grow a backbone" in
response to Ann ROMNEY's complaints about criticism oflll husband. also stated that
the ROMNEY campaign was "making excuses," and that it was "reflective of the entire Republican
platform."
WebTA records showwas working from the FEC building that day, and OCIO
records show
reserved the FEC computer training room in the FEC building for a two hour
period covering the time of the live broadcas t. Attachment 4. The wall and chair rail visible behind
in the webcast are identical to those in the computer training room. The training room
computers are equipped with Logitech webcams and enabled to support web video conferencing.
The training room computers had been replaced between the time of the webcast and the time they
were examined by OCIO personnel, so their internet histories did not go back far enough to yield
any results from a search for the webcast activity.

II

Under the Hatch Act statute and regulations, a Federal employee is prohibited from
engaging in political activity, which is defined as an activity directed toward the success or failure
of political party or candidate for partisan political office, while on duty and in any room or
building occupied in the discharge of official duties. 4 In the settlement agreement,

resulted in a misuse of Government property pursuant to 5 C.F.R. § 2635.704, and
constituted a misuse of official time pursuant to 5 C.F.R. § 2635.705.
A review of records by the Deputy DAEO found t h a t - had not sought prior approval
to participate in the webcast. Prior approval was required because, under 5 C.F.R. § 4701.102, the
webcast participation was an uncompensated activity by providing services as a speaker. Fmiher,
comments about ROMNEY, the ROMNEY campaign, and the Republican Party in
general, pe1tained to matters involving an "ongoing or announced Commission policy, program, or
operation," because the FEC was involved in the administration and enforcement of Federal
election campaign laws involving these paities at the time of the webcast.

C. Ethics Violations Predicated Upon Twitter Activity
admitted in the settlement agreement to
Committing a Hatch Act violation by engaging in political activity within the FEC building, while

4

5 U.S.C. §§ 7324(a)(l ), (2); 5 C.F.R. §§ 734.306(a)(l ), (3).

5

For purposes of the Hatch Act, "on duty" means "in a pay status other than paid leave, compensatory time off, credit
hours, time off as an incentive award, or excused or authorized absence (including leave without pay) ." 5 C.F.R. §
734.101.
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on duty, or through the use of a government computer, constitutes a misuse of Government property
and a misuse of official time.
The OIG had planned to obtain evidence of discrete misuse of government prope1iy and
official time violations related t o - Twitter activity by conducting a review of OSC 's Hatch
Act analysis, in conjunction with other infom1ation, such as WebTA records and computer forensic
results. Both the subpoena response from Twitter and the computer forensic analysis provided
evidence, in the f01m of IP addresses used and the hard drive analysis, t h a t - used
FECissued computer to access and use
Twitter account.
settlement agreement, however,
Twitter activity. Therefore, while the
abrogated fmiher action and analysis related to
Hatch Act violations t h a t - admitted to
constitute a misuse of government prope1iy and official time in general, the specific circumstances
of each violation were not detailed.

II

II

D. OSC Settlement Agreement

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
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E. Conclusion of Investigative Activity

II

submitted
SF-52 resignation form on April 4, 2014, with an effective date of
April 5, 2014. Investigative activity concerning ethics violations b y - ceased w h e n submittedll resignation, as this action removed the FEC's ability to impose administrative
sanctions, but investigative activity concerning potential criminal violations b y - continued
until the USAO issued a declination of prosecution on June 3, 2014. The OIG had anticipated
conducting with the OSC a joint interview o f - but the settlement occurred prior to the
interview being attempted.
As mentioned previously, the OIG will conduct a separate inquiry to determine whether
there is any evidence of political bias in Enforcement Division cases to w h i c h - was assigned

Ill.

Findings

. Based on these
admissions,
misused Government property in violation of 5 C.F.R. § 2635.704 and misused
official time in violation of 5 C.F.R. § 2635. 705.
the webcast.

IV.

violated 5 C.F.R. § 4701.102 by not seeking or receiving approval to participate in

Suggestions
Based on these findings, the OIG suggests that management consider the following:
•

The Commission should consider promulgating a broadly worded directive to
prohibit employees from using any FEC property or facilities for any partisan or
political purpose, including providing commentary meant to be disseminated to the
general public on matters before or over which the Commission has jurisdiction, to
capture activity that might otherwise fall outside current statutes and regulations.

•

The Commission should explore revising its supplemental ethics regulations or issue
new regulations to expressly address providing commentary meant to be published,
broadcast, or otherwise disseminated to the general public on matters before or over
which the Commission has jurisdiction, taking into account employees' First
Amendment protections.
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V.

Background
A. Relevant Statutes, Regulations and Policies§.

18 U.S.C. § 607(a): It is a crime for anyone who is an officer or employee of the United
States government, ''to solicit or receive a donation of money or other thing of value in connection
with a Federal, State, or local election, while in any room or building occupied in the discharge of
official duties by an officer or employee of the United States, from any person."
5 C.F.R. § 2635.704(a): An employee has a duty to protect and conserve Government
7
property and shall not use such property, or allow its use, for other than authorized purposes.
5 C.F.R. § 2635.705(a): Unless authorized in accordance with law or regulations to use such
time for other purposes, an employee shall use official time in an honest effort to perform official
duties.
5 C.F.R. § 4701.102:
(a) Definitions. For purposes of this section:
(3) Definition of outside employment. For purposes of this section, outside
employment means any form of non-Federal employment, business relationship or activity
involving the provision of personal services, whether or not for compensation. It includes,
... , speaker, writer, or any other services provided by an individual.
( 4) Related to the employee's official duties means that the outside employment
meets one or more of the tests described in 5 C.F.R. §§ 2635.807(a)(2)(i)(B) through (E).
Outside employment related to the employee's official duties includes:
(iv) Outside employment that deals in significant part with any matter to
which the employee is or has been officially assigned in the last year, or any ongoing
or announced Commission policy, program, or operation.
(b) Prior approval requirement. An employee of the Commission, ... , shall obtain written
approval from the Designated Agency Ethics Official before engaging in outside employment
where the services provided:
6

The Hatch Act statute and regulations are not addressed in this section because the OIG and the OSC agreed that the
OSC would be responsible for investigating- alleged Hatch Act violations. However, Hatch Act statutes and
regulations form the basis for some of the e~tions investigated by the OIG.
7
While FEC Directive 58 allows for de minimis personal use of FEC-issued computers, such permitted use does not
extend to use that violates statutes or regulations, as such use is by its nature unauthorized, or where it impedes
fulfillment of FEC work. Thus, using a government computer to commit a Hatch Act violation is not an "authorized
purpose" under section 2635. 704, regardless of a de minimis personal use policy.
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(1) Are related to the employee's official duties ....

B. Scope of the Investigation
activities. There was no indication any other FEC
The investigation was limited to or Federal employee was involved in the activities described in this report. This report is limited to
the purported criminal and ethical violations b y - as the OSC was tasked with the analysis
and report o f - Hatch Act activity, except for when the Hatch Act violations inform the
criminal and ethics violations.

VI.

Privacy Act and Freedom of Information Act Notice

This report is the property of the Office of Inspector General, and is for OFFICIAL USE
ONLY. Appropriate safeguards should be provided for the report, and access should be limited to
Federal Election Commission officials who have a need-to-know. All copies of the report have
been uniquely numbered, and should be appropriately controlled and maintained. Public disclosure
is determined by the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552a. In order to ensure compliance
with the Privacy Act, this report may not be reproduced or disclosed outside the Commission
without prior written approval of the Office of Inspector General.
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ATTACHMENTS

Attachment

Description

1

RefeITal from OGC to the OSC, elated October 24, 2013

2

Hatch Act Training Rosters for 2010 and 2012

3

Screen capture of-

4

WebTA record and computer training room reservation for
September 21 , 2012

participation in the webcast

5
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Attachment No. 1
Referral from OGC to the OSC
dated October 24, 2013

Case Number INV-13-04
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FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20463

October 24, 2013
Via E-Mail and First-Class Mail
Ana Galindo-Marrone, Chief
Leslie Gogan
Hatch Act Unit
Office of Special Counsel
1730 M Street NW, Suite 218
Washington, D.C. 20036-4505

Re:

H tch Act Referral -

FECAttome

Dear Ms Galindo-Marrone and Ms. Gogan:

By this letter, I am referring to you for whatever action the Office of Special Counsel
may deem appropriate potential violations of the Hatch Act, 5 U.S.C. § 7321 et seq., b y an attorney in the
of the Office of General Counsel of the Federal
has been an employee of the Commission since. .
Election Commission ("OGC").
- · As an FEC employee,-s a «further-restricted" federal government employee
under the Hatch Act. See 5 U.S.C. § 7323(b)(2) and (3).
As described more specifically below, it appears tha~ay have violated
certain provisions of the Hatch Act, including those sections that prohibit further-restricted
federal employees from taking an active part in partisan political campaigns and that prohibit any
federal employee from soliciting donations or contributions for a partisan political party,
candidate for partisan political office, or partisan political group.

tha-

It has come to our attention that
perates a twitter account under the handle
1
Our preliminary review o
activity on the account reflects
actively posts both during and outside her regular work hours. Although to the best of my
knowledge, none of the tweets specifically discussed below were posted whil~was on
duty, present in a federal building, or using a federally owned or leased vehicle, OOC has not
According to the information displayed in relation to the accoun~Twitter
feed contains more than 165,000 posts or "tweets" and is followed by in ~0.other
Twitter accounts.
1
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Letter to OSC Hatch Unit

Page 2

We note tha~eceived Hatch Act training conducted by the Office of Special
Counsel on~is training expressly included training concerning the
prohibition against political activity through social media. As part of that t r a i n i n g . was also provided a copy of the April 4, 2012, HATCH Advisory Opinion, "Frequently Asked
Questions Regarding Social Media and the Hatch Act." Attached as Exhibit F, please find a
copy of the attendance roster reflectin~ttendance, including. signature next to
her name (see Exhibit F, page 2).
Despite the preliminary nature of our review, we have identified at minimum the
following specific tweets that may constitute prohibited political activity in violation of the
Hatch Act:

1.
On October 17, 2012 at approximately 1:03 am EST~eeted "I just
made a donation to support President Obama. TODAY IS THE FEC DEADLINE. E~ollars
~How about you? OFA.BO!TBTmPN." The abbreviated hotlink embedded i~
- s post currently directs the viewer to a website that appears to be a donation page related
to the nonprofit organization Organizing for Action:
contribute.barackobama.com/donation/orgforaction/2/index.html?source=20120706_OFA_TWS.
(Attached as Exhibit A.) However, media accounts indicating that Organizing for Action was
formed after the November 12 election as the successor organization of President Obama's
authorized campaign conunittee for that election. Thus, at the tirne~sted it, the link
may have directed the viewer to the Obama campaign web site. The substance o f comment and its timing in advance of the election also suggest this. In tweets res~
tweet, sever~lowers stated that they had also donated or planned to contribute
to President O b a r n a - · s statement may therefore constitute a solicitation or
encouragement of others to donate to a political candidate.

-s
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Letter to OSC Hatch Unit
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On November 7, 2012 at approximately 1:19 pm EST, in response to
ho asked "what can I do to support the POTUS now that he's been re·elected?"
responded "Donate to the campaign to help pay off debt." (Exhibit B.) As such,•
. . . .tatement may constitute a solicitation or encouragement of others to donate to a
~candidate's campaign committee.
2.

3.
On June 8, 2013 (Saturday)-tated "Yes!" in a "re·tweet" post that
reads in full: "Yes! RT @CoreyBooker: It's official. I'm running for Senate. Please join my
campaign today: cards.twitter.com/cards/9eu4d/6a." The handle@CoryBooker is the verified
twitter account for Cory Booker, then Mayor of Newark, NJ, who was armouncing his intention
to run for a seat in the United States Senate in the Special Election in New Jersey. Booker
won the special election contest on October 16, 2013. Clicking the link included in
message generates a pop-up message from the Booker campaign that pennits the
viewer to share name and email address information with Cory Booker's campaign. (Exhibit C.)
Consequently-omment and re·tweeting of a partisan candidate's announcement
and campaign link may constitute active participation in partisan political campaigning under the
OSC guidance on social media activity, prohibited for further.restricted federal employees.
I

- I

.

I

On September 26, 2 0 1 3 , - retweeted two comments soliciting donations
4.
for the political campaigns of Wendy Davis. Specifically, at approximately 8:30 pm EST,etweeted a message sent from@WendyDavisTexas, the verified twitter account o~
Wendy Davis, a Texas state senator. At the time, Wendy Davis was preparing to announce on
October 3, 2013, her intention to run for Governor of Texas in the 2014 election. The tweet
stated "A week from today, I'm announcing something big. Can you chip in now to show the
strength of our grassroots network? bit.ly/l 9k4lck." The abbreviated hyperlink "bit.ly/l 9k41ck"
directs the viewer to a webpage titled "Wendy Davis for Senate I Contribute today!" (Exhibit D).
The linked page solicited contributions for Davis's Texas State Senate campaign account. Thus,
- e t w e e t e d a partisan candidate's tweet, which may constitute active participation;
moreover, because the original message was a solicitation, to the extent retweeting constitutes a
solicitation b~ it may also be prohibited activity under the Hatch Act.

5.
Also on September 26, 2013, at approximately 7:25 pm E S T retweeted a post from the account o
which stated "Want t~ Blue?
appears to be the Twitter handle of
Donate to@b~endyDavisTexas".
an individual. - s post retweets a solicitation to donate to @WendyDavisTexas and
@bgtx. The handle @bgtx relates to the Twitter account of Battleground Texas, which is
registered with the FEC as an independent political committee which, according to media
accounts, seeks to promote the Democratic Party and Democratic candidates in Texas. As
discussed~WendyDavisTexas is the twitter handle of Wendy Davis's verified twitter
account. ~herefore appears to have retweeted a solicitation to a political candidate
and/or partisan political group. (Exhibit E.)
In addition to these five particular public statements on social media that may constitute
violations of the Hatch Act,-ppears to have engaged in substantial partisan political
corrunentary on other occasions in relation to political parties and federal candidates, some of
which may possibly violate the Hatch Act prohibition on engaging in "political activity" during
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work hours (See generally Exhibit H.) In addition to commenting on the Davis and Booker
solder tweets relate to the presidential election contest in 2012
campaigns, many ofbetween then-candidates Mitt Ro~ack Obama. Our preliminary review further
suggests that often, but not always~uld identify her Twitter commentary
concerning the candidates involved in that election with the hash~" which may be
accessed through Twitter's on-line search capabilities. Although we have not sought to verify
whether anJ.£.'111
political commentary was posted during duty hours, the substantial
volume o~ctivity in relation to these contests an~ractice of regularly posting during
work hours suggests that it is possible some number of those partisan political statements may
have been posted during. regular work hours as a federal employee.

-

Contact infonnation for Associate General Counsel

as we! I that of her ultimate supervisor, is set forth below.

Should y~uire any further information from OGC, please do not hesitate to contact
me at (202) 69~r the Agency's deputy ethics official,
at (202) 694-1342.
Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Attachments
cc:

Deputy Ethics Official
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Exhibit List
Exhibit
A

8

c
D
E

F
G
H

Document Description
Tweet about donating to Obama for America, with link to webpage
Tweet answering @xanadalOl's question helping President Obama after re-election
Retweet from Cory Booker's account announcing he's running for Senate with link to pop-up
Retweet from Wendy Davis soliciting donations with link to webpage.
Retweet fromHatch Act training attendance sheet dated
2012
Pdf of tweets ava Hable as of September 27, 2013
Pdf of additional politically themed tweets
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Attachment No. 3
Screen capture o~participation in the webcast
on September 2 1, 2012

Case Number INV-13-04
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Attachment No. 4
W ebTA record and computer trainin g room reservation
dated September 21, 20 12

Case Number INV-13-04
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-

Invitation: Emeetings with WebCam (Training Room reservation

tori

Frl0912112012 11:00AM - 1:00

PM

Attendance is required for
Chair:
Location:

------
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